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ANNUAL REPOET.

In submitting its sixty-ninth annual report to tlie Legisla-

ture, the Board of Education respectfully directs attention to

the reports of the visitors of the several normal schools, to the

report of the secretary and agents of the Board, and to the

report of its treasurer. These reports will be found to embody

full information as to details, and repetition of any portion of

their subject matter seems unnecessary. From a variety of

important topics which have been considered by the Board since

the preparation of its last report, five are selected as specially

deserving the attention of the General Court. Among these

five, first in importance is the subject of

Peitsioits foe. Teachers.

The Board realizes that popular sentiment in the United

States is not favorable to any system of pensions for those en-

gaged in the public service. Here and there, indeed, provision

has been made for pensioning firemen and policemen, but this

has been done reluctantly, and the action justified by urging

the hazardous character of the service rendered by men engaged

in police and fire service. While the Beard of Education recog-

nizes the American reluctance to enter on extensive systems of

pensions, it believes that the time has fully come when the

Legislature should consider the wisdom of enacting such legis-

lation as will enable the people of any city or town in Massa-

chusetts by affirmative vote to adopt a system of pensions for

teachers employed in the public schools. In thus making, delib-

erately, this recommendation, the Board is moved not primarily

or chiefly by the deserts of teachers, but by its conviction that

the progressive welfare of the public schools demands that such

step be taken. Two affirmations may, indeed, be safely made.
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First, that teachers as a whole make a larger and more vitally

necessary contribution to the public weal than is made by any

other class of public servants ; and second, that, considering the

nature of such contribution, no class of public servants is so

inadequately paid. In the judgment of the Board, however, the

strength of its contention does not lie in the validity of these

affirmations, indisputable as they are, but is to be found, as

already suggested, in certain other facts, which may be briefly

stated as follows. The quality of public schools is determined

chiefly by the character, wisdom and efficiency of the teaching

corps. First, it is necessary that public school service be made

sufficiently attractive to draw into it men and women of the

highest type,— a difficult undertaking, when one considers the

material rewards which attend upon success in commercial,

industrial and professional pursuits. Next, it is essential that

such men and women, once engaged in public school service,

shall abide in it, with mind serene, zeal unquenched, and a

consciousness that they are justly, if not liberally, dealt with

by the public which they serve. In part, then, the Board of

Education favors a system of pensions for teachers because it

will attract to the public service a higher type of individuals

than would otherwise enter it, and will tend to preserve in such

individuals those qualities of mind and heart on which lasting

success depends.

The Board does not overlook two objections which are quite

certain to be urged against its recommendation. From many
quarters will come the rejoinder: let us pay adequately for the

services of teachers, increasing rates of compensation as may
be necessary; but let us have nothing to do with a system of

pensions which involves the disbursement of public funds long

after active service is ended. With equal frequency will come

a second objection. In all other fields of activity, it will be

urged, men and women must lay aside some part of their in-

come, and so provide for later years; why should teachers, in

this respect, be made an exception to that necessity which pre-

vails everywhere else ? In many minds these objections will be

conclusive, but the Board of Education cannot so regard them.

As to the first objection, it should be remarked that it will

probably be found easier and less expensive to establish and
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maintain a well-regulated system of pensions than to effect suck

general and marked increase in rates of compensation as are

necessary in order that teachers be adequately paid. While it

is true that a gradual increase in teachers' salaries is going on,

such increase is painfully slow, nor have we reason to anticipate

an accelerated rate of increase. It is a well-known fact that

the necessary expenses of living commonly increase much more

rapidly than do the compensations of wage earners. Many a

man who is to-day in receipt of the same salary which he re-

ceived fifteen or twenty years since, finds this to be true in his

own experience. If, now, we call to mind the way in which

teachers must live, from the very nature of their positions, it

is obvious that this law of unequal increase bears upon them

with peculiar and special severity. With every passing year

the public enlarges its demands upon the teacher. In a multi-

tude of particulars his scale of expenditure is largely determined

by the fact that he is a teacher. To occupy that position which

the public demands that he shall occupy, in the matters of hab-

itation, dress, books, travel, church, society, lectures, concerts,

etc., he must reconcile himself as best he may to expenditures

wholly out of proportion to his income. Surely we have no

cause for pride in the fact that the richest nation on earth per-

mits that class of public servants on which its very existence

depends to suffer such hardships. It appears, then, that we

may not look for any marked and immediate increase in rates

of compensations paid teachers ; and it further appears that for

teachers as a class it is always difficult and frequently impos-

sible to lay something aside for a rainy day.

It remains for the Board to call attention to another con-

sideration, even more weighty than the foregoing, and on which

its advocacy of a system of pensions chiefly rests. Not only is

it necessary that persons of sterling character and high talent

be attracted to public school service, and be kept confident and

contented during the years, of activity, it is even more necessary

to make suitable provision for the retirement of such persons

when they are no longer able to render efficient service. Let it

once more be said that the Board urges this feature of its argu-

ment not as a measure of mercy, nor even as a measure of jus-

tice to teachers, but as indispensably necessary to the continued
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and progressive well-being of the schools, and as a truly eco-

nomical measure. It occasionally happens— pity 'tis, 'tis true

— that an efficient teacher is imjustly or prematurely displaced;

but for every such removal there are a hundred cases in which

teachers are kept in service after their term of usefulness has

ended. For this state of things we should not be over-hasty to

condemn the officials in whose hands rests the choice between

retention and dismissal. Only they who have been called on

.to decide such questions realize their exceeding delicacy and

difficulty. There are cases where the truest economy would con-

sist in paying full salary, if necessary, to the teacher incapaci-

tated from length of service, who should stay at home; and a

second salary to a teacher in his prime, who should teach school.

As to the urgency of the need of some system of retirement,

by which the schools may be protected,, while teachers are fairly

dealt with, it is surely unnecessary to speak at length. Until

such system is provided, the educational interests of the State

will continue to suffer, as they are at present suffering, from

the presence of teachers who, through no fault of their own,

but from the operation of a relentless law, have reached the

end of their usefulness as teachers. Many such teachers find

it absolutely necessary to continue in service as long as they

can stand. School committees, knowing what the welfare of

the schools demands, and yet properly unable to disregard long

years of faithful and often efficient service, are practically

helpless.

It is well known that college trustees, perceiving the necessity

of a retiring system if they would maintain the efficiency of

instruction, are quite generally taking steps to establish such

systems. Already possessed of the requisite power, college

authorities have only to deal with the financial aspects of the

undertaking; with them it is a question of ways and means.

The State, on the other hand, possessed of ample resources,

has not yet made it possible for any of its municipalities to

establish a system of pensions for teachers. In the absence

of such system, which would be of general application, uni-

formly continuous in operation and correspondingly beneficent

in its results, school committees occasionally make an effort

to diminish the extent of the evil which they recognize and de-
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plore. When, for example, a teaclier is granted leave of absence

for a year upon half pay, with an understanding that his resig-

nation shall take effect at the end of the year, such action is a

recognition by the school committee of the truth of the views set

forth in preceding paragraphs. But even such form of retire-

ment is exceptional, rather than general ; is likely to be deferred

until circumstances compel it; and involves, in the judgment

of very competent persons, an exercise of authority in excess

of that possessed by any Massachusetts school committee. With-

ou.t further elaboration of its views, the Board of Education

records its conviction that some system for retiring teachers,

on equitable allowance, whether or not it be designated a pen-

sion, is certain to come. It is the conviction of the Board

that the first steps toward such result cannot be taken too speed-

ily. Massachusetts has a just right to be proud of her past edu-

cational legislation, but it would be folly to rest idly and

complacently upon the achievements of the past. Each genera-

tion has its own problems to solve, — is under obligation to

take some step forward. In our judgment, the Legislature that

makes the first move toward a system of pensions for public

school teachers will render a great service to the Commonwealth,

and will deserve, as it will finally receive, the approbation of all

intelligent and right-minded people.

Medical, Inspection of Schools.

Inasmuch as local authorities already possess the power neces-

sary to the establishment of efficient medical inspection of

schools, progress in this direction is less dependent on the action

of the Legislature than is progress toward the establishment of

a system of pensions. In some of our towns and cities the

schools are already enjoying the benefits of medical inspection.

There is wide variation as to the scope and effectiveness of such

inspection, and much remains to be done before all our munici-

palities can justly claim the approval which certain of them

already deserve.

In the judgment of the Board, while the State should make

no attempt to relieve local authorities of responsibility in this

matter, it is desirable that it pursue the same general policy

which has been attended elsewhere with such good results. The
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history of school supervision in Massaclmsetts will serve as an

illustration of our meaning. Tor many years each town or

city of the Commonwealth acted alone and for itself ; later, the

Legislature made it possible for any two towns to combine for

the purposes of supervision; still later, it was made possible

for larger groups to combine for the same purpose ; and finally,

when the great majority of our towns had availed themselves

of this permissive legislation, thus making evident the existence

of a general appreciation of the advantages of supervision, the

General Court enacted the legislation which compelled the few

towns which had not previously done so, to provide expert su-

pervision for their schools.

As the first step taken by the State in the matter of medical

inspection, the Board reports that an inquiry has been made

as to the number of towns and cities which have already pro-

vided medical inspection for their schools, this inquiry also

extending to the scope and frequency of such inspection. The

natural effect of this investigation will be the calling of general

attention to the matter, and the quickening of local authorities

to activity. The day will thus be hastened when medical inspec-

tion will have become so general that the Legislature will not

hesitate to make it universal. ]N"or, indeed, is the State entirely

free from responsibility in this matter, even though it wisely

adheres to its traditional policy of leaving to local authority

the largest possible measure of educational initiation and con-

trol. It is the State which compels the attendance of children

upon its schools, and surely the body which so makes attendance

compulsory cannot wholly divest itself of responsibility for the

sanitary condition of school premises and for the physical wel-

fare of pupils in attendance.

The advantages which result from effective inspection are so

obvious that we undertake no enumeration of them ; and yet

only those concerned in the administration of education have

an adequate idea of the benefits to the schools, economic as well

as hygienic, and of the blessings to individual pupils, which

attend on medical inspection as practised by competent and

devoted members of the medical profession. In the near future

interesting questions of importance will demand consideration.

At present it is agreed that medical inspection at public ex-
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pense may properly concern itself with contagions and infec-

tious diseases, for the immunity from such diseases of large

bodies of pupils depends on prompt and vigilant action regard-

ing them. Less general will be the agreement as to inspection

of the organs of sight and hearing, which concern primarily the

welfare of their possessors, even though defects therein detract

from the efficiency of the school. If, in addition to the fore-

going, it be urged that the teeth, the throat and the nasal pas-

sages be included in the scope of public medical inspection, still

more forcible and numerous are likely to be the notes of doubt

or dissent. As to these questions, the Board of Education has

no disposition to dogmatise. The precise limit of parental

responsibility and control, as opposed to the assumption of such

responsibility by the State, is a subject for future determination.

Because of its belief that the State has some measure of respon-

sibility, and because of its desire to hasten the day when appro-

priate medical inspection shall be applied to every public school

of the State, the Board of Education gives this topic the second

place in its present communication to the Legislature.

As TO THE POWEES OF SCHOOL COMMITTEES AND THEIE AgENTS

WITH Reference to Certain Student Organizations.

During somewhat recent years there have come into existence,

chiefly in high schools, large numbers of organizations which

frequently bear the name of the school, which invariably are

closely related to its instruction and discipline, and which have

in their keeping its good name. Many of these organizations

are devoted to athletics, others are of a social character, still

others are sufficiently characterized if spoken of as secret socie-

ties. The prototypes of all are to be found in the college.

Whatever opinion be held as to their existence in the schools,

they have obtained a foothold, and in one form or another are

likely to retain it. N^ot the suppression of these organizations,

but their judicious and friendly regulation, is the thing to be

aimed at. It may readily be admitted that the slighter the

measure of outside control found necessary, the better for all

concerned. That some degree of such control is absolutely im-

perative is too obvious a fact to admit of discussion. Whether
school committees, and superintendents and masters acting as
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representatives of tlie committee, are already possessed of ade-

quate powers to control these organizations, is a question on

whicli opinions differ.

While the Board of Education is confident that such powers

are now possessed by the officials named above, it regards it as

desirable that uncertainty on this point be removed, by a simple

enactment which shall remove all doubts. With the approval

of the Board, such a measure was presented to the Legislature

of 1905, and commended itself, as we believe, to the committee

by which it was considered. The educational opinion of the

State, as represented by committees, supervisors and masters,

is overwhelmingly in favor of such legislation. The bill thus

presented to the preceding Legislature was conceived in no un-

friendly spirit. On the contrary, its enactment would count

only for the well-being of the organizations now under consid-

eration. In numerous instances school authorities are now

exercising, and with the happiest results, precisely such super-

vision and control as the bill provided for. In other cases

schools and pupils are suffering from the lack of such control,

and the control is wanting because of the belief— held not

infrequently by a minority of a committee— that it lacks power

to apply it.

The Board of Education hopes that this subject may receive

favorable consideration from the Legislature of 1906. There

is no disposition in any quarter to curtail the reasonable free-

dom of the individual, nor do we concern ourselves with the

associated activities of groups of pupils, except as they have

a distinct bearing on the character, efficiency and reputation of

the school to which they belong. We believe it to be the duty

of every good citizen to protect schools and pupils from certain

practises and tendencies which, mischievous enough in the col-

leges, are simply intolerable in public schools, which should be

in every respect the most democratic of institutions.

iNSTEUCTIOlSr IK MlTSIC.

The Board invites the special attention of the Legislature

to an accompanying report made to the Board by its secretary

On the teaching of music in the public schools of the State. The

secretary's report was the outcome of an exhaustive investiga-
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tion, and is likely to prove a surprise to those not already famil-

iar with the status of musical instruction in the public schools.

The returns received by the secretary show that vocal music

is taught as a regular branch of instruction in all the schools

of 270 of the 354 towns and cities. In these towns it is a re-

quired study for all the pupils of the elementary schools and

for all the pupils in a part of the high schools. In most of the

high schools, however, it is an elective study either throughout

the course or after the first year, but is chosen by large numbers

of pupils. The 270 towns in which music is systematically

taught contain 94.5 per cent, of all the schools in the State, and

96.8 per cent, of all the pupils. There remain 84 towns in

which music is not a required study, but even in these towns

it is taught by a considerable number of teachers who are musi-

cally inclined, so that the number of children receiving no in-

struction in music constitute a very small fraction of the whole

number in attendance. From the special report alluded to it

also appears that the instruction in music in 254 towns and

cities is under the direction of specialists, who usually combine

the functions of teaching and supervising. In 17 of the remain-

ing 100 towns and cities instruction in music is required, but

is given by the regular teachers. Prom the foregoing it is

evident that not only is music taught to practically all children

in the public schools, but that in case of the great majority of

these children the instruction is given by specially trained

teachers.

As a result of his investigations, the secretary reached two

conclusions, in which the Board of Education concurs. First,

we do not regard it as expedient at present to recommend that

music be added to the list of subjects required by law to be

taught in all public schools of the State ; and second, we do not

now deem it expedient to recommend the appointment of a State

official to supervise and otherwise promote the interests of

musical instruction. Epr a statement of the reasons underlying

these conclusions we refer to the special report of the secretary.

The Board has thought it desirable to devote one paragraph of

its own report to this topic, in order to remove misgivings

somewhat widespread as to the extent and the efficiency of

instruction in music in the public schools of the State. Last
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year the Legislature was asked to add music to tlie list of

required studies, and there have been several recent attempts

to secure the appointment of a State supervisor. ISTeither of

the measures had the approval of the Board of Education ; and

it is glad of an opportunity to say that its indisposition to ap-

prove arose from no lack of interest in the subject of instruction

in music, much less from a spirit of unfriendliness toward it,

but from a conviction that neither measure is at present called

for. That such conviction was essentially wise, the special

investigation made at the request of the Board seems to demon-

strate.

Illiterate Miwoes between the Ages of Fourteen and

Sixteen Years.

A notable addition to the employment and attendance laws

of the State has been made this year, in the statute forbidding

the employment of children between the ages of fourteen and

sixteen who cannot read and write, and requiring such persons

to attend a day school. While this legislation places a new
burden upon the school authorities of the cities and towns, it

seems to afford the only practicable means of reducing the

number of illiterate minors in the State, which has increased

greatly in recent years. In the report of the secretary will be

found some suggestions for making the law effective.

GEOEGE I. ALDEICH.
ELLA LYMAN" CABOT.
ALBEET E. WINSHIP.
GEOEGE H. CONLEY.
CAEOLINE HAZAED.
JOEL D. MILLEE.
KATE GANNETT WELLS.
CLINTON Q. EICHMOND.
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1038-1905.

For a third time within very recent years the Board is under

the sad necessity of recording the death of one of its members.

Rev. Elmer PI. Capen, D.D., was born in Stonghton on April

5, 1838, and died at Tufts College on March 22, 1905. On
May 4, 1905, the Board of Education adopted the following

memorial, and ordered the same spread upon its records :
—

Resolved, That the sudden death of Dr. Elmer H. Capen has

removed from the Board of Education one of its most interested

and influential members.

Dr. Capen was appointed by Governor Ames Dec. 5, 1888, to

take the place of Edward C. Carrigan, deceased ; he was reappointed

in 1891 by Governor Eussell and in 1899 by Governor Wolcott.

He had thus served the State as a member of the Board of Educa-

tion for a period of over sixteen years. He took a keen and vital

interest in all matters in charge of the Board of Education, more
particularly in movements looking toward the expansion of educa-

tion. In the report which he prepared for the Board in 1899 he

urged very strongly that the duty of the State in the matter of

education " is not discharged until all children have an equal priv-

ilege." He proceeded to argue that schools in Berkshire and

Hampshire should be of the same rank and have the same quality

of teaching as those in Middlesex and Suffolk. Dr. Capen had

the courage of his convictions, and in the annual report of the

year 1899—90 dissented from certain conclusions which the Board

had adopted.

At the time of Dr. Capen's death he was a member of the stand-

ing committee of the Board on teachers and for the education of

defective children; he was chairman of the committee of the Board

to inquire into public instruction in music,— a subject which he

had much at heart; he was chairman of the Board of Visitors for

the Salem State Normal School from 1889 until his death; he was

a visitor of the Fitchburg State Normal School from 1895 to 1899,

and also served as chairman of the building committee of that

school; he was visitor of the Worcester Normal School from 1900

until his death, and at the death of Colonel Stoddard, in 1903,

was made chairman of the Board of Visitors.

As a member of the executive and legislative committee of the
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Board from 1889 to 1903^ and a member of the committee on insti-

tutions for the deaf, blind and feeble-minded from 1889 to 1905.

he became thoroughly familiar with the work of the Board in

widely different branches. Por the last seven years he was chair-

man of the committee on teachers, and wrote a very able report

relative to the " Agents of the Board, the nature and scope of their

work," incorporated into the sixty-sixth report of the Board, issued

in January, 1903.

From this brief summary of the work of Dr. Capen upon the

Massachusetts Board of Education it is evident how vital was his

connection with that body, and how unsparing of time and service

was his devotion. Whenever a forward movement made itself felt,

Dr. Capen was found in the advance, doing ever3i;hing in his

power to secure what he considered a liberal and wise treatment of

new educational problems as they arose. His constant effort was
to dignify the position of normal school teacher, and to fit the

schools directly under the charge of the State Board of Education

to equip teachers in a manner which should enable them to do

their work so as to redound to the good of the whole State.

Dr. Capen's excellent judgment and clear sense of justice made
him a most valuable member of the Board when difficult points

arose for discussion; and it is with a profoimd sense of the loss

which the Board has sustained in his death that it records its

sentiments of respect and admiration.

1B52-I9n5.

Subsequent to the adoption of the preceding report another

vacancy in the Board was made by the sudden death of Dr.

George H. Conley. At the annual meeting of the Board, held

Jan. 4, 1906, the foUov^ing memorial was adopted: —

In the death of Dr. George H. Conley, which took place at his

home in Brookline, on Dec. 20, 1905, the Board has been called

upon to mourn a second time within the year the loss of one of its

most experienced members.

Dr. Conley was appointed a member of the Board by Gov. Wil-

liam E. Russell in 1893, to succeed the Rev. A. A. Miner.

His scholarship, his experience and his personal qualities had
made him prominent in educational circles, and amply justified

his selection. All of these gifts, personal and professional, he

placed at the service of the State, and for nearly thirteen years

bore his part in the administrative work of the Board.
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During the whole period of his service he was a member of the

Board of Visitors of the State Normal School at Framingham and

of the State Normal Art School in Boston. It was due to his efforts

that working relations were established between the art school and

the public schools of Boston, by which the students of the school

were given opportunity to observe and practice in the public schools,

and a way opened for the graduates to become regular teachers.

On the establishment of the school at Lowell he was made
chairman of the Board of Visitors. This position was especially

congenial to him, because Lowell had been his early home and the

scene of his earliest professional success, and he gave to the new

school his fullest sympathy and support.

In the annual report of the Board, written by him in 1900, he

dealt in a broad and wise way with the normal schools, the elective

system in high schools, the relation of the high schools to the col-

leges, manual traiaing in the high schools, and the personal rela-

tion of the teacher to the pupil. This report attracted wide atten-

tion, from the importance of the subjects treated and the general

soundness of the views expressed.

He was judicious, tactful and impartial in dealing with many
delicate problems which it became his duty to solve. In his death

the State has lost a gifted citizen and a valued public servant, and

the Board a useful and companionable member.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, BEIDGEWATEE.

ALBEET G. BOYDEN, Peincipal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Albert Gardner Boyden, Educational study of man, the prin-

ciples and the art of teaching, school

organization, school government,

school laws of Massachusetts.

Arthur Clarke Boyden, vice-principal, . . . Natural science, history and civil

polity, and the history of education.

Franz Heinrich Kirmayer, Latin, Greek, French, German.

William Dunham Jackson, Physical science, mathematics, Eng-

lish literature.

Charles Peter Sinnott, Geography, physiology and hygiene,

physical science.

Harlan" Page Shaw, Chemistry, mineralogy, industrial

laboratory.

Frank Ellis Gurney Classics, geometry, astronomy.

Isabella Sara Horne Vocal culture and reading.

Clara Coffin Prince, Vocal music, algebra.

Fanny Amanda Comstock Arithmetic, botany, geometry.

Maky Alice Emerson, English.

Elizabeth Helen Perry Drawing.

LiLLiE Eveline Merritt, Assistant in drawing.

Elizabeth Fulton Gordon, Physical training.

Margaret Ellen Fisher Assistant in physical training.

Lillian Anderson Hicks Supervisor of practice work in the

model school.

Instructors in the Model School.

Brenelle Hunt Principal.

Adelaide Reed Ninth grade.

Martha May Burnell Eighth grade.

Sarah Vinetta Price Seventh grade.

Nellie Mabel Bennett, Sixth grade.

Jennie Bennett Fifth grade.

Mary Lucinda Wallace Fourth grade.

Sarah Wheaton Turner Third grade.

Annie Lawrie Sawyer, Second grade.

Flora May Stuart First grade.

Clara Rachel Bennett, First grade.

Instructors in the Kindergarten.

Anne Morgan Wells Principal.

Frances Plympton Keyes, ........ Assistant.

Brief Historical Sketch.

This school has been in operation during a period of sixty-

five years. It may be helpful, in estimating its value among

the educational forces of the State, to take a brief survey of its

work and growth from its beginning.

It is one of the first three State normal schools in America.
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These schools were a new thing in this country, and it was a

question whether they would be sustained by the people, so

they were opened for three years, as an experiment. At the

end of this period appropriations were made for their support

during another three years. After six years' trial the Legisla-

ture adopted them, and gave them the name of State normal

schools. '

This school began its career in the old town hall, a room with

a single board partition, arranged to slide up and down so that

the room could be used as a whole or in two parts. The use of

this room was given to the school the first three years; it was

leased the next three years. Then a permanent home for the

schoal was erected by the State, with the co-operation of the

town of Bridgewater and some of its prominent citizens, at a

cost of $10,000. Each decade saw the enlargement and im-

provement of the wooden buildings, until about fifteen years

ago. Since that time four new brick buildings have been erected,

and the school now has a property whose total value is $500,000.

It is one of the most pleasantly located and best-equipped normal

schools in the country.

The school has had three principals. It opened its first ses-

sion with 28 students and its first principal, ISTicholas Tilling-

hast, a live teacher in touch with live pupils, with no accessories.

He had to work out his course of study and teach all his classes.

He was the apparatus, the total equipment, the factotum of the

school. Later he secured able assistants, and did heroic work

for thirteen years. He established the school upon bed rock.

He was mighty in his power to lead and to inspire his pupils.

Marshall Conant, his successor, carried on the school in the

same spirit for the next seven years, when it came under the

charge of the present principal.

Each principal has been actuated by the same spirit, has

based his work upon the same general principles of education,

and has had the same purpose, — the development of true no-

bility of character and educative power to the highest degree

possible in all his pupils. This conduct of the school upon the

same principle throughout its course has greatly increased its

efficiency. It now has a faculty of sixteen instructors in the

normal department and thirteen in the model school department.
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Courses of Studies.

During the first six years students came and went, attending

one, two, three or more terms, as they chose. This practice was

found to be so demoralizing in its effect upon the work of the

school that students were required to attend three consecutive

terms, and a definite course of study was laid out. The course

of study has been a continuous growth from that day to the

present time, and is the outcome of the best thought and experi-

ence of the faculty of the school. It has been developed into a

regular course of four years, an elementary course of two years,

an intermediate course of three years, a kindergarten course

of two or three years, and a special course of one year for col-

lege graduates, normal school graduates and teachers of ex-

perience.

Model School.

The observation and practice of teaching in the model school

of 450 pupils, including all the grades below the high school, is

an integral part of the course of study, of great practical value

to the students in giving them a clear idea of teaching in the

concrete.

Residence Halls.

Another element of great value in the educative work of the
.

school is the social life of the students in living together in the

residence halls, — which early became a necessity in the con-

duct of the school, — under wholesome regulations ; it culti-

vates habits of regularity, good manners, a just appreciation of

others, and strengthens the bonds of fellowship.

Students and Graduates.

The steady increase in the number of pupils admitted and

graduated annually is another element of growth which has

strongly affected the educative power of the school. It has

always been a school for both sexes. In the earlier part of its

life the men were often in the majority, but since the percentage

of women employed in the public schools has so much increased,

the men have fallen to the small minority. The average number
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in attendance per term during tlie first decade of the school was

53 ; during the last decade it has been more than 250.

The whole number of pupils admitted to the school is 5,398,

— 1,340 men, 4,058 women. They have come from every

county in this State, from other States and from other countries.

They are the children of fathers in a great variety of occupa-

tions, bringing into the school a great diversity of personality

and experience. They go out after the education given them

by the school to minister to the needs of the same diversity of

character in the different communities in which they teach.

This diversity in the students is a strong educative force in the

school; it gives the students a broader view of life, a clearer

conception of their relation to their fellows, and a more compre-

hensive view of the work of the teacher.

The whole number of persons who have graduated from the

school is 3,624, — 898 men, 2,726 women. These graduates

have gone out into all lines of educational work, from the kinder-

garten to the State superintendency. They are found in all

the grades, in the high schools, in the normal schools, in the

superintendencies, in the homes and in the professions. The

large majority of the graduates are in this State; some are in

other States and in other countries; they are found in every

continent.

Returns from inquiries sent to the graduates show that they

have performed more than thirty thousand years of teaching

in the schools. This is but a part of the outcome of the work

and growth of the school. It is more than a single school; it

has become an institution which stands for educative lines of

thought and work which affect all the public schools of the State.

General Conditions.

The work of the school for the past year has moved on effec-

tively. The residence halls have been full. A good measure of

health has prevailed, and graduates have been in quick demand.

The new gymnasium is in daily use. It proves itself to be

an indispensable factor in the physical and social life of the

school.
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Statistics.

The statistics of the school for the year ending Aug. 31, 1905,

are as follows :
—

1. Number of students for the year, 257,— 29 men, 228 women;
number in the entering class, 129,— 10 men, 119 women; number

of graduates for the year, 82,— 5 men, 77 women; number receiv-

ing certificates for special courses, 9,— 1 man, 8 women.

2. The whole number of students who have been members of

the school is 5,398,— 1,340 men, 4,058 women. The number who
have received certificates or diplomas is 3,624,— 898 men, 2,726

women; of whom 308 have graduated from the four years' course,

— 157 men, 151 women.
3. Of the 257 members of the school for this year, Plymouth

County sent 64; Bristol, 42; Norfolk, 41; Middlesex, 36; Suffolk,

20; Essex, 12; Worcester, 8; Barnstable, 7; Hampden, 5; Dukes,

2; Nantucket, 2; Eranklin, 1; Hampshire, 1; the State of Maine,

5; New Hampshire, 5; Vermont, 4; Connecticut, 1; New Jersey, 1.

Total from Massachusetts, 241, 13 counties and 76 towns being

represented; other States, 16.

4. The distribution of the students for the year was as follows:

special courses, 15,— 1 man, 14 women; four years' course, 49,

—

22 men, 27 women; intermediate course, 33,— 3 men, 30 women;
kindergarten course, 4; elementary course, 156,— 3 men, 153

women.
5. The average age of those admitted was 19 years and 4 months;

of special students, 25 years and 1 month; of students entering

upon regular courses, 18 years and 7 months.

6. Of the 129 admitted, 7 came from colleges, 6 from normal
and training schools, and 116 from high schools and academies;

15 had taught previous to coming.

7. The occupations of the fathers of those admitted were given

as follows : mechanics, 39 ; merchants and dealers, 20 ; farmers, 12

;

superintendents and overseers, 5; laborers, 5; real estate and insur-

ance agents, 4 ; railroad employees, 4 ; clerks, 3 ; salesmen, 3 ; engi-

neers, 3; government empIo3^ees, 2; contractors, 2; florists,, 2;
clergyman, 1; physician, 1; architect, 1; auditor, 1; printer, 1;
forester, 1 ; miller, 1 ;

policeman, 1 ; expressman, 1 ; janitor, 1 ;
pro-

prietor of restaurant, 1 ; retired veteran, 1 ; not given, 13.

8. Of the 129 students admitted, Quincy sent 10; Fall Eiver
and Taunton, 9 each ; Brockton, 7 ; Abington and Boston, 6 each

;

Bridgewater and Haverhill, 5 each; Cambridge, Hanover and Wey-
mouth, 4 each; Fairhaven, Somerville and Whitman, 3 each; Brain-
tree, Dennis, Holyoke, Middleborough, Newton and Spencer, 2
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each; Avon, Brewster, Bourne, Concord, Canton, Dartmouth,

Easton, Edgartown, East Bridgewater, Eramingham, Hyde Park,

Lancaster, Lowell, Maiden, ISTorthampton, New Bedford, Oxford,

Peabody, Pepperell, Plymouth, Randolph, Raynham, Rockland,

Springfield, Stoughton, Tewksbur}^, Truro, Upton, Webster, West

Bridgewater, Waltham, Wareham, Woburn, Winthrop and Walpole,

1 each; New Hampshire, 2; Maine, 1; Connecticut, 1.

GEORGE I. ALDRICH,
CAROLINE HAZARD,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, FITCHBUEG.

JOHN G. THOMPSON, Pkincipal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

John G. Thompson Pedagogy.
E. A. KiRKPATRICK, Psychology, child study and school

laws.

Preston Smith, Natural science, manual training and
school hygiene.

Charles S. Alexander, Mathematics.

Flora B. Kendall, . English.

Nellie B. Allen, Geography.
Florence M. Miller History.

Annette J. Warner, Drawing.
Elizabeth D. Perry Music and physical culture.

Abbt p. Churchill, Nature study and biology.

Lillian A. Phillips Manual training.

Instructors in the Model and Practice Schools.

Charles S. Alexander Principal.

The teachers in the normal school supervise the teaching of their respective subjects in

the model and practice schools.

Instructors in the Practice Schools.

Mercie a. Allen, Supervising principal at Edgerly
school.

Mattie a. Cole Supervisor in primary grades.

Caroline G. Hagar Supervising principal at Highland

Avenue school.

Matilda B. Doland Supervising principal at Day Street

school.

Instructors in the Model Schools.

Florence E. Scott Principal of kindergarten.

Georgiana H. Jubb, Assistant kindergartner.

L. Frances Jones First grade.

Ida M. Austin, Second grade.

Mary McConnell, Third and fourth grades.

Margaret M. Slattery, Fifth and sixth grades.

Mercie A. Allen, Seventh and eighth grades.

Mary L. Merrill, Ungraded.

Growth and Needs of the School.

In the report of the State Board of Education issued Jan. 1,

1896, the number of pupils in attendance at the Eitchburg

Normal School for the previous year is given as 45 ; in the
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report for 1900, as 99 ; in the report for 1902, as 113 ; and in

this report for 1906, as 134. JSTormal Hall, erected in 1895,

was planned to accommodate 140 normal students, giving them

a general study room, a library, a small gymnasium and recita-

tion rooms. There were no rooms in the building for model

schools, or schools of observation, as there are in the Bridgewater

and Salem buildings. The plan of work adopted for the Fitch-

burg school, however, was one which made it absolutely neces-

sary to have such rooms in the normal building, and the first

floor was therefore given up at once for this purpose. While

the school remained small in numbers, this loss of room was not

very serious, but with each year it has grown more and more

embarrassing. When the department of history was established,

with a teacher at its head, the library was taken from the room

where it had already come to be a centre of school activity, and

was scattered throughout the building in half a dozen rooms

and corridors, and the room which it had occupied was given

over to the new department. For the department of nature

study the locker room was dismantled and refitted, and since

then the students have been without lockers. For the depart-

ment of manual training the lunch room, which was only a

passway and a basement room, was taken; and the teacher of

mathematics has had to hold his classes at a considerable disad-

vantage in the physical laboratory. Had we all the room in the

building for the use of the normal classes, as originally planned,

there would be none too much ; and the gymnasium would still

be, as it has always been, inadequate.

It is plain from these facts that some changes are needed, and

this, with the furnishing of additional rooms in the dormitory,

seems to be the present need of the school.

Changes tn the FAcrLTY.

Miss Flora E. Kendall, teacher of English, was given leave

of absence September 1, and since then her work has been taken

by the principal. Miss Lillian A. Phillips has been added to

the faculty, in charge of the department of manual training.
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V

Gifts.

During the year there has been published a catalogue of pic-

tures and casts, nearly two hundred in number, and costing

nearly twenty-five hundred dollars, which have been given to

the school, chiefly by the graduating classes and by the alumni.

Lectubes.

The lectures for the past year have been in the main as fol-

lows :
—

Eev, Edward Cummings, Boston (four lectures) — The Industrial

Development of the Nineteenth Century :
—

The Meaning of our Industrial Eevolution,— the Change from

Tools to Machines.

The Meaning of the Labor Movement,— Trade IJnion Organ-

izations.

The Meaning of the Labor Movement,— Other Industrial

Eemedies; Co-operation, Profit Sharing, Arbitration.

The Meaning of Socialism,— the Significance of Private Mo-
nopolies, and of Municipal, State and National Ownership

and Control of Industries.

Hon. William T. Montague, member of the Privy Council of the

Dominion of Canada— Australia.

Hon, George H. Martin, secretary State Board of Education—
Graduation Address, " The Transient and the Permanent in

Education,"

Edward Howard Griggs, Montclair, N. J. (six lectures) — Shake-

speare :
—

The Humanity of Shakespeare.

The Early Aspect : A Midsummer Night's Dream.

The Ethical Awakening : The Merchant of Venice.

The Eelief in Nature : As You Like It,

The Individual and the State: Julius Caesar,

World Forces and the Individual : Antony and Cleopatra,

Mr. 0. J. Kern, superintendent of schools of Winnebago County,

Illinois— School Gardens : Country Life for Country People.

Statistics.

The statistics for the year ending Aug. 31, 1905, are as fol-

lows :
—

1, Number of students for the year, 134,— 133 women, 1 man.

Number in the entering class, 61 women. Number of graduates
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for the year, 52,— 51 women, 1 man; 37 from the elementary

course, 14 from the advanced course. jSTumber receiving certifi-

cates for special courses, 8.

2. Whole number of students admitted since the opening of the

school (September, 1905), 582,— 571 women, 11 men (this num-

ber includes the class admitted in the fall of 1905).

3. Nmnber of States represented in the membership of the school

for this year, 4.

4. Number of counties in Massachusetts represented, 4.

. 5. Number of towns in Massachusetts represented, 30.

6. Average age of entering class, 19.3 years.

7. Number who have had experience as teachers., 14.

8. Occupation of parents: retired, 1; farmers, 12; piano maker,

2; lumber dealer, 2; merchants, 2; blacksmith, 1; granite and

marble dealer, 2; florist, 2; chairmaker, 2; deceased, 11; carpenter,

3; wheelwright, 1; ice dealer, 1; engineer, 2; police inspector, 1;

machinist, 1; postmaster, 1; superintendent of schools, 1; laborer,

5; market gardener, 1; expressman, 1; steam and gas fitter, 1;

plumber, 1; city editor newspaper, 1; mechanic, 3.

Number of students in attendance Dec. 1, 1905, 136.

J. D. MILLER,
CLINTON Q. RICHMOND,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, rEAMINGHAM.

HEKEY WHITTEMORE, Peincipal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Henry Whittemore School organization and government,
pedagogy.

Amelia Davis Matliematics and astronomy.
Frederic W. Howe Cliemistry, physics, dietetics.

Avery B. Lambert Biology, nature study.

Louisa A. NiCHOLASs Household arts.

Annie B. Penniman Assistant in household arts.

Lillian A. Ordway Geography, psychology of childhood,

Latin.

Mary C. Moore English language and literature.

Anna L. Moore, History and civil polity.

Mary H. Stevens French.

Jane B. Ireson, Elocution and reading.

Jennie B. Boody, Drawing.
Frederic W. Archibald Music.

Mary Bennett Physical training, physiology.

Susan M. Emerson, - Sloyd.

Instructors in the Practice School.

Susan M. Emerson Ninth grade.

Anna M. Rochefort, Eighth grade.

Leila J. Webster Seventh grade.

Nellie A. Dale, Sixth and fifth grades.

Alice V. Winslow, Fourth grade.

Louise G. Ramsdell, Third and second grades.

Elizabeth A. Malloy First grade.
Phebe M. Beard,* Kindergarten.

Lack of Practice School Opportunities.

That eacli improvemeiit in a school building involves the

need of some further extension of its utilities was again dem-

onstrated by the erection of Wells Hall, a few years ago. The
larger number of class rooms thus gained, the better labora-

tories, ampler gymnasium and kindergarten have so increased

the number of regular pupils that now we are confronted

with the misfortune of not having adequate practice school

facilities for the normal students.

The grade schools in which our pupils observe and teach

I

* Absent on leave. Ida F. Carpenter, substitute.
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are scattered in adjoining towns, in addition to the " Stone

Building " in Framingham Centre, a few grades rooms in

South Framingham and in the practice school proper in May
Hall. This renders it very difficult for the department teach-

ers to supervise work in such different localities; for a lack

of unity must necessarily interfere in any consecutive teach-

ing unless all the grades are located in one building. There-

fore, the urgent need of the Framingham ISTormal School is

another school building, where the concentration of classes can

be effected, and where also we could have more class room, a

carpenter's shop and a suitable locker room. This is a matter

of vital importance to the welfare of the whole school, and is

engrossing the serious attention of the principal and the Board

of Visitors.

Repairs.

With the exception of four pieces of direct heating which

were put into May Hall to supplement the present system for

night service especially, the putting under cover the electric

wires in Normal Hall and the renovation of some of the furni-

ture in the boarding halls, there has been no large outlay for

improvements.

Changes in the Faculty.

The school has derived much benefit from the addition to its

teaching force of another gentleman, Mr. Avery E. Lambert,

graduate of and instructor in Dartmouth College. It is not a

question of the superiority of men or of women over each other

as teachers with which we are concerned in the supervision of

the school, but of the valuable initiative and the unconscious

stimulus that each imparts to the other when both men and

women are in the same faculty.

There has also been added to the faculty, as an assistant in

the department of household arts. Miss Annie B. Penniman.

Miss Penniman is a graduate of Wellesley and of this depart-

ment. She will have charge of the sewing and laundry work,

and will teach certain subjects and assist in teaching cooking

and in the practice school classes.

Miss Anna L. Rochefort of Weston has taken the place as a

teacher in the practice school of Miss Antoinette Roof, whose

resignation we were sorry to accept.
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Music.

This branch of instruction has been steadily enriched, until

now it has become a conspicuous source of enjoyment, as well

as a means for exact and thorough study as far as it is taught

to our pupils. Insistence upon exactness in comprehension of

even a limited range in musical form can give as much mental

strength as the study of any other branch of science.

By the aid of the pianola the pupils become familiar with the

music of various composers. The Glee Club affords practice in

chorus and in solo singing; and the rendition of parts of ora-

tories at occasional concerts, accompanied by essays from the

pupils concerning the music given, serves the threefold pur-

pose of the acquisition of musical culture, of facility in English

expression, and of power in combination and subordination,

whenever many persons are working together.

All this is in addition to the regular required work in music,

and illustrates the many opportunities for extended culture

which a normal school possesses.

Whenever a dormitory system prevails in connection with it,

evenings, late afternoons and holidays can be utilized for fur-

ther study than is afforded by the hours of school sessions.

To Mr. E. W. Archibald, the instructor in music, is due the

great progress that has been made in the musical culture of the

school.

Student Goveenment.

This phase, admirable as it is, has never been adopted at

Eramingham, though that which the words represent actuates

the spirit and management of the school. In many respects

the students are their own officers; but the desire to make the

bond of friendship between the principal and his pupils as

strong as possible has led to his active participation in all the

family life of the two boarding halls. Conferences are held

with him accompanying each new suggestion for a code of be-

havior. In his efforts to lead the scholars to decide wisely

upon courses of conduct, he is ably seconded by the two ladies

in charge of the dormitories. Miss Marion Wilkinson and Miss

Eleanor Dawson, and by the instructors who board in either

Crocker or N'ormal Hall.
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The social intercourse, moral influence and intellectual aspira-

tions that emanate from such dormitory life as obtains in our

normal schools is of incalculable benefit to the future life of the

pupils. In all that the principal does in these directions his

influence is increased by the sympathy and encouragement which

Mrs. Whittemore imparts to his pupils through her vigilant but

unobtrusive friendliness.

Household Arts Couese.

The graduates of the household arts course are winning more

and more recognition through the breadth and thoroughness of

their training. Every member of the two last classes has se-

cured an excellent position at a good salary, and nearly all the

graduates of previous years are at work. The June exhibit

showed the increasingly practical scope of the course under the

stimulus of Mr. F. W. Howe, instructor. One pupil presented

a set of note books and drawings of the sewerage system of the

school; another furnished a series of chemical analyses of the

adulterations of certain foods. Each of the graduates prepared

a theoretical paper, accompanied by objective demonstration.

Gifts.

An Indian collection of baskets, pottery, bow and arrows,

from Mrs. Callista H. Clement Talbot of Boston, a member of

the class of 1851 ; 38 volumes for the library, from Miss Emma
Harris of Woonsocket, R. I. ; a carbon photograph of the Hall

of Justice in the Alhambra, and also a white hawthorn for the

ground, from the graduating class of 1905, have been received.

Lectures and Entertainments.

The Culture Side of Music, by Mr. T. W. Surrette, teacher of

music in Columbia University and Brooklyn Institute.

Miss Heloise Hersey of Boston gave two lectures on " Manners."

Prof. L. H. Bailey of Cornell University lectured on the " Aiin of

Nature Study in the Common Schools."

Mr. Walter Sargent spoke to the school on " Drawing."

Mrs. Wells, chairman of the Board of Visitors, spoke of the " Life

and Work of Mrs. Mary Hemenway."
Hon. George H. Martin, secretary to the Board of Education, ad-

dressed the school.
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Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead lectured on the " Opening of the Hague

Conference."

Prof. Albert Bushnell Hart gave a lecture on " Washington as an

Intellectual Man."

Mr. C. Howard Walker, director of the department of design in

the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, gave the address

at graduation.

Professor Home of Dartmouth addressed the school upon the sub-

ject of " Is there a Science of Education ?
"

The Glee Club and school together gave during the year an evening

concert, a Schumann morning, and presented the cantata, " King

Eene."

The senior class gave an entertainment, " Scenes from the Odys-

sey."

Statistics.

1. Number of pupils admitted, September, 1904, 117. Number
who graduated in June, 1905, 63; of this number, 55 graduated

from the regular two years' course, and 8 from the department of

household arts. Whole number of pupils for the year 1904-05, 304.

They are divided as follows: seniors, 71; juniors, 132; specials, 1;

total, 204.

2. Average age of pupils admitted in September, 1904, 19 years

and 5 months.

3. Occupation of parents: engineer, 2; janitor, 1; livery stable,

1; salesman, 2; painter, 1; carpenter, 4; moulder, 2; milk dealer,

1 ; florist, 1 ; currier, 1 ; mason, 3 ; watchmaker, 3 ; letter carrier, 2

;

laborer, 5; night watchman, 2; merchant, 10; cabinet maker, 1;

bookkeeper, 1 ; shoemaker, 9 ;
gardener, 2 ; clerk, 3 ; blacksmith, 1

;

fireman, 1; teamster, 2; city auditor, 1; painter, 4; builder and

contractor, 6; manager, 3; clergymen, 2; goldbeater, 1; gilder, 1;

manufacturer, 2 ; harness maker, 1 ; veterinary surgeon, 1 ; over-

seer, 1 ; farmer, 10 ; musician, 1 ;
jeweler, 3 ;

paymaster, 1 ; express-

man, 1 ; superintendent, 2 ; road commissioner, 1 ; mechanic, 3

;

hatter, 1; doctor, 1; patrolman, 1; agent, 6; machinist, 2; total,

117.

4. Eesidences of 117 pupils admitted Sept. 1, 1904: Massachu-

setts : Middlesex County, 58 ; Worcester County, 25 ; Norfolk County,

13; Suffolk County, 4; Hampshire County, 2; Essex County, 2;

Bristol County, 2; Franklin County, 2; Hampden County, 1;

total, 109. From other States: Connecticut, 5; New Hampshire,

2; Denver, Col., 1; total, 8. From Massachusetts, 109; from other

States, 8; total, 117.

KATE CAN:NETT WELLS,
GEOBGE H. CONLEY,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, HTANNIS.

W. A. BALDWIN, Principal.

INSTKUCTORS IN THE NORMAL SCHOOL.

W. A. Baldwin, Ps3'cliology, pedagogy, history of

education.

Bertha M. Bkown Biology, mathematics.

Z. ZAY Engle (substitute), Physical training.

Hannah M. Harris, English, history.

Minerva a. Laing Chemistry, mineralogy, drawing.

Charles H. Morrill, Geography, manual training, physics.

Edmund F. Sawyer Vocal music.

Instructors in the Training School.

William P. Johnson Principal, eighth and ninth grades.

Annie H. Chadwick, Sixth and seventh grades.

Gertrude M. Wilcox, Fifth and sixth grades.

Mabel M. Kimball, Principal of primary department,

fourth grade.

Sarah S. Ford, Second grade.

Ida E. Finley, First grade.

Geneeal Conditions.

The Board of Visitors of the Hyannis School report an in-

creasing and continued interest in the unusual methods of child

training which have been so successfully inaugurated there.

This, perhaps, is the great distinction of the school. It was

interesting to the chairman of the Board of Visitors, at a meet-

ing lately held in Georgia in the interests of education, to have

the Hyannis school spoken of as one of the pioneer places in

this country. The work in the school gardens, the practice

work which the older students have with the children in the

elementary grades, the out-of-door recreation which forms an

important part of the training of the children,— have all devel-

oped in a most scientific way.

The usual routine of the regular school has gone on in its

admirable manner, there being no special features of new en-

deavor to report. Mr. Baldwin's constant advance in the mod-

ern methods of instruction of children is a source of interest
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and satisfaction to the visitors. His visit last year to the Con-

ference of Teachers, held in Switzerland, cannot fail indirectly

to be of great advantage to the school over which he presides.

Faculty.

The regular teachers of the normal school remain the same

as last year. Miss Annie S. Crowell was, however, granted a

leave of absence for one year, to attend Columbia University,,

and Miss Z. Zay Engle was secured to take the work during

her absence.

In the training school there have been two changes. The

former principal, Mr. George H. Galger, was elected by the-

school committee of Barnstable to the superintendency in that

town, and Mr. William F. Johnson was elected to the princij)al-

ship of the training school. Miss Alice G. Hosmer resigned

from the fifth grade room, and Miss Gertrude M. "Wilcox was

appointed to fill her place.

The Regular Students.

A few facts regarding the student body of the winter session

may prove to be of interest.

As a rule, normal students go to the most accessible normal

school. The natural territory of a Massachusetts State normal

school would seem to be that section from which that particu-

lar school is more accessible than any other normal school of the

State. Under this rule the Hyannis Normal School may be

considered as having, for its natural territory only that section

of Cape Cod east of the town of Sandwich. The total popula-

tion of this territory was by the census of 1900 only 20,918.

The number of students now in the normal school from this

territory is 26, — 1 student for every 804. The population of

the State by the census of 1900 was 2,805,346. The total num-
ber of students in all of the State normal schools of Massachu-

setts last year was 1,140, or 1 student for every 2,461. It will

thus be seen that the rate of attendance upon this school from
its own territory in comparison with the attendance in the rest

of the State is 3 to 1. This would seem to indicate that the

school is ministering to the needs of its own natural territory.

Students from Outside Territory. — Twenty-two of the stu-
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dents come from towns and cities outside of what lias been

referred to as the natural territory of this school, viz., Belmont,

2 ; Bourne, 1 ; Colrain, 1 ; Fall Eiver, 1 ; Marthas Vineyard, 2

;

Newburyport, 1 ; IsTorwell, 1 ;
Quincy, 2 ; Boston, 1 ; Salem,

1 ; Sandwich, 3 ; Sherborn, 1 ; Williamstown, 1 ; Winchester,

1 ; Worcester, 2 ; Porto Rico, 1. It will thus be seen that the

school is gradually extending its influence to all parts of the

State. It should be added that these students from outside its

own territory rank well up in the work of the school.

Three influences may be mentioned as prominent in attract-

ing students to this school rather than to those which are more

accessible :
—

1. The summer session.

2. The loan fund.

3. Some special characteristics of the school.

1. Every summer several students of the summer session

who have spent some time in teaching and often have gone partly

through college or a normal school decide to work for a diploma.

These come into the winter session as special students for one

year, one and a half or two years.

2. By means of the Hyannis students' loan fund, promising

young high school graduates are enabled to borrow one hun-

dred dollars per year, to be repaid after the borrower has earned

the necessary amount by teaching.

3. Some of the characteristic features of the school which are

proving attractive to outside students are :
—

(a) The small size of the school and all the attending advan-

tages, such as individual attention, a homelike spirit in the

school and dormitory.

(&) The attractive, healthful location, with the most uniform

and mildest climate of ISTew England.

(c) The industrial education which is being emphasized at

Hyannis.

Other Facts of Interest. — The following facts are true of

the student body: over 20 per cent, are men; 96 per cent, of the

fathers have some industrial pursuit, and 4 per cent, belong to

the professional class.

Birthplaces of Students. — ISTinety per cent, born in ISJ'ew

England; 2 per cent, bom in United States, not in New Eng-
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land ; 2 per cent, born in Portugal ; 4 per cent, born in England

;

2 per cent, born in Porto Rico.

Birthplaces of Grandparents of Students. — Sixty-one per

cent, born in N'ew England; 7 per cent, born in United States,

not in New England; 2 per cent, born in Porto Rico; 2 per

cent, born in Canada; 1 per cent, born in Spain; 4 per cent,

born in Portugal; 8 per cent, born in England; 7 per cent,

born in Ireland ; 6 per cent, born in Scotland ; 2 per cent, born

in other countries.

The Students'* Loan Fund.

The bonds of sympathy between the school, its former stu-

dents and the people of the Cape are being strengthened by gifts

to the students' loan fund. Last summer the matter was pre-

sented to the members of the summer session, and over $200

was pledged. A committee was also appointed to give all former

students an opportunity to contribute. This committee has re-

cently sent out a circular letter, enclosing a statement from

which the following quotations have been taken :
—

From the first year of the Hyannis Normal School there has

been a loan fund, and fully ten per cent, of the graduates of the

school have needed to avail themselves of its help to get through

the school. It is interesting to note that these same graduates have

been among the most successful.

The loan fund, the work of which is described above, was made
up of money loaned by friends of the school for a term of five years.

It was to be returned to the owners at the end of this term of years.

It is now proposed to raise a permanent loan fund of $10,000.

About $1,000 has already been raised.

The attention of the principal is continually being called to

bright, promising young men and women who have grad"uated from
the high schools of their native towns and desire to become teach-

ers, but have not sufficient funds with which to pay their board at

the normal school.

The State needs many more trained teachers than are now
available. The State needs these young high school graduates, and
they need something to do. The State supports the school liber-

ally, providing everjrfching but board. The annual cost per pupil

is $160 for board and about $40 for clothing and other expenses,

or about $200 per year.

It has been found that those applicants who are worthy, and are

really in earnest in the matter, can in some way secure one half of
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the required, amount if they can borrow $100 from this loan fund.

It is therefore proposed to loan to each student who applies, and

proves worthy, $100 per year, the same to be repaid in five years

or less.

This plan helps the pupil to help himself. It gives the school

the best kind of students with whom to work. It furnishes the

schools of the State with teachers who appreciate something of

what has, been done for them. The State needs many more of such

teachers, and the school can easily accommodate a larger number
of students.

This money goes out and comes back, only to again go out in a

never-ending stream of benefactions.

A small gift may therefore be the means of aiding hundreds of

young people to become teachers.

Mr. GustavTis Hineklej, v^ho died at his home in Barnstable

during the past year, left $5,000 as a special fund to be used

for those who need assistance.

Such interest in and loyalty to the school on the part of the

alumni and other friends of the school promises well for the

future welfare of the school.

Statistics.

1. Number of students registered Sept. 14, 1905: men, 11;

women, 40; total, 51.

2. Number of students registered since Sept. 9, 1897: men, 43;

women, 246; total, 289.

3. Average age of entering class when admitted, 19 years, 1

month.

4. Number who have had experience as teachers, 7.

The Summer Session.

The numbers in the summer school are larger than those who
attend the regular sessions. This is to be accounted for by the

fact that there are special lecturers each year who are experts

in their subjects, — men of large training and acquirement,

who are able to stimulate the interest and ambition of those

who have already had some pedagogical experience.

During the past summer the school reached its highest regis-

tration, when over lYO students were registered.

The faculty remains about the same from summer to siim-

inor. The loyalty and enthusiasm of this faculty, gathered as
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it is from so many different schools, testify in an emphatic way

to high character of the work which is being done from summer

to summer. This work makes for sound scholarship, sane

method and lofty aspirations.

The number of students is now as large as can be well accom-

modated either in the school or in the village.

The course in industrial education continues to attract more

and stronger teachers.

During the past summer the course in supervision was again

offered, and a respectable number of superintendents availed

themselves of the same. Several of these have expressed a de-

sire to continue to take courses for four succeeding summers,

in accordance with the suggestions which appeared in the report

of Secretary Martin for last year.

It seems probable that as soon as the superintendents of the

State come to understand the advantages here offered by the

State, these courses will be among the most popular.

The advantages of attendance on the part of the superintend-

ents are not alone to the superintendents, but as they become

familiar with the work they are certain to induce members of

their teaching staff to attend the school. Then, too, the pres-

ence of a respectable number of good superintendents helps to

add dignity and tone to the whole student body.

The faculty of the summer session consisted of the follow-

ing:—

W. A. Baldwin, Principal.

Edmund F. Sawtee, Instructor in music, State Normal School,

Hyannis.
Mary B. Laing Formerly instructor in pedagogy. State Nor-

mal School, Oswego, N. Y.
Elizabeth H. Spalding Formerly instructor in English, Pratt Insti-

tute, Broolilyn, N. Y.
C. P. SiNNOTT, "... Instructor in geography. State Normal School,

Bridgewater.
F. L. BuRNHAM Supervisor of drawing. Providence, R. I.

Sarah J. Walter, Supervisor of training department, Hampton
Normal School, Hampton, Va.

A. J. Gkout, Instructor in botany, boys' high school,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
C. L. G. Scales Instructor in history. State Noi-mal School,

Oswego, N. Y.
Mabel M. Kimball Supervisor of industrial work, Hyannis.
Ida E. Finley . First grade, Hyannis.
Annie H. Chadwick Eighth grade, Hyannis.
C. F. Carroll, Superintendent of schools, Rochester, N. Y.
John T. Prince, Agent of State Board of Education.
G. T. Fletcher, Agent of State Board of Education.
William F. Johnson Principal of Hyannis Training School.
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The following statistics may also be of interest :
—

Average age (years),

Average j'ears of experience,

Number of students graduated from college, .

Number of students graduated from normal schools,

Number of students graduated from training classes,

Number of students graduated from high schools, .

Number of students who had attended college.

Number of students who had attended normal schools,

Number of students working for a diploma, .

28.7

6

22

47

21

121

11

26

68

CAEOLINE HAZAED,
GEOEGE I. ALDEICH,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, LOWELL.

FEANK F. COBUEN, Peincipal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Frank F. Coburn, Psychology, principles of education.

Hugh J. Molloy Physics, chemistry and arithmetic.

Mabel Hill History, civil government and history

of education.

Anna W. Devereaux, Kindergarten theory and practice and
child study.

Amy E. Whittier Drawing and manual training.

Mary Hussey Beading, vocal training and physical

culture.

Mabel C. Bragg English grammar, rhetoric and lit-

erature.

Sarah C. Whelton, Music.

Clarence M. Weed, Nature study and physiology.

Nancy M. Bragg, Geography, algebra and geometry.

Instructors in the Model Schools.

Lmoell Division.

Cyrus A. Durgin, Principal.

Assistants.

Belle A. Prescott, Assistant.

Charlotte M. Murkland, .' Assistant.

Belle F. Batchelder Assistant.

Blanche A. Cheney, Assistant.

Amy L. Tucke, Assistant.

Maria W. Roberts, Assistant.

Mary E. Walsh Assistant.

Caroline H. McGarvey, Assistant.

Mary I. Howe, Assistant.

Alice D. Sunbury Assistant.

Frances Clark, Assistant.

Alice G. Barrett, Assistant.

Sara E. Ames, Assistant.

Essie E. Roche, Assistant.

Bridget Smith Assistant.

B. Belle Perham, Kindergarten.

Edith A. Andrews, Assistant kindergarten.

AMY R. Whittier, . Drawing.

Sarah C. Whelton Music.

Lawrence Division

.

Leila M. Lamprey, Principal.

Assistants.

Ella F. Eastman, Fifth and sixth grades.

Annie L. O'Connor Third and fourth grades.

Emma J. Greenwood First and second grades.

Mary E. Mahoney, Music.

Annie T. McCarthy, Drawing.
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In Geneeat..

In relation to the student body, the gain in scholarship and

teaching ability which was noted in last year's report holds

good for the year of 1905. We believe that the preparatory

work of adjacent high schools has been strengthened by a closer

knowledge of onr normal school's demands. We also believe

that a larger-minded type of yonng woman is being presented for

the work of elementary schools, and that the physical develop-

ment of these candidates would suggest that the future school

teachers will be more robust and energetic women than those

of the last generation. The secondary schools are approaching

the all-round education which gives strength and education of

body as well as of mind.

The class entering in September, 1905, numbers YO juniors.

New members have also increased the senior class and special

and kindergarten departments to such an extent that the enroll-

ment, together with the post-graduate pupils, numbers 150,

The normal and practice departments have become even closer

in their relationship than last year. With the resignation of

the theory teacher it has been deemed wise to draw the heads

of the academic departments more closely into touch with the

actual work of the practice pupils ; hence each member of the

faculty has personal supervision of the practice class in its

three months' work in the training department. It is believed

that this closer supervision will work for the most satisfactory

co-ordination of interests.

The Peactice Schools.

There has been a material change in the Lawrence practice

school, and one that bids fair to show marked advancement in

its educational results. The meagre equipment of the training

school, previously situated in the Tarbox building, has been

supplemented by most ideal conditions in actual operation. By
an enactment of the General Court and by the consent of the

local school authorities of Lawrence the new Gilbert E. Hood
school has been given to the State Board as a practice school

for the Lowell State Normal School. The building is a fine
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structure, three stories in height, containing sixteen recitation

rooms, besides library, teachers' suites, retiring and dressing

rooms. The assembly hall is a most attractive auditorium, with

admirable acoustic qualities. In order to prevent excessive prac-

tice work detrimental to the children, the grades are so divided

that the pupils come imder the practice department alternate

years. In these alternate rooms there are regular teachers, and

the practice pupils may observe in these rooms, but at no time

take part in teaching. In the rooms where pupil-teachers take

part actively, three supervisors have charge, and, together with

the principal of the school, represent the faculty of the practice

and training department. Since the removal of the training

school to the Hood building the faculty of the whole school has

been increased, and now numbers sixteen teachers besides the

post-graduates of the Lowell normal, who, as assistants in the

training department, are working for their city certificate as

Lawrence teachers. It is hoped that within a year the eighth

grade of the Hood school will be added to the training depart-

ment, that observation for still higher grade work may be given

to the normal pupils.

Changes in the Eacttlty.

At the close of last year Miss Bertha J, Curtis and Mrs.

Adelia M. Parker tendered their resignations. Miss Curtis had

been connected with the school but a year, Mrs. Parker almost

from the beginning. Their resignations were accepted not only

with regret but with keen appreciation of their valuable services.

Mrs. Parker's long connection with the school had endeared her

to the student body as well as to the members of the faculty.

Miss Nancy M. Bragg, a graduate of the Pratt Institute, has

been elected to fill Miss Curtis's place.

Social Life.

The social life of the school has quite an influence on the

student body. Oftentimes the young woman who is most unap-

proachable in her regular recitation work is discovered by her

teachers in the senior dramatics ; and even among the juniors

the faculty become aware of a girl's possibilities through her

graciousness or spontaneity, sho-vvn in the Social Club, or at the
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junior track athletics, or on a committee of special work. The

development of personality must come from varying influences.

Out of such individuality and power loyalty to the school and

higher aims for educational work must develop.

Statistics.

The statistics for the school year ending Aug. 31, 1905, are

as follows :
—

1. Number of students for the year, 180.

2. Number in entering classes : junior, 66 ; senior, 6 ; special, 10.

3. Number of graduates for the year, 58.

4. Total number of graduates, 420.

5. Whole number of students admitted since the opening of

the school, 726.

6. Average age of pupils admitted, 17 years, 10 months,

7. Of the entering class, Middlesex County is represented by 12

towns, Essex County by 3 towns. Lawrence furnishes 23 pupils;

Lowell, 21; Chelmsford, 4; Woburn, 4; Andover, 3; Nashua, N. H.,

3 ; Methuen, 2 ; Winchester, 2 ; Merrimac, 2 ; Dracut, 2 ; Westford,

2; and Billerica, Bradford, Lexington, and Northfield, Vermont,

1 each.

8. Occupations of pupils' fathers: farmers, 11; merchants, 9;

overseers, 9; manufacturers, 8; clerks, 6; mechanics, 4; contract-

ors, 3; machinists, 3; motorman, 2; letter carrier, 1; policeman, 1;

designer, 1; janitor, 1; agent, 1; engineer, 1; not reported, 11.

GEORGE H. CONLEY,
KATE GANNETT WELLS,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, NOETH ADAMS.

FEANK FULLEE MUEDOCK, Principal.

INSTKUCTORS IN THE NORMAL DEPARTMENT.

Frank F. Murdock, Psychology, pedagogy.

Roland W. Guss Natural science.

Lyman R. Allen, . . .• History, geography.

Alvin E. Dodd, Manual training.

Rosa E. Searle, Mathematics, music.

Mart A. Pearson Drawing.
Annie C. Skeele, Physiology, physical culture.

Maky L. Baright, English, reading.

Instructors in the Grammar and Primary Departments.

Donna D. Couch, Principal.

School organization and management in the normal department.

Harriet P. Ryder, Ninth grade.

Mary D. Emmott,* Ninth grade.

Althea E. Hyde Eighth grade.

Mary L. Perley, Eighth grade.

Hannah E. Magenis Seventh grade.

Maud V. Elmer, Seventh grade.

Hannah P. Waterman Sixth grade.

Eloise a. Gaston,* Sixth grade.

Katherine M. Clarke Fifth grade.

Bessie L. Stanford,* Fifth grade.

Freelove Clarke Fourth grade.

Edith C. Sargent,* Fourth grade.

Susan G. Lombard, Fourth grade.

Annie M. McKenzie, Third grade.

Agnes E. Miner, Third grade.

Emma H. Tingue Second grade.

Edith A. Root Second grade.

Annie J. Lamphier, . . First grade.

Florence M. McVey, First grade.

LoRETTA A. Poland, First grade.

Laura a. Parker, First grade.

William H. Baker, Musical interpretation.

Instructors in the Kindergarten Department.

Eliza Graeme Graves, Principal.

Gertrude R. March Assistant.

Elva L. Brownson Assistant.

Chaistges in Teachers.

A leave of absence for the school session of 1905-06 was

granted to Miss Emily D. Stacy. Miss Persis Sherman resigned

to study music. Several teachers were transferred among the

* The salary is paid wholly by the city.
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grades, and to fill the vacancies finally resulting Miss Agnes

E. Miner was elected to the third grade, Miss Bessie L. Stanford

to the fifth. The growth of the kindergarten, both of the chil-

dren's and students' classes, the continuance of the afternoon

session and the expected increase of theoretical instruction,

necessitated the employment of two experienced assistants for

full time. Miss Anne Boyd married at the close of the last

school year, and the course in musical interpretation is con-

tinued by Mr. W. H. Baker.

Tkaiwing District School.

It is recommended that a district school be maintained jointly

by city and State, in accordance with the principle of the law

of 1894, as soon as is feasible, for the purpose of enabling stu-

dents to train therein, so as to become the more efficient in rural

schools. As usual, every graduate of this school is placed be-

fore the schools open in the succeeding fall; but the interests

of the rural communities make the course suggested the most

necessary and pressing of all present efforts to benefit less pop-

ulated regions.

Buildings and Geounds.

School Building. — The recitation rooms and laboratories

and a portion of the corridors were kalsomined or painted during

the summer vacation. The roofs, outside woodwork and con-

ductors were thoroughly repaired. There remains to kalsomine

or paint some of the corridors and the coat and cloak rooms.

Dormitory. — The roofs and outside woodwork have been

put in good condition. The dormitory will have been in use

three years at the close of the school session in June, 1906.

The inside woodwork needs refinishing. All the ceilings should

be kalsomined and the walls papered. The protection as well

as the appearance of the unfinished walls makes such treatment

imperative. In case the use of the city laundry continues to be

unsatisfactory, it will be necessary to install a laundry in the

basement, as provided for in the construction of the building.

House. — The roofs and outside woodwork were painted dur-

ing the past summer. ISTew conductors are needed, and should

be placed as soon as funds can be provided. The house has

been occupied for nine years, with very slight repairs. Thor-
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ough painting and repapering should be done dnring the coming

spring.

Grounds. — The grading is complete. The grass ground is

in need of thorough enrichment, and some provision should be

made for planting shrubs and trees. Gardens are planted by

the children of the kindergarten and middle grades. Flower

gardens are provided by the teachers. To make the grounds

comport with the buildings, some additional provision must be

made. It is desirable that material be furnished with which

the ninth-grade boys of the city may construct a small green-

house, 25 by 40 feet, at the end of the south wing of the dormi-

tory. This construction would be a most valuable extension

of their industrial training.

Flag a7id Staff. — It is recommended that special provision

be made for the purchase and erection of a staff and flag.

Statistics.

Statistics for the year ending Aug. 31, 1905, are as follows :
—

1. Number admitted in September, 1904: regular courses, 41;

special courses, 6,— all women. Whole number enrolled during

the year, 112. Number of graduates, 29.

2. Average age of entering class, 20 3'ears, 6 months.

3. Whole number of students who have been members of the

school, 516.

4. Number of students from Massachusetts: Berkshire County
71 ; Franklin County, 22 ; Hampden County, 5 ; Hampshire County,

4; Middlesex County, 2; Suffolk County, 1; Norfolk County, 1;

Worcester County, 1; Plymouth County, 1; Bristol County, 1;

Vermont, 2; New York, 1. Cities and towns represented: Massa-
chusetts, 48; scattering, 3.

5. Occupations of parents: farmers, 25; merchants, 11; mill

operatives, 10; mill overseers, 7; laborers, 5; contractors and build-

ers, 4; carpenters, 4; ministers, 4; blacksmiths, 2; conductors, 2;
teachers, 2; dressmakers, 2; stone cutters, 2; engravers, 2; tailors,

2 ; hotel proprietor, decorator, photographer, painter, plumber, ship-

ping clerk, sexton, insurance agent, factory foreman, physician,

engineer, undertaker, chemist, each 1.

CLINTON Q. EICHMOND,
ALBERT E. WINSHIP,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, SALEM.

WALTER P. BECKWITH, Principal.*

Instructors in the Normal School.

Walter Parker Beckwith, Theory and practice of teaching.

Ellen Maria Dodge English literature.

Harriet Laura Martin, Algebra
,
geometry.

Jessie Putnam Learotd Botany, English.

Charles Eugene Adams Physics, chemistry.

Charles Frederick Whitney,! Drawing.
William Charles Moore, f Geology, geography.

Mart Alice Warren Biology, physiology, physical training.

Isabella Gertrude KNiGHT.t Library.

Gertrude Brown Goldsmith, Biology, psychology.

Tannie Boutelle Deane (secretary),! . . . History, English.

Sarah Louise Baker,! English literature, arithmetic.

Helen Hood Rogers,! Reading, physical training.

Cassie Lucretia Paine,! Critic.

Fred Willis Archibald,! Music.

Frances S. Beckwith Library.

Model Schools.

Maud Sarah Wheeler Fifth to eighth grades.

Mabel Towne Burnham.J Fifth to eighth grades.

Maude Muller Brickett Fifth to eighth grades.

Bessie Jordan Welch Fifth to eighth grades.

Mabel Lucile Hobbs, Fourth grade.

Mart Elizabeth James, Third grade.

Delia Frances Cajipbell, Second grade.

Helen Merrill Dillingham, First grade.

Louise Fakrington Kindergarten.

Alice M. Wtman (assistant) . Kindergarten.

Semicentennial Anniveesaky.

The year opening in September, 1904, marked the beginning

of the second half-century in the history of the school. The

semicentennial anniversary was fittingly observed in June,

1904, and the occasion proved to be very inspiring. One of

the most noticeable results of that meeting is seen in the activity

of the alumnse in organizing class reunions to be held annually.

It is gratifying to note the spirit of interest and the loyalty of

former members of the school, and it is felt that the assembly

in June contributed largely to this feeling.

* Died Oct. 13, 1905.

t These teachers also teach, or directly supervise, portions of the teaching in the model
schools.

t Absent on leave, 1904-05.
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Changes ik the Faculty.

The work of the year has been carried along without marked

changes in the general plans. The changes in the faculty were

few. Miss Isabella G. Knight, librarian, was granted leave

of absence for the year, and the charge of the library was given

to Miss Frances S. Beckwith, who performed the duties most

acceptably. Miss Helen L. Gray, assistant in the kindergarten,

resigned, and Miss Alice M. Wyman was appointed to that

position.

The retirement at the close of the school year of Miss Ellen

M. Dodge, the senior member of the faculty, is an event that

calls for more than passing mention. Miss Dodge's long con-

nection with the school, covering a period of fifty years, from

the date of her entrance as a pupil, is in itself a noteworthy

fact, and eloquent of the personal and professional esteem in

which she has ever been held. The quality of her teaching,

the beauty and strength of her personality, must always be an

inspiring memory to the hundreds who have had the privilege

of being her pupils, and an honor to the institution for whose

interests she has labored devotedly and successfully. Miss

Dodge was succeeded by Miss Maud Oldham of Maiden. Miss

Mabel T. Burnham was granted leave of absence for one year

and Miss Jeanie J. Keir was appointed as her substitute.

General Conditions.

The connections between the normal and model schools are

being strengthened each year. It is expected that the two de-

partments will be closely related, and this is the aim constantly

kept in view. The work of the critic teacher is steadily be-

coming more valuable, and the organization of the schools is

becoming each year more complete. The system of model

schools has been entirely constructed since 1896, when the pres-

ent building was first occupied. The existence of the schools is

beneficial to the city as well as to the normal school, and the

grades have as many pupils as can well be accommodated. One

feature of the school routine especially enjoyed by the upper-

grade pupils is the weekly period in the gymnasium, under the
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supervision of Miss Rogers, one of the supervisors of gymnas-

tics in the normal schooL This experiment has proved popular

both with children and parents.

Lectures.

During the year Dr. Beckwith gave a series of lectures on

" The History of Education " to the teachers of the school, at

their request. The course was well planned, interesting and

instructive. Other lectures were given to the entire school by

Mr. Walter Sargent, agent of the State Board of Education,

President Erost of Berea College, Prof. John M. Tyler of Am-
herst College, and Prof. H. H. Home of Dartmouth.

Geadtjatiow Exercises.

The graduation exercises were held June 27, 1905. The

main address was given by Supt. W. H. Small of Providence,

R. I., his topic being " Education,— Old and New." Diplomas

were awarded to 76 graduates of the regular two-year course,

and 6 certificates were granted for the completion of a yearns

special work.

Capen Memorial Fund.

In March the school was saddened by the death of Rev. Elmer

H. Capen, president of Tufts College, who had been chairman

of the board of visitors for sixteen years. He was a true

friend and wise counsellor in all things pertaining to the man-

agement of the school, and the feeling of loss was deep and

sincere. To show the respect and esteem in which Dr. Capen

was held, and to perpetuate his name in connection Avith the

school, it was decided that the fund for the benefit of needy stu-

dents should be honored with the name of the Capen Memorial

Fund, and contributions to the fund were made at that time

by the faculty and students of the school. It is recognized that

Dr. Capen's sympathy and co-operation have contributed in a

large measure to the prosperity of the school.
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Walter parser Petj^mttft*

1050-1905.

Dr. Walter P. Beckwitli, principal of tlie State Normal

School at Salem, died Oct. 13, 1905, after a brief illness.

Dr. Beckwitli came to Salem in September, 1896, bringing

to his new position scholarship, ripe experience and a high

professional standing. He has given to the work nine years

of tireless and absorbing devotion. As a result, the school has

steadily grown in numbers and efficiency.

By his wise and tactful efforts he has secured the co-operation

of the school authorities of Salem in obtaining for his students

opportunities for observation and practice in an excellent model

school.

The normal school has made for itself a place in the confi-

dence not only of its natural constituency in Essex County but

of the school people of the State.

In his death this Board mourns the loss of one of its most

valued helpers in advancing the public school interests entrusted

to its charge.

In token of its appreciation of his character and service, the

Poard places this testimonial upon its records, and transmits a

copy of it to the family of Dr. Beckwith.

Statistics.

1. The whole number of students in attendance for the year

ended July 1, 1905, was 198. Of these, 108 came from Essex

^ County, 70 from Middlesex, 13 from Suffolk and 1 from Plymouth.

From the State of New Hampshire there were 4, and from Maine
2. The whole number of students attending the school since its

opening in September, 1854, was 5,073.

2. The number of new students admitted to the school during

the year was 97, of whom 6 were special students. Among these

were 6 who had had experience in teaching, besides several others

who had done a few weeks' work each in summer vacation schools.

Of the new students, 16 came from Lynn, 8 from Somerville, 7
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from Cambridge, 7 from Salem, 5 each from Amesbury, Beverly

and Wakefield, 4 from Everett, 3 each from Chelsea, Danvers,

Haverhill and Maiden, 2 each from Boston, Georgetown, Lynnfield,

Medford, Peabody, Salisbury and Swampscott, 1 each from Man-
chester, Groveland, Marblehead, West Medford, Ipswich, Arling-

ton, Saugus, North Andover, Eevere, Nahant and Hamilton. There

were also 2 from Maine and 1 from New Hampshire. The average

age of the members of the junior class at the opening of the school

year was 18.7 years.

. 3. The occupations of the fathers of the new students were as

follows: merchants and salesmen, 16; clerks, 11; carpenters, 10;

mechanics, 10; shoe cutters, 9; farmers, 8; foremen and superin-

tendents, 5; railroad and transportation employees, 4; laborers,

printers and contractors, 3 each; manufacturers, gardeners, coach-

men and engineers, 2 each; teacher, tailor, miller, weaver, hotel

keeper, fish commissioner, of no occupation, 1 each.

4. The number of graduates June 27, 1905, was 76, and 6 candi-

dates received certificates for the completion of a year's special

work. The whole number of graduates of the school has been

2,779, and the number of certificates granted for a year's work

has been 42.

ELLA LYMAN CABOT,
J. D. MILLEPt,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, WESTFIELD.

CLAEENCE A. BEODEUE, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Clarence A. Brodeur School law, school economy and
principles of teaching.

Louis B. Allyn Arithmetic, physics and chem-
istry.

Edith L. Cummings Manual training and gymnastics.
Frederic Goodwin Vocal music.

Mrs. Adeline A. Knight, . English and history.

Will S. Monroe, Psychology, history of education

and geography.
George T. Sperry Drawing.
Charles B. Wilson, Natural science.

Instructors in the Training School.

George W. Winslow, Principal.

Alice M. Winslow Eighth grade.

A. Annette Fox, . Eighth grade.

Anna M. Downey' - Seventh grade.

Mbtta D. Bradstreet, Seventh grade.

Lucia A. Coleman, Sixth grade.

Ella J. Downey, Sixth grade.

Edith M. Bobbins, Fifth grade.

Frances L. Parsons,. . . . Fifth grade.

E. Abbe Clarke, Fifth grade.

Eliza Converse
,.

Fourth grade.

Prances L. Foster '. Third grade.

Florence P. Axtelle Second grade.

Eunice M. Beebe First grade.

Emma L. Hammond, Kindergarten.

The year just closing has been one of progress in every de-

partment of the school. The membership at the present time

is probably as large as it has ever been. The class which entered

in September contained 85 pupils, while the entire number of

students ever before enrolled at Westfield was 100. This large

membership has filled the dormitory to overflowing. Accom-

modations for 8 students more than the number designed to be

accommodated were made by changes in Dickinson Hall, but

it has been necessary also to provide for several students in

rooms outside. The dormitory furnishes so many advantages

and surrounds its inmates with such a homelike atmosphere that

there is a general disinclination to go outside.
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The equipment of the school has been improved by a con-

siderable increase in the furnishings of the chemical laboratory.

A like service will be undertaken immediately in the physical

department. The normal school building, which was originally

piped for gas, but without facilities for electric lighting, has

been wired in part ; it is hoped that the ordinary appropriation

for the year to come will suffice to complete the work. Arrange-

ments have been made for furnishing the platform in the assem-

bly hall with suitable furniture, and it is believed that the

general appearance of that already beautiful room will be

greatly improved.

An order has been placed for crayon portraits of all the

former principals of this school, and the pictures should be

in place before the end of December. The possession of such

a collection of portraits will be a valuable educational asset.

The pictures are to be similar in appearance and workmanship

to those of Horace Mann and John W. Dickinson, already o%vned

by the school.

A valuable copy of Rembrandt's " Syndics of the Cloth

Guild " has been placed in the Assembly Hall.

The following list of lectures and concerts has been given

during the past year :
—

Walter Sargent, agent State Board of Education— Primary Draw-
ing.

Mrs. Kate Gannett Wells, member State Board of Education—
The Personality of the Teacher.

Mr. Frederic Goodwin, State Normal School, Westfield, assisted

by Mr. Willis E. Burnett, pianist— An Interpretation of the

Works of Chopin.

Prin. C. A. Brodeur, State Normal School, Westfield, assisted by
the Mendelssohn Male Quartet and others— An Evening with

Tennyson; Longfellow, the Poet of the Home.
Schumann-Schubert recital, members of the senior class, under the

direction of Mr. Frederic Goodwin, State Normal School, West-

field, and assisted by Mrs. H. A. Shaffer, soprano, Springfield.

Prof. George E. Vincent, University of Chicago— Children versus

Grown-ups.

Mr. Henry T. Bailey, editor of School Arts Book— The Home
Beautiful.

Rev. R. S. MacArthur, D.D., LL.D. — Graduation address : Ele-

ments of Success in Life.
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Supt. 0. J. Kern, Eockford, 111. — The Eural School Problem.

Miss Mabel Kimball, teacher in State Normal School, Hyannis—
Industrial Work in the G-rades.

Dr. James P. Haney, supervisor of drawing and manual training,

N. Y. City— The Educational Value of the Manual Arts.

Statistics.

1. Number of pupils admitted to the Westfield Normal School

since its organization, 4,736. Number graduated since 1855, 1,898.

Number graduated in June, 1905, 42 women. Present num-
ber of pupils, 155. Number examined for admission in 1905, 98.

Number rejected or who did not enter, 13. Number entering in

September, 1905, 100.

2. Average age of pupils admitted in 1905, 18 years, 7 months,

25 days.

3. Eesidences, by towns, of those who entered in September,

1905: Agawam, 3; Amherst, 2; Bellows Falls (Vt.), 1; Barre, 1;

Brandon (Vt.), 1; Chester, 1; Chicopee, 1; Easthampton, 1; East

Whately, 1; Weymouth, 1; Fall Eiver, 1; Franklin, 1; Hadley, 1;

Holyoke, 13; Lenox, 3; Mashapang (Ct.), 2; Melrose, 1; Middle-

field, 1; Milton, 1; Northampton, 1; North Walpole (N. H.), 1;

Palmer, 3; Pittsfield, 12; Eockingham (Vt.), 1; South Deerfield,

2; Southampton, 1; Springfield, 17; Stockbridge, 2; Turners Falls,

2 ; Ware, 2 ; Warren, 1 ; Westfield, 13 ; West Springfield, 1 ; Worces-

ter, 1; Worthington, 3.

4. Eesidences, by counties, of those who entered in September,

1905 : Berkshire County, 16 ; Bristol County, 1 ; Franklin County,

5; Hampden County, 53; Hampshire County, 12; Middlesex

County, 1; Norfolk County, 3; Worcester County, 3; from Con-
necticut, 2; from New Hampshire, 1; from Vermont, 3; total

number, 100.

5. Occupations of parents: contractors, 3; detective, 1; farmers,

19; laborers, 34; lawyer, 1; manufacturers, 8; mechanics and
machinists, 6; merchants and traders, 13.

ALBEET E. WINSHIP,
CLINTON Q. EICHMOND,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, WOEOESTEE.

B. HARLOW RUSSELL, Principal.

INSTBUCTOES.

E. Harlow Russell, Theory and art of teaching, reading, psy-

chology of childhood.

Rebecca Jones, Elementary methods, supervision of appren-

tices, sewing.

Helen F. Maksh, Music, drawing.

Arabella H. Tucker (clerk) History of education, botany, penmanship.

Olive Russell, Assistant kindergartner.

Anna P. Smith (librarian), Mathematics, supervision of apprentices.

Amy L. BOTDEN, Teacher of primary classes, elementary meth-

ods, window gardening.

Henrietta A. Murray, Gymnastics, school games.

Frank Drew, Physiology, psychology, principles of teach-

ing, nature study.

Horace G. Brown, English gramrnar, English literature, history.

Edward L. Sumner, Choral singing.

Robert 8. Baldwin, Civil government, English.

Lee Russell, Chemistry, mineralogy, supervision of ap-

prentices.

Robert M. Brown Geography, mathematics.

Helen L. Brown, Head kindergartner.

Ample facilities for observation of schools and practice in teaching are afforded in the

public schools of Worcester, the Memorial Hospital, and the Worcester County Truant

School at Oakdale.

In Genekal.

The nuniber of students in attendance has fallen somewhat

below that of last year. The reason for this is thought to be,

in part, at least, on account of lack of boarding accommodations

such as are offered in many of the other normal schools. This

matter was discussed in the report of last year, wherein was

set forth a plan for enlarging the present dormitory.

Students.

It is gratifying to report that while the numbers, as above

stated, are slightly diminished, the principal states that there

has never been a time in the thirty-one years of its history when

the school was so little burdened with imsuitable material in

the student body. The proportion of students graduated to

students admitted was never so high as at present; and the de-
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mand, over a wider and wider area, for the graduates to fill

responsible positions, was never so great and urgent as now.

This is due in great part to the rich and practical schoolroom

experience which the students get during their year of appren-

ticeship. This can hardly be stated too strongly. They not

only learn how to teach, by their two years of study and ob-

servation, but they learn to teach, in their added year of actual

practice under the most careful supervision, in real, ongoing

schools, in which the art of management has to be united with

the art of instruction.

The intellectual and moral tone of the school as a whole was

certainly never higher, probably never so high, as at present.

It is evident that a very large proportion of the students are

animated by a sound and abiding purpose ; that they are not in

the school to drive a shrewd bargain for a diploma by choosing

at every turn the path of least resistance, but to give time and

labor without stint or grudging, with no end in view but to

become intelligent and skillful teachers. This creates a public

opinion of the highest disciplinary value, which in fact practi-

cally supersedes the old-time " school government " altogether.

The Faculty.

The stability of the teaching staff has been noticeable ever

since the school was established. The visitors understand the

aim is to make the teaching force large enough to do the work

of instruction and supervision not only without strain or over-

work, but with a margin of opportunity for daily preparation

and even for general study. This policy has on the whole

worked well. It gives to each teacher a measure of freedom

and the opportunity to cherish a spirit of progressiveness, as

well as the sense of being generously dealt with.

Of the fifteen regular teachers, two of whom, however, do

not give full time, seven are men, and five of these are college

graduates.

Only one change has occurred in the staff during the past

year. Miss Tannie L. Plimpton, the head kindergartner, after

five years of faithful and efficient service, resigned her place

in June, and in September following married Mr. Robert M.
Brown, a highly valued member of the staff.
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Miss Helen L. Brown, a graduate (1902) of the Boston

JSTormal School, and for three years assistant kindergartner in

the W. L. P. Boardman School in that city, has taken the place

made vacant by Miss Plimpton's resignation.

Lectures.

In providing for the instruction of the students, it has seemed

best to use the pecuniary means at the disposal of the school

to strengthen the permanent faculty, rather than to divert any

considerable portion of it to pay lecturers from abroad. Situ-

ated as this school is, it can the better afford to do this, because

in a city of 130,000 inhabitants there are always several courses

of popular lectures which most of the pupils can avail them-

selves of during the season; and as for entertainments, they

are, perhaps, even too numerous. That lectures are not ex-

cluded, especially such as have a direct bearing on the work,

will appear in the following list of those given before the school

during the past year :
—

Mr. Adin A. Hixon, secretary of the Worcester County Horticul-

tural Society, on " Plant Culture."

Mr. Edward H. Forbush, ornithologist of the State Board of Agri-

culture, on " How to preserve and attract our Kative Birds."

Mr. Frank L. Johnson, superintendent of the Worcester County
Truant School, on " School Gardens."

Mr. Walter Sargent, State agent for the promotion of manual arts,

on " The Practical Element in Drawing."

Charles W. Seymour, Esq., on " Frederick the Great."

The School Geounds.

Attention has been repeatedly called, in the annual reports,

to the exceptional beauty and picturesqueness of the location

of this school, as affording a rare opportunity for what has

come to be called landscape architecture. With the more or

less systematic attention now given in schools to the study of

out-door nature, this art has assumed new importance, especially

in cities. It is more than the means of enjoyment, — it is a

fruitful source of useful knowledge. With a moderate outlay,

this tract of five acres could be made to serve the interests of

the school as an arboretum, and at the same time to minister to

the aesthetic sense of the students, and render them more fit to
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incite and guide the efforts of their future pupils in the wide-

spread movement to transform the barren and unattractive

school yards of the Commonwealth into areas of fertility and

beauty. A good deal has already been accomplished in this

direction by teachers and students, especially on the semiannual

Arbor Days ; but far more remains to be done, which would be

well worth doing. A few thousand dollars, or even a few hun-

dred, judiciously laid out in tasteful grading, pruning and

planting, at the present time, would in a few years show solid

results that would amply justify the investment.

The Graduates.

Although it is less than thirty years since the first class re-

ceived its diplomas, the graduates now number more than 1,100,

and considerably above 90 per cent, of them have served the

Commonwealth as teachers. The demand is on the increase.

But naturally many have wandered to other States and other

countries, and have helped to spread far and wide the fame of

Massachusetts normal training. This statement is taken from

the latest edition of the " Graduates' Record :
" " We are to be

found in all the New England States, in New York, New Jer-

sey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, Minnesota, Michigan, Wis-

consin, Missouri, Georgia, Kentucky, Nebraska, Colorado, South

Dakota, Montana, California, and Washing-ton, D. C, with

one each in England, India, China, Africa, Australia and the

Sandwich Islands."

The Anniveesaey Addeess.

Prof. A. E. Dolbear, the distinguished physicist, of Tufts

College, was kind enough, in the midst of the strenuous duties

of the Commencement season, to accept an invitation to deliver

the customary formal address on graduation day, and had nearly

completed the preparation of it, when, almost at the last mo-

ment, he was prostrated by serious illness. An appeal was then

made to Prof. Clifton E. Hodge of Clark University, at very

short notice, to fill the gap. With characteristic generosity he

consented, and gave an inspiring though too short address on
" Discovering the Fountain of Youth." The sincerest thanks

of the school are therefore due to both of the above-named gen-

tlemen.
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Statistics.

1. Nimiber of different students for the year 1904-05, 144.

2. Number admitted in September, 1905, 47. Number admitted

since the opening of the school in 1874, 1,925.

3. Average age of pupils last admitted, 18 years, 5 months.

4. Eesidences of pupils last admitted: Worcester County, 44;

Middlesex County, 3 ; total, 47.

5. Occupations of pupils' parents: mechanics, 16; salesmen, 5;

merchants, 4; farmers, 3; engineers, 3; laborers, 3; watchmen, 2;

ministers, 2; builders, 2; foremen, 2; janitors and care-takers, 2;

baker, coachman, bookkeeper, 1 each; total, 47.

6. Number in the graduating class, June, 1905, 51. Number
of graduates since 1876, 1,144.

7. Average age of the last graduating class, June, 1905, 22

years, 2 months.

8. Library: reference books reported last year, 6,931; volumes

added the present year, 249 ; total, 7,180. Text-books reported last

year, 7,824; volumes added the present year, 196; total, 8,020.

Whole number of volumes in the library, 15,200.

J. D. MILLER,
ELLA LYMAN CABOT,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL ART SCHOOL, BOSTON.

GEOEGE H. BAETLETT, Principal.

INSTKUCTOKS.

George H. Baetlett Lecturer on historic ornament, principles of

design in nature, drawing for illusti-ation,

process engraving, blackboard illustration.

Albert H. Munsell Drawing and painting from the antique

figure and living model, composition, artis-

tic anatomy.
Edward W. D. Hamilton I Drawing and painting from the antique

Ernest L. Major, ) figure and living model, composition.

Joseph R. DeCamp, Painting from the living model, portraiture.

Anson K. Cross ) Free-hand drawing, light and shade, perspec-

RiCHARD Andrew, ' tive, model drawing theory.

Mercy A. Bailey, Water-color painting from still life.

Ethel G. Bartlett, Free-hand drawing, light and shade.

Vesper L. George Design, free-hand drawing, light and shade.

Laurin H. Martin, Applied design, laboratory work.

George Jepson, Descriptive geometry, mechanical drawing
and laboratory work.

Cyrus E. Dallin, Modeling from the antique figure and life,

composition.

Annie E. Blake, Modeling and casting, design in the round.

Ralph E. Sawyer, Building construction, architectural draAving

and design.

Joseph A. Frizzell, . Sloyd and mechanic arts.

Mary G. Batchelor Teaching exercises, graded illustrative work,

drawing in relation to other studies.

John L. Frisbie Ship draughting.

Repairs and Improvements.

Owing to the generous " special " appropriation of last winter

for renovating the interior of the Normal Art School, the build-

ing has undergone important changes. The small studios of

the upper story have been removed, and larger ones put in their ^

place. The corridor, through which entrance to them is effected,

has been widened, thus removing the liability to danger which

has existed ever since the classrooms on the top floor have been

so overcrowded. All the doors on this floor have been made to

swing, and the fire-escape, with access to it from every story,

has been carried up to the roof.

Additional heating and ventilation have been procured by a

new system of fans, furnished by Mr. Albert B. Franklin. Elec-

tric lighting has been introduced throughout the school, the plant
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being installed by Messrs. F. Bryant & Co. All the walls of

the interior have been repainted, and the carpenter's work, in-

cluding the equipment of a new shop room, has been most satis-

factorily done by Mr. Z. Hayden.

Additional Space.

And yet the necessity for a larger building still exists. The

number of pupils in attendance at the present date is greater

than in any other past term, and with the number to be admitted

at the opening of the mid-winter term every available inch of

the floor space will be utilized.

The special committee of the State Board of Education,

appointed to investigate the conditions of the building before

any appropriation was asked for, stated at that time that, not-

withstanding any improvements which might be made, a more

commodious structure would still be needed in the near future

;

and that it probably would be a wise financial policy for the

State to sell the present building, and to erect another school-

house in a locality where land would be less expensive than is

the present site.

Additional Instetjction and Change of Days.

Early in the autumn the school was fortunate in being able

to secure the services of Miss Ethel Gr. Bartlett as teacher in

Class A.

The change from Mondays to Saturdays as regular school

days has been of much benefit. Many teachers now take ad-

vantage of the Saturday sessions to do special work at the school,

as in painting under Mr. Joseph E,. De Camp, but more

especially in arts and crafts, since the towns and their school

committees are laying increasing stress upon the artistic side

of manual training. Because of the number of post-graduates

who thus desire to return to the school, and for all of whom we
have not room, it is hoped that ultimately evening classes will

be established.

Graduates.

The graduates are filling some of the most important positions

as supervisors and teachers in this Commonwealth, as well as

in other States. In our list of students are many honored
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names, like those of George T. Brewster and Herman A. Mac-

N"eil, sculptors ; Kobert W. Vonnoh and John N". Marble, paint-

ers ; Will A. Taylor, illustrating artist ; Jacob Taylor, designer

in stained glass; Frank H. Collins and Walter S. Goodnough,

supervisor. In more recent years, James Hall, Frederick H.

Daniels, Frederick S. Burnham, J. Winthrop Andrews and

William H. Varnum have also taken high rank as supervisors

and instructors.

Public School Class.

The work of this class is steadily advancing in order that its

pupils may lead as experts in teaching the principles of drawing,

sihg"e it is with their development as instructors rather than with

their creative ability as artists that we are primarily concerned.

Many of the graduates are teaching in the Boston public schools,

from primary to high school grade ; others are sought for by

superintendents far and near. While all reach the minimum
of compulsory attainments, others far exceed that limit. ISTo

class receives more varied instruction than this one, for it em-

braces, in fact, a revieM'' of all the work of the previous four

years. The constant endeavor of all its teaching, considered as

a whole, is the equipment of each pupil on his or her graduation

with a thorough knowledge of the elements of manual training

and of some of the applied arts, in conjunction with drawing,

united to a knowledge of art on its literary side and of peda-

gogical training.

It is, however, somewhat to be regretted that more young

men do not become teachers, for whenever any branch or sub-

ject is taught chiefly by men alone or by women alone, that

branch or subject may not attain such beauty or strength of

growth as when men and women are more numerically equal to

each other as teachers. This is especially true of drawing,

which needs the strengthening and vitalizing forces of strong

personal initiative. It is to be noted that the young men who
have been in the public school class and have become super-

visors receive better salaries than they would obtain as grade

teachers, and in most instances exercise a wide influence in the

community in which they teach. Others of them are already

at the head of departments in colleges and polytechnic insti-

tutes.
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Gifts.

The most valuable gift that the school has received during

the last year came from Mr. Daniel French, v^ho presented a

full-sized replica in plaster of one of his bronze doors of the

Boston Public Library. Two or three portrait busts by Mr.

Herman A. MadSTeil, personal gifts to Mr. Bartlett, adorn his

office. The graduating class of 1905 gave to the school a large

carbon print of the Madonna and Child.

Scope of the School.

While the instruction is steadily rising to a higher plane along

artistic lines, it is also broadening along the lines of the con-

structive and applied arts. The policy of the school has been

and still is that of cautious adoption of the various suggestions

made to it in regard to methods of teaching art, unless they

prove themselves to have a logical connection with lines of

teaching already adopted after mature consideration of their

merits. In no other branch of instruction is a principal or his

faculty more exposed to criticism or pressure from this or that

innovation in methods than in an art school. There is to-day

especial need for a wise conservatism in teaching art, for, as

the aesthetic tendency develops and the possibility of beauty in

everything increases, they may lead to a development of poor

originals or of weak imitation.

Statistics.

The statistics for the school from Sept. 2Y, 1904, to June 22,

1905, are as follows: —
1. Total number of students, 369,— males, 73 ; females, 296.

Nmiiber in attendance at the present time (Dec. 5, 1905), 320.

2. Average age of students, 22.4 years.

3. Graduates in June, 1905: public school course, 36; course

in drawing and painting, 7; course in mechanical drawing, 3;

course in modeling, 1 ; course in design, 1 ; total, 48.

4. Appointments since Nov. 19, 1904, of past pupils to be teach-

ers and supervisors of drawing, which have been reported to date

(Dec. 5, 1905), 52.

5. Number of students from the several counties of the State:
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Barnstable, 1; Berkshire, 1; Bristol, 5; Essex, 40; Franklin, 1;

Hampden, 7; Hampshire, 2; Middlesex, 106; Norfolk, 28; P1}tii-

onth, 9; Suffolk, 131; Worcester, 23; total, 354. Students from
other States are distributed as follows : Maine, 5 ; New Hampshire,

1 ; Vermont, 1 ; Connecticut, 1 ; New York, 3 ; Georgia, 1 ; Missouri,

1; Texas, 1; Canada, 1; total, 15. Total from other States and
Massachusetts, 369.

6. Occupations of fathers of students : professions, 16 ; real estate

and insurance, 5; manufacturers, 16; contractors and builders, IS;

merchants and traders, 45 ; farmers, 8 ; teachers, 3 ; mechanics, 37

;

commercial business, 10 ; other callings, 129 ; total, 271. Deceased,

80; retired, 18; complete total, 369.

KATE GANNETT WELLS.
GEOEGE H. CONLEY,
CAEOLINE HAZARD,

Board of Visitors.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT.

To the Board of Education and the Legislature.

I have the honor to submit the sixty-ninth annual report of

the secretary. In accordance with the law, the usual returns

have been made by school committees to the office of the Board,

and the usual abstract prepared.

Summary of Statistics foe 1904-1905.

/. Number of Public Bay Schools.

1. Number of towns, 320 ; cities, 33. Total, 353.

All have made the annual retui-ns required by law.

2. Number of public schools based on the single class room as

the unit of comparison, . 11,686

Increase over the preceding year,.... 205

II. Average Number of Months the Public Schools have been Tcept.

1. Average number of months the public schools have been

kept during the year, 9^^
Increase, ^2_

2. Average number of months the high schools have been

kept during the year, 9^^
Increase, gV

III. School Census Data.

1. Number of persons in the State Sept. 1, 1904, between the

ages of seven and fourteen years : males, 182,045

;

females, 185,831 ; total, 367,876

Increase in the total, ..... 6,374

2. Number of persons in the State Sept, 1, 1904, between the

ages of five and fifteen years : males, 254,139 ; females,

259,017; total, 513,156

Increase in the total, 7,047

3. Number of illiterate minors in the State Sept. 1, 1904, over

fourteen years of age : males, 4,556 ; females, 3,894 ; total, 8,450

Increase in the total, 2,535

IV. Public School Enrolment and Attendance Data.

1. Number of pupils between seven and fourteen years of age,

attending the public schools during the year 1904-1905, 316,992

Increase, . , 6,247
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2. Number of different pupils between five and fifteen years

of age attending the public schools during the year

1904-1905,

Increase, 3,271

3. Number of pupils under five years of age attending the

public schools during the year 1904-1905,

Decrease, 191

4. Number of pupils over fifteen years of age attending the

public schools during the year 1904-1905,

Increase, 782

6. Total enrolment of pupils of all ages in the public schools

during the year 1904-1905,

Increase,.....
6. Average membership of pupils in all

during the year 1904-1905,

Increase,

7. Average attendance in all the public

year 1904-1905, . .

Increase,

8. Percentage of attendance based on the average membership,

9. Percentage of attendance based on the total enrolment,

3,862

the public schools

10,779

schools during the

12,346

441,979

10,970

44,955

497,904

442,140

404,117

.91

.81

V. Public School Teachers and their Wages.

1. Number of teachers required in the public schools during

the year: men, 1,192; women, 12,657; total, .

Increase, 373

2. Number of teachers in the public schools who have gradu-

ated from college: in high schools, 1,410; in the ele-

mentary schools, 491 ; total,

3. Number of teachers who have graduated from normal

schools.

Increase,

Increase,

4. Average wages of male teachers

schools.

Increase,

5. Average wages of female teachers per month in the public

schools.

. 288

per month in the public

. . $3 57

13,849

1,901

6,585

fl49 05

$57 22

$1 85

VI. Public High Schools.

1. Number of public high schools, .

Increase,

2. Number of teachers in the high schools.

Increase,......
3. Number of pupils in the high schools, .

Increase,......

.
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VII. Public Evening Schools.

1. Number of cities and towns having public evening schools, 57

Increase, 1

2. Number of evening schools, 349

3. Number of teachei's, 1,789

Increase, 97

4. Number of different pupils in attendance : males, 28,824

;

females, 16,314; total, 45,138

Increase in total, 1,358

6. Average attendance, 25,231

Increase,. 1,539

6. Expended upon evening schools, $295,346 89

Increase, $8,206 62

VIII. Public Kindergartens.

1. Number of towns and cities having public kindergartens, . 86

Increase, 1

2. Number of public kindergartens, 258

Increase, 6

3. Number of teachers, 486

Increase, 17

4. Number of pupils, . . . 15,751

Increase, . 658

IX. Cost of the Public Schools for Support.

A. Total expenditure for the support of the public schools, $13,186,652|49

Increase, $403,416 86

This expenditure is distributed among the following

classes indicated in the statutory definition of sup-

port :
—

1. Teachers' wages, $9,578,572 01

Increase, . . . $380,663 61

2. Conveyance of pupils, .... $213,220 93

Increase, . . . $18,253 58

3. Fuel and care of school premises, . $1,821,509 50

Decrease, . . . $73,095 47

4. ^School committees, clerks, truant oflB-

cers, etc., $166,002 88

Increase,

5. Superintendents of schools.

Increase,

6. Text-books and supplies.

Increase, . . . $47,762 11

7. School sundries, $369,019 02

Increase, . . . $20,545 97

$5,101 81

. $342,936 97

$4,185 25

1,391 18
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B. Amount included in the total expenditure for stipport as

given under IX., A, but derived from other sources than

local taxation or its equivalent, such as aid from the

State, income from local funds, voluntary contributions,

etc., $592,227 41

Increase, $51,588 48

G. Amount raised by local taxation and expended for the sup-

port of public schools, being the total expenditure for

such support as given under IX., A, diminished by con-

tributions for such support from other sources than local

taxation as given under JX, 5, .... $12,594,42508

Increase $351,828 38

X. Cost of the Public Schools for Buildings.

A. Total expenditure for buildings for the public schools, $4,944,876 52

Increase $1,291,443 80

This expenditure is distributed as follows :
—

1. New schoolhouses, .... $3,801,142 93

Increase, . . . $1,159,067 32

2. Alterations and permanent improve-

ments $682,564 77

Increase, . . . $72,248 73

3. Ordinary repairs, $461,168 82

Increase, . . . $60,127 75

B. Amount included in the total expenditure for buildings for

the public schools as given under X., A, but derived

from other sources than local taxation or its equivalent, $31,158 10

Decrease, $10,(171 06

C. Amount raised by local taxation and expended for buildings,

being the total expenditure for buildings as given under

X, A, diminished by contributions for buildings from

other sources than local taxation as given under X, B, $4,913,718 42

Increase, $1,301,514 86

XL Total Cost of the Puhlic Schools for Support and Buildings.

1. Total expenditure for support and buildings, for the public

schools, that is, for all public school purposes, . $18,131,529 01

Increase, $1,694,860 66

2. Amount included in the total expenditure for support and

buildings as given under IX., A, and X, A, but derived

from other sources than local taxation or its equivalent, $623,385 51

Increase, $41,517 42

3. Amount raised by local taxation and expended for support

and buildings, being the total expenditure for these pur-

poses as given under IX., A, and X, A, diminished by

contributions thereto from otlier sources than local taxa-

tion or its equivalent, as given under IX., 5, and X, B, $17,508,143 50

Increase, $1,653,343 24
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XII. Cost of the Public Schools per Child.

1. Average taxation cost of the public schools for support

(IX., C) for each child in the State between the ages of

five and fifteen years (///., 2), $24 53

Increase, $0 34

2. Average taxation cost of the public schools for support

(IX., G) for each child in the average membership of the

public schools (IV., 6), $28 49

Decrease, $0 32

3. Average taxation cost of the public schools for support and

building.^, that is, for all school purposes (XL, 3), for

each child in the State between the ages of five and

fifteen years (///., 2), $34 13

Increase, $2 80

4. Average taxation cost of the public schools for support and

buildings, that is, for all school purposes (XL, 3), for

each child in the average membership of the public

schools (jr., 6), $39 60

Increase, f 2 84

5. Average expenditure on account of the public schools for

support and buildings, including voluntary contributions

as well as money raised by taxation (XL., 1), for each

child in the State between five and fifteen years of age

(///., 2), f35 34

Increase, $2 86

6. Average expenditure on account of public schools for sup-

X)ort and buildings, including voluntary contributions as

well as money raised by taxation (XL., 1), for each child

in the average membership of the public schools (LV., 6), $41 01

Increase, |2 91

XIII. Percentage of State Valuation expended for Public School

Purposes.

1. Percentage of the total State valuation (May 1, 1904) raised

by local taxation and expended for the support of the

public schools (JX, C), 003^Vo or $3 87 per f 1,000

Increase, OOOyAjOrfO 04 per $1,000

2. Percentage of the total State valuation (May 1, 1904) raised

by local taxation and expended on the public schools for

support and buildings (XL., 3), . . .
.005^5J_. or $5 38 per $1,000

Increase,. . , OOO^-s/gOr^O 35 per $1,000

XIV. Academies and Private Schools.

1. Number of incorporated academies, 42

Increase, 1

2 Whole number of pupils in the academies for the year, . 5,507

Decrease, 168
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3. Amount of tuition paid in the academies during the year, . $540,461 35

Decrease $10,002 75

4. Number of private schools returned, 329

Decrease, 5

5. Whole number of pupils in the private schools during the

year 88,466

Increase, 5,695

6. Amount of tuition paid in private schools (much of it esti-

mated), $861,434 14

Increase, $79,583 12

Comparative Statistics.

The statistics as they are published from year to year show

a steady growth of school population, school attendance and

school expenditures; but the measure of this growth is best

shown by a comparison with the growth of population, as dis-

closed by the decennial census.

1895-1905.
Per cent.

Gain in population, 19.95

Gain in school population (ages five to fifteen), .... 25.51

Gain in public school enrolment, 20.56

Gain in average membership, 29.40

Gain in avei-age attendance, . . . . . . . .24.57
Ratio of public school enrolment to population :

—
In 1895, 16.50

In 1905 16.47

Ratio of total school enrolment, public and private, to popula-

tion :
—

In 1895 18.86

In 1905, ... 19.55

Gain in high school enrolment, 38.61

Gain in evening school attendance, 64.14

Ratio of normal graduates to whole number of teachers required :
—

In 1895, 35.87

In 1905, . 47.54

Ratio of college graduates teaching in high schools to whole num-

ber of high school teachers (there are no earlier figures, to

give basis for comparison), 77.47

Gain in monthly wages of male teachers, 15.94

Gain in monthly wages of female teachers, 18.27

Expended for support of schools, exclusive of new buildings and

repairs :
—

In 1895, $8,165,415 94

In 1905 . . 13,186,652 49

Increase, . 61.49
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Expended for conveyance of pupils :
— Per cent.

In 1895, $76,608 29

In 1905 213,220 93

Increase, • • 178.27

Expended on new buildings in ten years, 1895-1905, |25,486,906 49

Of this amount, Boston expended, . . . 9,229,856 77

Cost of school support for each child in the average membership,

exclusive of new buildings and repairs :
—

In 1895, $23 88

In 1905 29 82

Increase, 24.87

Cost of schooling each child in the average membership, inclusive

of new buildings and repairs :
—

In 1895 S31 23

In 1905, 41 01

Increase, . .
31.44

Gain in State valuation, 30.28

Percentage of total State valuation expended on public schools:—
Returns of 1895, 004fo\- or S4 81 per f 1,000

Returns of 1905 005^3_8^ or f5 38 per $1,000

Increase, $0 57 per f 1,000

Significant Facts.

Eirst, the gain in the number of children of school age ex-

ceeds the gain in the population. This is due to the increased

immigration from countries where large families are the rule.

Second, the ratio of public school enrolment to population

remains practically unchanged, showing that the excess of school

population is taken care of by private schools.

Third, the gain in average membership and attendance is

much in excess of the gain in enrolment. This shows that the

school system as a system has become more efficient. Two

causes have contributed: closer supervision by superintendents

has secured a better enforcement of the compulsory laws, and

the increased provisions for the transportation of children to

school has made more regular attendance possible.

Fourth, the gain in high school membership is nearly double

the gain in population. This is due chiefly to the increased

average earnings of the community, partly to the increased

demands for high school graduates in many lines of business,

and partly to the broadening of the high school courses, es-

pecially the introduction of commercial branches and the wider

use of electives.
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Fifth, tlie gain in the evening school attendance is nearly

three times the gain in population. This is due chiefly to

the large increase in the number of illiterate minors who under

the employment laws must attend evening schools. The addi-

tion of various forms of manual training to the evening school

courses has attracted a considerable number of students. Cook-

ing, dressmaking and millinery attract young women, and me-

chanical draw^ing and wood working attract young men.

Sixth, the ratio of normal school graduates to the whole

number of teachers has increased nearly one third. This is

due to the increase of normal schools in the State from five to

nine, and to the increased number of superintendents who aim

to secure for their schools as many normal graduates as pos-

sible. The number of college graduates teaching in the public

schools appears in the statistics this year for the first time.

Seventh, there has been a substantial gain in the wages of

teachers. This is due partly to the fact that the people are

beginning to realize that teachers have been underpaid, and

partly to the scarcity of qualified teachers, the general business

prosperity enabling men and women of ability to earn more

in other employments.

Eighth, the expense of conveying children to school is becom-

ing a large item in school support. This is due partly to the

consolidation of schools, caused by the centralizing of popula-

tion; partly to the unwillingness of parents to allow their chil-

dren to walk to school; partly to an increased disposition of

parents to get as much as possible out of the town. In the

absence of statutes or judicial decisions, much uncertainty ex-

ists as to the rights and duties of school committees in this

matter. The obligation upon the town to furnish schooling to

every child is imperative, but what obligations rest upon the

parents to co-operate with the town are not so clearly defined.

School committees find themselves between the inexorable State

law on the one side and the obstinate unreasonableness of

parents on the other. The perplexity seems to be increasing.

Inquiries and complaints concerning the subject come to the

office of the Board of Education almost daily. This subject is

treated more at length on the following pages.
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N^inth, the average cost of schooling each child, exclusive

of cost of buildings, has increased nearly one fourth. Includ-

ing the cost of buildings, it has increased nearly one third. For

the increased expenditure, the State can show better school-

houses, teachers better trained and better paid, pupils more regu-

lar in attendance, more pupils in high schools, more adults in

evening schools, supervision closer and more skilled, schools

more adequately supplied with books and school apparatus.

Tenth, the wealth of the State has increased so much that all

these improvements add to the burden upon the property of the

State only 57 cents for each $1,000.

. !New Conditions and N'ew Peoblems.

The effects of the factory and the railroad upon social condi-

tions during the last two generations is a topic which has been

worn threadbare. Yet their influence upon child life has never

been measured, and the changes which they have made neces-

sary in education have been considered only in the most super-

ficial way. We are just beginning to study the problem in its

more profound aspects.

What has been done in this State to meet the more obvious

of the new needs is the chief subject of this report.

The most marked changes are the withdrawal of population

from the country, and its concentration in cities and villages;

the incoming of foreign peoples, of whom the later immigrants

are largely not English speaking; the lack of home employment

for children; the lack of home care; the lack of opportunities

for play. These changes have given rise to new problems in

public school administration, and some beginnings have been

made in their solution.

The Consolidation of Schools and the Conveyance of

Children.

Among the many ill effects attributed to the school district

system during the long period when its abolition was under

discussion, one of the most marked was said to be the unneces-

sary multiplication of schools ; and it seemed to be taken for
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granted that if the system were abolished, opportunity would

be afforded to reduce the number by combination. That this

was in the mind of the Legislature when in 1869 it voted nearly

unanimously to abolish the district system, is clearly shown by

the passage at the same session of a bill authorizing towns to

appropriate money for the conveyance of children to school.

This bill was introduced, we are told in a report, " through the

efforts of a practical man from one of our rural towns of large

territory and sparse population, where the constant problem is,

how to bring equal school privileges to all without imposing

undue taxation," (Thirty-third annual report of the Board of

Education, page 107.)

ISTumerous town school reports for 1870 contain recommenda-

tions for the reduction of the number of small schools.

The necessity of building new schoolhouses by the town, to

take the place of those which the district had owned but had

neglected to care for, made it possible by relocation to unite

some schools. Towns began to reduce the number of schools

almost immediately after the abolition of the district system,

in 1869. In the reports of the school committees each year

thereafter may be found either recommendations for the closing

of the smaller schools, or statements of the fact accomplished.

Not in all cases, but frequently, advantage was taken of the

law to convey some of the children to the new and more distant

schools.

The process of consolidation has gone on steadily year by

year, as shown by the steady increase of expenditures for con-

veyance.

The following table shows the annual expenditures since

1888-89, when the first reports were made:—
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cised, without being abused or perverted by colorable pretences, the

decision of the committee must be deemed conclusive, (o Cush.

207, 208, 209.)

In the exercise of this power to close schools, due regard

should be had to the sentiment of the town and the district.

The course pursued in Concord seems to have been a wise

one. Two or three sentences from Supt, W. L. Eaton's account

of the consolidation movement in Concord illustrates the method

pursued :
—

In 1881 the parents in District No. 2 petitioned the committee

to close the school and carry their children to the Centre. A
counter petition was sent in, however, before action had been taken.

The committee, preferring to wait for a more permanent senti-

ment, did not close the school.

In the same year the school in District No. 5 was closed Mdthout

opposition. An attempt to close at the same time the school in

District No. 6 met with so strenuous opposition that the committee
did not persist in closing it.

In 1887 the parents in District No. 2 petitioned the committee

to carry their children to the Centre. The committee acted

promptly, and began to carry the children. A counter petition

then was sent in, but an investigation was made, and the committee,

consulting what they believe to be the best interests of the children,

denied the second petition.

The welfare of the schools is dependent upon public sympathy

as well as upon public support, and the school committee need

the largest measure of public confidence and co-operation. Any
course of action which appears to a considerable number of the

intelligent people of the town to be arbitrary weakens the in-

fluence of the committee in all their efforts to improve the

schools.

No statistics are available to show how many schools have

been discontinued during the last thirty-five years; but that

there is a sufiicient number of small, one-room rural schools

left to make the problem of education in Massachusetts still

difficult, is shown by the following table, prepared from the

reports of the school committees for the year 1904:-05. This

table approximates closely the facts, but is not absolutely cor-

rect, because of difficulty in some cases in determining the

nature of the schools from the reports.
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COUNTIES.
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Some of the local arrangements, however, seem unreasonable

;

for example, those where the conveyance is limited to children

below a certain grade. Several cases have been reported where

girls twelve years old have been required to walk 3 or 4 miles

because they had reached an eighth grade, while their more

backward neighbors and friends were conveyed at public ex-

pense. In one case transportation was furnished a boy nearly

fourteen in a seventh grade, while it was refused to his sister

of twelve who had passed him in the grades. The parents, in

such cases, have good ground for dissatisfaction.

The following are a few of the cases reported to the Board

of Education since September, 1905 :
—

Case 1 .— Boy eight years old, living with father on an island.

Transportation practically impossible. Committee offer money for

board near school. Father refuses to accept the offer, demanding
a larger sum.

Case 2.— Boy seven years old, healthy, living 2 miles from
school. Parents wish him transported. Will cost $4 a week to

transport him. Committee offer to board child near school. Mother
willing; father refuses.

Case 3. -— Girl twelve years old, in mixed school, having no class

higher than seventh grade. This girl ready for eighth grade, which

is in centre school 3% miles distant. Parent claims transportation,

because distance is too great. Committee refuse, on the ground

that the town has made no specific appropriation for transportation.

Committee have opinion of a lawyer, who walked 4 miles to school

when a boy, that 3% miles is not an unreasonable distance.

Case Jf.— Four girls,— oldest eleven, youngest seven,— living

4 miles from school ; bad road in winter, not much travelled

;

obliged to walk ^^ mile in the morning and 1% miles at night.

Parents want conveyance from house.

Case 5. -— Children living 1^ miles from a school on good road,

to which there is no conveyance. Parents wish them to attend

another school of same grade 2 miles distant, to which electric cars

run, and ask committee to pay for their conveyance.

Case 6.— Family of three children,— girl thirteen, boys eleven

and seven,— living 2% miles from nearest school in town, on

hilly road, but II/2 miles from school in adjoining town, on good

road. During fall term children walked to school, committee pay-

ing mileage, 10 cents a mile, for all distance over 1^/^ miles, amount-

ing to $1.50 a week. Father asked to have committee " pay him
enough to clothe the children/' or transport them. Committee
complied with demand, and carried children during last winter at
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cost of $6 a week. Children can attend nearer school in adjoining

town, but father refuses.

Case 7.— Boy twelve years old, living 5 miles from nearest

school. Has been boarding with relative at expense of parent.

Parent cannot continue to pay board. Asks for board, or trans-

portation. Committee doubts its authority to pay for board of

child.

Case 8.— Boy twelve years old, living 1% miles from nearest

school, on a good road. Near-by school has been closed because

reduced in number to 3 pupils. Parents claim boy is able to

attend school if carried, but too nervous to walk.

Case 9. — Two children,— girl eight, boy seven,— 4 miles

from school. Carried in barge part of the way. Parents com-

plain of long day and long walk. Leave home at 7.15, return at

5.30. Walk 1 mile each way. Eeturn walk after dark in winter.

Parents want conveyance from home. Committee say children do

not have to walk as far as if school were kept in their own dis-

trict. Have offered to pay tuition for them in a near school in

an adjoining town.

Case 10.— An outlying schoolhouse burned fifteen years ago,

and never rebuilt. Man with two children has recently moved

into district, knowing all the circumstances, but demands trans-

portation at large expense to town. Town too poor to bear addi-

tional burden.

These serve to show that the problem of schooling children

remote from the centres of population is not one for whose

solution a general rule or formula can he found or made, either

by legislative enactment or by judicial decision. There are as

many distinct problems as there are children to be provided for,

and they can only be solved by the good judgment and reason-

ableness of both committees and parents.

A recent verdict in the Superior Court, sitting in Franklin

County, may be of service to committees in strengthening their

hands in similar cases of dispute. The case was as follows :
—

The pupils in an outlying district were transported to the

centre. The district from which the pupils came was a sparsely

settled one, requiring a large amount of travel for a team to go

to the homes of all the pupils. The committee decided that

pupils residing on certain cross roads should walk to the main
road to meet the team, and should walk home from the same
point at night, except in stormy days and when the walking was

bad. All were willing to meet these requirements except one
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man, who refused to send his daughter, who was twelve years of

age, one third of a mile to meet the team. A trnant officer was

sent for the daughter. The father still refused to send her, and

the case was brought before the district court. The man was

found guilty and fined $10. He appealed to the Superior Court,

where the case was tried before a Jury. He was again found

guilty. Chief Justice Aiken was the presiding judge.

The question has arisen whether a school committee has the

right to grant money for the board of a pupil in lieu of trans-

portation. While there is no such express provision for a grant

of this sort in Massachusetts as is contained in a Vermont stat-

iite, yet there is little doubt that, in a case where conveyance was

impracticable and the alternative was to provide a special teacher

or to pay a part of the board of a child near a school, the pay-

ment of the board by the committee would commend itself to

public sentiment in the town, and would be sustained by the

courts. In such a case, a reasonable adjustment would seem to

be that the payment should cover the excess of cost of board

near the school over the cost to the parent to board the child

at home.

A statute expressly authorizing school committees to pay for

the conveyance of children to school from the appropriation by

the town for the support of schools, and authorizing them also

to pay for the board of children near the school when convey-

ance was impracticable, would doubtless relieve the committees

from some embarrassment.

Illiterate Minors.

Since 1898 the school census has included an enumeration

of illiterate minors above fourteen years of age, and the results

of this census have been published annually.

There is reason to believe that the numbers returned by the

cities and towns are incorrect and misleading. The actual num-

ber of illiterate minors in the State is probably much in excess

of the numbers published in the reports of the Board.

The numbers returned this year show an increase of 2,535

over last year. This is not due to a great influx of illiterates,

but chiefly to the fact that 1 city last year reported the number

24, as found by the takers of the school census. This year the
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same city reports 1,690, as shown by the attendance at the

evening schools, where a rigidly enforced employment law forces

them to appear.

The numbers reported by some other cities have been obtained

in the same way, the evening school numbers being considered

more nearly correct.

It is said to be practically impossible for the census takers

to obtain at the houses, with any degree of completeness, the

names of illiterates.

In one town the census taker deliberately omitted to note

these persons, because he thought it would injure the reputa-

tion of the town if it were known to have some illiterates. This

feeling may be more prevalent than has been suspected.

The number reported is large enough to call for active meas-

ures in the enforcement of all employment and attendance laws.

The Legislature of 1905 amended both the employment and

attendance laws by requiring all illiterate minors between the

ages of fourteen and sixteen to attend some day school, and

forbidding their employment in mechanical, manufacturing or

mercantile establishments; This amendment went into effect

Jan. 1, 1906. It becomes the duty of the factory inspectors to

see that children between fourteen and sixteen, whose schooling

certificates do not show that they can read and write, are not

allowed to work. It becomes the duty of the school officials to

see that these children are in school. It seems also the duty

of the school committees to make such school provision for them,

that they may be relieved of their disability as speedily and

effectively as possible.

For this purpose it would seem to be wise to provide instruc-

tion for them in special classes, to give them experienced and

able teachers, who would know how to combine class with in-

dividual instruction, so that each person might advance as

rapidly as his ability and his application might make possible.

One weakness in the. law has already become apparent. The
legal condition for employment is the ability " to read and write

simple sentences in the English language." In the absence of

any prescribed standard of reading ability, the school officials

are left to fix their own, and great diversity exists in practice.

In testing reading power the standards set vary from the
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simplest primer to tlie Constitution of the United States.

Such diversity is unjust and intolerable.

The intent of the law is to preserve the State from an

ignorant citizenship. The ability to read in English is taken

as evidence that the person has it in his power to inform

himself as to the principles of the government under which

he lives as expressed in its Constitution and laws, and as to

its workings as described in newspapers and in current peri-

odical literature. The ability to call the words in a child's

primer cannot reasonably be considered ability to read, in

any useful sense. If it satisfied the letter of the law, to use

it as a standard for excusing from school attendance would

render the law a nullity as to its purpose. It seems to be

desirable to fix by law a more definite standard.

To call for ability to read the Constitution, which is the

legal condition for voting at twenty-one years or over, seems

too exacting for children between fourteen and sixteen, who

will have some years in which to reach the Constitution

standard. I recommend that in the employment and attend-

ance laws the standard fix:ed be ability to read according to

the standards set for fifth-grade pupils in the public schools

of the State. Eifth-grade pupils average about eleven years

of age. The standards are substantially uniform throughout

the State.

It does not seem unreasonable to require that persons from

fourteen to sixteen years of age, as a condition of leaving

school for work, should have acquired as much facility in

reading as is expected of eleven-year-old children. With this

power the way will be clear for them to make such further

progress in education as they choose. The way to intelli-

gent citizenship will be open. If they do not choose to pur-

sue it, it will be largely their own fault.

Manual Tkausting.

For more than thirty years there has been a growing reac-

tion against the form of public education which has been

developed with the expansion of the school system.

The feeling is common, and rapidly becoming general, that

the education of the schools is too exclusively cultural in its
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motive, and that where it aims to connect itself with voca-

tional life it is too exclusively mercantile. This feeling has

voiced itself from time to time in legislation in Massachu-

setts.

In 1870 drawing was added to the subjects required to be

taught in the common schools. This was introduced to lay

a foundation for industrial, in distinction from professional

and mercantile, education.

In 1872 the following enactment was made :
—

The city council of any city, and any town, may establish and

maintain one or more industrial schools and raise and appro-

priate the money necessary to render them efficient. Such schools

shall be under the superintendence of the board of school commit-

tee of the city or town wherein they are established, and such board

shall employ the teachers, prescribe the arts, trades and occupa-

tions to be taught in such schools, and shall have the general con-

trol and management thereof: provided, that in no case shall the

expense of any such school exceed the appropriation specifically

made therefor; and provided, that nothing in this act contained

shall authorize the school committee of any city or town to compel

any scholar to study any trade, art or occupation without the con-

sent of the parent or guardian of such scholar, and that attendance

upon any such school shall not take the place of the attendance upon

public schools required by law.

In 1884 elementary instruction in the use of hand tools

was authorized in all schools.

In 1895 instruction in manual training was required to

be furnished in high schools in cities and towns of 20,000

inhabitants.

In 1898 such instruction was required in high and ele-

mentary schools in towns and cities having 20,000 inhabitants.

The original impulse to these requirements came from the

manufacturing interests of the State, which recognized that

European superiority in manufactured products was due to an

elaborate system of technical training.

Later, an additional impulse came from the students of edu-

cational philosophy, who discovered that motor activities were

an essential condition of the highest intellectual development.

The advocates of manual training from this motive frowned

upon the industrial motive.
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More recently a third motive has been forcing itself to the

front, — the social motive.

City life instead of rnral life, life in tenements and flats

instead of in houses, factory industries instead of shop and

farm work, ten months of school instead of four, — these changes

have combined with the general increase of wealth to deprive

most children of those opportunities for home employment which

custom or necessity once made universal in Massachusetts.

As a result of this, children are without that familiar knowl-

edge of industrial processes which underlies all intelligent social

life; they are without stimulus and occasion for that varied

and purposeful motor activity out of which, as from its natural

soil, intellectual power springs.

But, more important than either or both of these, they have

acquired a wrong mental attitude toward labor. They are

ashamed of its old clothes and its dirt. With the loss of the

family association has gone the idea of community of pro-

ductive effort for a common purpose, — the idea of mutual aid,

which has been in all times so powerful a factor in social prog-

ress. The life of the child is isolated from the life of the

family, and he goes his own way as an individual.

School people who are also students of sociology think they

see in all this the root of many of the ills that society is now
suffering from ; and they are looking for some form of train-

ing by which children may be brought back to a normal relation

in thought and feeling and practice to manual labor.

It has been unfortunate that these three motives should have

been made to appear mutually antagonistic. While the advo-

cates of industrial training would have been entirely willing to

recognize its value as a means of education, the advocates of

manual training for purely educational purposes have strenu-

ously insisted that the work must be wholly divorced in principle

and in practice from all utilitarian ends. When work was use-

ful it ceased to be educational, and they had no interest in it.

Thus cooking and sewing were not included among manual

training arts.

This assumption of onliness for a few accredited forms of

manual effort has tended to retard the progress of the move-

ment. The American people, like the plain people everywhere,
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are a practical people. They do not think any less of a pro-

posed change because it is philosophically right, but they think

very little of it if they can see in it only philosophical rightness.

If it can be shown that the new plan is likely to work some

tangible betterment, they are willing to try it; but if they are

told that its purpose is to stimulate some hitherto neglected brain

tracts, or to set up a proper balance between impression and

expression, or to satisfy the creative instinct of childhood, they

go to sleep in the midst of the abstract discussion.

A study of the tables which follow, in which the present

status of manual training in the State is exhibited, and a com-

parison with similar tables published in the fifty-ninth and

sixty-third reports, shows that the work has broadened in re-

sponse to the industrial and social motives.

Cooking and sewing find favor where pure sloyd can make

for itself no place. Weaving and basketry are distinctly in-

dustrial in their motive; and gardening, of which special men-

tion is made in another place, has found wide acceptance from

its social aspects.

The need of the times is a line of handwork which shall be

continuous throughout the school course; which shall be broad

enough to satisfy all the needs of the child, not only those which

arise from his own physical and mental constitution, but those

which exist because he is a social creature, under obligation to

give as well as to take in a world where the highest interests

of all are conditioned upon the highest degree and the widest

range of industrial efiiciency.

The towns having 20,000 or more inhabitants, and which are

therefore subject to the law requiring manual instruction to be

included in both the elementary and the high school systems,

are :
—

Boston,
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The returns received from tlie towns and cities of tlie State

show that of these 27 towns only 15 comply with the law in

full. They are :
—

Boston,
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School Gakdens.

Among the newer activities claiming the attention of the

public interested in education, none seems more worthy of study

and of support than gardening. Already the work has taken

sufficient hpld of public opinion to justify the use of the phrase

" school garden movement." Since 1890, when Mr. Henry L.

Clapp, master of the George Putnam school in Roxbury, in an

able paper attracted the attention of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society to the educational possibilities of school gar-

dens,* interest in the subject has spread widely, until there are

reported this year 210 school gardens in 50 cities and towns

in Massachusetts. They are found in nearly every county

in this State and in nearly every State in the Union. The

development of the movement is interesting and instructive.

Mr. Clapp is a naturalist as well as a schoolmaster. He had

been foremost among the teachers in Massachusetts in intro-

ducing and developing elementary science in the form of nature

study. He early saw that real nature study in school could not

be successful so long as it was confined to the schoolroom and

to the study of " specimens." Moreover, the wild plants avail-

able for study in the vicinity of his school were rapidly being

exterminated. For nature study purposes, therefore, he had a

small space in the school yard prepared, and planted in it a

variety of ferns and some other wild specimens. This bed

proved so useful that it was gradually enlarged, and new vari-

eties of annuals and perennials were introduced,— violets,

golden-rod, asters, ferns, iris, trilliums, ladies' slippers, etc. It

was of this garden that he first wrote. The plants were used

in connection with the nature study and the drawing. This

might be called the first stage in the development of the newer

work, — the nature study stage. This work attracted wide at-

tention.

Some years later Mr. Clapp took the next forward step. The

use of a vacant lot near the school yard was obtained, and this

was made into a children's vegetable garden by the labor of

the children themselves. They graded it, fertilized it, laid it

out in beds of uniform size with walks between, planted it,

* Transactions of Massachusetts Horticultural Society, 1890, page 169, Part I.
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watered and weeded it, and gathered the harvest when the time

came.

This was done under the direction of the principal by the

boys and girls of the seventh grade as a part of their manual

training, for which time was allowed in the school course.

In 1901 the use of a vacant lot belonging to the city

was secured by the Boston Normal School, and a garden pre-

pared by the boys and girls of the Rice Training School and the

girls of the Franklin School. This work was in charge of the

science teacher of the normal school, Miss Dora Williams. This

was a vegetable garden, and was laid out in individual plots.

This was the second stage, — the manual training stage.

Most school gardens now have one or the other of these two

forms, whether collective or individual.

In the evolution of the idea a third stage has been reached,

which may be called the home garden stage. In many locali-

ties where for one reason or another it has not seemed practi-

cable to have a garden either of the collective or of the individual

type in connection with the school premises, the children have

been induced to make gardens at home; and thousands of back

yards in cities have in this way been transformed.

Both the school garden and the home garden have beneath

them the three-fold motive already spoken of, — educational,

industrial and social.

It is the industrial motive that prompted the European coun-

tries to establish the school garden earlier and far more ex-

tensively than has been done in the United States.

In Austria, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland and France gar-

dens have been required in connection with the rural schools

for twenty or thirty years; and in each of these countries there

are thousands of such gardens, and instruction in their care is

made a part of the curriculum of the normal schools.

The industrial motive is also prominent, in the efforts which

the agricultural colleges and the granges throughout the country

are making to stimulate the sentiment of the people and to in-

terest the children in garden work at school and at home. The

corn-raising contests in several of the western States, and the

boys' farming clubs, which have attracted wide attention, are

parts of the general movement.
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The social motive has led many organizations looking for

ways of social betterment to lend their aid in carrying on the

garden work. In Boston the Twentieth Century Club and the

Woman's Auxiliary of the American Park and Outdoor Art

Association made provision for a large number of school gar-

dens, and have employed a teacher, Miss Anne Withington, to

supervise their laying out and their care.

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society has from the begin-

ning lent its aid to the movement by offering prizes, and in other

ways.

The Massachusetts Civic League has carried on garden work

in some of the public playgrounds.

Numerous womens' clubs throughout the State have sup-

ported school gardens, or have contributed seeds and offered

prizes for home gardens.

Village improvement societies have become interested, and

have done good work by securing the adornment of school

grounds. Many of the reports received from towns and cities

having no school gardens, properly so called, speak of efforts

to beautify the school gardens by beds of shrubs and flowers.

As a form of manual training, gardening has peculiar merits.

The exercises are carried on in the open air, and therefore

under more healthful conditions than the best constructed school-

room can furnish; and the variety in the work stimulates the

bodily functions in a high degree.

The work, dealing as it does wholly with life processes, at-

tracts the attention and excites and holds the interest of chil-

dren as no other form of training can do. The cycle of plant

life, the adaptations of soil and climate to growth, the intimate

inter-relation of plant and animal life, keep the child's mind in

that state of wondering expectancy which is the most favorable

condition for thought. In no other form of training do the

products of effort appeal so powerfully as motives to the will.

A second advantage is its general practicability. There are

few schools where a sufficient amount of ground, at least for a

collective garden, is not available. Most schools could find

ground enough for individual beds for at least a single class.

,Some of the best school gardens in Boston are in the most con-

gested districts. The equipment in tools and seeds is not ex-
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pensive, and the annual cost of fertilizing is small. Moreover,

the processes are easily learned and easily remembered.

Separating it more widely from all other forms of manual

training, is its use as an adjunct of other school work. The

experiences gained in a single season contribute to a child's

knowledge of elementary geography material which can be ac-

quired in no other way. It involves a daily study of natural

objects and processes, and presents the great causal relations

of nature in so simple a way that the kindergarten children

can understand them ; while it lends itself to the more advanced

work in chemistry and physics and botany in the high school

course as no other single form of training can do. Indeed, I am
strongly of the opinion that a school garden would offer ad-

vantages to a high school even greater than those which the

lower schools receive.

It is no less useful to the literary side of school training.

The knowledge acquired and the experiences gained enable the

student to interpret language and literature, which are so largely

the expression of just such ideas and experiences. A child who
has worked in his garden one season will read with living in-

terest Wolsey's metaphor :
—

This is the state of man : to-day he puts forth

The tender leaves of hopes ; to-morrow blossoms,

And bears his blushing honors thick upon him

;

The third day comes a frost, a killing frost,

And when he thinks, good easy man, full surely

His greatness is a-ripening, nips his I'oot,

And then he falls, as 1 do.

On the construction side of language the pupils find in the

garden endless material for composition.

To the work in drawing the garden supplies illustrative ma-

terial of the greatest variety and of the most interesting kind.

The possible inter-relations between the garden and other

school activities have been realized most fully at the Hyannis

Normal School. For a description of this work, see the cata-

logue of the school for 1905-06.

Gardening has peculiar advantages, in that it may set up new
and intimate relations between the school and the home. In

this it rivals successfully the work in sewing and cooking.
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While ordinarily the school garden can employ but a part of

the pupils in a large school, it may serve as a model and a stimu-

lus to as many home gardens as there are pupils in the school;

and the pj-oducts raised in many of the school gardens have

served a useful purpose in providing the family table.

Lastly the garden tends to develop a right attitude toward

manual labor and toward country life. This is of vital impor-

tance in rural schools, where all the influences have tended to

withdraw the child's interest from his surroundings, and where

through all the vistas which the school has opened he has seen

a life foreign to that of his home.

The results of the work in Boston are described in a report

of the Boston school garden committee for 1901, written by the

secretary, Miss Anne Withington, from which the following

extract is made :
—

In Boston we have the satisfaction of knowing that we have

attacked the problem in its knottiest parts. Not even in New
York itself can territory be found more completely built over than

are our North and West Ends. Yet we have our gardens there,

thanks to the courtesy and co-operation of two public boards. In

1903 the Schoolhouse Commission bought a lot of land adjoining

the yard of the Hancock school in the North End, tore down the

old tenement which stood thereon, and turned it over, bricks, mor-

tar and hole in the ground, to our committee. After the rubbish

was removed we appealed to another city department for help.

We asked the street department for twenty-five loads of sweep-

ings, and from these, although, after our good loam had gone on,

boots, tin cans and crockery sometimes appeared as a result of

cultivation, we got a good deal of fertilizer gratis.

In the West End the Board of Park Commissioners, pursuing

the enlightened course which has distinguished it from its incep-

tion, granted the use of two strips of ground in the Charlesbank

for children's gardens. The yards of the Wells (girls) and the

Phillips (boys) schools are relics of the dark days, before the right

of children even to play room was recognized; so twice a week

during the planting, cultivating and harvesting seasons, two pro-

cessions of fifty children each can be seen marching, two by two,

through the streets of the West End to their gardens. Over their

shoulders, like a soldier's bayonet, are carried those worthier

weapons^ the tools by which human society has built its fabric,

—

the hoe and the rake. Each of these marching children has a plot

of ground, 8 by 5 feet, constituting a farm, which is staked off,

hoed, raked, planted, watered, weeded, and protected from devas-
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tating birds and insects by its proprietor, who also harvests the

crop.

What this means to children who have been cut off from the

heritage of Adam cannot be adequately put into words. Eacial

qualities assert themselves, as in the instinctive liking of the Ital-

ian children for the cultivation of the soil. No less interesting is

the training of Jewish children in an industry which has been

denied to their forbears for generations.

The oldest of the gardens, established in a congested district,

that of the Boston Normal School, is in its fifth year of usefulness.

More than two hundred boys have been taught the elements of

agriculture in that garden alone, and with the teaching has come
an awakened interest in life outside the city's confines which cannot

be measured for its social value. One of the first garden boys, one

who had never lived out of the so-called slums, is now a graduate

of the Bussey Institute, and a full-fledged gardener, and we hope

his example may inspire other boys to similar achievements.

Our committee is now responsible for nine gardens, by which

many hundreds of children are reached. The co-operation of teach-

ers, school authorities and city officials has made our task possible;

and, while our aim is to make the garden as much a part of school

work as cooking and sewing, nevertheless, the burden of support

rests upon this volunteer body.

The committee has also borne the expense of establishing little

gardens at the request of teachers in schools all over the city.

These are not a recognized part of its work, but have come into

being as a result of the discussion of the garden movement. Bast

Boston, Charlestown, South Boston, the North, West and South

Ends, Eoxbury, AUston and Eoslindale are represented on our list.

The past winter an appropriation from the education committee

of the Twentieth Century Club enabled us to offer a course of

lectures on the biological value of the gardens to the public school

teachers. A school garden conference was held in December, 1904,

of teachers and interested persons, at which Prof. L. H. Bailey

of Cornell University was present.

The school curriculum provides for nature study in certain grades,

and the two hours per week given to the garden are so designated.

Beginning in September, the children clear the ground, spread

loam and fertilizer, plant bulbs, prune the shrubs; and when, as in

our one suburban garden, there are fruit trees, they prune them

also. During the winter they are taught something of the nature

of soils, the needs of the plants, the ways of insects that help or

hinder. Late in winter they begin to sow seeds in window boxes,

and later transplant their crops to the gardens. During the sum-
mer vacations our committee employs instructors to meet the chil-

dren at regular intervals, to care for garden needs and to harvest

crops. All the children who work in the gardens are taken to Ar-
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lington and other suburbs to visit market farms, that the_y may see

their efforts magnified and improved.

Although only a pitifully small proportion of the children in any
school can share in the garden work at any one time, by choosing

with some uniformity one of the upper grades, the younger chil-

dren can look forward confidently to the time when their turn will

come. A truly intensive system of cultivation is followed. When
one crop is off, another is put in its place, and the results are often

amazing.

When the crops begin to be harvested, the work of propaganda

has properly begun. Parents begin to be interested in this new
kind of school work, when radishes, lettuce and turnips are con-

tributed to the home table; and gardens on roof tops, in window
boxes and in back yards are the first fruits of this attempt to make
the joys of country living intelligible to the urban mind. Vegeta-

bles, therefore, occupy the larger part of the little plots, although

they are frequently bordered with gay marigolds, or balsams, or

nasturtiums.

With a single exception the gardens are divided into individual

plots for children of one grade, usually the sixth or seventh. Ex-
perience has shown that the sense of proprietorship of the individual

garden inspires better work and deeper interest than anything the

communal garden can offer, for this sense of proprietorship can be

made a means of moral training. Boys who have toiled to make
the earth yield its fruits will not ruthlessly destroy the orchards

and gardens of others. In one of the diaries in which the cliildren

record their observations we find this plaintive sentence, " Every

seed I have in the world is at the mercy of a dog." These diaries

are part of the language work of the pupil, for from its inception

emphasis has been laid on the importance of co-ordinating the work

of the schoolroom with this particular kind of manual training ; and

while as yet the results of such attempts have been fragmentary and

inconclusive, we feel that we are facing in the right direction.

Just as at Hampton and Tuskegee arithmetic is taught in the car-

penter shop and at the brick-kiln, so it can be taught by the plot-

ting of ground, the sowing of seed, and the transplanting, harvesting

and marketing of crops. So, too, the study of geography, with

observations of the weather and the sun; the cultivation of the

cereals, hemp, flax, etc., for the purpose of observation; illustra-

tions of irrigation systems, together with field lessons,— can be

quickened by its alliance with the garden. The cooking classes

often make use of the garden products, and in one school fruit from

the garden was preserved and sold at the recent fair for the benefit

of the teachers' mutual fund.

Drawing and language work, of course, easily lend themselves to

such attempts at correlation of studies; but the field is still open to

the pedagogue with sufficient insight to see the opportunities which
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the garden affords for instruction^ and sufficient knowledge of edu-

cational systems to make a practical application of these oppor-

tunities.

All the uses of the school garden of which I have spoken are

shown in the following letters, in which the writers have at my
request described their work. Incidentally, also, some of the

practical difficulties are illustrated.

Mr. Emerson is the principal of the Cobbet grammar school

in Lynn,

Miss Stebbins is the supervisor of nature study in the public

schools of Springfield.

Mr. Moore is supervisor of manual training in Watertown.

Mr. Loring is superintendent of schools of a union compris-

ing the towns of Halifax, Pembroke, Kingston and Plympton.

Mr. Rackliife is principal of a grammar school in Brockton.

Miss Nellie McCarthy is a teacher in the public schools of

West Boylston.

Miss Eoberts is principal of a school in (Dodgeville) Attle-

borough.

Cobbet Grammar School, Lynn, Mass., Dec. 7, 1905.

To the Secretary, Massachusetts State Board of Education.

My Deae Me. Maetin :— Your request for information as to

the Cobbet school gardens at hand. Work commenced in April,

1902. Superintendent Peaslee had suggested that school grounds

be made more beautiful, and the school committee appropriated

something over $100, of which some $20 was expended in soil for

the Cobbet school. My own interest in nature and nature study,

and the responsive interest and support of citizens, led to the rapid

broadening and extension of plans and work. Some $200 worth

of soil was secured, most of it at $1 a load, when a contractor was
excavating two large cellars near the school. Over half the amount
for payment was raised by the subscriptions of interested citizens

of the city. The remainder is now being slowly paid with the sales

of vegetables, plants, bulbs and flowers raised in the school garden.

The excavation of trenches in the hard gravel and ashes of the

school yard to make space for the beds of soil was the work of the

boys before and after school.

Over 1,000 square feet are comprised in the wild flower garden

that adjoins the street fence. In this 10-foot strip are to be found

nearly all our New England shrubs and woody vines, and ferns

and herbs to the total number of some 300 species. From the

hepatica and bloodroot to aster and witch hazel they blossom in

their season, become familiar to the children, afford basis for and
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supplement the nature lessons of the schoolroom, and train the

children to more fully appreciate our Lynn woods park. Some of

the children have established native plants in their home gardens,

as a result. We are now commencing to raise wild plants from

seed for home growth.

Some 200 square feet of ground are devoted to growing commer-
cial plants, such as the grains, fiber plants, forage crops, etc. The
children can there see the cycle of growth of wheat, rye, barley,

oats, buckwheat, cotton^ flax, hemp, tobacco, chicory, sugar beets,

alfalfa. This plot well supplements the specimens in our museum
as a means of making geography real. The seeds are planted and
cared for by some of the pupils, under the principal's direction, just

as the native plants were gathered from the woods by parties of the

pupils in the company of the principal.

Some 1,500 square feet are used for raising vegetables. Here
also the pupils do the work, under the direction of the principal and
of some of their teachers. During the past season the products have

been sold to parents and other citizens to secure funds for manure,

tools, seeds, etc. Several dozen sorts of vegetables are grown, that

the pupils may become familiar with their appearance and require-

ments. When one crop is brought to maturity another is sown, to

use the ground to the full.

Other eztensive beds are used for flowers, mainly perennials,

although in part for spring and summer flowering bulbs and for

annuals. With the exception of Pine Grove Cemetery and of Mr.

's nursery, the Cobbet gardens have the most varied lot of

perennial flowers in the vicinity.

A year ago the school committee placed a two-sash cold frame at

the school, and this summer they gave the frames for ten more
sashes, the sashes themselves being bought with the garden receipts.

The cold frames are now in use for propagating hardy perennials

from seed, but will be also used in future for growing vegetables in

late fall and early spring.

Our aims are two-fold,— perhaps manifold: to set in motion

forces that shall secure an active interest in the community in trim

and beautiful home surroundings, and to so combine mental with

manual work that the children's education shall be broadened. At
the school we aim to inspire, instruct and train the children by

means of the school gardens, to the end that they will plan and

develop home gardens. We make it easy for them to obtain seeds

and plants. Definite class room lessons on the nature and care of

soils, and upon the character and demands of different vegetables,

flowers and weeds, are given. As a preparation for this, I have

prepared brief, simple texts, as a guide to the teachers. These

follow experiments, discussion and teaching, and are followed by

the application of the truths thus taught to garden work at school

and at home. The children write accounts of their home gardens

;
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many are visited, prizes of hardy plants are awarded to those who

have secured results of real merit.

For example, was a fifth-grade hoy last year, the child

of Kussian immigrants, living in a tenement quarter, in an old

house with a barren yard of hard dirt, mixed with stones, glass, tin

cans, etc. Following the example of the boys at school, he took a

coal sifter, sifted the dirt of his back yard to a good bed of soil,

sowed it with seeds of sweet corn given him at school from an

opened govermnent package, also flower seeds, sheltered them from

the neighborhood children with a fence, and raised corn that was

his parents' pride, and flowers that helped to hide the old fence and

tumbling outhouse. and are boys of last year's

ninth grade, having the best home surroundings. Work in the

school gardens led them to start home gardens at their family sum-

mer homes in Middleton and Hamilton. They were awarded second

and fifth prizes respectively in this year's competition for home
gardens by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. These boys

are types of others who have shown a will to initiate work for them-

selves, and such interest as led them to carry it to a successful finish.

I esteem such results of first importance in estimating the educa-

tional value of the work.

The propagation of hardy perennial flowering plants for home
gardens is now an important feature of our work. The work of

raising such plants from divisions, cuttings of the roots and cut-

tings of the stems, and from seeds, gives good training to the boys.

Eighth-grade boys work with me fortnightly this year at the same

periods the eighth-gra;de girls are receiving lessons in cooking.

While some of the plants are awarded as prizes, many also are

available for sale to the citizens of the district. One order of $10

worth was sold this fall. Bringing the plants in variety conven-

iently before the people is resulting in the purchase of such plants

by many who would otherwise never know their merits, and the

range of choice possible among them. We expect to make a great

change in the general appearance of the ward in the course of a

number of years, making several dozen sorts of the best plants as

common as golden glow already is in many sections. We believe

that as interest in home flower and vegetable gardens increases,

people will be more inclined to retain a home permanently, owning

it, rather than wandering from tenement to tenement and from

city to city. We hope that greater interest in the home surround-

ings may count one against interest in the saloon.

The gardens have not reached their full development as yet.

They are now overflowing the school bounds. A bed for propa-

gating hardy perennials has been established in the back of our

neighbor's yard, and the Board of Public Works of L}ain has just

ploughed up the back yard of another neighbor, that we may use it

for individual beds for lower-grade pupils in the spring and for
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vacation-school pupils in the summer. We have our eye on the

waste ground in the rear of a neighboring church. City gardens

should plan to use land to the full;, to continue garden work into

the winter. So we plan to follow the cold frames with a hotbed or

two. We have a mushroom bed in the school cellar, A small

school hothouse is an ideal of the future.

As to resultS;, it is not too much to claim that the school gardens

have contributed much to reviving the Houghton Horticultural

Society of Lynn; and this is merely the definite expression of a

wide interest in gardening stimulated through the children.

I am yours very truly,

Philip Emeeso^v^.

480 Union Street, Springfield, Mass., Dec. 7, 1905.

Mr. George H. Martin, Secretary, State Board of Education.

My Dear Sie :— I am very glad to comply with your request of

December Q, by giving an account of our school garden work.

For several years some of our schools having lower grades have

cultivated small plots, to give the children an opportunity to see

the whole life cycle of several plants, from seed around to seed

again. The children have planted and weeded, and been instructed

in the care and picking and arranging of flowers in vases for the

schoolroom.

Some vegetable has been raised, as a suggestion of what the

pupils can do at home.

Some plants, like potatoes, have been used to show harmfulness

of some insects; while others were chosen to give opportunity to

watch the visits of bees, butterflies, etc., which distribute pollen.

Bulbs, like crocus, tulip, gladiolus, dahlia, etc., were used to show

rapid, early growth, based upon a store of food prepared the pre-

vious season.

Peanuts have given much pleasure and surprise to some.

At East Union Street the teachers and pupils are, in addition,

collecting gradually many common wild plants. Alden Street

school has made a special point of growing the grains, buckwheat,

cotton, flax and other important commercial plants. The pupils

have been shown— crudely, of course— how the linen is prepared,

and have seen the cotton blossom and the boll develop far enough to

give a fair idea of this product.

Pupils are shown when to collect the seeds or bulbs for next

season.

The desire of the pupils for beauty in the plants is appealed to,

also.

In one school only, so far, have conditions been favorable for

doing work individually. In that case, at Armory Street, a fifth

grade was selected, all the time scheduled for nature study during

the spring was devoted to the gardens, and they were very sue-
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cessfnl. Seeds, of my selection, were bought by the pupils, ob-

served, and after much discussion of fertilizers, soils, method of

planting, culture, etc., information being sought outside by the

pupils, came the planting and care. As the plots were small, the

only tools used were a line, with two sharp sticks and a weeder,

the latter to loosen the soil and keep it perfectly soft and fine,— a

point upon which the greatest stress was laid. The work was mainly

done in school time, except when, w^eeding not being finished, a

pupil received permission to stay to complete it.

The teacher or I inspected and gave opinions as to maturity,

etc., showing when and how to pull radishes and lettuce and pre-

pare them for market; gather the tomatoes; and pick and arrange

the flowers.

Much was learned about cut-worms, which were unusuall}'' abun-

dant, and ample opportunity for observing habits of weeds was

afforded.

Characteristics of pupils were more evident than in the school-

room^ and much gain was evident in ways of handling some cases.

In the same school some of the older pupils made excursions

outside of school hours with teachers and myself, to collect ferns

and some of our native shrubs, the majority of which we hope to

have represented on the school grounds some time in the future.

One of the results especially remarked by the teachers has been

the growth in respect for property, the child who has had even a

share in caring for these plants recognizing other people's rights to

have and enjoy their own.

In the individual plots I frequently heard remarks concerning

carelessness, as evidenced by the arrangement of rows of plants,

uneven distribution, etc. The pupils were brought face to face

with results which no excusing could remedj^

The majority who had school gardens, when they could get any

land at home planted there, too, and plan to do so again the coming

season.

For two years I have secured seeds for the pupils at 1 cent a

package, and in September have given prizes for the best two plants

of each kind exhibited. I assigned the kind of plant to be raised

in each grade, choosing one with flowers for each of the first four

grades, and giving choice between flower and vegetable in each of

the higher grades. About 7,500 packages were taken the first

year, and 10,450 this. year, the plants exhibiting this year signs of

better culture.

This coming year we expect to begin work in individual gardens

in a new school yard, where the principal is much interested; and

we expect even better results than previously. In addition to regular

beds, we plan to have some small fruits, to do some grafting on old

trees, start a nursery, start a wild flower bed, and begin a collection

of native shrubs. Nor shall we neglect the aesthetic side.
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In connection with cooking classes, it is planned next year to

have the girls, wherever possible, raise some vegetables for use in

preparing dishes for the table.

Of our 28 schools, exclusive of high and outlying schools, 16 have

made some attempt, more or less ambitious, at raising plants on

the school grounds for the direct benefit of the pupils, although

some of these I should hardly dignify by the name of garden; but

the work is growing gradually and healthfully, and has an encour-

aging outlook for future growth.

I hope that tliis will answer the questions that you had in mind,

although I should be glad to add any detail which you might sug-

gest.

I believe that the pupils will take up the work enthusiastically

wherever the teacher shows any interest.

Yours respectfully,

Fannie A. Stebbins.

Watertown, Mass., Dec. 9, 1905.

Mr. Geo. H. Martin, Secretary, State Board of Education.

Dear Sie :— The following account briefly answers your favor

of the 6th instant.

In the spring and fall of 1903 and 1904 I had general oversight

of five school gardens, connected with five grammar schools of

Watertown. I made a weekly visit, about one half hour long, to

each school for this purpose, the work being carried on in most of

the schools by fifth-grade boys and girls. Besides working in the

gardens, at the time of my visits the boys usually did some work

under the direction of the grade teacher, while the girls were taking

their sewing lesson.

The garden plots varied in size from perhaps 15 by 25 feet to

25 by 75 feet. They were made school gardens rather than indi-

vidual gardens, although in every case each pupil had a definite

portion to care for,— it might be a row of radishes, a half-dozen

hills of com or a few marigolds. The garden products were gen-

erally sold to benefit the schoolroom, though sometimes they were

given to the pupils to take home.

Some of the seeds planted were radish, lettuce, beets, beans,

pear, pop-corn, pumpkin, aster, sweet pea, nasturtium, marigold,

poppy.

Interest in the work on the part of the pupils was excellent while

the spring term lasted, but during the summer the gardens mostly

went to weeds. During the second summer, however, I met a few

boys by appointment twice at each garden, for the purpose of hoe-

ing. With but few exceptions, however, the boys were not to be

depended upon to do the needed work during the summer. A good

deal of produce was thus lost to the school; considerable also was

stolen, and this was disheartening to the pupils.
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By some teachers the garden work was made the basis of con-

siderable language work.

Home gardens were encouraged, and a large majority of pupils

cultivated them as a result of having gardens at school.

This work was put imder my charge, because as a boy I had

farm work, but chiefly because I had time to give to it. Last spring

my program for wood work took all my time, and practically all the

garden work (one exception, I believe) was discontinued.

Very truly yours,

Haeeis W. Mooee.

Kingston, Mass., Dec. 12, 1905.

Hon. George H. Martin, Secretary, State Board of Education.

Deae Sie :— Eeplying to your inquiry about our school gardens,

I would say that last year's work was merely experimental, but we
were so well satisfied with the results reached that we shall try to

do more this year.

There were two schools to which I proposed the matter, and the

results were very similar in both, so I will refer chiefly to only one

of them. This one had about 35 pupils in grades 5 to 7, and a ma-
jority of them were of foreign birth. The work was begun by dis-

cussing with them the conditions suitable for gardens, the relative

value of flowers and vegetables, what vegetables might be regarded

as necessaries and what as luxuries, the preparation of the ground,

fertilizers, etc. Later we took up something of the history of some

plants, and found that it added interest in the study of the food

supplies of other countries to know more of the productions of our

own. The proposed garden readily connected itself with the work

in language and arithmetic.

With the beginning of spring a space was laid off and dug up,

several loads of loam were provided by a friend who had become in-

terested in the plan, the boys themselves hauled dressing from a

stable near by, and the beds were graded and put into condition

for planting.

Here the first unpleasant features developed, but happily the

causes were not connected with the school. Some young rowdies

trampled down the beds, and did everything they could to set the

work back. The children persisted, and after doing the work for

the fourth time it was left undisturbed.

Six beds were constructed, each approximately 8 by 4 feet, and

the school was divided into the corresponding sections. For the

most part early-maturing plants and vegetables were selected.

Eadishes and lettuce were favorites; some beets and turnips, some

hills of corn and beans, and a few squash made the list of vegetables.

Sweet peas, nasturtiums, poppies, asters and some plants brought

from their homes by the children made up the list of flowers. The
schoolroom has had flowers from the garden all the fall.
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The children have enjoyed the work very much indeed. It has

been good for them. It has taught a regard for the rights of others,

and thoughtfulness. It has given a definite object for study in sev-

eral of the subjects of their school work. It was not as successful

in itself as we should hope to make it another year, for now we
have the benefit of experience; but even the points in which we did

not seem so successful have had their lessons for us.

What do I think of it? It is to be seen in all I have written

above. We hope to have more of them next year, and to do better

with them.

Very truly yours,

Everett G. Loring.

Brockton (Campello), Dec. 12, 1905.

Mr, George H. Martin.

My Dear Sir : — For the last two years a public-spirited land-

owner has allowed me to use for school gardens a strip of land con-

taining about 12,000 square feet. This gentleman has ploughed

the land, and found for us the dressing. As the land is adjacent to

our school yard, a gate in the fence gives easy access. This land

has been divided into individual gardens of different sizes, the

average being about 17 by 5 feet.

The seed was obtained from Washington, D. C, and proved to

be quite good. Boys planted largely vegetables, while girls planted

flower seeds. The individual was held responsible for the care of

his garden, and the produce raised was his to use or sell. Early-

maturing vegetables, such as radishes, were raised very success-

fully.

The summer vacation was the problem. Only children who re-

mained in town through the summer could care for a garden. This

was unfortunate. Nearly all gardens were well taken care of.

In the autumn a successful exhibit of vegetables raised was held

in our school hall. The children enjoy school gardening, as is

shown by the fact that nearly all the work was done before and after

school. I believe in school gardens for some children, and think

some lessons in the school garden very profitable for all children.

School time must be used. The subject is naturally nature study.

Yours respectfully,

John- I. Rackliffe.

West Botlston, Mass., Dec. 28, 1905.

Mr. George H. Martin, Boston, Mass,

Dear Sir : —Before describing the gardens which were con-

nected with my school last spring, perhaps it would be well to tell

5^ou something about the school at that time, and the careful in-

struction which was given by our superintendent during the winter
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months, to prepare the children for the work which was to be done

in the spring.

There were 32 pupils in my room,— 14 boys and 18 girls,—
classified into three grades,— fifth, sixth and seventh.

During the winter term a half hour's instruction was given by
Mr, Chace once a week. The plants which were in the schoolroom

windows served as material for the first lesson. The effects of light,

heat and moisture were talked over. The main points of the lesson

were outlined upon the board, and the children copied these notes.

In another lesson soil was studied. Each pupil was given a handful

of soil, and asked to examine and name the different ingredients.

Two or three lessons were given upon fertilizers, various samples

of which were presented. The last lesson was a language exercise.

The children wrote letters to ten seed firms, requesting seed cata-

logues. The ten best letters were mailed.

The spring term opened April 3. During the first week a strip

of land on the edge of the school yard was ploughed, harrowed and
roughly divided into 16 plots. Each of these plots was 7 feet long

and 3% feet wide. There were paths 12 inches wide between the

beds. The children took no active part in this work, but later,

guided by stakes and lines, each child shaped the bed assigned to

him perfectly. Each bed was in the care of two pupils.

A very simple plan of a single bed was drawn upon the black-

board, showing where the different seeds were to be sown. The
spring term being but ten weeks in length, made it necessary to

select seeds which would mature before the summer vacation. The
following were decided upon : onion settings, radishes, lettuce and
beets. They were planted in the order in which I have named them.

A half hour was devoted to the planting of each, and in five weeks
this part of the work was completed. The onion settings had
started up well, the radishes were ready to be thinned out, and the

lettuce was beginning to show above the ground on the day the

beet seeds were sown. By means of rules, stakes and lines the chil-

dren succeeded in making their beds look very orderly, some more
than others, of course.

In the lessons which followed, the work consisted of weeding,

thinning out of plants, and the loosening of soil around the plants

and between the rows. Two or three times nitrate of soda was
mixed with the soil, to enrich it.

About the first of June the onions were ready to pull, and many
of the pupils took them home ; others gave them away. A little later

the radishes were ready for use,— "Eeady for market,'' one boy
said. He disposed of some of his by selling them. The lettuce and
beets did not thrive as well as usual last spring, because of the dry
weather which prevailed.

Most of these plants were left in the gardens when school closed.
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Some of the children who lived in the neighborhood of the school-

house, and a few who lived at some distance, came regularly during

vacation and cared for the gardens.

I learned in September that many of the pupils had made little

gardens of their own at home; and I am led to believe from this

that our school garden of 1905 was worth while.

Yours truly,

Nellie E. McCarthy.

Attleboeough (Dodgevillb), Mass., Dec. 11, 1905.

Mr. George H. Martin, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir:— The school at Dodgeville consists of 125 to 140

children, of the first five grades and the kindergarten. These chil-

dren are with a few exceptions of French parentage, and live in

"blocks,^' whose only surroundings are gravel, without a spear of

grass.

The schoolhouse, a good-sized, five-room building, stands some-

what isolated from the village proper. The lot on which the school-

house stands is 150 feet deep, with a frontage of 130 feet. Three

years ago this lot was an unattractive spot, with great possibilities

for beauty in it. The front lot was of good shape^ but covered with

coarse gravel and coarser grass.

The spring of that year the boys set to work and carted stones off

in wheelbarrows, carts, pails or anything that would hold stones.

All bare spots (and they were not few), 230 feet of border 18 inches

VTide, were sodded. This sod was brought nearly a half mile, over a

difficult hill, in wheelbarrows and small carts. The boys, with the

girls^ help, then measured and laid flower gardens on both sides of

the walk. The girls planted and cared for one side, the boys the

other.

The second year the boys laid out individual vegetable gardens,

taking a border off the east lawn, 6 feet wide, making the beds 6 by

12 feet. Each bed contained six-weeks beans^ radishes, beets and

cucumbers, also one hill of squashes, which with the cucumbers

were allowed to do their running on the lawn. The eight largest

boys have beds on the girls' playground, which contain, in addition,

six tomato plants. These beds are 10 by 16 feet. The girls have

the same on the west lawn, the beds being 6 by 6 feet.

The children prepare and care for these gardens themselves. The
flower gardens on either side of the walk are each 6 feet wide and

90 feet long, one for the boys and one for the girls. This stimulates

a healthy rivalry.

The seeds for the vegetable gardens are provided by the school

department, those for the flower garden by the children. The seeds

are planted in the schoolroom early in the spring, and transplanted

as soon as the weather is suitable. We plant nasturtiums, pansies
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and ageratum for borderS;, salvia, golden glow, heliotrope, celosia,

foliage plants, asters, petunias, geraniums, bachelor's buttons, In-

dian pinks, everlasting, zinnias, marigolds, sweet William, foiir-

o'clocks and sweet alyssum for bedding. Many of these remain in

the ground or sow themselves from year to year.

Plan of School Garden at (Dodgeville) Attleborodgh.

We now have a smooth lawn, cared for, cut and watered entirely

by the boys, the lawn mower being furnished by the school depart-

ment, together with light rakes and hoes.

In the fall the flower garden, instead of being killed by the frost,

furnishes slips and plants to decorate 40 or 50 otherwise cheerless

homes. Four of the boys who helped have sodded their own yards
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and walks, and almost every child has a window garden, where they

are old enough to care for it.

On Sunday the yard is the stopping place for the church goers,

who look through the fence at the flowers.

The children display a seemingly unending interest in the gar-

dens, and while the flowers are in bloom no warning is ever needed

to keep them ofl. It has proved a great bond of sympathy between

children and teacher, in fact, has made the whole school happier,

pleasanter and more interesting to the children.

Yours truly^

Maetha J. Egberts.

The work of social organizations in stimulating interest in

garden work is illustrated in the town of Easthampton, as shown

in the following extract from a newspaper account :
—

Springfield, May 14, 1905.

The Easthampton public schools have, under the direction of

Superintendent W. D. Miller, and by means of substantial encour-

agement from the Yillage Improvement Society, again entered upon
their interesting work of flower and vegetable culture. It is a rare

thing for school children to take up this work with the enthusiasm

shown in Easthampton, and it is still more unusual to find so suc-

cessful results. The plan in operation in Easthampton has been in

force, with some variations in following the suggestions of experi-

ence, six years, and the children have now taken the seeds for the

•seventh season of gardening. There were distributed Monday by

the Village Improvement Society 974 packages of flower and vege-

table seeds, at the cost price of 2% cents a package. This number
comprised 199 packages of asters, 90 of dianthus, 76 of marigold,

181 of nasturtium, 151 of phlox^ 98 of zinnia, 91 of beets, 63 of corn

and 25 of squash. The seeds are accompanied by circulars of in-

struction issued by Superintendent Miller, concerning methods of

planting and cultivation.

Superintendent Miller has recently contributed to an educational

magazine a review of the school flower and vegetable contests in

Easthampton.

The beginning was made in 1899, when the Village Improve-

ment Society appropriated $16 to " encourage the growing of flowers

among the children of the public schools." This action was taken

too late for the planting of seeds that season, and plants were bought

and distributed among the children. The plants cost $6, and $10

was distributed in prizes in the fall. The success of the first year

justified the renewal of the plan the following season. A commit-

tee of citizens visited the gardens the first year. This is an
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excellent plan, as it gives opportunity for observing the methods pur-

sued, and for correcting mistakes and offering suggestions; but,

owing to the difficulty of securing judges who could spare the time

to make trips throughout the town, it has since been the custom to

give an annual exhibition, and to award prizes on the basis of the

results there shown.

The second year the Village Improvement Society made an appro-

priation of $20, and distributed seeds free of cost. In the third

year the appropriation was raised to $50, and it has since remained

at that amount. In 1902 and 1903 the children were required to

pay 1 cent a package for the seeds. This resulted in a lessening of

the number of packages taken, but in increasing the interest on the

part of the 800 pupils who did take seeds and in improving the

quality of the product. It was found last year that the pupils would

willingly pay the full cost price of the seeds ; and by doing this the

sense of ownership and responsibility on the part of the pupils was

stimulated, and the full amount of the appropriation was left for

distribution in the form of prizes.

In order that discouragement may not arise on the part of the

younger pupils, they are not required to compete with the pupils

of higher grades. One upper and one lower division is made among
the pupils for the purpose of the competition, and first, second and

third prizes are offered in each division for a number of varieties

of flowers and vegetables. The total number of prizes is about 75.

The annual exhibition in the fall is an event of considerable im-

portance, and draws a good attendance of citizens.

And in the following letter from Miss Louise Holmes

Handy :
—

Civic Club, Chaikman of Home Garden Work,
139 Rock Street, Fall River, Mass., Dec. 9, 1905.

Mr. George H. Martin,

Dear Sir :— Your letter of December 6 received, and I will

gladly tell you of our work.

We started our home gardens in Fall Eiver with the hope of

making our city one large flower garden, and to interest the school

children in flowers, that they might help in our work.

The school committee allowed the Civic Club to furnish seeds to

the pupils of twelve schools, three schools in each of four sections

of the city, taking scholars in the fourth and fifth grades. This

gave us about 1,000 children, and we gave to these pupils 5 packets

of seeds, 5 kinds,— in all, about 5,000 packets. These 5 packets

were put into one large envelope, with directions on one side, tell-

ing how to plant the seeds and how to care for the plants, etc.

We gave out a notice in the spring that we would give a flower

show in September, and that each child who brought flowers to the
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show would receive a few bulbs. So in September we had a very

nice flower show, and about 650 children came with flowers. The
show was open from 3 to°9 p.m.^ and was held on a Saturday. Over

1,500 men, women and children came to see the flowers, and we
gave about 2,500 bulbs to the children.

This year, 1905, the Civic Club asked to sell seeds, and we were

granted permission to sell seeds in two grades in all the schools, at

1 cent a packet. Large envelopes were sent to the schools and given

out by the teacher, and all who wished took the envelopes home and

marked the kinds of seeds and number wanted, and placed the money
in a small envelope, which was given out at the same time as the

large one. Then these envelopes were sent back to the club, and

after counting the kinds and money we sent for our seeds. We
bought 67y2 pounds and put up the seeds, and in April the seeds

which had been put into the large envelope were sent to the different

schools. There were 12,788 packets sold to the children this year.

We had another flower show in September, which was a great suc-

cess; and we have just given the children two lectures, one for boys

and one for girls, by Miss Louise Klein Miller, on " Home Gardens,"

which they enjoyed very much. We hope next year to do better

work, and to give prizes. We shall sell vegetables next year.

The first year the flowers from the show were given to the chil-

dren to carry to sick friends; this year a large part of the flowers

were sent to the Old People's Home.
I am sending you some of the large envelopes used this year.

I have tried to give you some idea of our work and will gladly

make plain any part of our work if I can do so.

Very truly yours,

Louise Holmes Handy,
Chairman for the Civic Club on Home Gardens,

The State Board of Agriculture is contributing most valuable

assistance to teachers and to those interested in this work by the

publication of a series of Nature Leaflets, of which the following

are devoted exclusively to this subject: No. 29, School Gardens;

No. 30, Planting and Care of the School Garden ; No. 31, Crops

for the School Garden; No. 32, Results of School Gardening.

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society was first in the field

in the beneficent work of encouraging children to become ac-

quainted with living nature ; and it has for fifteen years had a

special committee on school gardens and native plants, of which

Mr. Henry L. Clapp has until this year been chairman. This

committee has published annual reports, which show how the

work has progressed. From the report for 1904 the following
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description of garden work in Fairliaven, written hj Mr. Frank

M. Marsh, superintendent of schools, is taken :
—

Encouraged by the successful results obtained the first year in

the school gardens of Fairhaven, Mass., the committee in charge

of this department felt justified in continuing the movement, which
was first established here in the spring of 1903.

To speak briefl^^, a description of the gardens of the past season

(1904) is as follows. In the plot of ground containing about one

third of an acre there was room for 48 individual beds, 4 feet in

width by 15 feet in length. As a background against a high fence

which marked the limits of territory on the south side of the garden

the children planted corn and sunflowers, while in front of these

taller plants blue larkspur outlined the outer edge. To the east a

border 4 feet wide contained a row of golden coreopsis, with pink

and white candytuft on either side. On the north side there were

four large beds, 15 by 20 feet, devoted to the cultivation of vegeta-

bles, such as tomatoes, spinach and others. The west side was given

up to the raising of the grains and grasses, such as barley, oats, rye,

millet, Timothy, Hungarian, etc. ; while some space was allowed here

for beds of squashes., pumpkins and cucumbers.

The paths about the large beds were bordered with parsley and
ageratum, while climbing nasturtiums concealed from view the

rough edges of the east and west boundaries.

The walks running north and south were 3 feet wide; those east

and west measured 2 feet in width.

In the individual beds, on one side, were planted such vegetables

as radishes, corn, lettuce, spinach, turnips and beans; while the

other half showed a display of flowers, as nasturtiums (dwarf),

candytuft^ marigolds, phlox, mignonette, balsams and ageratum.

The method of planting these individual beds was interesting. A
rope was stretched taut from the north to the south side of the plot,

then each child, standing beside his own bed,— with one foot on
the rope to keep it straight,— at a signal from the person in charge

made his furrow ready for the seed. Planting followed the distri-

bution of the seeds, then covering and leveling of the soil ; the rope

was moved further on, 12 or 15 inches, as space required, more fur-

rows made ; and thus the planting continued until all the beds were
sown.

As there were high and low grades in the lot, considerable time
was spent this spring by the young gardeners in grading some of

the beds, so that now they are practically level. Last year the boys

made a compost pile from the sods which they removed, and this

year that soil was used in grading where it was necessary.

An addition to the gardens this season has been the introduction

of several varieties of our most common ferns. The southAvest cor-

ner was set aside for the wild garden, and the boys have gone forth
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enthusiastically, after school and on their Saturday holiday, to the

woods and roadsides in search of these underground root stocks.

They have already become familiar with the royal fern, the cinna-

mon, interrupted, brake, shield, sensitive, polypody, spinulose and

'New York ferns, and it is hoped that another year they may extend

their acquaintance, and gain a wider knowledge of the life history

and interesting habits of these shade-loving plants.

The work on the gardens was assumed by pupils from the sixth,

seventh and eighth grades, and was purely voluntary, being carried

on outside of school hours. So enthusiastic have the little nature

students been that they have devoted hours at noon, after school at

night, and on Saturday mornings, in their ambition to cultivate

their miniature farms and to conquer the troublesome weeds.

Not alone have these young people enjoyed the fragrance and

beauty of the flowers that have bloomed for them, but their friends

and many others also have shared their pleasure. While some have

been content to furnish the home table with fresh vegetables, other

boys and girls have reaped pennies from the sale of their beans,

radishes, lettuce, etc., counting perhaps a dollar or more at the

close of the season as the result of their trading.

What lessons have been learned from this devotion to the soil?

The young agriculturists have been taught the use of the hoe, rake

and spade; they now understand the preparation of the soil for the

reception of the seed, the best method of planting, and the care that

is necessary for the growth of the young plants; they have learned

the value of " thinning out," of transplanting, of loosening and

softening the soil about the roots of their yoimg seedlings, and

have solved many other scientific problems of like nature.

Perhaps the best results have been the awakening to the appre-

ciation of the beautiful things in nature, a respect for the property

of others, and the self-reliance that springs from the ability to pro-

duce from the soil something that can be called one's own.

The boys and girls have written some attractive articles in the

class room, in which they have related their experiences in the school

gardens, as well as their efforts in raising flowers and vegetables at

home.

Another year the committee hope to introduce some of the native

shrubs, such as privet, shadbush, mountain sumach and others, and

to bring to the school gardens some of our attractive wild plants,

for a cultivation of the latter means a less wanton destruction of

some of earth's fairest flowers.

Vacation Schools.

To the hard-working mother of several children, in a city,

the long summer vacation presents a problem in family care

which modern social conditions have made more and more per-
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plexing. If the mother is also a wage-earner, and is away from

home during working hours, the problem is still more serious.

While it is probably true that for most children the present

school year of thirty-six to forty weeks is long enough for the

confinement to the sedentary life of the schoolroom, and for the

incessant attention which the graded school requires, it is cer-

tainly true that for thousands of children the only alternative

now afforded, namely, life on the streets, is more harmful than

continued school work would be.

Happily, women with motherly instincts, clear-sighted vision,

wise discernment of means and self-sacrificing spirit, have de-

vised a partial remedy for the evil of unrestrained vagrancy

which the vacation season promotes.

Like most of the other educational agencies by which the

children are being helped to adjust themselves to their modern

environment, the vacation school was originated, established,

and carried on long enough to demonstrate its usefulness, by

private effort and supported by private beneficence before it was

assumed by school boards, and made a part of the public school

machinery.

In 1904 there were 28 schools supported at public expense,

in 9 towns and cities, as shown by the following table :
—
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The women in Cambridge instituted the first school in 1896

by a committee from the Mothers' Club, and the work was

carried on by them until the city assumed its support in 1900.

During these years the city co-operated by giving the use of a

school building, with its manual training equipment. The Can-

tabrigian Club (woman's), the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion, the Associated Charities, and the supervisors and teachers

of the Rindge Manual Training School, also gave assistance.

This is mentioned to show how work of this kind links itself

with every form of social effort, and deserves the support of all

those agencies which have for their object the pronaotion of a

better civic life.

Reports received from other places show how varied are the

agencies now carrying on the work :
—

Andover.— Andover Guild.

Cambridge.— St. James Church carries on a kindergarten every

summer. The Cantabrigian Club also had one in one of the

schoolhouses for a number of j^ears, but did not open it this past

summer.

Fitchhurg.— Private subscription, the city furnishing the build-

ing.

Lexington.— "A vokmteer committee."

Lynn.— A special committee of members of the several Lynn
women's clubs.

Maiden.— " There was a small vacation school in Maiden last

summer." (Ida B. McKenzie, 33 Linden Avenue.)

Melrose. — Melrose Woman's Club.

Newton."^' — ISTeAvton Social Science Clubs; Newton Centre

Women's Club.

Quincy.— The education committee of the Quincy Woman's
Club.

Springfield.— Young Women's Christian Association.

Waltliam.— Waltham Education Society. Use of public build-

ings and equipment allowed.

Winchester.— The Ladies Fortnightly, a town club, contributed

$100 toward the expense.

Wohurn.— The Warren Academy Free Industrial, in session

during June, July and August.

Worcester. — Worcester Woman's Club.

In JBoston, vacation work, especially in kindergartens, had

been carried on by some church organizations, and playgrounds

* In part.
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by the Massachusetts Emergency and Hygiene Association.

The school committee took charge of the work in an experi-

mental way in 1900, and it has steadily grown in extent and in

efficiency since that time.

The vacation school differs from the ordinary day school in

that it ministers to the needs of children by providing more

varied activities, and in following more closely child interests.

This is necessary, because no compulsory attendance laws can

be invoked to force the children to be present. The school must

draw them by being more attractive than the street.

Manual work in great variety is provided. For the youngest

there are the usual kindergarten occupations. In some cities,

as in Waltham, the summer kindergarten is a separate institu-

tion. For children of primary school age the work consists of

drawing, weaving, painting, cardboard construction, basket mak-

ing, etc. Other children engage in sloyd, sewing, cooking and

weaving.

In some schools in the larger cities the work has centered

about those activities which belong properly to the home, but

which are poorly performed, or not performed at all, in many
homes : sewing, crocheting, embroidery, sweeping, dusting, scrub-

bing, laundering, cooking, setting the table, waiting on the table,

washing dishes, parlor decorating, bandaging cuts and bruises,

nursing the sick, care of babies, etc. The boys in their wood

working make things useful in their homes for service or for

ornament. For a boy or girl to be " handy about the house "

may be as valuable a part of an education as to know some of

the things usually taught in school.

The vacation school embraces the opportunity of its freer life

to emphasize nature study. For this purpose, one of its most

useful features is the conducted excursions to the beaches or the

woods. Excursions are also used in the study of city history

and geography. Visits are made to historic sites and buildings,

and observations made of the typical features of the local

topography. Reading and story-telling form another prominent

feature of most of the schools. A few schools make music

prominent.

All of these lines of work appeal to the children in a much
more natural way than the ordinary schoolroom activities, and,
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while they simulate play, they bring into action and develop

some physical and mental and moral forces which are essential

in a rational education, but which find little recognition in the

everyday work of most public schools.

Some of the vacation schools have tried with varying success

the experiment of having one or two classes in the usual school

studies for children who for one reason or another have not

been able to keep up with the procession during the school year,

and are in danger of being left behind in the course. These

classes are under instruction for only half a day. The oppor-

tunity for individual work which such an arrangement affords,

and the freedom from the ordinary strain of the school, enable

these pupils to make considerable progress.

During the six or eight years in which these schools have been

in operation the work has everywhere been experimental, and

has shown, great variety. In this has been much of its value.

It has given to teachers freedom to study children and to adapt

means to ends, which they do not have and perhaps cannot have

in their regular school work. It also makes it possible to fit

the work to the needs and possibilities of the locality, and thus

to offer a pleasing diversity even within the limits of the same

city. It is probably true that this experience of the vacation

school may throw some light upon the perplexing problems of

the other schools. So valuable have these schools already proved

themselves to be, that the burden of their support ought to be

borne by the public, and not by private individuals or organiza-

tions.

The following conclusions were expressed by Miss Sarah L.

Arnold in a report to the Boston school committee, made in her

capacity as supervisor of vacation schools in 1901. Subsequent

experience has only strengthened them.

1. Compulsory attendance or absolutely regular attendance is

out of the question. However helpful the vacation school may
be, no one can doubt that the week in the country, or the day at

the seashore, or the outing at the park, is better jet. Any one of

us, if compelled to decide for a child in whom he was interested,

would choose a day at the beach rather than a day in the vacation

school, if it were the one chance of the child's summer to visit the

seashore; and we should admit the absence without penalty.
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2. It is virtually agreed, by all who have attempted the vacation

school, that the interest of the children abides with subjects which

admit of manual as well as mental activity.

3. Because the conditions of the vacation school are novel and

cannot be met by tradition, it is indispensable that the teachers in

such schools shall be women of quick wit, good sense, sound judg-

ment and ready resources. The vacation school is not the field

for a formal, mechanical or entirely inexperienced teacher to solve

this new problem. A keen mind and trained thought is necessary.

4. If the vacation school must be in many cases the substitute for

a real vacation, whatever brings into the vacation school the funda-

mental elements of the real vacation is of greatest worth. If the

children cannot spend the summer in the country or by the sea,

the vacation school should do something to furnish the normal out-

of-door life to the children. Under wise guidance, the playground

is the best vacation school.

In the field lessons, the excursions and the school garden are the

most profitable elements of the vacation school course.

Playgeoukds.

Thoughtful people the world over have come to believe that

play is a necessary element in the healthy development of a

normal child; but because so many people are not thoughtful,

and because such people are at least equally represented w^ith the

others on public boards, no adequate provision for play is made

in any city or large town.

Population in the manufacturing centres of Massachusetts

has not only greatly increased, but it has been allowed to become

greatly congested, with the result that the children have no free

space except the streets, or in places so remote from their homes

that they can be under no form of restraint.

The opportunities for play which the streets afford are limited,

and forms of amusement which under suitable conditions would

be wholly innocent are made by necessary city ordinances mis-

demeanors. Children become subject to police restraint when

doing things to which their nature prompts and which their con-

science approves. They early acquire a false notion of public

order, and a habit of evasion which rapidly develops into open

defiance of law. The evolution of the hoodlum follows natural

laws which are inflexible, and whose sequences are easily traced.

Social instincts equally natural and strong develop the gang.
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The city public watches with eager interest the process by

which all its vacant lots are covered with tenement houses, and

congratulates itself that the city is growing and the amount of

taxable property is increasing, all the time blind to the effects

upon the children ; and later grudgingly attempts to undo a part

of the mischief by feebly supporting a boys' club, or a boys'

brigade in some church, and bravely sends to the truant school

or the reform school those whose development has gone so far

as to make them public nuisances to be abated at any cost. It

is in the hope of saving some of these children for themselves

and for society that the movement for public playgrounds has

been started.

The following account of the beginning of this work has been

furnished by Mrs. Kate Gannett Wells of Boston :
—

Playground work is an outgrowth of the Massachusetts Emer-
gency and Hygiene Association, which some fifteen or sixteen

years ago, at the suggestion of Marie Zarzewska, began with three

sand heaps in church mission yards,— that is, two boxes of sand,

in which 15 to 20 children played. The next year we had more
" sand gardens," as they were called, and soon we asked the school

committee of Boston for the use of its schoolhouse yards. For

many years the association paid all expenses. Then the school

committee helped, but all was done through matrons chosen by the

Massachusetts Emergency and Hygiene Association, and under

the supervision of one of its committee, of which Miss Ellen M.
Tower is chairman. For one year we had from eighteen to twenty

yards, and an attendance of at least 100,000 children.

Later began the vacation school activities, supported chiefly by

the school committee; but the playground work still goes on. We
emphasize out-door activities, but give a good deal of education in

industrial training, and through games of all kinds of training

in fair play and morals and manners.

From this association has come the playground work throughout

the country.

The reports received in answer to my inquiry show that such

opportunities are now offered by the following cities and towns,

46 in number :
—
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school and every liigh school should be provided with a good

gymnasium, a competent instructor and proper bath arrange-

ments. There is no doubt in my own mind that if any city

should provide in this complete way for all its boys and girls

the opportunities for play and physical exercise, it would ac-

complish in cleansing the moral atmosphere of the city what all

the schools and churches are not doing and cannot do.

Medical Inspection.

In the circular of inquiry of which mention has been made,

the following questions were asked :
—

1. Is there a system of medical inspection connected with the

public schools?

2. By whom is the work organized and carried on ?

3. Give details as to frequency of visits of inspection, and the

scope of the inspection as to contagious diseases, seeing, hearing,

adenoid growths, spinal curvatures, etc.

To the first question 14 cities or towns answer " Yes," and

this practically measures the extent of the work. The list is as

follows :
—

Andover,
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committee are physicians, and that they make all necessary in-

vestigations.

As reported, school inspection is carried on under two differ-

ent plans. There is, first, the Boston plan, in which the board

of health appoints visiting physicians and directs their work.

The work is primarily in the interest of the public health, and

is paid for from the public health appropriation.

This arrangement is substantially followed in Maiden, Cam-

bridge, Arlington, Winchester, Melrose, Waltham, Wellesley,

Fall Eiver, Brookline and Newton.

In Milton and Marlborough the inspection is conducted under

the direction of the school committee, the visiting physicians

being chosen by that body.

In Milton the expense is met by special appropriation by the

town; in Marlborough, by a fund raised for the purpose by a

woman's club. In Chelsea the inspection is by three physicians,

who give their services. A similar plan has been proposed in

Brockton. The work is directed by the superintendent of

schools.

Marked differences exist as to the scope of the work and as to

the frequency of the inspection. Originating, as the movement

did, in an effort to protect the public from the spread of con-

tagious diseases through the aggregation of children in schools,

the attention of inspectors has been given primarily and in many

cases solely to suspected cases of contagious diseases prevalent

among children.

Beyond this, the reports show that a beginning has been made

in viewing the work from the standpoint of the school. For ex-

ample, in Waltham " teachers are advised to refer to the in-

spector all cases in which there is reason to believe physical

causes are handicapping the pupil or endangering his neigh-

bors." So, in Winchester the visiting physician gives attention

to seeing, hearing, adenoid growths, spinal curvatures and to

the heads of the pupils.

In Marlborough the visitor not only inspects the pupils re-

ferred to him by the teacher, but, by rule, " He shall examine

monthly all the school buildings in the city as to plumbing,

water supply, closets and general hygienic conditions, reporting

to the principal all matters that can be remedied by the janitor.
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and reporting the more serious matters to the superintendent of

schools. In these monthly inspections of buildings he will be

assisted by the agent of the board of health." This inspection

of buildings is included in the work of the medical visitors in

most European cities.

Besides the regular inspection, in several places special tests

have been made as to seeing and hearing, either by the director

of physical training, as in Wellesley, Andover and Milton; or

by the teachers, as in Attleborough, Hinsdale, Peru, Savoy and

Windsor.

In Andover the entire field of inspection is covered by the

director of physical training.

In the frequency of visits for inspection there is much differ-

ence in the places reporting. In Boston the inspection is made

daily. The same is true of Arlington, Brookline and Cam-

bridge. In Maiden and Marlborough visits are made semi-

weekly. In Andover the director of physical training inspects

once a week. In Newton " three times a year examination is

made of each pupil by appointed physicians of standing." In

other towns the appointed physicians visit the schools to inspect

individual cases only upon request of the teachers or super-

intendents.

Meagre as this record may seem, it is encouraging because

it shows that public opinion is awakening, although slowly, to

the fact that health is a valuable asset in any community, and

that it is the part of wisdom to take all possible measures to

conserve it.

The reports received testify to the benefits accruing from the

work already done.

Milton says :
—

It is gratifying to report that the results have been satisfactory^

and that the expense involved has been more than justified.

Brookline reports :
—

As a result of these inspections, children have been largely re-

moved from exposure to scarlet fever, diphtheria, small-pox, measles,

mumps, whooping-cough, German measles and chicken-pox, besides

two or three contagious parasitic affections, notably pediculosis cap-

itis (lice).
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Among the good results of the inspections there has been noticed

an improvement in the cleanliness of some of the children, and

greater neatness and cleanliness of their clothing, thus simplifying

the problem of schoolroom ventilation.

Still another result noticed ... is that many of the less careful

parents now keep at home any child found at all ill,— a benefit not

only to the children at school, if the illness proves to be contagious,

but in any event a benefit to the sick child.

Another important advantage secured by the inspections is, that

parents and teachers have come to know that, as a result of the

systematic search, with cultures or otherwise, for light or unde-

tected cases of contagious disease, with disinfection with formalde-

hyde when necessary, it is safe for the children to continue in school

in time of threatened or actual epidemic. As a consequence, during

the school year just ended, though diphtheria was unusually preva-

lent in the town (as well as in all surrounding towns), not a school

nor even a single room had to be closed for a single day, either by

order of the authorities or through apprehension of parents.

Although there are few reports of eye and ear tests, the re-

sults of these few fully justify the experiment, and show that

such tests should be general and frequent.

Of vision tests recently made in Attleborough by the teachers,

the report says, of about 2,050 examined 290 were reported

defective, and a report sent to the parents to the effect that the

vision of the child was so defective as to interfere seriously with

his progress in school. As a result, 26 were reported as having

procured glasses, and a few others were taking treatment.

In Milton, in 1904, in tests of vision made by the director of

physical training, of 845 pupils examined 28 per cent, were

reported as needing treatment for defective vision. This corre-

sponds quite closely with the results of tests made elsewhere.

In Minneapolis the average of 25,696 children tested was 32

per cent.

In Lowell a test made in one grammar school of 524 pupils

discovered 30 per cent, defective. Another test of 2,081 chil-

dren showed 44 per cent, defective, of whom 27 per cent, needed

treatment.

Hearing tests in Milton showed 37 per cent, of defective hear-

ing in both ears.

For a State which professes to believe in education for the

masses, and to pride itself upon its liberality, the results of this
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inquiry are not flattering. This whole matter has been before

the public in one form or another for twenty years. The results

of European investigations have been published and widely dis-

senainated. The subject has been discussed at meetings of physi-

cians and of school and health officials. It has been shown

over and over again that frequent and thorough inspection for

the detection of contagious diseases is of the highest value in

preserving the public health.

It has been shown with convincing force that thousands of

school children are failing to make adequate use of school privi-

leges because of physical infirmities of one sort or another.

It has been shown that in consequence of this a considerable

part of the money expended on the public schools fails to return

any equivalent. Buildings are provided, more and more com-

fortable and convenient and beautiful and costly. Teachers are

being employed with constantly rising standards of efficiency,

but no general provision is made to fit the children to receive

the benefits of these increasingly expensive outfits. It is due

both to the school officers and to the health officials to say that

this continued neglect is not due to any ignorance or indifference

on their part. School committees and boards of health are

ready to work alone or together. The responsibility rests upon

city councils and town meetings which refuse to supply the

money needed to do the work.

In Lowell the superintendent has been pleading for years for

medical inspection, and has shown by the most convincing ex-

amples the necessity for it.

In JSTew Bedford well-conducted work was stopped because of

a refusal of the city council to furnish money for the purpose.

In Lynn the school committee and the board of health are

ready to inaugurate work, but have no funds.

The chairman of the board of health of Eall River writes :
—

We have repeatedly asked the city government for an appropria-

tion to enable us to have this work done systematically, but up to

the present time we have been imable to obtain an appropriation for

this purpose; therefore, whatever inspections have been made have

had to be done as emergency measures as occasion arises.
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This inquiry reveals the paucity of the efforts now being

made, discloses the obstacles in the way of extension, and points

the way to further development.

The work to be done is to disseminate information more

widely, to awaken a public conscience, and to bring public senti-

ment to bear upon the bodies controlling municipal expendi-

tures.

If necessary, compulsory legislation by the State should be

invoked. Already Connecticut has a general law requiring

vision tests to be made annually in all the public schools. This

law was passed in 1899. In 1904 Vermont enacted a similar

law.

Boards of health consider medical inspection in schools with

reference to the general public health, and they have the power

to take such measures as may seem to them necessary to protect

the public from infectious diseases. In the large cities, and in

those parts of smaller cities where the school children come from

unsanitary homes, frequent inspection by health officers seems

needed to discover incipient cases of infectious diseases, and to

prevent such diseases from becoming epidemic. In other com-

munities it may be sufficient to have examination made only of

cases suspected by the teacher to be sources of danger.

Much the most serious aspect of the subject is the large

number of children who are subject to physical ailments of such

sorts and to such extent that they are unable to make full use

of their school opportunities. By reason of throat defects, which

are common to large numbers of children, their breathing is

affected ; their blood, imperfectly aerated, supplies the brain in-

adequately ; their hearing is impaired ; and they in consequence

are unable to meet the demands of the school, which calls for

acute senses and an alert mind. Various degrees and forms of

spinal defects, continuing unnoticed, are aggravated by school

furniture and school requirements, and become serious impedi-

ments to healthy physical and mental activity.

Impairments of vision and hearing of a serious nature fre-

quently exist, of which the child, his parents and his teachers

are ignorant. The progress of the child in school work is

rendered slow and painful, and, more serious still, his reputa-
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tion for attention, obedience and industry suffers because bis

failures are attributed to stupidity or wilful neglect.

A striking illustration of tbis is afforded in tbe case of a girl

in Lowell wbose disability was discerned by means of a vision

test made a few years ago. Tbe fac-simile bas been widely used

by Superintendent Artbur K. Wbitcomb as a convincing proof

tbat vision tests are necessary.

Defective Vision, Corrected and Uncorrected.— A Comparison of

Results in Schoolroom Work.

Tbe specimens of penmansbip berewitb presented are offered as

a demonstration of the importance of discovering and remedying

defects of vision in scbool children. Tbe first two lines were written

March 24, 1898, by a little girl in a Lowell, Mass., primary school,

and were the best the child could then do. The second two were

written by the same girl the next day, and the improvement was
wholly due to the fact that between the times of writing she had
been provided with glasses which restored normal vision to natu-

rally defective eyes. Tbe last specimen is the first sentence of a

letter written by the same girl June 31. The result of nearly three

years^ work with eyes which saw but in part is shown in the first

specimen; the result of three months of similar work with better

vision is shown in tbe third.

Ua£\JO jcix) uXxiL UAxiio. ^011- a. -fetiiLn^ to--

cLax| CLm.cL i/Tv.LanLLjouL to uU'lL oluv

L
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There are nervous diseases not uncommon among children,

which, while not infectious, interfere with the child's own

mental development and frequently affect other children. I

have seen children in school with sjTuptoms almost pronounced

enough to call the affection St. Vitus dance, and I have seen

susceptible children unconsciously imitating the movements of

the afflicted one.

There are various skin diseases common in schools, and the

presence of vermin in the heads of children is almost universal

in some schools.

Having devised elaborate schemes for stimulating the minds

of children in schools and storing them with knowledge of great

variety, it seems time to begin to inquire whether the physical

conditions are such as to make learning possible.

Experience shows that such inquiry should be of two sorts,

— unprofessional by the teachers, and medical by appointed

physicians. Teachers should be taught what physical defects

are likely to exist, and what the external evidences of such de-

fects are. Few teachers need to be urged to watch carefully for

these signs, for most teachers are sufficiently interested in their

pupils to do all in their power for their well-being ; but all need

instruction. This instruction should form a part of their pro-

fessional training. As most teachers now in service have not

had it, school committees should employ competent medical ex-

perts to teach the teachers. Having been instructed, it should

be expected of the teachers that they make careful daily observa-

tions of the children. They should report to the principal all

cases which they think need medical care. The principal after

inspection should report them to the school physician.

The work should not be left wholly to the unprofessional

observation of the teachers. As a part of every school system,

there should be a physician, or physicians, employed by the

school committee, first, to make periodical inspection of all the

children, and, second, to make special inspection of those re-

ferred to him by the teachers. It should not be his business

to treat any of these cases, but to report to the parents of the

child the facts as he finds them, and to advise consultation

with the family physician. It should be the business of the

teachers to see that this report reaches the parent, and to use
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his influence to see that proper steps are taken to remedy the

defects.

The extent to which medical inspection should be carried

would depend on the number and character of the school popu-

lation; but there is no school, however small, in which there is

not the possibility of some of these physical defects being found,

and to the afflicted child it makes no difference whether he is

one of ten in school or one of fifty. His need is his own, and

should be considered.

Besides these physical defects which are common and which

are seriously affecting public school work and impairing its

efficiency, there are mental weaknesses sufficiently marked to

call for special consideration by school boards.

In looking over the school systems of the State, three classes

may be discovered: first, those in which throughout the system

the assumption is that all children are alike, or sufficiently

so to make it safe to start them all together and carry them all

over the same course in the same way and in the same time. Of
course many are unable to keep the pace, and consequently drag,

and by their dragging impede the progress of the others; but

no special provision is made for them. They are endured until

at as early an age as the law allows they drop out of school un-

regretted.

A sign of enlightenment is seen in those cities where un-

graded classes are provided for backward children, these classes

being small, and the teacher giving much individual instruction.

In these the methods are substantially the same as in the other

classes, and the work is the same. A system recently devised

and finding considerable acceptance among school people aims

to secure the same results by providing for much individual

instruction in the regular class room work. It is said by those

who have tried the plan that there are no backward pupils in

their schools ; that the whole body of pupils is enabled to main-

tain full ranks, and to march " company front " over the entire

route as presented.

There are two classes of pupils who under ordinary condi-

tions fail to do the assigned work of the grades in the usual

time : first, those who need only more time ; and second, a much
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smaller number who can never do the regular school work be-

cause of inferior mental capacity and power.

They are not wholly abnormal; that is, they respond suffi-

ciently to the proper stimuli to be able to acquire slowly and

partially the school arts of reading, writing and computing.

They can be reached and developed, without being sent to the

School for the Feeble-minded, under proper conditions and by

proper methods. Some of the larger cities are actually main-

taining special classes for these children. The classes must be

small, twelve or fifteen in number, the teachers specially trained,

and the methods largely those of the schools for the feeble-

minded, manual work being prominent.

There is probably no large city in the State which does not

contain a number of these children, so lacking in mental power

as to make it impossible for the ordinary school to do them any

good. If, as is usually the case, they also lack self-control, and,

as is sometimes the case, are malicious or evil-minded, their

presence in school is a source of moral and physical danger to

other pupils.

Proper medical inspection would discover such cases, and

would lead to suitable measures for their care. As population

increases and as the . cities become more congested, such cases

are likely to become more numerous, — the natural results of

city conditions and vices. This is also true of those physical

defects of which mention has been made. The time seems to

have come for the State to take action, in order that its educa-

tional system shall accomplish the results for which it is main-

tained. N^ew conditions need new measures. I recommend such

legislation as would make it imperative upon school boards to

secure regular medical inspection of all the children in the

public schools.

The Superitsttendency op Schools.

Under existing statutes the schools of every city and town

must be under the care and supervision of a superintendent

chosen by the school committee of a single town or city, or by

a joint board composed of the school committees of several towns

forming a union.
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Number of superintendents now in service,

Number employed by single cities or towns,

Number employed in union districts, .

With State aid, ....
With partial State aid, .

Without State aid, ....
Cost of supervision by superintendents.

Part paid by State, 1905,

. 186

. 101

81

73

8

4

$342,936 97

93,863 85

All but two towns, JSTantucket and Gosnold, are now comply-

ing witli tlie law.

In accordance with chapter 215, Acts of 1904, which made

eligibility to election as superintendent in unions all the towns

of which received aid from the State to depend upon the ap-

proval of the Board of Education, the Board through its agents

ascertained the qualifications of the men holding the position

of superintendent in all the unions, and gave to them certificates

of approval.

The elements which entered into the inquiry were :
—

1. The powers conferred upon the superintendent by the school

committee as to teachers, text-books, courses of study and the pro-

motion of pupils, and his judgment in exercising each of these

powers.

2. The relation of the superintendent to the teachers.

3. His relation to the pupils.

4. His relation to the parents, school committee and the com-

munity.

5. Teachers' meetings, their frequency and value.

6. Place of emphasis in work with teachers and pupils.

7. Familiarity with current educational movements, and attitude

toward them.

8. Personality and evidence of scholarship.

The inquiry revealed the fact that in all of the towns the

superintendent had full power in the preparation of courses of

study and in the promotion of pupils; that his opinions had

great weight in the choice of text-books; but that in some towns

he had no voice in the selection of teachers, and in others he

could not prevent the employment of teachers who could bring

personal infiuence to bear upon members of the school com-

mittees. The unfortunate experience of some committees in

extending the selection of teachers to the superintendent has led
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them to distrust all superintendents, and to hold the power

closely in their own hands.

The most successful school systems, large and small, are those

in which the committee expressly by recorded vote empowers

the superintendent to take the initiative in the selection of all

teachers; that is, to find available persons fitted for the vacant

positions, and to present the names with reasons for the selec-

tion to the board. If the superintendent clothed with this power

does not so exercise it as to secure as good teachers as the condi-

tions allow, the remedy is to find a superintendent whose judg-

ment can be relied on.

The superintendent's relation to the teachers should be the

same, whether they have been selected by him or not. He
should be a gentleman in his dress, his manner, his speech and

his spirit. He should be helpful, just and stimulating.

In his visits to the schools he should be keenly observant

enough to see all that is going on, discriminating enough to dis-

tinguish what is good and right from what is bad and wrong,

generous enough cordially to commend the good, honest enough

frankly to criticize the less good and the bad, and wise enough

to point out the better way.

The criticism made on superintendents most frequently in

the inspection for certification was that they fail to make them-

selves felt in their schools. The teachers get little help. This

is particularly true when the superintendent has had little or

no experience with elementary schools. Men whose whole school

life has been in high schools, still more, men who have come

into the superintendency from other professions, cannot judge

the school work correctly, therefore do not know whether to

praise or blame, and therefore do neither. They call at the

schoolhouse, say a few pleasant words, look wise, and depart.

Happily, the reports of the agents show that such quasi-super-

intendents are rare, and under the operation of the new law are

likely to disappear.

The relation of the superintendent to parents, the school com-

mittee and the community is a large factor in determining his

success with the schools. Is he both tactful and fearless ? Does

he know when to yield and when to stand firm ? Is he judicious

rather than impulsive ? Does he know when to speak and when
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to be silent ? Can he lead without seeming officious ? Is lie

willing to trust to his professional work rather than to his per-

sonal efforts to make and keep a place for himself in the esteem

of the committee and the people ?

The reports indicate that the superintendents differ widely in

their view-point, as shown by the features which they emphasize

most strongly. Some lay great stress on the details of school-

room management, upon classification and promotion, and upon

record-keeping as a basis for these. Some emphasize drill in

what they call " the fundamentals," — spelling, writing and

arithmetic. Some select a single subject, as reading or arith-

metic, and push vigorously some " system " of teaching these.

Some emphasize nothing, saying " We try to give everything

in school work its equal share of attention."

Familiarity with current educational movements and a judi-

cial attitude towards them, with sympathetic leanings, character-

ize the best of the superintendents. These men have learned

that a more profound study of child nature and a wider study

of social conditions have elevated some new lines of work to the

dignity of " fundamentals " or " essentials," and that narrow-

ness in education is not synonymous with usefulness. They are

not so foolish as to declare, as did one superintendent to me,

that they have " dethroned the three R's ;
" nor, as some have

said, " We leave other people to try experiments." They are

trying, through the school, to fit the children of to-day for the

life of to-day.

The superintendents whose work has been subjected to this

inquiry differ widely in personality and in scholarship. The

records which they have filed show that, of 72 examined, 50

are graduates of college and 18 are graduates of normal schools.

They have taught for periods ranging from three to twenty

years, and they have been in the work of supervision from one

to seventeen years.

While the men subject by law to this inspection form less than

half of the whole number of superintendents in the State, they

are typical of the whole in preparation, in attainments, in

variety of personality and attitude and efficiency.

In the whole body of 186 superintendents the State has a

force capable of lifting the educational work of the State to the
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highest possible plane. They can do this, and will do it, if in

their work they can have the support and co-operation of the

people, and are not compelled to protect themselves from the

malign influences of local politicians. The friends of educa-

tion in every community should see to it that the superintendent

has a fair chance.

EXAMIISTATIONS FOR SUPERINTENDENTS' CERTIFICATES.

In addition to the inquiry concerning the men already at work

in the State, two examinations have been held for persons desir-

ing to become candidates. At the first, held Oct. 7, 1904, 9

were examined and 5 received certificates. At the second, held

Feb. 10, 1905, 42 were examined and 13 received certificates.

In these examinations two papers were written,— one on the

school laws of Massachusetts, and one on the principles of school

management and supervision. Personal records were filed, giv-

ing information as to the candidate's educational opportunities,

and the amount and kind of his experience in teaching and

supervising.

In all cases determined, weight was given to experience in

supervision ; and the refusal of certificates in most cases was due

to the fact that the experience had been narrow in kind and

limited in amount. Under present conditions there seems to be

no reason why Massachusetts should open these important posi-

tions in its superintendency unions to men who know less of

elementary teaching than do the teachers whom they supervise,

and less of school management than do the committees who em-

ploy them. In some places there is a lingering notion that any-

body who has been to college can superintend school. It is time

that this superstition died, with that other one, once common,

that anybody who has been to school can teach school. The time

has gone by when the superintendency should be used as an

agreeable retreat for men retiring from other professions.

Another examination will be held on Friday, February 9, at

the State House.

No special examinations of single individuals have been given,

although urgent appeals have been made that this be done. In

several cases candidates had secured in advance pledges of a

sufiicient number of votes in joint committee for their election,
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provided thej could obtain a certificate of approval from the

Board. In at least one such case the pledge was given with the

hope that the certificate would not be forthcoming ; and the com-

mittee expressed themselves as relieved from an embarrassing

position by the refusal to grant a special examination.

In a number of cases the secretary has been urged to grant

the certificate without examination, on the basis of testimonials

of efiiciency. This has not been done, and under present condi-

tions should not be done. To deviate from this course would

open the door to all the evils which the law was intended to

remedy.

List oj superintendents^ alphabetically arranged, ivitJi their superin-

tendencies, March i, 1906.
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List o/ svperintendents, alphabetically arranged, with their superin-

tendencies— Continued.

Superintendents.
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List of superintendents, alphabetically arranged, with their superin-

tendencies— Continued.

Superintendents.
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List of superintendents, alphabetically arranged, loith their superin-

tendencies— Continued.

Superintendents .
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List of superintendents^ alphabetically arranged, with their superin-

tendencies— Continued.

Superintendents.
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List of superintendents^ alj)habetically arranged, with their superin-

tendencies— Concluded.

SUPERINTENDENTS

.
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State Aid to High Schools.

Towns containing 500 families are required by law to main-

tain liigh schools. Other to^vns may maintain such schools, and

on certain conditions may receive State aid therefor to the ex-

tent of $300.

The following 36 towns, having complied with the conditions,

were entitled to receive the $300 grant for the year 1904-05.

Twenty-six towns received the grant in 1903, and 34 in 1904.

Ashby,
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of these maintain higli schools. Only 12 towns have no high

school of their own, and send no pnpils to ontside schools. These

12 towns had in their elementary schools 1,216 pupils.

In his annual report to the Board of Education last year,

Mr. MacDonald in a luminous and forceful way showed the

working of the new laws for high school aid. In comparing the

effects of the two modes of assistance, he showed that " only

about three fifths as many pupils will go to an outside high

school as would attend a local school." The reasons for this he

found to be the expense of traveling, the loss of time and

vitality and of help in the family, the fear of demoralizing in-

fluences, and the necessary expense of dress.

He also pointed out that the State was paying much more for

a smaller number -of pupils in outside high schools than it paid

for pupils educated at home. The system acts as a deterrent

on the support of local high schools. The small amount con-

tributed by the State to the local high school, $300, is not enough

to enable it to maintain a high standard of teaching efficiency.

These schools must have two teachers. The towns try to employ

the second teacher for the amount of the State grant. Eor this

meagre salary only young and inexperienced teachers can be

secured, and as soon as they begin to improve through experi-

ence they leave for better positions.

Mr. MacDonald recommended that the State grant be in-

creased from $300 to $500. This would enable these towns to

offer at home school privileges more nearly equal to those abroad.

The total added expense to the State for the 36 towns would be

$7,200. This would be less by many thousands than the State

would be called upon to pay if the towns should close their own

schools and send their children away.

I recommend that chapter 42 of the Revised Laws, section 3,

as amended by chapter 433, Acts of 1902, be amended by sub-

stituting $500 for $300.
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Table showing high school tuition reimbursements under section 3,

chapter 42, Revised Laws, as amended by chapter 433, Acts oj

1902.

[Note.— Towns, the names of which are italicized, were reimbursed by the State for

AaZ/ tuition expenditures only.]

Number
of

pupils.
Higli schools attended.

Rate per
year. Amounts.

Acushnet,

Alford,

Aubtirn,

(<

Becket,

Bedford,

Bellingham,

Berkley,

Berlin, .

(<

<(

Blandford,

<<

i(

Boxborough,

(<

Boylston,

f(

Buckland,

a

Carlisle,

.

5

20

1

1

4

2

3

2

36

5

15

1

8

1

15

3

3

4

1

1

10

1

3

1

34

1

9

New Bedford, .

Fairhaven,

Great Barrington (Searles)

,

"Worcester (English),

Worcester (Classical),

Pittsfield, .

"Westfield,

.

Lee, .

Springfield (Central),

Chester, .

Concord, .

Milford, .

Franklin, .

Medway, .

Taunton, .

Fall River,

Clinton,

Northborough,

.

Hudson, .

Westfield, .

Huntington,

Chester, ,

Concord, .

Acton,

Worcester (English)

West Boylston,

Shelburne Fall
Academy)

.

Ashfield, .

Concord,

s (A

$68 95

50 00

54 00

60 00

60 00

36 00

50 00

50 00

75 00

40 00

48 00

38 00

30 00

30 00

50 00

60 00

40 00

30 00

40 00

50 00

40 00

40 00

48 00

30 00

60 00

40 00

36 00

30 00

48 00

f482 65

220 00

270 00

550 50

30 00

36 00

175 00

58 00

225 00

80 00

828 00

85 50

210 00

15 00

400 00

60 00

576 00

90 00

120 00

157 50

40 00

40 00

416 00

30 00

135 00

40 00

1,158 00

10 00

432 00
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High school tuition reimbursements, etc.— Continued.

Towns.
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High school tuition reimbursements, etc. — Continued.

Number
of

pupils.
High schools attended.

Eate per
year.

Florida, .

Freetown,

Gill,

Goshen,

.

a

it

Granville,

Greenwich,

((

Halifax,

Hampden,

(I

Hanson,

Hawley,

((

Heath, .

Hinsdale,

Hubbard Ston,

u

Lakeville,

Lanesborough,

It

Leverett,

Leyden,

Longmeadow,

2

1

3

3

8

4

4

1

5

1

1

2

9

1

2

1

12

1

1

2

3

3

2

4

9

19

5

1

6

8

1

1

22

North Adams, .

New Bedford, .

Fall River,

Bernardston (Power
Institute)

.

Montague (Turner's Falls)

,

Ashfield, .

Williamsburg (Centre)

,

Northampton, .

Westfield, .

Springfield (Central),

Amherst, .

Hardwick,

Athol,

Bridgewater,

Springfield (Central),

Westfield, ,

Whitman,

.

Rockland,

.

Amherst, .

Shelburne Falls (Arms
Academy).

Shelburne Falls (Arms
Academy).

Dalton, . . . . .

Pittsfield,

Barre,

Gardner,

Middleborough,

Pittsfield,

Adams,

Amherst,

Montague (Centre),.

Greenfield, . . . .

Bernardston (Powers
Institute).

Springfield (Central),

$45 00

68 95

60 00

21 00

30 00

30 00

26 00

45 00

50 00

75 00

35 00

40 00

36 00

35 00

75 00

50 00

30 00

40 00

35 GO

36 00

36 00

16 50

36 00

40 00

30 00

40 00

36 00

30 00

35 00

30 00

30 00

21 00

75 00

$90 00

34 47

90 00

56 00

179 00

120 00

104 00

45 00

250 00

75 00

35 00

80 00

265 40

35 00

105 00

50 00

360 00

40 00

17 50

72 00

108 00

49 50

72 00

160 00

180 00

704 00

144 00

30 00

210 00

240 00

30 00

21 00

787 50
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High school
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In addition to this work, Mr. MacDonald has made special

inquiry into the commercial and manual training sides of high

school work in the State, and to a limited extent outside.

Mr. Prince has made visits of inspection and inquiry to all

the special schools maintained wholly or in part by the State, as

well as to the county truant schools. Mr. Prince has also, on

the request of the visitors of the Salem Normal School, taken

charge of the work in pedagogy with the senior class in that

school since the death of Dr. Beckwith, the principal. His

eminent fitness for the work and its importance seemed to justify

his temporary withdrawal from the field.

Mr. Sargent has found it possible to malvo his work more

effective than ever, by an extended series of local conferences

with the supervisors of drawing and with the superintendents

who might choose to attend. By this means he has come into

closer touch with the work, has been able to learn and to meet

the local difiiculties and needs, and to stimulate and encourage

the workers. Abundant testimony of the value of these meet-

ings has come to the office of the secretary.

Mr. Pletcher has found in the general needs of his difficult

field demands upon his time and strength which only his long

experience and wide acquaintance have enabled him to meet.

The hardships of travel in reaching the remote and scattered

schools of the four western counties are a severe tax upon the

physical resources of an agent, and the multitude and variety

of problems which these schools present are an equal drain upon

his sympathy and mental resources.

Teachers' Institutes.

Owing to a reduction in the annual appropriation for insti-

tutes from $2,000 to $1,500, the agents have been obliged to

refuse numerous applications from superintendents in different

parts of the State.

As last year, two special institutes have been held in Boston,

— one for the supervisors of music, attended by nearly 100 ; and

one for the supervisors of drawing. These meetings are highly

appreciated by the supervisors, who feel that such recognition

of their work by the Board of Education strengthens them in

their local fields. The publication of the papers read at these
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meetings is a help to those who are unable to attend. It may
seem advisable to hold snch an institute in Springfield, for the

benefit of the supervisors in the western part of the State who

are prevented from attending a meeting in Boston by reason of

the heavy expense.

The institute record for the year 1905 is as follows: —
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Greenfield, Great Barrington, Needham, Oxford, Townsend,

Waltham,

The following subject was discussed :
" In most high schools

there are pupils who overwork, and others who never pre-

pare their work properly, or make a recitation without much
help from the teacher, — what are the causes and the reme-

dies ?

"

The Tejstuee of Office of Teacheks.

In 1886 the Legislature enacted that " The school committee

may elect a teacher who has served as such in the public schools

of its city or tovrn for not less than one year to serve as such at

the pleasure of the committee."

This measure was passed on the initiative and through the

earnest efforts of the masters of Boston schools, and Boston was

the first city to avail itself of the opportunity to do away with the

annual election of all the teachers. The school returns for the

year 1903-04 give the following 78 cities and towns, having

4,857 teachers, as having given up the annual election:—
Acton,

Agawam,
Ashburnham,

Ayer,

Belmont,

Berkley,

Bernardston,

Boston,

Boxborough,

Biidgewater,

Brookfield,

Carlisle,

Chatham,

Chesterfield,

Concord,

Dana,

Duxbury,

East Bridgewater,

Edgartown,

Egremont,

Fall River,

Gay Head,

Georgetown,

Gosnold,

Grafton,

Hancock,

Hardwick,

Hatfield,

Hinsdale,

Holyoke,

Hopedale,

Hudson,

Lexington,

Lowell,

Medford,

Melrose,

Middleton,

Nahant,

New Braintree,

Newton,

Northbridge,

North Reading,

Norton,

Norwell,

Norwood,

Orleans,

Paxton,

Plymouth,

Prescott,

Quincy,

Raynham,
Rehoboth,

Revere,

Richmond,

Savoy,

Sheffield,

Southwick,

Stockbridge,

Stow,

Sturbridge,

Swampseott,

Tewksbury,

Tisbury,

Tolland,

Tyngsborough,

Tyringham,

Wales,

Waltham,

Wendell,

Wellesley,

Westhampton,

Whitman,

Wilbraham,

Williamsburg,

Woburn,
Worthington,

Wrentham,
Yarmouth.
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Chelsea reports that the matter is under consideration, and

Harwich reports that they act under it, but have not formally

adopted it.

To the question 31 towns and cities gave no answers.

It is a cause of regret that this practice, which means so much
to the school system in any community, should not have been

more generally adopted.

The obligations imposed upon teachers are too heavy, and the

drain upon their vitality too great, to make it wise to subject

them to the anxious suspense attending annual elections. They

have a right to feel secure in their positions so long as they are

fulfilling their obligations, and their is neither justice nor good

sense in subjecting them to an annual round-up, with its attend-

ant publicity.

The feeling on the part of some school committees, that the

abolition of the annual election makes it more difficult to remove

an incompetent teacher, is not well founded. The statute which

gives to the school committee the power of summary dismissal

of teachers is still in force, and is not affected by election " to

serve during the pleasure of the committee." When the com-

mittee pleases to terminate the service, it has all the power to

do so as under the annual election practice.

Peace Day.

Early in the year 1905, at the suggestion of persons interested

in the international peace movement, the following letter was

sent by the secretary, in the name of the Board of Education, to

all the school superintendents in the State :
—

Deae Sir :— A statute which has made the school laws of Mas-

sachusetts famous for more than a century imposes upon all in-

structors of youth the obligation to use their best endeavors to

instill into the minds of the children and youth committed to their

care the principles of "love of country, humanity and universal

benevolence."

It has become a general practice in schools to stimulate the love

of country by special exercises in connection with the public holi-

days, February 22, April 19, and May 30.

A favorable opportunity to cultivate the other two virtues, " hu-

manity and universal benevolence," is now afforded in the setting

apart of the 18th of May, in commemoration of the opening of the
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Hague Conference, May 18, 1899. This da}'- is to be widely cele-

brated in Europe and by numerous organizations in America.

The Board of Education recommends that appropriate exercises

be held in the schools of Massachusetts on May 18, for the purpose

of emphasizing the. blessings of peace, of showing the superiority of

arbitration over war, and of exalting the brotherhood of nations.

Such exercises might profitably include brief accounts of the

settlement of recent international disputes by arbitration, together

with quotations, readings and recitations concerning peace from
the writings of Washington, Sumner and other statesmen, and
from the poems of Holmes, Lowell and Whittier.

An appropriate motto for the day would be: God hath made of

one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the

earth.

Yery truly yours, George H. MARTiisr,

Secretary.

April 11, 1905.

The suggestion contained in the letter met with a ready

response. The press throughout the State commended the move-

ment, and superintendents and teachers actively interested them-

selves in preparations to make the 18th of May memorable.

The officers of the American Peace Society (31 Beacon Street,

Boston) co-operated with the school people by supplying in-

formation and printed literature which could be used in school

exercises. Among the articles used were the following: Primer

of the Peace Movement, by Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead; The
Christ of the Andes ; International Arbitration ; William Penn's

Holy Experiment in Civil Government; Washington's Anti-

Militarism, by Benjamin F. Trueblood; Women and War, by

Miss Grace I. Coburn; The Cherry Festival of IsTaumburg; A
Battle as it appeared to an Eye-Witness, by Eowland B. Howard.

In order to promote the sentiment of humanity and universal

benevolence, it would be well if in every school in the State

the 18th of May were annually used to inculcate the blessings

of peace.

Evening Schools.

Evening schools are maintained under the following stat-

ute :
—

Section 11, Chapter 42, Revised Laws.

Any town may, and every city or town of ten thousand or more
inhabitants shall, maintain annually evening schools for the in-
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struction of persons over fourteen years of age in orthography,,

reading, writing, the English language and grammar, geography,

arithmetic, industrial drawing, both free hand and mechanical, the

history of the United States, physiology and hygiene, and good

behavior. Such other subjects may be taught in such schools as

the school committee consider expedient.

It appears from the table on page xciii, Abstract of the School

Returns, that all the towns and cities included in the terms of

the law have maintained evening schools except Melrose and

Quincy. Besides, these schools have been maintained in 16

towns not required to do so. The following table shows that

school committees are making an earnest effort to meet the needs

of special classes of students by carrying on schools of a more

advanced type, and some having an industrial character. "While

these industrial schools are mainly commercial, the example of

Springfield in providing instruction in some of the trades has

already attracted wide attention, and seems likely to be followed

in other communities.
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Kindergartens .

Table showing the number and location of public kindergartens kept

during the year 1904-05, and cost of their maintenance.

Cities and Towns.
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Table sJioioing the number and location of public kindergartens, etc.

— Concluded.

Cities akd Towns.
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The paper throws so much light "upon a matter which the

Board of Education in its report has considered, and regarding

which it has recommended legislation, that I have deemed it

proper to include it in my report to the Board. Many docu-

ments and replies to -questions are omitted for lack of space.

The important conclusions of the report are substantially as

follows :
—

1. Class organizations, literary societies, musical organiza-

tions, art clubs and school papers are helpful to the pupils and

a benefit to the school, provided they are under the oversight of

the school authorities.

2. Class committees for purposes partly commercial are es-

pecially in need of the most exacting regulations.

3. While more than half of the athletic associations which

include and direct the varied athletic activities of the school are

under the supervision, more or less complete, of the teachers of

the schools, the right to control has been assumed rather than

assured. Under this assumed control the participation in ath-

letics is conditioned upon rank in scholarship.

4. A large majority of the teachers reporting consider ath-

letics a benefit to the schools. Sixty-five per cent, believe that

both scholarship and discipline are improved. But all agree

that this is only true when all such activities are under the con-

trol of the school authorities.

5. The consensus of opinion among school people east and

west is emphatically that secret societies in the high schools are

an evil, and only an evil.
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REPORT ON ORGANIZATIONS AMONG HIGH SCHOOL
PUPILS.

By C. T. C. Whitcomb, Chairman of the Committee.

The committee appointed to prepare a " comprehensive report

on the subject of " Organizations among High School Pupils,"—
this report to cover the kinds of organizations which now exist in

the high schools, the legitimate purposes and uses of such organ-

izations, the possible evils which may accompanj^ them, and the

relations which they should hold to the principals and school offi-

cials,— have the honor to present the following.

In an age when organization and combination appear as the

dominant influences among men and women throughout the busi-

ness, political, religious and social worlds in which we live and
move, it is not strange, nay, it is most natural, that the same move-
ments should find their way among the younger elements of so-

ciety,— the boys and girls in our schools.

But combinations and associations among men are furnishing

food for most serious thought as to their purposes, methods of

procedure, and influences; and loud calls are heard on every hand
for investigation, reform or elimination, in the name of progress

and Justice. For a similar or parallel reason, it is wise and timely

that every factor which in any way influences, positively or nega-

tively, the development of pupils in the public schools, should

demand our thoughtful attention.

We frequently meet to discuss courses of study, electives, and the

methods of teaching individual subjects in the curriculum; but it

is well to remember that the countless lessons not taught in books,

and the myriad teachers outside of the class rooms, are moulding
influences of extraordinary power, which are to be reckoned with

in training youth.

In preparing this report, your committee have not relied upon
the personal information or experience of individual members, nor

upon statistics gathered from the schools in. which they may be

employed, for the facts or opinions expressed herein, but they have

availed themselves of every source of information at their com-

mand. Much material bearing upon high school organizations

has been found in educational journals, magazines and reviews,

and in the reports of superintendents and educational associations.

In some of these papers the results of questionnaires have been

carefully tabulated. Especially is this true of associations of

school principals in the States of the Central West, and in particular

of investigations made by secondary teachers in Chicago and St.

Louis in the recent past.

Valuable material had been gathered on one phase of school

organizations through a questionnaire issued several months ago
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by a member of the committee, Mr. Ellis, for an association of

teachers in Springfield. As a large portion of the statistics and

information at hand already published in reports came from schools

and school men west of New England, it seemed wise to obtain

definite information from every high school and private academy in

our own State; and for that purpose a questionnaire* was recently

prepared and sent to 259 or more principals of public and private

secondary schools in Massachusetts; it was also sent to the larger

schools in Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Ehode Island and
Connecticut; making a total of 301 schools represented in the New
England States.

Copies of the questionnaire have also been sent to high schools

in the larger cities throughout the country,— New York, Albany,

Buffalo, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Washington, Baltimore, Cincin-

nati, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, Chicago, Minneapolis, St.

Paul, St. Louis, Louisville, Omaha, Kansas City, Denver, San
Francisco, etc.

The number of replies to this letter, and the promptness with

which they have been sent to the committee, are most gratifying,

and prove conclusively that the subject is engaging the thoughtful

attention of all school men at this time. Two hundred and forty-

four principals have sent replies, and many letters have been re-

ceived, asking for reports and results, showing that the question

is a live one, and worthy of our careful consideration.

The questionnaire sought information regarding every phase of

school organization, and naturally grouped itself into :
—

I. Class and school organizations.

II. Military drill and athletic associations.

III. Secret societies, as fraternities and sororities.

I. Class and School Oeganizations.

In summarizing the reports on this topic, it is found that classes

quite generally, both in public and private schools, organize for

class meetings with officers, as president and secretary. A few
have a constitution, stating the object of the association, and de-

fining the powers and duties of the officers, the number of members
required for a quorum to transact business, authority for calling a

class meeting, etc.; but in the large majority of schools such asso-

ciations have no constitution or by-laws, and there is very little

formality in conducting class meetings, although about two thirds

of them have class officers. In a few schools, perhaps 20 or 25,

the senior class alone has an organization, this evidently being for

purposes connected with graduation. In fact, in many of the re-

turns it is stated that the lower classes are not allowed to have
formal organizations.

* A copy of the questionnaire is appended to this report.
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Obviously, the social instinct exists here in its primitive form. A
leader, called a president, is chosen by those who gather together,

and, while other oflQcers may be elected with much formality, they

are mere figureheads in their respective positions. A secretary is

nothing more than a name. Records are rarely kept, and they

would be of little use if they were. The objects of these class or-

ganizations is the furtherance of school and class interests. As a

rule, the tendency of such organizations is beneficial to the school

and to its individual members. Over 80 per cent, of the principals

report that class organizations are a benefit in developing patriot-

ism and loyalty to the school.

It seems unfortunate that the opportunity for teaching a con-

crete lesson in government and in the ways and means of con-

ducting a deliberative assembly is so largely overlooked throughout

the schools. There appears to be very little supervision or training

in such matters. One principal of a large school, however, con-

siders the organizing of his entering class, at the beginning of the

fall term, one of the greatest opportunities offered for the encour-

agement of discipline and school patriotism. He usually accom-

plishes this through the president of the senior class, who pre-

sides over all meetings, and " steers " committees until the class

is on a proper footing, and can walk alone.

A very few schools report that class organizations are not a

benefit to the school. Some replies of principals who oppose may
be of interest :

—

Injury ; out evenings at socials. Get too well acquainted,— boys and

girls.

Class spirit sometimes injures school spirit.

We shall look after the class socials more closely this year. None are

to be held without the consent of the principal.

I know of no benefit, generally speaking. In the past their influence

has been pernicious, affording a training school, so to speak, for un-

deniable kinds of youthful politics, fostering personal jealousies and

ill feelings, and even on occasions antagonizing the authority of the

principal and faculty.

The three lower classes are not allowed to organize. Wish to have

three or four dances or socials as soon as organized.

I have found the management of the finances too much of a tempta-

tion for some boys. They copy " graft " from their elders.

Evils? Yes, unless under control of faculty. Politics, cliques, etc.

I should consider them bad, if we had them.

Outside the senior class, a prolific source of irritation and annoyance,

with no compensating advantages.

Evils'? Yes. Class rivalry, rows and consequent public misunder-

standing and newspaper notoriety.

The following are types of replies which speak favorably of such

organizations :
—
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They have a beneficial effect; with proper supervision, they have no
evil effects. As a result, pupils go forth more loyal, more enthusiastic,

more grateful. ... I favor pupil organizations; they afford oppor-
tunity for initiative and executive power; they train for life as nothing
else can.

Our school has an improvement society, the membership including

the whole school and the teachers.

Boys control themselves practically without supervision from 8 a.m.

until all are gone at night. More than 90 per cent, of the pupils are

actively identified with some one of the student organizations.

As an experiment, I am using the presidents of the three upper
classes as an advisory board on school matters. Am working out school

problems successfully.

Any organizations which bring pupils together for mutual improve-
ment, especially if teachers are members, are helpful to pupil and
teacher alike.

There is a distinct good from each. They bring teachers and pupils

together, thus inspiring mutual confidence. I favor them heartily.

Greatest benefit.

On the whole, a benefit. The boys are apt to attempt a little of the

foolishness which they ape from college students, but we have little

difficulty in suppressing this.

A decided benefit.

I have used them efficiently for securing a class standard of honesty

in work, even to the extent of dealing with individual offenders.

They bind the pupils of k class closer together, acquaint them with

one another, and the meeting's form pleasant recollections of school life.

On the other hand, they magnify class spirit rather than school spirit,

and add to the social burdens, already much too great.

A matter which, should be iincler the control or supervision of the

school anthorities is the appointment of class committees in con-

nection with affairs which have to do with the handling of money,
or with contracts where money is concerned indirectly". Attention

is called in particular to pin and photograph committees. It is

understood that the spirit of " graft,^' which ofttimes controls the

feelings and actions of older people, sometimes also animates the

feelings and actions of pupils. Little opportunity is given here to

refer to this subject in detail^ hut we are credibly informed that

there are instances on record where such committees have made
decisions in accordance with the most favorable offer of reward
coming to them personally in photographs, jewelry or commis-
sions. It is, indeed, important to see that our boys are not being

trained in the public schools, under our very eyes, to consider public

interests opportunities for personal profit, to accept bribes and to

become plunderers of public funds.

Photograph, class-pin committees, etc., should be strictly controlled.

There is great danger of "graft," Pupils need to be protected from
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imposition, and other evil influences, from persons desiring their patron-

age.

Good thing in the main; tendency to steal by committees, treasurer,

etc.; kept in cheek by strict system of accounting.

A large number of schools reply that they have literary, dra-

matic and debating societies, and that they are under the direct

control of the school authorities. About 80 per cent. (150) say they

are a benefit; 27 say that they are an injury; while 18 are in doubt.

From one tenth to one half of the pupils take an active part in

these societies.

Musical Organizations.

One hundred and forty-nine out of 343 of the schools have

musical organizations, as orchestras, boys' or girls' glee clubs and
choruses, violin clubs, mandolin clubs, etc. Over 90 per cent, of

these claim that they are a benefit. The ezceptions are few.

Sketch Clubs, Art Cluhs, etc.

Several schools have sketch clubs and art clubs; 10 have camera

clubs; others have science clubs, as chemistry, electrical, natural

history; a few have crafts clubs; and one has a gun club. Nearly

all these activities, it is stated, have a tendency to stimulate stu-

dents to better work. The spirit of these open school societies

is healthful and beneficial, both to the school and to the pupils.

They as a rule meet in the school building, and a teacher generally

is present, oftentimes as an active participant in the meetings.

School Papers.

School papers are regarded as excellent in their influence. Com-
paratively few schools state that they have one ; 93 out of 243 report

their existence. The contents and literary form, in all except 13

(14 per cent.), are under the supervision of some responsible

teacher, usually the head of the English department, who has the

right to use the blue pencil according to her judgment. The
finances are under the control of the principal in nearly every

case. They are, as a rule, monthly publications; one principal,

however, reports a semi-weekly, and the Indianapolis High School

publishes a daily. Several schools report that they publish one or

more annuals each year, which in their general character are simi-

lar to class papers.

Student Government.

A great deal is being said in the educational press about the

whole student body being organized into one large society for

purposes of student government. Very little is heard regarding

this movement in New England, but many papers have been
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written giving descriptions of successful self-government plans in

New York, Pennsylvania and the West.

There is no opportunity here to speak in detail of individual

schools where pupil co-operation has been tried, but the movement
surely should be included among student organizations in a report

of this kind. Teachers who have tried these schemes as aids in

governing their schools, either as a whole or in part, are very enthu-

siastic in their praise over results. Eeference may be made to

articles in the " School Eeview " and other educational magazines

and papers for extended accounts upon this topic. There are per-

haps 20 schools which strongly advocate this plan of school gov-

ernment, one of the leaders being the Hyde Park High School of

Chicago.

To sum up the testimony of school principals upon this topic, we
may quote the words of Professor Hanus of Harvard University,

who kindly filled out a copy of the questionnaire :—

All class and sehool organizations should be under the general control

of the school authorities. If not overdone, aU open, non-secret organiza-

tions tend to benefit the school.

II. Military Drill and Athletic Associations.

Military Drill.

Several questions upon the subject of military drill were included

in the questionnaire, as in some schools it exists, not as a regular

course in the curriculum, but as a semi-school organization. Also,

there have been many complaints in the past regarding parasite

organizations attaching themselves to military organizations. The
subject, therefore, properly belongs to this discussion.

Thirty-four principals report military drill in their schools, and

state that it is wholly under the supervision of the school author-

ities. Ten of the schools report that military drill lowered the

scholarship or deportment of the school. All said that no offi-

cers' club or other association favorably or unfavorably affects

school life at the present time. . In the past, when the pupils had

more or less control of the military organizations in the schools,

many evils existed, it is said, which are now eliminated. Formerly,

also, officers' parties, dances, and socials were a menace to school

work and to the health of the pupils. Several principals of schools,

which at the present time have military drill, speak enthusiastically

of its value as an aid in governing the school; while others suggest

modifications of the system, or a substitute in regular physical

exercise in a gymnasium, as has been the case in Newton recently.

A few replies from the reports are given, to show different points

of view of principals in this matter :
—
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The drill has been in use at this school for nineteen years, and has

never proved anything but useful.

From five years' experience with it, I consider it nothing but an in-

jury to a school.

I believe in military drill, but it should be in charge of the military

arm of the State, not the public schools.

Officers are often helpful in helping maintain school standards and
conduct. Boys learn to obey their mates as representing authorized

authority.

Certainly tends to raise deportment.

I do not consider it in any sense a substitute for athletic sports. In
itself I consider it good; so is a woodpile and an axe.

A valuable means of training and obedience, promptness, precision,

neatness, subordination, esprit de corps, initiative and physical train-

ing.

I have served as commandant and teacher in a New York seminary,

and heartily approve of it in the school. My experience has been that

it has raised both [scholarship and deportment] where it was success-

fully taught.

I want no part nor lot in military work in a public high school.

It almost invariably lowers the standard of scholarship of officers.

Occasionally a slight aid in deportment, but from every such case 25

annoying cases of discipline arise from it. As a training in loyalty and
patriotism it is not superior to algebra, and vastly inferior to history

and literature. As a training in obedience, it is of the prison variety.

I am convinced that it is a flat failure.

We had it years ago; gave it up because we could not find time

enough to make it worth while.

Athletic Associations.

No topic connected with school and college life has been demand-
ing or receiving more attention than athletics, not only from edu-

cators, but from all classes of people,— the press, the pnlpit, college

presidents, parents' clubs, and school associations. A prominent

place in the questionnaire sent by the committee was given to this

subject, and most interesting and suggestive replies have been re-

ceived. In fact, if the number of replies and the amount of space

taken by them, in response to questions or to requests for infor-

mation regarding athletics, were to be calculated mathematically,

it would seem conclusively that this phase of high school organ-

izations is pre-eminently in the mind of secondary school men
throughout New England.

Of the 243 schools sending replies, 40 are too small in their

membership to support athletics, but the rest, with the exception

of 7 or 8 schools for girls, have from 1 to 6 clubs or teams, repre-

senting baseball, football, basket ball, tennis, track athletics, ice

hockey, field hockey, golf, croquet, fencing, rowing, canoeing, etc.

Almost without exception these clubs are controlled by a " General
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Athletic Association." Some maintain associations for girls alone.

Sixty-two per cent, of these are under the supervision of the teachers

of the school to a greater or less extent. In about 54 per cent,

the finances are managed by or are under the control of a teacher.

In the academies and private schools the teachers have an absolute

control over all athletic activities in a " legal " way ; but in the

public high schools it seems that the privilege or power has been

assumed, rather than held by any legal right. In a large majority

of cases the principal or head master in the public school is the

chairman of the executive committee, and has veto power, which he

has obtained by diplomacy or right of might.

A large majority (79 per cent.) of the schools reported that

pupils who took part in athletics were required to reach and main-

tain a standard of from 60 to 70 per cent, in their studies, but in

most cases the standard was set by the league in which the school

played. In western Massachusetts it is the mark required by the

rules of the Head Masters' Club :
" An average of passing work

from the beginning of the year to the date of playing, and also for

two weeks previous to playing, in at least three studies covering at

least fifteen periods a week." In some of the leading school leagues

in eastern Massachusetts the standard is even higher, particular

reference being made to deportment and to the intentions of the

student as a member of the school.

One hundred and sixty-one schools consider athletics, in infiu-

ence, a benefit, as against 19 which consider athletics an injury; 32

claim athletics to be both an injury and a benefit, and 20 are in

doubt. Special emphasis has been given in these replies to the bru-

tality of football, and there is an inclination to make an exception

of this form of athletics by a number of principals who approve of

athletics in general.

While almost without exception the principals believe that ath-

letics at present are a benefit to the school when "rightly man-
aged," it is the consensus of opinion that, to be of any value, all

such activities should be under the control of school authorities.

In nearly every instance where the principal thinks athletics an
injury, it appears that the principal is not having, or is not exer-

cising, full control over this school activity. Several suggest the
enactment of legal authority, as :

—
I devoutly hope the bill concerning control of athletics introduced

last year into the Legislature may become law. I do not see what right
school authorities have now to control athletics.

Give more authority to the instructors who have charge of athletics

in high schools, and we shall get better results. Academy athletics are
decidedly in better condition than those of the high schools of the State.

Managers, coaches, players and finances are under absolute control
of the master. It works finely.
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In this connection it is interesting to refer to the important con-

tribution of President Eliot in a current magazine, in which he

strongly condemns football, not so much from the physical as from
the moral standpoint. What he says of the college or university

in this respect is equally applicable to the secondary school. It is :
—

If [a college or university] is primarily a place for training men for

honorable, generous and efficient service to the community at large, there

ought not to be more than one opinion on the question whether a game,

played under the actual conditions of football, and with the barbarous

ethics of warfare, can be a useful element in the training of young men
for such high service.

It is generally understood also that the President of the United

States strongly brought the evils of football, as now played, to the

attention of prominent athletic representatives of Harvard, Yale

and Princeton, at the White House recently. It would indeed be a

great service,— one not unworthy of his high office, and not the

least of those rendered by this high-minded and patriotic execu-

tive,— if he could use his powerful influence to reform the customs

of students in their play for their moral and physical uplift.

In reply to the question, " Is scholarship or discipline affected

favorably or unfavorably by athletics/^ 124 reported favorably, 41

unfavorably, 31 both favorably and unfavorably, and 7 are in doubt.

About 64 per cent'., then, believe scholarship and discipline are

favorably affected by athletics,— a rather surprising result.

The returns regarding athletic organizations for girls come from

78 different schools. All are under the supervision of teachers,

and all except 4 or 5 believe basket ball— the kind of athletics

girls engage in— a helpful influence as regards conduct and

scholarship. Inter-school contests are strongly condemned quite

generally.

To sum up the returns of the questionnaire regarding athletics :
—

First.— Athletics exist in almost every school under the super-

vision of the school authorities, financially and otherwise.

Second.— A standard usually equivalent to the promotion mark
is required for eligibility.

~ Third.— Seventy per cent, of the principals consider athletics

a benefit to the school.

Fourth.— About 64 per cent, consider athletics an aid to scholar-

ship and character.

Fifth.— All believe that athletics ought to be under the absolute

control of the school, and more definite legal authority is urgently

demanded.

The replies of principals to the dozen or more questions on ath-

letics furnish a most interesting collection of remarks, opinions

and experiences from all points of view. Some of them are pre-

sented herewith :
—
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A great benefit. Discipline is vastly helped, and seholarsMp, inas-

much as a boy must do well in his studies in order to play in matches.

A decided benefit in the large results. Scholarship and discipline are

in general affected favorably.

Our athletics have improved the condition of our boys, bettered our

general tone of work, because of the eligibility rules, and eliminated

almost entirely the cigarette habit.

Without supervision, they will prove a detriment, but properly man-

aged, they may be made, and have been made, a source of strength.

On the whole, both scholarship and discipline are favorably affected.

Now and then an individual suffers woefully. ... I heartily approve of

all games, especially track athletics, unless the spirit of intense rivalry

enters.

I am inclined to think that the elimination of athletics would be the

worst evil.

From my observation from the results of other schools, I am inclined

to think that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.

I consider athletics of great benefit to any school. Boys who have

been backward in studies have often been spurred on, by their desire

to be members of certain teams, to do better work in their studies.

Experience is teaching me that athletics are at the bottom of very

much ill feeling, and in this are a harm. You can't run honest athletics

without crossing the boys. The very poor are spurred on to better

(passing) work. The very good probably drop in scholarship. Un-
favorable to discipline. The average boy gets " tough " or " swelled-

headed " as soon as he gets into athletics.

I should like to see football eliminated in high schools, not for physi-

cal, but for moral reasons ; not so much for the sake of the players, but

the rest of the school.

With few exceptions, my athletic workers have always been intel-

lectual loafers. My most insolent and insubordinate pupils have in-

variably been among the athletes.

The scholarship of the athletes is injured. Let games be almost

entirely restricted to contests between different portions of the same

school.

We do not approve of match games of basket ball with other schools*

Sometimes I think girls are made bolder, more masculine.

No exhibition games or matches allowed. '

III. Fkateenities and Soeoeities.

The subject of secret societies in Massachusetts has aroused very

little interest as yet, comparatively speaking, but the attention

which school men in the States west of New England have given

to the subject is extraordinary,— one might say almost sensational.

The question in some States and cities has assumed so much im-

portance that it may be reasonably looked upon as the leading

problem, demanding a solution from secondary teachers.

The University of Chicago, under the leadership of President

Harper, is a pioneer in investigating and discussing this phase of

school activities; and Superintendent Cooley of Chicago has di-
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rected an investigation concerning the benefits and disadvantages

of high school fraternities in that city, with the result that the

matter has been brought into the courts by parents, for the purpose

of restraining school authorities from carrying out their regula-

tions.

The National Educational Association, through a committee, has

had this problem under consideration for two years, and important

reports were made, both at the 1904 meeting at St. Louis and at

Asbury Park in 1905.

In the report of Alfred Bayliss, State Superintendent of Instruc-

tion of Illinois, this topic is discussed at some length in reports

from principals throughout the State.

State Superintendent -I. L. Dayhoff of Kansas writes in part

as follows :
—

The subject of high scbool fraternities has received considerable

press notoriety in this State within the last year. The high school

fraternity spirit seems to be spreading quite rapidly in the State, and

doubtless found its origin in the fraternity spirit which goes out from

the several institutions of higher education. Many of the teachers of

our high schools have come from institutions where fraternities prevail,

and doubtless the high school boys and girls have caught this spirit of

organization from this source.

It seems to be the conviction of the school authorities of this State

that high school organizations of the character of fraternities are not

conducive to the best interests of the school or to the individual mem-
bers thereof. It encourages among these people of immature judgment

a distinction which should find no place in a democratic institution like

the public schools. The matter has reached a focus in several cities of

the State among either the supervising authorities or the boards of

education, and in some instances both have taken a decided and positive

stand against the organization and maintenance of societies of this char-

acter in the high schools. I have in mind now the city of Topeka and

the city of Hutchinson. I believe the positive action by the school au-

thorities of these two cities will become a general opinion in the State

within the very near future.

Whatever may be the diversity of opinion upon the merits or dis-

advantages of fraternities in connection with higher institutions of

learning, there is quite a general opinion that these organizations should

be prohibited in institutions such as the public schools. The immature

judgment of pupils of the age under consideration would tend to

develop a clannish spirit, rather than the broad democracy which should

be so prominent in the conduct of a public school.

Superintendent Charles M. Jordan of the Minneapolis public

schools writes the committee :
—

There is a unanimous sentiment here, on the part of the principals

and teachers as well as many members of the Board of Education, to

the effect that fraternities must be wiped out. The rule which we have
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adopted seems to have accomplished, to quite a degree at least, the

object desired. Situated as we are in. a university city, in which foot-

ball seems to be the common topic of conversation, it is hard for us to

do more than regulate the matter, as we have attempted to do in the

rules which I enclose.

The Board of Education in Minneapolis has taken action in this

matter, as explained below :
—

Office of Board of Education, Minneapolis, Minn.

At a meeting of the Board of Education, held on Tuesday, Aug. 29,

1905, the following rule was unanimously adopted :
—

No high school pupil who is a member of a secret fraternity or

sorority shall be allowed to hold office in, or be a member of, any organ-

ization connected with the school, nor be allowed to take part in any

program, entertainment, commencement or athletic contest which is

under the control of the school.

H. B. Marchbank, Clerk.

Similar rules have been passed by boards of education of other

cities of the West.

In Kansas City, where a resolution of this kind was adopted, a parent

served an injunction on a high school principal to restrain him from

enforcing the resolution. The Board of Education employed its at-

torneys for the defence, which resulted in quashing the injunction on

a technicality.

In dismissing the case, Judge Slover gave advice to the boys that

caused the matter to be dropped. After closing his official discussion,

throwing the case out of court, he said :
" The principal's resolution is

reasonable on its face, and was intended for the good of the school,

and would readily be obeyed by any boy having proper respect for the

faculty and the school."

The following from Superintendent Cooley's article describes the

situation in Chicago :
—

Urged by their children, some misguided parents appealed to the

courts for an injunction prohibiting the school authorities from enforc-

hig the rules embodied in the resolution. The injunction was granted,

on the ground that the enforcement of the rules would deny to pupils

belonging to fraternities and sororities certain rights and privileges en-

joyed by other pupils.

Here the matter now rests, but there is no doubt that it will be

appealed to a higher court. Meantime there has been a notable falling

away of " frat sentiment" on the part of pupils, and an .equally sig-

nificant awakening on the part of parents to the fact that these secret

societies have no legitimate place in high school life,— whatever may
be said for or against them in connection with the college and the

university.

Parents should clearly vmderstand that the high school " frat " means
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an early and a liberal education in snobbishness, in loafing, in mischief,

and in the manipulation of school politics.

There is no legal precedent for the guidance of the courts in these

cases, and the final outcome will, we believe, be determined largely by
public sentiment. This sentiment seems at present to be setting strongly

against fraternities in the secondary schools. The importance to the

schools of the first court decision is so great that it seems to us that

nothing should be left undone in propagating the sentiment so strongly

prevalent among educators.

In some localities, as in the University School at Cleveland,

important conferences in a frank and friendly way between parents,

pupils and teachers are being held for the purpose of discussing

seriously this important yet difficult problem.

Some cities, as Ithaca and Brooklyn, N". Y., have made regula-

tions regarding fraternities, and the matter has become so important

and apparently so common in the administration of school affairs

that blanks have been provided for carrying out the regulations.

In New England the importance of the topic is beginning to

arouse attention, and the Connecticut Teachers' Association at its

last meeting unanimously condemned fraternities and sororities in

secondary schools.

In the questionnaire sent out by the committee, information was

sought throughout this State regarding the existence of fraternities

or sororities in high schools and academies, and private secondary

schools; their character and purposes; their influence upon the

social life, scholarship and discipline of the school; the attitude

of parents ; and the course to pursue regarding them,— some 20 or

more questions.

Of the 243 schools sending replies, 72 report the existence of

fraternities and sororities, and the fact that they are on the in-

crease. Some of these societies are national, others are local.

Twenty-three report decidedly that the influence of secret societies

upon scholarship is injurious, while others are somewhat in doubt.

Twenty-eight report against fraternities regarding conduct. Of
115 school principals who have recorded their opinions concerning

the proper course to pursue, 93 advise the abolition of secret socie-

ties as organizations in secondar}^ schools; while 18 favor their

continuance under faculty supervision, or as outside organizations

not under school jurisdiction. Two advise that they be " let alone."

Some of the opinions or comments of heads of schools on this

topic, culled here and there in the returns, are even more pro-

nounced than replies to similar questions regarding athletics :
—

Fraternities have been in my school for several years, but have given

me no cause for criticism as yet; indeed, if it were not for their pins,

I should not be conscious of their existence. I do not object to them;

there are approximately 150 members of such societies in my school
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(about 2,000) ; I have their confidence, and they seek my advice. They
are amenable and respectable and well-disposed. So long as they con-

duct themselves with propriety, I shall not object to them. Whenever
one of their number does wrong, I shall deal with the individual without

reference to affiliation, to fraternity or sorority. It is better to cultivate

and encourage their confidence than to drive them to cover by repress-

ive measures. I have great confidence in the good intentions and re-

sponsiveness of young people to really wise and sympathetic treatment.

I regard well-directed fraternities or sororities a great instrument

for good, but they must be absolutely subject to school authority.

These organizations represent a real force that can be made thor-

oughly effective for good, if rightly handled.

I have watched these societies very closely, and have come to the

conclusion that their influence is wholly bad.

I disapprove of fraternities in schools. I can see no possible benefit

and the possibility of no end of harm.

In general, I think societies in high schools are unnecessary, although

I have not found them objectionable here. For any place, I think the

members of the society should understand that the moment it becomes
detrimental to the school, it should go.

On the whole, secondary schools are better off without them. They
are undemocratic; they promote cliques, politics and self-assurance.

They are not, however, wholly bad. There is good in them. In one

with which I am best acquainted the boys are a fine lot, and their in-

fluence good.

A constant source of jealousy and irritation, affecting every school

interest.

The school fraternity is the worst problem of the school to-day.

Pupils are not old enough to discriminate, and they often take their

attitude from the poorest type of the fraternity fellows. They are the

cause of endless friction among students and with the school authori-

ties. I believe that all schools should move together in an effort to

suppress them.

Superintendent Cooley of Chicago, during his investigation in

that cit}'', said :
—

Feeling that the principals and the teachers coming into close eon-

tact with pupils were the best judges of the influence exerted upon
school life by these secret orders, I sought an individual expression from
15 principals and 375 teachers in the high schools of Chicago. Without
an exception or a dissenting voice, they characterized the influence of

the fraternities and sororities as harmful to scholarship and to disci-

pline, as un-American and undemocratic. That the attitude of these

principals and teachers may be clearly understood, I give below the

round-robin to which all of them affixed their names :
—

Dear Sib: — We, the principals and teachers of the Chicago high schools, desire

to express to you, and through you to the patrons of the schools, our disapproval of

high school fraternities and sororities. We believe these organizations are undem-
ocratic in their nature, demoralizing in their tendencies, and subversive of good

citizenship ; that they tend to divert their members from scholarly pursuits, and to

put the so-called interests of the organization above those of the school.
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The effect of secret societies is to divide the school into cliques, to destroy unity

and harmony of action and sentiment, and to render it more difficult to sustain the

helpful relations which should exist between pupils and teachers. . . .

In addition to this, our experience shows that the scholarly attainments of the

majority of students belonging to these secret societies are far below the average, and

we have reason to believe that this is due to the influence of such organizations.

In view of these facts, we feel that secret societies in the high schools ought to be

discouraged by all reasonable means.

Neither our own judgment nor your patience, we fear, would

permit us to lengthen this report in further confirmation of the

existence and influence of secret societies, and of the almost uni-

versal feeling regarding their usefulness or right to exist.

It would be fair, as well as interesting, in" an extended discussion

to obtain the views of members of these organizations— the pupils

— upon the value of these societies. It is a matter of regret that

this cannot be done. It is undoubtedly true that there are some

individual secret societies of the highest character, the aim of

whose members is loyalty to the school and the personal develop-

ment of its members.

Several principals of private schools and academies, in reports

which have come, recommend the continuance of fraternities and

sororities under faculty supervision, claiming (1) that they may
be useful to the individual pupil and the school at large; (2)

that they aid discipline; (3) that they foster friendships; (4) that

they increase school spirit and loyalty.

It is Avell known that the private school and the academy are in

many respects unlike the public high school, being similar and
closer to the college in some of their customs and problems. Fra-

ternities, undoubtedly, are a positive benefit in college, when a

student is away from home, but it is felt that a schoolboy from
fourteen to eighteen or nineteen should have his club house at his

own home.

Perhaps no more comprehensive statement of views regarding

the character and influence of fraternities and sororities can be

made than that of Gilbert B. Morrison, principal of the McKin-
ley High School at St. Louis, at the close of the report of the com-

mittee at the meeting of the National Educational Association last

summer :
—

Whereas, The sentiment of superintendents, principals and teachers

against secret fraternities is ahnost universal, and their testimony, as

disclosed in the foregoing report, coincides with the observation and ex-

perience of the members of the committee individually, be it there-

fore

—

Resolved, That we condemn these secret organizations, because they

are subversive of the principle of demoeraey which should prevail in

the public schools ; because they are selfish, and tend to narrow the minds
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and sympathies of the pupils; because they stir up strife and conten-

tion; because they are snobbish; because they dissipate energy and

proper ambition; because they set wrong standards; because rewards

are not based on merit, but on fraternity vows; because they inculcate

a feeling of self-sufficiency among the members; because secondary

school boys are too young for club life; because they are expensive and

foster habits of extravagance ; because they bring politics into the legiti-

mate organizations of the school; because they detract interest from

study; and because all legitimate elements for good— social, moral and

intellectual—^^ which these societies claim to possess can be better sup-

plied to the pupils through the school at large in the form of literary

societies and clubs under the sanction and supervision of the faculties

of the schools.

Respectfully submitted, Gilbert B. Morrison,

Eugene W. Ltttle,

B. F. Buck,
Edwin Twitmeter,
John M. Downen,

Committee.

Your committee ' in the foregoing pages have endeavored to give

you a slight idea of the situation as it exists to-day in our secondary

schools. They have been asked to conduct an investigation and

present the matter to you. The subject is a very broad one, and an

hour's paper could easily he written upon a number of sub-topics

touched upon this morning. The committee have been embarrassed

by the great amount of material at their command, and it has been

difficult to choose what to bring before you and what to leave out.

We trust we have succeeded partially, or in a suggestive way, at

least, in showing that a problem is before us. A real, live, impor-

tant problem it is,— not the concrete question of handling the

finances of a baseball club, nor the skilful elimination of cliquism

from the senior class, but the wise training of the whole boy and

the whole girl entrusted to our care.

It is not an evil that young people have active bodies and social

instincts and try to satisfy them,— it is nature. It is unfortunate

that the teacher more generally has not discovered before this the

broader outlook in his responsibilities and opportunities. It will

be even more unfortunate if wiser conceptions and higher ideals

do not follow this revelation.

If there is need of greater statutory power for our work, let us

strive to obtain it. Let us remember, however, that there is a God-

given power for every earnest, true teacher, who loves young people,

and who sees in them all the potential elements of intellectual,

patriotic citizens.
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[Copy of questionnaire sent out by the Committee of the Massachusetts Council

of Education on Organizations among High School Pupils.]

High School Organizations.

Name of school,

Name of principal,

City or town,

Membership of school. Girls , Boys , Total

I. Athletics.

1. What athletic organizations exist in your school?

2. Are these organizations under the supervision of the teachers

of the school, or are they recognized in any way by the school au-

thorities.

3. Are the finances managed by a teacher?

4. Are pupils who take part in athletics required to reach and

maintain a certain standard of scholarship and conduct? What is-

this standard?

5. Do you consider athletics in their influence a benefit or injury

to the school?

6. Is scholarship or discipline affected favorably or imfavorably

by athletics?

7. Do the girls of the school have athletic organizations? If so,

what ?

8. Are such organizations under the supervision of teachers?

Are the influences good or bad, as far as scholarship and conduct

are concerned?

9. Have you any suggestions or information to give regarding

athletics in your school ?

//. Military Drill.

1. Is military drill included in the curriculum in your school?

Has it ever been in the curriculum? Why was it abolished?

2. Is it under the supervision and control of the school authorities

wholly or in part ?

3. Do you consider military drill an influence for good in the

school ?

4. Does it tend to raise or lower the scholarship and deportment

of pupils?

5. Are there any associations connected with military drill, as

officers' clubs, which favorably or unfavorably influence school life?

6. Additional remarks on military drill.

TIL Class and School Organizations.

1. Are the classes in your school regular organizations, with con-

stitutions and officers?

2. Do you consider class organizations a benefit or an injury to

the school ? Do you know of any evils arising from them ?
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3. Are tliere literary, dramatic or debating societies in your

school? What proportion of the pupils are members of these

societies ?

4. Are they under the control of the school authorities in any

way?
5. Do you regard such associations beneficial or injurious to the

school ?

6. Are there any musical organizations, as glee clubs or orches-

tras, in your school?

7. Do you consider them an injury or a help to the pupils and
the school?

8. Are there any science, camera or other clubs in your school ?

9. What effect do they have upon the members in connection

with scholarship and conduct?

10. Is there a school paper in your school?

11. Is it under the control of the school authorities, both as re-

gards finances and contents ? Is its influence upon the school bene-

ficial, or otherwise?

12. Additional remarks upon class and school organizations.

IV. Fraternities and Sororities.

1. Are^ there any fraternities or sororities in your school? How
many of each?

2. Are these fraternities or sororities local, or are they connected

-with national organizations?

3. Are these fraternities or sororities under the supervision of

the teachers, or are they recognized in any way by the school au-

thorities ?

4. If under supervision of teachers, what regulations are en-

forced? Do they admit teachers as members?
5. Have these fraternities or sororities, to your knowledge, any

standards (birth, wealth, worth, etc.) governing the admission of

members and the character of their social life?

6. Do these fraternities or sororities occupy rooms in the school

building? Do they maintain chapter houses or rooms outside of

the school ? Or are the meetings held at the homes of the members,
from time to time, without fraternity or sorority rooms?

7. Do you have any information as to conduct in these rooms or

houses ?

8. Are the members of fraternities or sororities of low, average

or high scholarship ? Where the scholarship is low or average, is it

your opinion that it is caused by the fraternity or sorority life?

Can you cite any cases in your school where scholarship has been

raised by the emulation of fraternity or sorority life?

9. Do these fraternities or sororities influence the social life of

the school? Do they affect class organizations or the organization

of school, dramatic, athletic, literary and musical clubs?
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10. Do you feel their influence in the discipline of the school?

11. What is the attitude of parents towards fraternities or sorori-

ties in your school ?

13. Is the number of fraternities or sororities in the school in-

creasing or decreasing?

13. What course would you advise :
—

(a) The abolition of fraternities or sororities as organizations

in secondary schools?

(&) Their continuance under faculty supervision?

(c) Or their continuance as outside organizations not under

school jurisdiction?

Are your objections the same for the sororities as for the fraterni-

ties ?

Eemarks.— Kindly add any information or suggestions you

may have that may not be covered by the above questions.

While it may be a source of gratification for the people of the

State to know that the educational problems growing out of the

modern social conditions are recognized, and that some attempts

are being made to solve them, these attempts are as yet too

feeble and too sporadic to minister to our conceit.

Large advances need to be made in the provisions for manual

training, school gardens, vacation schools, public playgrounds

and medical inspection. It needs also to be borne more con-

stantly in mind that the workers on whom the success of a school

system depends, namely, the teachers, need the encouragement

of a more stable tenure, and of some provision for their support

after retirement.

EespectfuUy submitted,

GEORGE H. MARTIN,
Secretary.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL FUND.

The following statement shows the condition of the Massa-

chusetts school fund :
—

Amount of fund Jan. 1, 1905,

Increase of fund during the year, under the provisions of

chapter 90, Resolves of 1894,

Amount of fund Dec. 31, 1905, ....
Gross income for 1905,

Paid for accrued interest on securities purchased, .

Net income.

$4,780,110 66

100,000 00

$4,880,110 66

$223,365 67

3,986 35

$219,379 32

Of the last-named amount $2Y,923.Y6 has been distributed

to the cities and towns, and the balance will be distributed

Jan. 25, 1906, as required bj law.

The following table shows the amount of the principal of

the Massachusetts school fund at the close of business, Decem-

ber 31, from 1892 to 1905, both inclusive, and the aimual in-

come for same term, as shown by the books of the Treasurer and

Receiver-General :
—

Yeak.
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Appendix A.

REPOKT OF JOJIN T. PRINCE,

AGENT OF THE BOARD.

Schools for the Deaf and Blind, Reformatory Schools

FOR Boys and Girls, School for the Feeble-

minded, AND Truant Schools.





REPOET.

To the Board of Education.

Early in the present year I was requested by Secretary Martin

to visit all the special schools which are supported wholly or

partly by the State, for the purpose of ascertaining the educa-

tional conditions existing in these institutions and of inspecting

the work done. Unexpected calls upon my time in other direc-

tions, mainly in the inspection of the work of union superin-

tendents and in teaching in the State ISTormal School at Salem,

prevented me from making more than two visits to each institu-

tion, and in the case of two institutions but one visit was made.

Of course such a brief inspection of both conditions and work

is inadequate to a full comprehension of what is done or even

of what is attempted in the schools inspected, and any report

based upon such inspection must be necessarily limited in scope

and imperfect in conclusions.

The schools visited include six schools for the deaf, one school

for the blind, two reformatories, one school for the feeble-

minded, and six truant schools.

Most of these institutions, it will be observed, are for the

benefit of those children who are deprived of the usual means

of development, and who, left to themselves, might lead lives of

pauperism or crime. For this reason such provision for their

care and training as the State makes strongly appeals to our

sympathies and sense of justice. It is a matter of congratula-

tion to all concerned that so much is done for these unfortunate

persons. Probably no State in the country in proportion to its

size has done so much for defectives and delinquents as Massa-

chusetts has done, and in some departments of relief no State

irrespective of size has done more. Some idea may be had of

the extent to which provision is made for the care of defectives

and delinquents from the fact that over three hundred thousand

dollars is expended annually by the State for this purpose. This
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sum does not include wliat is spent for the truants, nor for the

custodial department of the School for reeble-minded.

The first and most noticeable feature of these schools which

a casual observer notices is the fidelity and earnestness with

which officials engaged in them pursue their labors. I have seen

nowhere, not even in foreign missions or settlement work, more

devoted service from a truly missionary spirit than I have found

among the workers in these institutions. With few exceptions,

the defects which I have found in my inspection of these

schools could be traced to other causes than those of an un-

willingness or lack of effort on the part of superintendent and

teachers to do the most in their power for the children placed

under their care.

In this brief report I shall not attempt to discuss features of

administration and treatment, about which specialists are at

variance. Every kind of school has its special problems, which

need the most careful consideration, based upon wider observa-

tion and experience than I have had. I shall therefore confine

myself to a general statement of conditions and results as I

found them, leaving special details for a supplementary report.

Eor convenience, I shall include what I have to say under

heads indicated by the kinds of schools inspected.

Schools for the Deaf.

The schools include the following :
—

1. The American School for the Deaf, Hartford, Conn. ; Job

Williams, L.H.D., principal.

2. The Clarke School for the Deaf, Northampton ; Miss Caro-

line A. Yale, principal.

3. The Boston School for the Deaf, Randolph; Thomas Ma-

gennis, superintendent.

4. New England Industrial School of Deaf Mutes, Beverly;

Miss Martha Oakley Bockee, principal.

5. Horace Mann School for the Deaf, Boston; Miss Sarah

Fuller, principal.

6. Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children, Medford;

Miss Eliza L. Clark, matron and principal.

The Horace Mann School is intended for day pupils only,
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who reside in Boston and vicinity. All tlie other schools have

accommodations for boarding pupils. The support of a large

proportion of the boarding pupils is borne by the State, either

by direct grant, as in the case of the Beverly school, or by a

certain sum for each dependent pupil, as in four other schools.

Upon the assumption that the State grant to the Beverly school

pays for 23 pupils, there have been during the year an aggre-

gate of 272 pupils whose education and living expenses have

been paid for in whole or in part by the State. These pupils are

distributed as follows : Hartford, 63 ; Eandolph, 66 ; Northamp-

ton, 110 ; Beverly, 23 ; West Medford, 10.

In the Horace Mann School there were enrolled during the

year 155 pupils, with an average membership of about 145

pupils, all of whom were beneficiaries of the State.

Accommodations. — The accommodations afforded in these

schools are in all cases quite inadequate to present needs and

demands. In the case of the Horace Mann School relief will

doubtless be afforded ere long under the law passed last year,

permitting the sale of the present property and purchase of a

new site.

My inspection of external conditions in the boarding schools

has necessarily been superficial, but I have seen enough to con-

vince me that in all cases provision for the comfort and needs

of the pupils is as carefully made as circumstances would per-

mit, and that the financial affairs are honestly administered. I

could but wish, however, that separate rooms for the pupils might

be provided in all the institutions, and that in some of them there

could be more refined surroundings than there are. Conditions

of health, too, demand that the fullest attention should be given

to supplying fresh air for the sleeping rooms, and to providing

a varied and nutritious diet for the children. All these things,

of course, cost money, and the defence of present conditions in

some of the institutions is doubtless that of necessary economy.

But when we consider the peculiar needs of this class of chil-

dren, we cannot emphasize too strongly the influence upon them

of artistic surroundings and of the best possible physical care.

Results. — It is a difficult matter in any department of edu-

cation to measure results. It is especially difficult to do so in
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the education of the deaf. We can realize what is accomplished

for this class of children only as we consider the ends to be

reached and the difficulties in the way of their accomplishment.

It may be conceded by all that the main purpose of training

deaf children is to give them such an equipment as will enable

them to lead a happy and useful life in the world. Such a life

involves service in the home, in society and in a useful voca-

tion. There is no doubt that the first two of these ends are

directly promoted by the training provided in the above-named

schools. All the schools are teaching the lip language, and at

least one of them is teaching in addition speech by signs or the

manual alphabet. So far as they succeed in teaching pupils to

understand from the lips what others say and to make others

understand what they themselves say, so far the social ends

in the home and society may be said to be reached. Even if

this standard of understanding and speaking is but partially

gained, the effort put forth for its accomplishment is well re-

paid.

Reports vary as to the success of oral speech instruction in

overcoming the obstacle of total deafness. That all pupils not

feeble-minded can read and write with some degree of ease is

conclusively proved, and also that a large percentage of them

can be taught speech enough to talk comfortably with strangers.

Tests made in several of the schools revealed the fact that a large

proportion of the upper-class pupils were able to speak so as to

be understood by me and to understand what I said to them in

ordinary conversation.

It is doubtful if the difficulties involved in a deaf person's

learning to read and write and in speaking and understanding

speech from the lips is in any degree appreciated by people in

general. To learn innumerable new words by the combinations

of sounds which are never heard, but which are known only by

associating the ideas and letters with the positions of the vocal

organs seen and felt, can be fully comprehended only by those

who are obliged to labor for years with even the brightest pupils

before they can engage in the simplest conversation.

The course pursued in these schools extends over a period of

ten or twelve years. The work accomplished in this time varies

somewhat in the various schools and with different pupils. In
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general, it may be said that tlie schools attempt to give what is

ordinarily given in a good grammar school, together with work

in some directions that might be said to belong to the high

school. In one school I heard a class recite in physics which

corresponded in kind and extent to the work generally attempted

in the first year of a high school. In another school I found a

class reciting in English history, with a good knowledge of the

subject, and in the same school there was a class reading and

studying some of the best of our English classics.

The following table shows the average number of hours a

week given to school work, not including industrial training,

in five schools :
—

Table showing the average number of hours a week to school work not

including industrial training.

LOCATION OF SCHOOL.

Hartford, .

Northampton,

Randolph,

.

Beverly, .

Boston,

Youngest classes.

Boys.

25

233/4

27%

25

25

25

238/4

27%

25

25

Middle classes.

Boys. Girls

25

25

241/0

271/2

25

25

25

27y2

25

Highest classes.

Boys.

25

21%

24y2

30

25

Girls.

25

21%

24y2

30

25

One obstacle which is difficult to meet is the mingling in the

same class of pupils of varying powers of hearing. It can be

readily seen how much more rapid the progress in speaking will

be of those who can hear even a little than of those who are

totally deaf. The presence in the same recitation of semi-

hearing and totally deaf pupils is an undoubted advantage to

the latter class, but to the former class there is a manifest dis-

advantage. The only way of meeting the difficulty is either

to send the totally deaf pupils to one or two schools, or else

to classify the pupils in each school according to their power

of hearing. Classification on these lines is attempted in one

or two schools, but the plan cannot be fully carried out on

account of the want of a sufficient number of teachers.

Industrial Training. — I have referred to the ideal educa-

tion for the deaf as helping to supply social and vocational
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needs. The first of these needs is now fairly well met, or as

well as may be reasonably expected. The vocational needs of

deaf persons are much more difficult to meet, and, as I believe,

much more important. To be able to read and write and to con-

verse with hearing persons in the ordinary affairs of life is a

source of convenience and gratification to a person who is deaf;

but, as a source of pleasure and means of the highest material

and spiritual good, even these desirable accomplishments are

inferior to the thorough knowledge and skill involved in a use-

ful vocation.

That the vocational needs of deaf pupils are not now fully

met in these schools is evident. 'No doubt the lack of voca-

tional preparation is intentional on the part of the trustees,

who believe that it is advisable to make the industrial work

disciplinary and educational, or to give a good foundation for

a trade, rather than to spend time upon the trade itself or upon

work looking to a trade. Some theories of manual training

seem to sustain this view. The changed conditions of mechan-

ical industries in the world at large also favor emphasizing

educational rather than vocational ends. But certain recent

movements in the revival of arts and crafts and in industrial

education are forcing upon thinking people the conviction that

the most effective means of securing the best educational and

disciplinary ends are through the skilled handwork of a use-

ful trade. I by no means wish to imply that nothing of such

work is done in the schools under consideration. The following

tables, made from the reports of principals, show the amount

and kind of industrial training now carried on in five of the

schools. The West Medford school has children only of kinder-

garten age, and is, therefore, not included in the list. The

Horace Mann School has accommodations only for day pupils,

and for this reason makes no provision for house work or out-

side work of any kind.
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It will be seen from the above tables that some of the train-,

ing given leads only to skill, and some to mere utility. My con-

tention is that there is not enough of industrial work prescribed

which has for its end both skill and utility; in other words,

there is not enough training which directly prepares for a

skilled vocation. With a slight extension of the course, the

instruction could, I believe, be such that a large proportion of

the boys and girls when they leave these institutions would be

able to earn good wages at a skilled trade, and thus become

happy, self-respecting and helpful members of the community

in which they live.

Following up Graduates. — It is to be regretted that there

is no systematic plan of following up pupils after they have

left these schools, if for no other purpose than to ascertain and

record their condition in life. One school, the Horace Mann,

reports that a parents' association has a care for past pupils,

especially in the direction of assisting them in finding posi-

tions. Two other schools report that they are in communica-

tion with past pupils by correspondence. All this is well, but

it cannot take the place of a systematic plan of assistance, such

as might be given under the direction of the principals; nor

does it give needed information of the condition of the pupils

and of the practical results of their training.

The following extracts from special and annual reports are

of interest, in showing the point of view of the principals or

trustees of the various schools.

Extract from a special report by Mr. Job Williams, principal

of the American School for the Deaf :
—

The school year ending in June, 1905, differed but little from
the preceding year in the number of pupils or the methods of in-

struction. Pupils on entering the school are placed under oral

instruction, and are so continued as long as they give promise of

success. Unfortunately, there are still some pupils who do not

enter school until near the end of their teens or even out of them.

Such pupils it is of little use to try to teach speech; it is more
profitable for them to depend on other means of instruction.

In seven of our classes all the exercises are conducted by speech,

lip-reading and writing, and a large majority of the rest of the

pupils receive from special teachers instruction in speech and lip-

reading for an hour daily. We find that the latter acquire as dis-
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tinct speech as the former, but are not quite as good lip-readers.

Oral classes progress more slowly in the acquisition of language

in the early years of their school life than those who add to speech

and lip-reading other means of instruction.

There is a tendency in these days to send children to school too

young. Applications are made for the admission of children three

or four years of age. Any child having a good home had better

remain in it, and develop physically (and mentally so far as he

can by observation and the help of the family) until at least the

age of six, or, even better, seven. Before that age children need

a mother's care, and in the end they will do better by entering

school at the later age.

The work of the year was carried forward successfully in seven-

teen classes. Twelve pupils graduated in June. In the industrial

department excellent results were reached, as shown by the highly

commended exhibit of finished work at the end of the term. The
general health of the pupils was good throughout the year.

Extract froin the thirty-eighth annual report of the Clarke

School for the Deaf, by Eranklin Carter, president :
—

It must be borne in mind that the pupils of this school form
three households, organized with special reference to their needs;

that from the moment of entering the school they are no longer

isolated units in the midst of activities which they cannot share,

but that they find, in a fuller sense than they have previously

known, companionship and society; that they have this companion-

ship during every waking hour for long periods each year. It may
seem at first thought that they will miss the kind care of those who
from infancy have watched over their helplessness, whose hearts

have been specially tender towards them because of their infirmity;

but the spirit of S5rmpathy and love pervades the school. The
teachers spare no pains to make the school a true home, and it

may be safely affirmed that the homesiclmess of the deaf child in

the early days of life in this school is, on the average, less pro-

longed and less intense than that of the hearing schoolboy when
entering his first boarding school. There is an interest as well as

a stimulus awakened by thus entering into the new family life,

which is encouraging and helpful. It is wholly conceivable that

there may be families from which a deaf child could be separated

a few hours each day for school training, that would so co-operate

with the teachers in enforcing the instruction as to help greatly

to the attainment of correct speech. It can, however, hardly be

doubted that, in the stress of modern life and in the hard-working

families which furnish the larger proportion of deaf children, such

conditions would be rare. It must be admitted by all who appre-
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ciate the difBculties which deaf children have to surmount in learn-

ing to speak, that the homes from which the mass of deaf children

come cannot be expected greatly to further the promotion of correct

speaking for their children. It can hardly be denied (and that will

be especially true of the initial teaching of lip-reading and articu-

lation) that a school where supervisors accompany the children in

their play, and exercise and encourage their speech during all active

hours when they are not in the class room, will present a great

advantage for the attainment of the habit of correct speech. It

is also probable that industrial work will oftener take the place

of simple exercise and be far more constantly practised in the school

where the provision for this training is ample and the pupils have

easy access to the workshops, than in a school where the pupils dis-

perse after certain hours of teaching. The corporators are further

confident that the highly gifted principal and certain other of the

teachers who have long been connected with the school are giving

to the advancement of the pupils committed to their charge the

unremitting devotion of well-trained powers, and that never before

was the school more successfully fulfilling its purpose. In proof

of this, we may refer to the number of teachers who patronize the

normal school which Miss Yale has conducted during the spring

months the last two years, the enthusiasm with which they here

pursue their aims, and the delight which they express after visit-

ing our class rooms, as evidence that the considerations which

have been presented above are not simply theoretical, but have

actual validity and power, as shown by the progress made by our

pupils.

Extract from the sixth annual report of the Boston School

for the Deaf, at Randolph, Mass., giving an account of the new

huilding recently erected in that town :
—

By a vote of the corporation, a new school building was erected

on the estate purchased for that purpose at " ISTorroway," Ran-

dolph, Mass., so called from the brook of that name which runs

"through a part of the land. The estate comprises between 13 and

14 acres. On the brow of a hill, overlooking the surrounding

country on every side, the new schoolhouse has been built. The
dimensions are 100 feet front by 50 feet deep, with an enclosed

fire-escape 20 by 12 feet, on the north side of the building. In
the lower story are the kitchen, pantry, storeroom, refrigerator

room, lavatories, lockers, private dining room for visitors, teachers'

dining room and children's refectory. In this room are ten dining

tables, each of which will accommodate eight children. The room
is very bright and cheerful, and when the tables are prepared for

meals, with uniform china, silver and glass, it presents a most
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inviting appearance. There are separate entrances for boys and
girls from the playground to this room, as also to the lavatories

at each end of the building and to the dormitories in the upper
story.

On the main floor are the class rooms, eight in number, designed,

as to size and light, for the special requirements of a class of deaf

children. The system of education is the oral one, without any
use whatever of the manual alphabet or signs. In order that an
abundance of light may be had, large windows occupy nearly all

of. the space of one side of the room. The teacher faces the light,

so that the movements of her lips may be plainly seen and read by
her class. The school furniture is all of the best patterns of Boston

manufacture, and uniform throughout the class rooms. In addi-

tion to the class rooms, there are on this floor offices and reception

rooms for the use of the parents of the pupils and other invited

guests. The second story is devoted entirely to the use of the

teachers, and is so arranged as to give to them every convenience

and comfort of a home. On the third floor are the dormitories,

one for the girls, the other for the boys, with separate staircases

for each. There is room in each dormitory for forty beds. Between

the dormitories, and separating them, is the landing of the main
stairway of the building. At the side of each dormitory, and over-

looking it, is a room for the janitor in the boys' department and

a teacher in the girls' department, so that in case of illness or for

any other reason the children may receive immediate attention

during the night. Washstands with marble tops, backs and shelves

and nickel fittings are placed in each room for the use of the chil-

dren. The plumbing is of the best quality and material, and of the

so-called " open " style. Adjoining each dormitory is a bath room

and two water-closets.

The entire building is heated by steam. The boilers are located

in a separate building, about 50 feet distant from the school. The
supply and return pipes both for steam and hot water are brought

to the school through a cemented subway large enough to admit

a mechanic, if any repairs at any time should be necessary. Electric

light is furnished to every room, hall and stairway in the building.

The water supply is furnished by the Eandolph water works, and

a fire hydrant is placed on the lawn directly in front of the build-

ing. Analysis of the town water by the State Board of Health

pronounces it to be among the purest water supplies of any town

or city in the State. There is also on the premises a never-failing

supply of cool, clear spring water, which is designed principally

for table use.

About two acres of land have been cultivated this year, and the

prospects are that a large supply of vegetables will be harvested

for use during the winter. This farm garden has proved to be
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very beneficial for the boys, although their help in cultivating it

has been a very minor factor. They soon tire of monotonous
physical exertion, and seek for frequent change, whether at work
or at play. We try to remedy this difficulty by keeping them at

the same task as long as it does not fatigue them. We know that

if they are to succeed in life after they leave school they must
acquire during their school days habits of application and perse-

verance. For this reason the farmer allows them to help to plant

the seeds, calls their attention to the growing plants, and teaches

them how to cultivate and care for them generally. In the fall

season they assist in the harvest.

Extract from the annual report of the committee on the

Horace Mann School, Boston, for the year 1904-05 :
—

The steadily increasing number of pupils requiring the special

instruction afforded by this school is the reason for urging im-
mediate action, as we of this committee feel that we must, in pro-

viding a larger building and more ample space for yard room.
When the school was moved into its present building, in 1890, it

numbered 80 pupils, and, in the opinion of persons who had watched
its growth for twenty years, accommodations for 100 pupils would
be sufficient for the future. The ten rooms then provided have
long since been outgrown, and the attic floor has been utilized for

class rooms, and every available portion of the house has been called

into requisition to meet unexpected demands. In answer to the

inquiry, why not continue to use to the utmost every part of the

building, your committee wish to say that, as but two floors were
originally designed for class-room purposes, the attic floor does

not possess proper means of ventilation, nor any way of relief from
the excessive heat that often comes in May and June. In addition

to these conditions of discomfort, there is a more serious objection

in the lack of safety in case of fire, or other cause for a possible

panic. The assurance that constant and ever-watchful supervision

was exercised to guard against any danger from the occupation of

the attic floor influenced our predecessors in charge of this school

to delay action in securing better conditions until such time as

relief might be found through permission from the State to sell

the land now occupied. The proceeds from the sale of this, with

that from the sale of the house, it is thought will probably nearly

cover the cost of a new and larger building in a part of the city

where a yard of proper size can be obtained.

Extract from the seventeenth report of the executive com-

mittee of the Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children :
—
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Until one is familiar with the exacting details required for the

proper instruction of deaf children, he cannot realize the amount
of sympathetic patience which is demanded. The mother who has

the care of several small children of normal development sometimes

thinks she reaches the limit of her nervous force. Perhaps no
better remedy for her at such times can be suggested than a visit

to this home, even if it is necessary to take her children with her.

To observe the change wrought in a year in any one child is

exceedingly interesting. Lawrence entered the home when four

years old, bright, but over-sensitive and sometimes even sullen.

He was unable to speak one word or syllable. At the end of a year

his sullenness has gone, he is happily attentive to the teachers, plays

congenially with the children, has a vocabulary, and is able and

willing to obey the every-day directions. Arthur, entering when
three years and a month old, is a child quite opposite in tempera-

ment. So nervous is he that he is quiet hardly an instant ; his atten-

tion is held only by the tactful management of his teacher, and what

he learns is acquired by flashes and glimpses. In a year this boy

has been taught to speak distinctly fifteen words and to play suc-

cessfully with other children. In considering these and similar

cases, one realizes what valuable work is being accomplished.

School foe the Blind.

The only school at which blind pupils are supported in part

by the State is the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts

School for the Blind, located in South Boston and Jamaica

Plain, Mr. M. Anagnos, director.

Number of Pupils, Teachers and Officers

Jamaica Plain.

Whole number of pupils during the year,

Number of regular teachers, ....
Number of teachers of music,

Number of teachers of manual training,

Number of matrons and assistants,

iia

8

5

a

7

South Boston.

Whole number of pupils during the year.

Number of regular teachers, ....
Number of teachers of physical training.

Number of teachers of music,

Number of teachers of manual training.

Number of teachers of piano tuning,

Number of librarians and bookkeepers.

Number of physicians, stewards, matrons and housekeepers

166

14

4

16

8

1

6

9
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It will be seen from the above list that there is an average

of about 12 pupils for every regular teacher, and that the

number of special teachers of music, manual training and physi-

cal training for all departments is 37. These numbers show

how carefully the individual interests and needs of this class

of defectives are attended to. The list above given does not

include 4 special teachers for the 4 blind deaf-mutes in the

South Boston school.

Conditions. — The external conditions in all the buildings

are for the most part good. In Jamaica Plain and in the girls'

department of the main school the cottage dormitory idea is

carried out quite fully, a matron or housekeeper being placed

in charge of each cottage. Small sleeping rooms, each with two

single beds, are the rule, and all needed supervision at night

is provided. There is a well-furnished gymnasium, accessible

to all the pupils, and special accommodations for sloyd and

music. The regular schoolrooms are well equipped with all the

apparatus needed, and there are in the main building good

chemical and physical laboratories. The supply of musical in-

struments is enough for all demands, and the library is well

stocked with books of all kinds, printed in both line type and

Braille.

There are playrooms and a good-sized playground in the

Jamaica Plain school, but in the South Boston school building

there are no playrooms, and the playgrounds there are very

small. There is a wise provision in all the upper departments

of giving ten minutes for exercise and recreation between the

fifty-minute periods during the day; but the exercise taken in

these brief periods can be no fair substitute for extended periods

of free play, and there can be little of such play in restricted

quarters.

Course of Instruction. — The entire course covers a period

of fifteen years, arranged as follows :
—

Years.

Kindergarten in Jamaica Hain, 2

Primary school in Jamaica Plain, . 4

Grammar school in South Boston, . . . . . .5
High school in South Boston, 4

The children enter the kindergarten at five years of age or

later. Older children enter one or another grade of the primary
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or grammar school, depending upon maturity and previous in-

struction. The kindergarten course embraces the work gener-

ally done in kindergartens, with some needed modifications

and additions.

The course for the primary school, covering four years or

grades, is as follows :
—

[Numerals at the right of subjects indicate the number of hours per weeli. English in-

cludes reading, spelling, language, square hand and Braille.]
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High school, four years.

Grade X.
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The above course for grammar and higli school grades is fol-

lowed only in the boys' department. The course outlined for

the girls is essentially the same, differing only in the electives

offered and in some of the studies in preparation for college.

Regular School Work. — In the ordinary school work much
more is done than can be done by pupils of corresponding age

in schools for the deaf. Indeed, with the present extended

supply of literature for the blind and the comparative ease of

communication by reading and speaking which they possess, it

may be said that this class of pupils need be but little behind

seeing pupils, so far as the ordinary grammar and high school

studies are concerned. This is particularly true of the brighter

pupils, as shown by the fact that several pupils of the school

have prepared for college during the past few years. Two boys

are expected to complete their preparation for college at the end

of the present school year.

The time spent in the inspection of class-room work was so

brief that a complete report of the instruction carried on is not

now possible; but all that I saw in the various class rooms was

in the main praiseworthy. The pupils seemed interested in their

work, and generally attentive. I was glad to see that, while

class instruction was not neglected, such individual work was

encouraged as would keep all actively employed. The intelli-

gent interest that some of the pupils had in the best works of

literature was noticeable, showing that the preparation for lei-

sure life as well as for industrial life has a prominent place in

the school. Good practical work was also observed in arithmetic

and geometry, comparing favorably with what is done in the

public schools. I have seen but little of the work of the pre-

paratory classes in Jamaica Plain, but enough to convince me
that the spirit there is excellent, and that a good foundation is

laid for the work of grammar and high-school grades.

Mention should be made of the special privileges afforded

the four blind deaf-mutes now in the institution. Each of them

has a teacher for individual instruction and help in classes for

several hours each day. The progress that these pupils have

made in the regular studies bears witness to the wisdom of pro-

viding extra assistance, as well as to the eflSciency of the teachers.

Physical Training. — From the program of prescribed physi-
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cal exercises, and from what has been said in past reports of the

institution, I judge that a good degree of attention is given to

gymnastic training for both boys and girls. Some exercises

which I saw in the gymnasium confirmed this impression. The

want of facilities for games, referred to above, and the lack of

special reference to plays and games in the daily program, have

suggested the query whether as much attention is given to this

department of physical culture as should be given.

Industrial Training. — What is said above in relation to in-

dustrial training for the deaf applies equally, I believe, to the

blind. The end to be sought in all education, especially in the

education needed for these defective classes, is efficient prepara-

tion for service in the world. One of the highest forms of ser-

vice is that which is rendered in a useful vocation. So far as

industrial training helps to this end, two possible dangers are

to be avoided: one is, too great an emphasis upon the technical

or disciplinary side of training; and the other is, the spending

of time upon merely utilitarian work, at the sacrifice of skill

and needed variety. It is a question in my mind whether the

close adherence to sloyd to the exclusion of much practical work

in some of the grades on the one hand, and the spending of

three or more years upon chair caning and mattress making on

the other, may not be two extremes which should be avoided.

These possible criticisms upon the course of instruction do

not apply in any way to the excellent courses given in music

and in piano tuning. These departments of training are of

special interest and value to the blind, and the school does well

to give as much attention to them as it does.

Following up Graduates. — It is to be regretted that the

school makes no provision for following up pupils after they

have left the school, for the purpose of assisting them to secure

employment and of otherwise helping them. I understand, how-

ever, that much has been done in this direction by the school's

alumnge association, and that its object in general is to help

blind women to become self-supporting. No statistics are avail-

able to show the number of self-supporting graduates of the

school, or the character of their occupations. Such facts would

throw some light upon the whole subject of early training for

the blind.
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The Adult Blind. — Late reports of the trustees refer to

the continued work done for the adult blind both in the institu-

tion and throughout the State. For the former, a workshop is

maintained under the management of the director; and for the

latter, several persons are sent out for the purpose of giving in-

struction to those who need it. The home workshop pays for

itself, upwards of seven thousand dollars being paid in wages

last year. The salaries and expenses of the instructors who go

to the homes of the blind are paid by the State, and are under

the control of the institution. Too much cannot be done for

those who lose their sight after reaching maturity, and who

without special assistance might lead unhappy and useless lives.

So successful have these and other private efforts been in the

amelioration of this class, that the State might be encouraged

to do much more than it does in this direction. This and

other matters connected with the work of the institution are

treated in a special report of the director.

Special Report.—Attention is called to the following extract

from the special report of Mr. Michael Anagnos, director of the

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind:

—

In the literary department the curriculum has been extended

and improved, and made broad and comprehensive in its scope.

Its aim is to provide for blind children and youths precisely such

an education as their seeing brothers and sisters can secure in the

public schools; and as a means of attaining this end the course

is now very complete, beginning with the elementary studies in the

primary grade, and continuing, in post-graduate work, to the very

thresholds of the leading colleges and universities. The pupils have

labored assiduously to maintain a high standard of scholarship,

and their efforts have been crowned with a fair measure of success.

The charms of music are deeply felt by the blind, and they gladly

surrender themselves to its magic spell, for this alone among the

fine arts gives them unalloyed aesthetic enjojrment. Eealizing keenly

that the finer appreciation of melodious strains comes with the

more perfect Iniowledge of the principles of the art, the sightless

students give unremitting attention to the mastery of the subject,

and become well versed and firmly grounded in its technicalities.

As music may become a profession to those who possess some de-

gree of musical talent, they are encouraged to develop their natural

taste by a conscientious and thorough study of the theoretical as

well as the practical side of the subject, for which ample oppor-

tunity is afforded in the well-equipped music department.
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Physical exercises and manual training are carried to a high

degree of efficiency in the institution, both for their educational

value and as a means of development. The latter consideration

is of great importance in the case of all children and youths, but

particularly so as regards the blind, vi^ho are only too prone to fall

into inert and listless ways, inducing an ansemic condition and

weak and flabby muscles. For the purpose of securing a sound

mind in a sound body, systematic and health-giving exercises in

the gjonnasium are a part of the daily regimen of the school; and

their effect is plainly seen in the vigorous, vitalized physique of

the pupils, in their firm, erect carriage, and in the glow of health

upon their faces. Individual needs are recognized in the gymnastic

work, and meet with full response, to the end that no ills or de-

fects which are remediable may exist among the pupils.

In manual training sloyd methods have been found the most pro-

ductive of beneficial results. This system combines the best fea-

tures of work in developing the muscular strength of the hand with

well-established pedagogic principles, and inculcates such invalu-

able lessons as neatness, independence of action and swift obedience

and decision, while the pupil has the pleasurable assurance that

each step of the way sees some useful article made. The plan here

utilized begins with the youngest members of the kindergarten,

and continues in one form or another through the entire course

of school life.

The library connected with the institution is a source of inspira-

tion and help to the pupils of the school, and also to many readers

scattered all over the New England States and even beyond their

borders. These are permitted to draw freely upon the resources

of this fine collection of literature; and now that a recent postal

law has made it possible for these books to pass through the mails

free of charge, the demand is a constant one. The number of

books in raised print is continually growing, through the work of

the Howe Memorial Press and of the American Printing House for

the Blind; and accessions of volumes in ink print are being fre-

quently made to the library shelves, for the use of the teachers and

for service during the reading hours when such of the world's best

expression in literature as has not been put into embossed form is

presented orally to the pupils.

The teachers employed in instructing the adult blind in their

homes have pursued the work with self-effacing zeal and with

earnest effort to extend its benefactions to those who, sitting in

darkness, await the dawning upon them of the light and hope

which this may bring. The methods employed have been those

which were established at the initiation of the enterprise, and but

little expansion- has been permitted by the amount of funds ap-

propriated for the undertaking, which remains at the same figure
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as in former years. The sum has been expended with the utmost

care and economy, and the work has been made to cover as wide

a field as possible; but it is undoubtedly true that much more

could be accomplished if an increase in appropriation were granted

by the Legislature for this purpose. It seems assured that the

problem of how to care for and aid the adult blind in the best

manner has been successfully solved by this method of procedure,

which furnishes them with such instruction as they are capable

of receiving, amid familiar surroundings, and leads them to reach

out and participate in the life about them at their own homes and

in the interests which were formerly theirs,

Refobmatoey Schools foe Boys aistd Gibls.

These institutions are the Lyman School for Boys at West-

borough, Theodore F. Chapin, superintendent; and the Indus-

trial School for Girls at Lancaster, Mrs. Fannie F. Morse,

superintendent.

Both of these schools are maintained by the State for the

detention and training of children who for one reason or an-

other cannot be properly cared for in their homes. The chil-

dren are committed by sentence of the court, some of them

being committed upon request of their parents, and some upon

arrest for minor offences against the law. The term of control

in both schools is during minority. Comparatively few of the

children are kept in the institution longer than a year, the

majority of them being either returned to their homes or put

out to board. Both of the institutions are maintained under

the cottage group plan, and both of them have schools with care-

fully selected teachers. The Lyman School has its boys all

collected for school work in one building, with well-graded

classes. The schoolrooms of the Lancaster School are located

in the cottages, each cottage having an ungraded school. The

Lyman School has accommodations for 280 boys in ten cottages.

A department of this school for the younger children is at

Berlin, with accommodations for 24 boys.

The Lancaster School has accommodations for 218 girls, in

eight cottages. Some classification and separation in cottages

is made on lines of previous experience. There is connected

with the school a group of the most wayward girls, in a sepa-

rate building situated in Bolton, two or three miles from the

main school.
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There are also under the control of the trustees a large num-

ber of boys and girls who have either been returned to their

homes on probation, or boarded out in good homes also on pro-

bation. The duty of placing out pupils and of looking after

them is put into the hands of two superintendents of proba-

tioners, assisted by several visitors, all under the direction of

the Board of Trustees. Thus, connected with the Lyman School

are a superintendent of probationers, and four paid visitors;

and with the Lancaster School there are, besides a superin-

tendent of probationers, six paid visitors and twenty-six unpaid

visitors.

The following statistics are gathered from the last report of

the Board of Trustees :
—
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Organization and Administration. — In schools where the

development of the treatment of juvenile delinquents has been

going on in the right direction for so many years, excellent

features of organization and administration are not difficult to

find. The first and most prominent point of excellence in the

maintenance of these schools is the evident purpose of making

them educational in every sense of the word. Prevention and

correction by positive constructive means, rather than by repres-

sion and punishment, characterize all efforts of reform. The

open cottage plan, with no reminders of a prison, is maintained

in both places, each group constituting a family, with a care-

fully selected master or matron at its head. The probation

system is carried out under circumstances which give the boys

and girls a fair chance to lead a good life, or as fair a chance

to lead such a life as a bad inheritance or other adverse circum-

stances will permit. There is a principal teacher in each school,

whose duties are mainly supervisory, in the direction of laying

out the work of the schools, seeing that it is properly done,

awakening a professional spirit in the teachers, and otherwise

keeping the schools up to a high standard of proficiency.

The industrial work of all kinds, including that which is

skilled and unskilled, is carried on under the guidance of per-

sons who are especially selected for the work, and who are sup-

posed to adapt the training to the particular needs of each child.

Each school has an executive head, who has a large voice

in the selection of teachers and officers, and who is solely re-

sponsible for the successful management of every department.

The general administration of affairs, relating both to the in-

stitutions and to the children on the visiting lists, is placed in

the hands of unpaid trustees, who are selected on account of

their interest in and fitness for this peculiar service.

There are probably few departments of State or national

service in which efficiency of organization and results is more

apparent than in the management of these schools. Criticisms,

therefore, of existing methods will be difficult to make ; and any

suggestions of improvement from one who is not a specialist

must be given with some reservation of doubt as to whether all

sides of the matters criticised are as fully considered as they

might be.
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School WorJc. — In the regular school work, not including

manual training, there are employed in both schools a princi-

pal and eight assistants. In the Lyman School there are two

special teachers of sloyd and a teacher in each of the follow-

ing subjects : physical drill, drawing, music, printing, carpentry

and wood turning, and iron work.

In the Lancaster School there are three special teachers, —
one each of music, physical culture and sloyd, the sewing being

taught by the regular teachers. There is also a teacher in each

of the cottages at Berlin and Bolton.

The Lyman School, as has been said, has its pupils for school

work in one building. They are classified somewhat after the

plan of the ordinary public graded school, covering grades I.

to VIII. There is a mixed or ungraded school in each of the

cottages in Lancaster, with such classification as can be made

of pupils with varied attainments. As the school session is

but three hours in length, it can be readily seen that the teach-

ers are working at a disadvantage, and that the progress in

studies must be relatively slow. This disadvantage is increased

by the fact that each of the groups consists of pupils of all

degrees of attainment, and therefore much of the instruction

has to be of an individual kind. So crowded is the program

that such subjects as geography and history can be heard but

once a week, while the entire group in any subject must be

heard in two or at most three divisions.

At present, therefore, while the number of pupils to a teacher

is much smaller in Lancaster than in Westborough, the latter

school, by reason of its better gradation, is doing far more

effective work than the former. To remedy the difficulty so

as to give the Lancaster School the benefit of gradation and a

better classification, any one of three courses may be followed:

(1) a grouping of pupils in cottages on the basis of scholastic

attainment, rather than as now, on the basis of past experi-

ence and moral character; (2) the bringing together of the

pupils of two cottages for school purposes, so that the less

advanced pupils could be in one school and the more advanced

pupils in another; (3) the bringing together of all the pupils

into a central building for school purposes, and grading them

as in the Lyman School.
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The first of these plans is not feasible, inasmucli as it would

necessitate giving up the separation of girls on lines of moral

character, and the consequent exposure of the more innocent

girls to bad influences. The third plan would doubtless be the

most satisfactory from the standpoint of school efficiency. The

only question would be, whether the gain in scholastic conditions

would be offset by the loss of the moral protection which is now

afforded. The fact that such loss was not felt in the Lyman
School when the change was made, and that the present super-

intendent of the Lancaster School is confident that no harm

would follow the change, should place the question of a com-

plete consolidation of the schools among the questions to be

considered. In the mean time, some preparation for its solu-

tion might be made at small cost and trouble by adopting the

second plan, — a plan which would give a much better oppor-

tunity for effective class work than the present one.

The course of studies pursued in the Lyman School is good

in most respects, being patterned somewhat after the course

usually followed in the public grammar schools. In Lancaster

the course is evidently less complete in every respect.

So far as the work of teachers is concerned, there appears

to be the same difference of methods and results usually found

in a corps of twenty or more teachers. The greatest faults

here, as elsewhere, are a tendency to formal and memoriter

work, even in such subjects as nature study, and an absence

of good sense in unduly emphasizing comparatively unimpor-

tant subjects. In a few rooms a genuine interest in reading

the best literature seems to be awakened, and the written com-

positions are original and interesting. In other schools I found

little interest in what was read, while their were no traces of

useful language work except the monthly letter written to some

friend at home.

To bring up to a higher average the quality of teaching in

these schools, mainly by helping the poor teachers to improve

their work, belongs primarily to the supervisor. Fortunately,

the trustees have provided such an official for each school. It

is in the power of these supervisors to raise the schools under

their charge to a high level of excellence, by laying out the

course of studies, by inspection of the work of teachers, by
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model lessons of teacliing and by suggestions of improved

methods to teachers. Miss Shaw is already doing this in

Lancaster, which no doubt offsets in good degree some of the

obstacles already alluded to. Mr. Siddell, principal of the

Lyman School, has so recently entered upon his duties that

the results of his supervision are not yet manifest.

Industrial and Manual Training. — The industrial and man-

ual training followed in the Lyman School includes sloyd, car-

pentry, printing, wood turning and iron work, and in the

Lancaster School sloyd and sewing. To such work one and

three quarters hours a day are given in the Lyman School, and

three and one half hours a day in the Lancaster School. In

all this training two ends are accomplished, — one educational

or disciplinary, and the other practical. The practical ends

are directly seen in the increased efficiency of the pupils when

they leave the school, and in many cases a consequent increase

of wages over the ordinary laborer.

The average time spent in the institution before leaving on

probation is for the boys about twenty months and for the girls

a little less time. Some of the older pupils, who remain in the

institution from two to four years, are able to get enough of

the industrial training to amount to a trade; but for most of

them their age and the brief time spent in the institution pre-

vent their getting the benefit of full trade instruction. This is

one of the disadvantages of the cottage probation system. It

suggests the question whether an arrangement might not be

made for the probationers whereby those who wanted to learn

a trade could do so under proper conditions. The State is

now doing much in helping the boy or girl to become a useful

member of society as a farm or house worker. May it not go

one step farther, and help all who desire it to become skilled

workers at some useful and well-paying trade ?

Farm and House Work.— What has been said of industrial

and manual training does not apply to the ordinary farm and

house work, of which much is made in both institutions as a

matter of training for service. In Lancaster the housework is

regularly divided, so that instruction in all parts of such work

can be completed in a year. This instruction begins with the

care of cellars and furnaces, and continues through laundry
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work of all kinds, cooking, dining room service and tlie work

of a general helper. Upon this work and work done out of

doors an average of eight hours a day is spent. In Westbor-

ough the outside duties consist of farm, stable and garden work

of all kinds, and dairying, to which an average of four hours

daily is given. There is also here instruction and practice in

cooking and other forms of housekeeping, such as polishing,

bed making, table setting, etc.

All this is found to be of great use to those who take up farm

or house work after they leave the school. Of the industrial

work Superintendent Chapin makes mention as follows in his

last report :
—

The elementary manual training classes have become too large

for two teachers to instruct, and an additional class has been or-

ganized under the teacher of drawing and carving, who is also

trained for the teaching of woodwork. In the advanced and ele-

mentary manual training 125 pupils are under daily tuition. No
other training excites so deep and general interest.

The carpentry class has done valuable training work, as well as

produced very creditable articles of furniture, and its graduates

have rarely failed to make their way successfully upon release.

The class in printing has had its full complement of 16 pupils

throughout the year, and has done unusually good work in prepara-

tion of its pupils for practical printing. The majority of the boys

who have had the training have upon release found opportunity to

practise their art.

The classes in agriculture have been provocative of much interest

and enthusiasm, and will continue to be made a prominent feature

of the school work. The boys' gardens are of direct practical value

in arousing an intelligent interest in plants and the successful culti-

vation of them, and will make many a boy long for a little spot

of ground to cultivate when he has won his release.

As an extension of our agricultural training, butter-making has

been added to our dairying plant. About 20 boys are all the time

in training as milkers and grooms for the cows; 6 others are in the

creamery. The butter produced is of first quality, and is given to

the boys at two of their meals daily. The care of the stock seems

to exert a very humanizing effect upon the boys, calling forth kindli-

ness and thoughtfulness in a marked degree.

The industrial training which comes through the general kitchen,

the bakery, the steam laundry, and even the domestic work, while

hardly to be reckoned as trades teaching, has a concrete value in

preparing' bovs to become bread-winners and home-makers later in

life.
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Spirit of the Schools. — Any report of these schools, however

brief, should make mention of the excellent spirit which ap-

pears to prevail among the pupils. The improvement in this

respect within the past few years seems particularly marked

in the Lancaster School. The girls have appeared in my recent

visits much less restrained than formerly, and far more happy

in their life here. Various causes may have brought about

this change of attitude, not the least of which is the increased

attention to games and other means of relief. Some of these

Mrs. Morse, superintendent of the school, refers to in her last

report to the trustees as follows :
—

The work accomplished in music has been quite a feature of the

school's interests. The efforts of the teacher have been painstaking

and discriminating, the fruits of her labors most effective. Par-

ticularly beautiful among the musical programs have been those

of the Sunday services. Last spring the pretty little cantata of

" Cinderella " was given by the choir girls,— first presented to the

school, and the next week repeated to guests invited from the town.

The delicate costuming represented small moneyed expenditure,

but much thought and many trained fingers on the part of both

officers and girls, and a forward jump toward respectability to the

girl, hardly to be estimated.

With all the accomplishments in the schoolroom, sewing room
and kitchen, the year has assuredly not been one of all work and

no play. Sports have held their own,— strong factors in reform.

The year around affords no greater incentive to right doing than

the anticipation for weeks of the coming Fourth of July,— a day

of picnics and baseball meets, beginning with its early morning
parade, and closing with the event of the social season,— the grand

dance on the green. Colored lanterns are strung, an orchestra from

the city afforded, ice cream and cake are served, and after the danc-

ing a grand finale of fireworks. In their pretty white dimity gowns
for the evening hours, these 200 girls are other folks. Enthusiasm

in sport reaches its height during the baseball season. Each cottage

has its team, culminating in frequent competitive meets. Baseball

suits are donned, colors carried, and wild cheering prevails. The
winning team bears to its cottage a silver loving cup. Proud is

the family which displays in state said cup, and thrice fortunate

the girl who, through the courtesy demanded on the diamond in

gracefully meeting defeat, has learned control of self.

Results of Training. — In addition to the direct benefits de-

rived by the probation system, there is the incidental benefit

of affording an opportunity for ascertaining the condition of
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pupils after they have left the school up to the age of twenty-

one. The following tables, copied from the last report of the

trustees of the two schools, give the condition of the boys and

girls at the close of their probationary periods, and show in

some degree the result of their training :
—

Table shoiving the conduct of 144 boys of the Lyman School coming

of age tvithin the year ivho had been placed out on farms and

ivho ivent back to their parents or relatives.
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Fifty-three, or 62 per cent., of these girls had never been re-

turned to the school because of unchaste conduct; 28 had been

returned once for unchaste conduct; 2 twice, 1 three times, 1 four

times. (Counting as returned 4 who were transferred to the State

Hospital directly from probation and 6 who were doing badly when
they came of age. Non-classified group excluded.)

Forty-five, or 75 per cent., of the 60 girls living respectably when
coming of age had never been returned to the school for unchaste

conduct.
.

:
! 1=1

Such a record as this not only bears witness to the excellent

training of the reformatory schools, but also shows how much

more might have been done if the offenders had been earlier

apprehended and corrected.

The Massachusetts School for the Feeble-minded.

There are two departments in this institution: a school de-

partment, consisting of children who receive instruction in

school studies; and a custodial department, consisting of those

who are beyond school age, or who are incapable of school

instruction. In September of the present year there were 1,028

inmates in all, of whom 893 were at Waltham and 135 at the

Templeton colony.

Educational Department.—Of the present Waltham inmates,

411 belong to the school department, being divided into eight

sections or grades. To train these children there are four regu-

lar class-room teachers, and several teachers of special subjects,

such as manual training, physical training, gardening, sewing,

cooking, etc. The children are in school but two or three hours

daily, the rest of the day being given to industrial work of

some kind, physical drill or out-door recreation. The pupils

work in school very slowly, being able to acquire only the rudi-

ments of reading, writing and arithmetic. Much of the instruc-

tion has to be of an individual kind, although the pupils are

generally heard in classes. Some of the best teaching is seen

in these classes. Indeed, so limited are the powers of the chil-

dren that none but skilled methods will reach them. A good

supply of objects, charts and models is at hand, ready for use

to illustrate a subject or to awaken ideas. Skill of adaptation,

endless patience and a fervent missionary spirit are needed for
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success in awakening the pupils' interest in the work and in

keeping their attention. These requirements some of the teach-

ers meet in a remarkable way, while all the teachers, consider-

ing the circumstances, are doing well. The groups of 25 or

30 pupils, however, seemed to me too large for one teacher

to accomplish the best results. Either the groups should be

smaller, or else each group or class should have two teachers.

So far as the studies are concerned, little can be expected

of the highest-grade pupils beyond ability to write a fair hand,

to compose a simple letter, to perform some of the simplest

problems in integers and fractions, and to read with some de-

gree of comprehension such pieces as are ordinarily read in

a fourth grade of the public schools. Some work also in draw-

ing and color is attempted, with a fair degree of success.

Industrial Work.— Important as is the work of the school-

room here, that of the workshop, sewing room and farm is in

my opinion far more so. In those places is given the oppor-

tunity of learning many useful occupations, such as painting,

cobbling, farm and garden work of all kinds, cooking and other

housework, carpentry and sloyd. All this work occupies the

time of the pupils in agreeable ways, and is a good preparation

for useful service either in the world at large or in the institu-

tion, if for their good and the good of society it is deemed best

to keep them there.

Physical Training. — For systematic physical development

regular exercises are given in educational gymnastics and mil-

itary drill. In addition to this, games of all kinds are played

under proper leadership. In nothing is the difference between

these children and normal-minded children more manifest than

in the games they play, and nothing more clearly shows a de-

veloping influence to both body and mind than active play.

Custodial Department. — The work of the custodial depart-

ment does not properly come within the scope of this report,

and yet some reference to it from the standpoint of occupational

training may not be out of place. The name of this department

implies that its members are expected to be cared for, and yet

the work of the school in relation to them does not stop with

mere custody or care. Although few of the custodial cases

are educable in the ordinary sense of the term, nearly all of
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them are capable of learning how to work under direction in

some physical employment. Thus the simpler kinds of farm

and house work are made the means of training which in time

prepares them to become efficient helpers both in Waltham and

in Templeton. There are other simple means of preparation

for service, such as matching colors and forms of blocks, play-

ing games, and carrying sticks or stones from one place to an-

other. There are few sights more pathetic than the sight of

a group of simple boys patiently yet zealously obeying the direc-

tion of leaders in carrying back and forth between two places

stones or sticks of wood, and cheerfully crying " All done," as

one after the other the piles are taken.

There are a few inmates of the institution who are by reason

of physical or mental limitations wholly incapable of any kind

of useful work. Such inmates are humanely cared for by

patient nurses, whose business and apparently whose pleasure

it is to make the lives of these poor creatures as comfortable as

possible, and at the same time to keep them from harming

others a little more capable than they.

Moral Imbeciles. — Before closing this part of my report,

I would like to refer to a matter which vitally concerns the

interests not only of this institution but also of other institu-

tions, and indirectly of the entire community. I allude to the

forced retention in the institution of so-called " moral imbe-

ciles." In the last report of the trustees the subject of a

separation of this class is urgently pressed, and the recom-

mendation is made that a separate institution be founded for

them. The danger of turning loose these young persons of

criminal tendencies upon the community is apparent; while

the injustice of contaminating by their presence the innocent

feeble-minded, for whom the institution was founded, is equally

clear. This entire subject in relation to the protection of the

community and the prevention of crime is treated in an able

way by the superintendent, Dr. Fernald, in his last report to

the trustees, as follows :
—

The boys and girls in truant schools and in industrial and re-

form schools include a rather large proportion of defectives, where

the intellectual defect is relatively slight, and is overshadowed by

the moral deficiency. The history of a case of this sort during in-
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fancy and early childhood, from a medical and psychological stand-

point, is that of an abnormal child. While they generally present

definite physical evidences of degeneracy, they are physically su-

perior to the ordinary imbecile. Their school work is not equal to

that of normal boys of the same age, but they are often abnormally

bright in certain directions. They may be idle, thievish, cruel to

animals or smaller children, wantonly and senselessly destructive,

and lawless generally. They are often precocious sexually, and

after puberty almost always show marked sexual delinquency or

perversion. They are often wonderfully shrewd and crafty in carry-

ing out their plans for mischief. They instinctively seek low com-

pany, and quickly learn everything that is bad. They have little

or no fear of possible consequences in the way of punishment. They
acquire a certain spurious keenness and brightness, and possess a

fund of general information which is very deceiving on first ac-

quaintance. They are apt to be accomplished liars. The great

army of police court chronic criminals, vagrants and low prostitutes

is largely recruited from this class of " moral imbeciles." These

children are not simply bad and incorrigible, but they are irre-

sponsible by reason of the underlying mental defect. The mental

defect and the moral lack are alike the visible effects of incurable

affection of the cerebral cortex. No method of training or disci-

pline can fit them to become safe or desirable members of society.

They cannot be " placed out " without great moral risk to innocent

people. These cases should be recognized at an early age, before

they have acquired facility in actual crime, and permanently taken

out of the community, to be trained to habits of industry, and as

far as possible contribute to their own support under direction and

supervision. They are not influenced by the simple system of re-

wards and deprivations which easily serves to control the conduct of

the feeble-minded. They do not class well with the rather simple

types of ordinary imbecility. When the actual number of this dan-

gerously potential class of moral imbeciles is fully realized, they will

be given life-long care and supervision in special institutions, com-

bining the educational and developmental methods of a school for

the feeble-minded and the industry and security of a modern penal

institution. Such provision would only be a rational extension of

the principle of the indeterminate sentence, and, if safeguarded by

careful and repeated expert examination and observation, could do

no injustice and Avould greatly diminish crime in the immediate

future.

There is a growing public sentiment in this State in favor of

making adequate provision for the legal recognition, commitment

and permanent detention of this class of moral or criminal im-

beciles. There are scores of such cases now in our insane hospitals

and penal institutions. In our own school we have about 15 typical
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cases of this sort, of each sex. Some of these cases have a long

court record. They are our most troublesome inmates. They have

a most demoralizing moral influence upon the easily influenced

feeble-minded people. They bitterly resent being classed and housed

with " fools and imbeciles." The strict discipline which they re-

quire unconsciously tends to harden and deaden the sensibilities of

our attendants towards all their charges, and to lower the morale

of the school.

We shall always have a certain number of these moral imbeciles

among our inmates. Some of them will be received here as young-

children, to grow up in the school ; others will be recognized among-

the adult cases admitted from time to time. Whatever further-

provision shall be made elsewhere for this class as a whole, we shall:

always need here an entirely separate ward or building for each

sex, where these cases may be properly controlled and isolated.

They should eat, sleep, work and live entirely separate from the

other inmates.

County Truant Schools.

There are at present 6 county truant schools, for the com-

mitment of habitual truants, absentees and school offenders.

These schools are located as follows :
—

County truant schools.
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truants, absentees and scliool offenders. The places designated

by the several commissioners are as follows :
—

County.
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Table sJwtoing the number of children committed to truant schools as

habitual truants, absentees and school offenders, and the number

released for various reasons, during the year.
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to a difference of conditions relating to scliool attendance and

order, or to a difference of effort in the enforcement of the school

attendance laws. It is hard to believe that the conditions of

school maintenance in such places as Salem, IsTewburyport and

Amesbiiry, where there have been no convictions for truancy

in five years, are much superior to corresponding conditions in

Newton, Brookline and Taunton, where convictions for truancy

have been almost continuous in the same period of time.

If, as we must believe, the difference in the enforcement of

school attendance laws is due to the fault of school authorities,

we may assume that the fault is either of indifference, or of a

willful disregard of existing laws. Unwillingness to send boys

to a truant school may in some cases arise from a desire to

prevent expense to towns, or from a fear that boys sent to such

schools will drop into criminality. But the most likely cause

of neglect iS; I believe, an unwillingness to offend those who

violate the law. This fear is likely to exist in country towns,

where all the residents are known to one another, and where,

for social or political reasons, arrests for violation of law are

avoided. If this supposition is true, there is one remedy which

the State should apply, viz., the appointment of one or more

State school attendance officers, whose duty would be to vigor-

ously enforce the laws of school attendance as applied to par-

ents and guardians as well as to children. The very existence

of such an official, ready to enforce the law, would, it is believed,

prevent much of the violation of school attendance laws that

now exists.

But irregularities in the operation of truant laws are not

confined to school authorities. There appears to be a wide dif-

ference in the attitude of the judges themselves as to the

advisability of committing boys to truant schools. I am told

that some judges will not send boys to these schools for tru-

ancy alone, but that in some cases those boys only are committed

who are guilty of serious offences and who are criminally in-

clined. So far as such an attitude on the part of the local

judge may become known, school authorities will hesitate to

bring action against minor offenders or will arrest only the

more serious offenders in the name of truancy.
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Difference in the Character of Pupils of Truant Schools. —
AVliat has been said in regard to the diversities of practice in

the enforcement of truant laws may account in part for the

difference in the character of pupils found in truant schools.

That such a difference exists is undoubted by those who are

acquainted with the schools. There are children seven and

eight years of age in these schools who differ from children of

the same age in our own homes only in the extent of their dis-

regard of authority ; and there are in them boys of fourteen or

fifteen years whose tastes and inclinations are wholly bad. Boys

are also there who through inheritance or bad habits are feeble

in body and mind. Sometimes immorality and feeble-minded-

ness are found together, making one of that dangerous class

of criminals in the making known as " moral imbeciles."

I have the assurance of one high in authority as a specialist

in the study and care of feeble-minded that a large percentage

of the inmates of truant schools and juvenile reformatories

should be in a school for the feeble-minded, for treatment there.

The evidence of those who stand nearest to such inmates is

not so positive on this point; but it is sufficiently confirmatory

to make it advisable, if not imperative, that the condition of

the pupils of these schools be ascertained by medical inspec-

tion, that the feeble-minded and moral degenerates be separated

from the rest, and that special treatment be given them until

all danger of contamination is past. The result of tests that

have recently been made in the Lancaster Industrial School

by Dr. Jelly is very suggestive, and it is hoped that the sepa-

ration and care of the custodial cases there are but a beginning

of the special study and treatment of all delinquents and de-

fectives.

One provision of the present law makes it possible for the

truant school to be relieved of the worst cases by sending them

to the Lyman School or Concord Eeformatory. That the relief,

if needed, has been slight is shown by the fact that only two

pupils have been sent from these schools to the Lyman School

during the past year, and none to the Eeformatory.

The Probation System. — The carrying out of recent legis-

lation, providing for extended terms with the privilege of re-
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lease on probation, has been a move in tbe right direction. The

former plan of commitment for definite short terms was found

unsatisfactory from every point of view. The present plan of

keeping children in school to the age of sixteen, with an earlier

release if their behavior warrants it, has so far worked well.

As will be seen in the table of statistics, 173 pupils have been

released on probation. Of this number, only 18 have been

returned to the school, showing that a large majority of the

boys committed to these schools need only a careful oversight

in home surroundings to keep them in orderly attendance upon

the schools.

This oversight might well be extended so as to include all

who have left the school until they are twenty-one years of age

;

or, in case of moral imbeciles or of boys criminally inclined, the

oversight might be continued indefinitely.

At present there is no plan of looking after those who have

left the school, — a neglect which, in view of all that is at-

tempted to be done for their reform, is unaccountable. The

least which should be done would be to keep track of all who

leave the school, and to provide means of assisting those who

need assistance.

External Conditions. — The buildings of the Middlesex

County School and the dormitories of the Boston Parental

School are comparatively new, and serve well the purposes for

which they were built. The buildings of the other schools are

fairly satisfactory in respect to sanitation and convenience. It

should be said*, however, that there is no proper means of venti-

lation in several of the schoolrooms, and that the lighting in

some of them is notably poor. The barnlike spaces which have

for several years served as class rooms for the Boston Parental

School deserve to be condemned, not only as unsightly, but

also as unsanitary. The accommodations for exercise and play

indoors are in most of the schools either entirely wanting or

else quite inadequate. The same may be said of the accom-

modations for manual training. I understand that the com-

missioners of Essex County intend to ask permission to erect

another building for manual training and other departments

of the school. It is to be hoped that the permission will be

granted, as the need for further accommodations is manifest.
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The need is no less great in some of the other truant schools.

I am aware that much may be said in favor of the open dormi-

tory, such as prevails in all the truant schools except the West

Roxbury School; but I believe that the use of the single rooms

under proper supervision is much to be preferred for this class

of boys, — perhaps for any class of boys.

Present Condition of the Schools. — The diversities and dif-

ferences already noted in the enforcement of truant laws and

in the character of the pupils committed to the truant schools

indicate in some degree the difficulties of maintaining anything

like a unified system of schools. If the purpose sought were

only physical care or confinement of the boys, or even if it were

only training in the work of the public schools, the problem

would not be a difficult one to solve; but to secure the ends of

prevention in staying the tendency to crime already begun, and

of construction in building up self-respect and useful lives, is

a task which calls for the highest wisdom and the most patient

effort.

There is by no means a united sentiment as to how this work

is to be done, even on the part of the active workers. While the

present superintendents of these schools are high-minded and

earnest men, there is among them an apparent difference of

view both as to the ends to be reached and as to the means to

be employed. Some of them seem to emphasize the institutional

idea of management, while others keep as closely as possible to

home conditions and training. Some encourage a close and

watchful supervision of the boys at all times, while others are

inclined to the policy of trust. Some are severe in their treat-

ment of offenders, while others are lenient. These differences

of administration are enhanced somewhat by the fact that each

school is under the control of a separate board, and that each

board is elected primarily for a service quite different from

that of the care of delinquent children.

Industrial Worh. — In view of these varied conditions, it is

not strange that great differences of practice prevail in the

various schools, both in the amount of time given to industrial

work and in the character of the work done. From reports re-

cently received there appears to be a difference in the various

schools of 20 hours a week in the average amount of time spent
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upon house, farm or garden work; and in the evident purpose

and effect of this work the difference is most marked. In most

of the schools the house and outside work required is apparently

more to save expense than to train the boys in ways that will

be helpful to them after they leave school. Some work like

scrubbing floors and washing dishes may justly be required of

the boys; but such work should not be so prolonged as to pre-

vent them from acquiring skill as helpers in the more difficult

duties of the house, garden or farm. The rotation of various

kinds oi house and laundry work which the girls are required

to do in the Lancaster Industrial School is a hint of what

could and should be attempted in all schools of this kind in

the way of training for service in such industries as dairying,

care of flowers in greenhouses, raising of poultry and stock,

market gardening and the care of trees and shrubs. Some of

this training is already • attempted in one or two of the truant

schools and may well be extended.

If the boys when they leave the truant school were interested

and skilled in any one of the above-named occupations, they

would be protected from the dangers that now await them, and

be able to add materially to their earning power. Of course

such training would add somewhat to the expense of the schools,

but it would pay in the long run by a reduction of expense for

the care of criminals.

But the industrial work should not stop here. It should

include the elements of carpentry, cabinet making, iron and

wire working, basketry, hammock and rug making, to such an

extent at least that each boy when he leaves the school can be

said to have the beginnings of a trade. In this respect some

of the truant schools are doing much more than others. The

Boston School reports that each boy is given 3 hours a week in

sloyd, raffia work and basketry. The Middlesex School reports

the aggregate number of hours spent weekly in various kinds

of industrial work as follows: sloyd, 11%; shoe repairing, 18;

tailoring, 18 ; laundering, 20 ; care of stock, 18 ; care of hens,

18; baking, 20; boiler and engine room, 24; band instruction,

10. The Worcester School has manual training in sloyd 1 hour

a week for each boy. The Hampden School gives 2% hours

weekly to knife work in the making of boxes, picture frames
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and other useful articles. The Essex School gives some instruc-

tion in box making at irregular times. The N^orfolk, Bristol

and Plymouth School has not yet attempted any work of this

kind.

Ordinary School WorJc. — The school year for instruction in

the ordinary studies extends in all the schools over a period of

about 40 weeks, the daily sessions varying from 3 to 5 hours

in length.

While there is some difference in the course of studies fol-

lowed in the various schools, in general it may be said that the

course of each school is that of the public schools, from which

the greatest number of boys come. Emphasis is placed espe-

cially upon arithmetic, reading and writing, with a varying

degree of attention to geography, history and language. But

little nature study is attempted, and only occasional work in

drawing is seen.

The greatest faults of the courses as interpreted by the

teachers is a lack of relation to the needs of every-day life,

especially to the needs of the life which these boys are likely

to lead. The defects most noticeable are in arithmetic, where

unpractical subjects of business and mensuration are dwelt

upon; in language and grammar, which abound in theories

and rules, with little useful practice; and in such information

subjects as geography and history, where unimportant details

are insisted upon, to the exclusion of facts which have a bearing

upon every-day life.

So far as the actual work accomplished is concerned, there

appears to be a great difference both in respect to the spirit

of the teacher and to the quality of teaching. I am glad to

say, however, that only a few teachers appear to be devoid of

that sympathy and genuine missionary spirit of which I spoke

in the early part of this report. Of the 15 teachers inspected,

but 3 could be said to be severely unsympathetic in their atti-

tude toward the children. In the classes of the other teachers

there seems to be as free and happy relations between teachers

and pupils as are ordinarily found in public schools. How much
of the good order prevailing in most of the schools was attribu-

table to the " credit system " and how much to the interest in the

work and genuine self-control I could not tell in the brief visits
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I made. As I watclied the work of the schools, I could but be

impressed by the exceptional opportunities for good which are

afforded these teachers in helping to " build the waste places."

It is for this reason that the greatest care should be taken in

the selection of teachers.

The " credit system " alluded to above is a system adopted

in most of the truant schools, by which boys are enabled through

good behavior to earn the privilege of release from the school

on probation. That such a plan of credits properly administered

has a temporarily good effect is beyond question, and for a

certain class of ill-disposed persons may be recommended; but

it is a question whether well-doing should not carry with it

its own reward for most children, and whether tendencies to

wrong-doing may not be better reached by giving the children

strenuous enjoyable occupation than by offering any kind of

reward. It seems, however, best under present conditions to

offer the privilege of probation to some of the children in

these schools; and perhaps the plan of crediting for good be-

havior is as good a means as any for ascertaining who should

have the privilege.

In respect to methods of teaching employed in these schools

there is much to criticise. My notes refer frequently to such

faults as the encouragement of mechanical ways of reading,

useless drills in arithmetic, memoriter work in geography and

history, the use of leading questions, emphasis upon unimpor-

tant details, and a want of practicalness in the language work.

These and many other defects were noted, and in some cases

they, with commendable features, were pointed out to the teach-

ers. It should be said that the criticisms and suggestions were

in every case very cordially received. The eager desire for

suggestions so frequently expressed by the teachers led me to

think that some more active form of general supervision of these

schools might be desirable.

Suggestions for Improvement. — From impressions received

during the past few years of the truancy situation in Massa-

chusetts, I venture to make the following suggestions with ref-

erence to possible means of improvement :
—

1. The appointment of one or more State attendance officers,

with a view of apprehending violators of the law in all parts of

the State.
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2. The inspection and separation of offenders, with a view

of proper protection and correction. This applies especially to

the feeble-minded and " moral imbeciles."

3. An extension of the probation system, by the employment

of special probation officers and visitors, such as are now em-

ployed in connection with the Lyman and Industrial Schools.

4. The maintenance of external conditions in all detention

schools, by which the children may have the protection of a

good home and proper facilities for abundant and varied in-

dustrial training.

5. A unifying of the schools to the extent of providing ex-

pert supervision and instruction, with a view of protecting weak

and innocent children, and of correcting as far as possible all

tendencies to criminality.

A plan of control involving these features would be difficult

to adjust to present conditions; but such a plan could doubt-

less be devised and administered by a special board or com-

mission, like that of the Trustees for the Lyman and Industrial

Schools, or like that of the Directors of the Children's Aid

Society. This plan, however, might be a part of a larger plan

of relief, to which I shall refer in closing this report.

Needed Reforms iisr the Teeatmejstt oe Defectives and

Juvenile DELiNQUEiiTs aitd Offenders.

What has been said of possible means of improvement in the

treatment of truants suggests the question as to whether the

State's relation to, all defectives and juvenile delinquents and

offenders should not be closer and more positively protective

and corrective than it is now. To persons familiar with the

neglect and treatment of these classes of persons thirty or forty

years ago there appears to be a great change for the better,

both in the extent to which their defects and offences are recog-

nized, and in the treatment of them. As was said in the early

part of this report, the Commonwealth is now doing exception-

ally good work in the care and training of certain classes of

dependent children. But the very success of some departments

of protective and corrective work which the State is carrying

on is a powerful argument in favor of extending certain fea-

tures of reform in the treatment of these classes so as to embrace

the following points :
—
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1. A required medical inspection of all the schools, both

public and private, hj which it may be known what special

treatment is needed for every abnormal child.

2. The separation of all defectives and delinquents into such

groups that proper protection and treatment may be assured

to every individual. This provision may include the State's

right and duty to give its service of protection and training to

every child who is denied such service by parent or guardian.

It may also include the State's right and duty to hold in con-

trol indefinitely moral imbeciles and all others whose influence

is a positive menace to the morals of the community.

3. The establishment of a separate court for all juvenile

offenders of every description, with power to reach out to the

causes of offences, be they debasing surroundings, neglectful

parents and guardians, or corrupting persons of any kind.

4. The maintenance of special schools, by which every ab-

normal child shall have at majority, so far as he is able to

acquire it, a good trade or other means of support.

5. The adoption of placing-out and probation systems, by

which every abnormal and uncared-for child shall be early

placed in a good home or separate special school, and every

delinquent child shall be given a fair chance to live a useful

life.

6. The appointment of an administrative board, which will

have control of all matters relating to the apprehension and

care of defective and delinquent children.

Some of these features of reform are in harmony with the

spirit of our present practices, and some of them find a counter-

part in the practices of other States. So far as they are reason-

able and conducive to the welfare of the children, they will

sooner or later be incorporated into statute law; for in matters

pertaining to education and human rights Massachusetts has

always been ready to make ample provision.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN T. PEINCE.
Dec. ."^0, 1905.
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EEPORT.

To the Board of Education.

Special inspection of the work of superintendents of schools,

holding State certificates valid for one year only, has called

for service during a portion of my time the past year in super-

vision of unions outside of my ordinary field of work, — the

four western counties. The action of the State in making

school supervision general and permanent through unions of

smaller towns receiving State aid has been wisely supplemented

by a law rendering superintendence more efficient through the

requirement of an examination and certification of candidates

for the office by the State Board of Education. As a result of

this law, the standard of ability and service has been materially

raised the past year.

Most of the superintendents in the unions of the Common-

wealth are persons of maturity, who have had considerable

experience in teaching and more or less in supervising schools.

That educational conditions have greatly improved within the

last ten years is in large measure due to special supervision.

While the official authority and specific duties of a superin-

tendent of schools have not been defined by statute, the neces-

sity and value of the office have become recognized through

the ability and efficiency of the best superintendents. The

time has come for school committees to elect only those per-

sons eminently fitted by personality, education and professional

training for the office of superintendent of schools, and who
will give their whole time and talent to the improvement of

educational conditions.

Qualities and Duties of Supeeiwtendents.

A superintendent should be broad-minded in relation to mod-

ern educational theories ; also clear and discriminating regarding

the value of branches to be taught and methods of instruction.
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Upon the wise selection, of teachers the best results of super-

vision of schools largely depend. "As is the teacher, so is the

school," is trite and true. We may now supplement this by

the statement that as is the superintendent, so is the teacher.

The teacher's influence and work should be greatly reinforced

by the sympathy and aid of the superintendent. To this end

there must be mutual recognition of ability and devotion to

duty; an honest, earnest spirit of co-operation. Through study

aiid experience both teacher and superintendent must be well

informed regarding the essentials of school work, the nature of

children and the normal development of body and mind. The

superintendent should be well acquainted with his teachers,

personally and professionally. He should be very familiar

with the work to be done in each room, and with the progress

made by the pupils in their studies and in the development of

character.

The growing superintendent becomes better acquainted every

year with the principles and processes of education through

observation and study. Educational journals and meetings,

visitation of schools in other places, are sources of information

and inspiration. This reinforcement of knowledge and power

should reach his teachers through personal contact with them.

Brief written suggestions, occasional teachers' meetings for con-

ference regarding conditions and needs, the presentation of

better j)lans of work in some lines, may be very valuable.

Teachers' Meetings and School Visitation.

In country towns having a sparse population and no near or

convenient location for a general teachers' meeting, much de-

pendence must be placed upon the opportunity afforded the

superintendent when visiting schools of giving personal atten-

tion to the conditions and needs of each school, and of render-

ing just such aid to the teacher as will be most valuable. A
conference of half an hour with the teacher in her own school

may be worth more to her than a teachers' meeting.

School visitation is an essential element in any plan of suc-

cessful supervision. Its frequency must depend, in a measure,

upon the number and varying needs of the schools. The new

or inexperienced teacher may need more attention for a time
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than one who is strong in the position. The wise superintend-

ent will be careful not to visit teachers too often, or to be too

much in evidence when in the schoolroom. His presence and

words should tend to increase the self-reliance of the teacher,

not her dependence upon outside help. The teacher in her own

good way should bring her pupils into touch with the best of

their possibilities. Her method may not be just like that of

the superintendent. It may or may not be as good ; it may be

better. It should be watched for results, and improvements

suggested, if necessary.

Course of Study.

In many schools the course of study or the application of it

is faulty; essentials are not duly emphasized and minor sub-

jects restricted. Because of this, the teaching lacks purpose

and point, and the general management lacks life and strength.

The influence of the superintendent should be strongly felt in

knowledge, courage and leadership.

The Teaching Force.

The demand for teachers having had normal school training

or successful experience has been in excess of the supply the

past year. This is in part due to the higher standard of re-

quirements in superintendency unions, and to the larger num-
ber of teachers needed to supply the increasing number of

schools in the larger towns and cities. In general, the quality

of the teaching has improved, or the previous creditable stand-

ing has been maintained. A longer school year with higher

wages has had a tendency to retain good teachers for a longer

period of service in small towns, much to the advantage of the

schools, the changes of teachers during the school year often

being a great loss to many towns.

Teachers' Institutes.

Teachers' institutes have been held in Cummington, Gran-

ville, Great Barrington, Greenfield, Huntington, Lanesborough

and Sandisfield. Fifty-three towns were represented by four

hundred and twelve teachers. Addresses and lessons were given

by the secretary and agents of the Board of Education, college
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professors, normal school teacliers and school superintendents.

The exercises were very interesting and instructive.

Othee EDucATioasrAL Meetings.

The State Teachers' Association and the Hampden and

Hampshire county associations held a joint meeting at Spring-

field the last of October. It was a very large and profitable

gathering.

The meetings of the Eranklin county association held at

Shelburne Falls, and the Berkshire county association held at

Pittsfield, were well attended and profitable.

The school superintendents of western Massachusetts have

met during the year at Greenfield, Northampton, Pittsfield,

Springfield and Westfield. Subjects of vital interest to the

cause of education have been intelligently and earnestly dis-

cussed. Secretary Martin held meetings of the school com-

mittees in each of the four western counties at Greenfield,

Northampton, Springfield and Pittsfield. These meetings were

of special interest and value.

The Study Recitation.

Most of the schoolroom work is included in the study period

and in the class recitation. The first is to enable the pupil to

get information from text-books and other sources, — to gain

knowledge; the second to give him opportunity to recite what

he has learned, — to give evidence that observation, memory,

thought and expression are cultivated. That the ordinary meth-

ods of study and recitation do not produce these results is very

evident in many of our schools, especially in the lower classes.

What are some of the causes ? The first to be mentioned is a

course of study that requires more time and work than the

pupil can give to so many subjects. The second is the tendency

of the teachers to prompt pupils, or to learn and recite for them.

The child is sometimes required to memorize and comprehend

much that he cannot read or is not able to understand. He
cannot pronounce some words, and does not know the meaning

of others. He is not certain what words make a sentence, or

does not comprehend the thought of the expression. ^^Hiat

wonder that the text is devoid of interest, the attempt to mem-
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orize it a burden and to understand it a failure ? The pupil's

time is worse than wasted. The true purpose of study and

recitation has not been kept in view.

Some suggestions are offered, as possible and desirable helps

to remedy the evils mentioned. Reduce the number of sub-

jects taught, or the amount taken in each, to the topics most

valuable. Adopt the partial use, at least, as an experiment, of

what may be called the " study recitation."

Illustration: The teacher should select with great care the

materials to be used for a class study recitation, and prepare in

the most thorough manner to teach the lesson. The pupils

should bring to the recitation books and other material used.

The lesson for the period is introduced by the teacher in such

a manner as to secure the attention and interest of the pupils,

little or no previous study having been given to it by them. A
portion is read by the teacher, with comments and questions

in which the pupils gradually come to take part. Difficult

words are spelled, pronounced and defined, — illustrations be-

ing given of familiar use of them. Different pupils read para-

graphs, — the teacher calling for questions and opinions from

the class. Finally, the whole lesson is read aloud by pupils,

after which the most important part of the subject matter con-

sidered is assigned for the next day's lesson.

By giving a period one day to the intelligent, helpful study

of material by teacher and pupil, the lesson to be recited the

next day may be of double the ordinary length, and vastly more

valuable as a means of acquiring knowledge and gaining power

of expression and facility in the use of language.

The plan is suggestive, not exhaustive, to be followed or

varied as seems to be best, in order to secure the desired results

of study and recitation.

Country Schools.

The rural schools as a whole have much improved within

the last ten years. The principal causes are better supervision

and teaching. The first is made possible by the union of towns

receiving State aid for the employment of superintendents of

their schools. The second is due to the larger annual distribu-

tion of the income of the State school fund to the smaller towns.
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The school year has been lengthened, buildings in many towns

have been improved and furnishings and supplies increased.

An encouraging sign of the times is a tendency of the people

to appreciate and demand these better educational conditions,

and to secure which parents are more inclined to co-operate

with superintendents and teachers than formerly. The rural

school under its best conditions is an ideal place for the edu-

cation of a child.

Industrial, Education.

A course of study in rural schools should include the branches

required by statute, should emphasize the essential subjects in

each, and should give minor details less attention.

I fully appreciate and endorse a simple, sensible plan for

connecting the educational influence of home and school, espe-

cially along industrial lines. Agriculture in its broad accept-

ance is mainly the occupation of the people in country towns,

yet the influence of the school has shown little realization and

less appreciation of this fact. As a result, in part, the farmers'

children are prone to leave the town for the city as soon as they

are old enough to find employment. ISTature study and home

life should become a potent influence in counteracting this

tendency.

Superintendents of schools in the supervision unions of west-

ern Massachusetts, whose towns are mainly rural, naturally take

special interest in nature study and industrial education. Some

are making commendable and in some cases very successful

efforts to bring the matter to the attention of granges and

county agricultural fairs, thus securing the co-operation of

parents and the attention of the community. Superintendent

Howard of the Northfield union has been especially active in

bringing the matter before the public by talks at educational

meetings and through the press. There was an interesting ex-

hibit at the Brattleborough fair of garden products and indus-

trial work by the children of his union. A pamphlet embodying

his plans and views will probably be issued. Charlemont union

has for many years been represented by school work at the

county fair. Superintendent Grover says :
" I believe the time

is ripe for the definite correlation of our ordinary school work

with the industrial and agricultural activities of the child both
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at home and in school." This is in accord with the opinion and

work of most of the superintendents in rural communities.

The following questions were sent to superintendents of

unions, suggesting lines of investigation and work, and calling

for a presentation of conditions and needs. The condensed

statements give the gist of all the replies. They are in the

main very encouraging, indicating the substantial progress that

I have recognized in my work of school inspection, and give

promise of continued improvement.

To the Superintendent of Schools.

What is the condition of the schoolhouses in your supervision

anion, as to appearance, furniture, convenience and comfort?

Seventy-five per cent, report " excellent conditions." The

remainder report " fairly good with a few exceptions," with

new buildings and repairs in progress and under consideration.

Is the supply of charts, maps, text and reference books sufficient

in quantity and satisfactory in quality?

About one third report " satisfactory in all respects men-

tioned." The remainder report "not fully satisfactory;"

" maps and charts needed in some of the schools ;
" " quality

good, quantity insufiicient ;
" " more text-books needed." In

most cases willingness on the part of committees to supply as

fast as funds will permit is indicated.

Are the outhouses so located and constructed as to promote good

morals and manners, and to secure sanitary conditions?

A few report " excellent in every respect ;
" many " part

satisfactory, part not." Several mention improvements already

made and more in progress, but on the whole, especially in the

rural schools, conditions are very unsatisfactory. One super-

intendent says :
" I consider the outhouses in the rural schools

in my union an abomination, detrimental to good morals and

health ;
" and this statement in modified degree is made by

many of the superintendents of rural schools, as applying to

some schools in each union. Complaints are made of lack of

public sentiment in this matter.
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Have the parents and other citizens manifested interest in the

welfare of the schools?

One half report a very satisfactory increase of interest, as

sho^vn by visiting and by gifts; four report a decided lack of

visits and interest; the rest not so much visiting as desired,

but they think the liberal appropriations should be regarded as

a substantial sign of interest.

Has the school attendance been satisfactory as to numbers and

regularity ?

School attendance almost invariably has been reported as

unusually good. In some cases there has been a very marked

increase in the number of pupils over previous years.

Has there been any change during the past year in the number of

schools consolidated, increase or diminution?

Three instances of consolidation; three more schools opened

on account of increased numbers; most report all consolidation

made that is wise under present conditions.

Make any suggestions as to means and methods of improving

schools.

" Truancy law should be more thoroughly enforced." " More

normal or trained teachers should be employed." The desire is

expressed that some law be made to compel better condition of

outhouses. " Some way of bringing school work in rural com-

munities to bear more directly on home and agricultural life."

" Demands of parents for conveyance of children should in

some way be limited and regulated."

Consolidation of Schools.

Consolidation is for the purpose of reducing the number of

small schools, and, by the conveyance of children, increasing

the size of the remaining schools. Better wages can be paid for

teaching, special instructors of music and drawing employed,

and more superintendence of schools secured.

Within reasonable limits to the number of pupils, the larger

school increases the interest of teachers and pupils in their
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work, promoting a healthy emulation in study and recitation.

Objections are made by some parents to the plan because of

long distances to ride in cold or stormy weather, unsatisfactory

means of conveyance, and the length of time that children have

to be from home between morning and night. These objections

are valid in some cases, and should receive careful considera-

tion.

Consolidation of schools is sometimes impossible because of

local conditions. It is not always advisable, especially when

the schools are of fair size in communities interested in their

welfare ; but there are cases when consolidation may be of great

advantage to the children. Some schools must remain small;

these should receive all the advantages possible.

The obligation of towns to maintain a sufficient number of

schools is imperative. The duty of parents to see that their

children attend school is even more binding, being of a legal

and a personal nature. The towns are bearing willingly a

heavy burden to maintain good schools. Their financial ability

is limited, and unnecessary demands for conveyance of chil-

dren should not be made. Reasonable co-operation is essential

to secure the education of the children.

Progress.

That there has been substantial educational progress in the

cities, in the large tov^ms and in the small towns of western

Massachusetts during the year is very evident. The school

buildings, appliances and supplies, the teaching and superin-

tendence, the increasing interest of parents and other citizens

in the welfare of the schools, are favorable signs of the times.

The State and the towns are in most helpful accord in the

pecuniary support of the schools.

The distribution of the entire income of the school fund to

small towns has been very beneficial, with few exceptions,

meeting needs and expectations. The small high schools re-

ceiving State aid have increased in number and efficiency. The

opportunity of adding to a good common school education the

advantage of a high school course is now possible, without large

expense, to every pupil of ability.
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The Massachttsetts Plan.

Tlie policy of complete supervision of schools by granting

aid to the smaller towns is proving to be the wisest movement

in unifying and strengthening educational means and methods

ever adopted by a State. To maintain and advance the stand-

ard of value of the public school system, hearty co-operation of

citizens, school officials and teachers is necessary. Pecuniary

support by State, city and town must be adequate to meet the

demands of the times for the education of children and youth

required by new conditions of life and the duties of American

citizenship.

GEENVILLE T. FLETCHER.
Dec. 30, 1905.
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EEPORT.

To the State Board of Education.

During tke year 1905 mj work lias taken me into over 135

towns and cities of tke State. I have held. 5 teachers' insti-

tutes and helped in 6 others, and have also taken part in the

usual number of local teachers' meetings.

BususTESs AND Indtjsteial In'steuctioi^ i:n" the High
School.

At the request of Secretary Martin I have made a special

study of the condition of business and manual training in-

struction in the high schools of the State, and also, for the

purpose of comparison, to a limited extent outside of the State.

My aim has been to ascertain as closely as possible the time

allotment to the subjects composing these departments of edu-

cation, the extent to which they are arranged into systematic

courses, their disciplinary value, their effect on the working

spirit of the school, and their value in aiding graduates of

high schools to find good positions to earn their living.

I have succeeded in collecting from practically every town

and city of the State that maintains a high school, and to a

limited extent from places outside of the State, certain data

bearing on these questions, which will be found tabulated be-

low (see Table I.). It should be noted, however, that this does

not include every high school, as for towns and cities that have

more than one high school the data are taken from those that

offer the fullest courses in the subjects luider consideration.

Hence, Latin schools are omitted, and in Boston, besides the

Mechanic Arts High School, three others only are taken as

representative, — the English High, the Girls' High and the

Eoxbury High.

Some of the academies, also, that serve as high schools in

certain towns, but are really private institutions, have been
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omitted from the table, although a few of them have been in-

serted, partly because the data were at hand, and in one case

because the school shows a broad and liberal spirit along the

line of the investigation. I refer to Brimfield Academy.

Drawing also is included in the report, for it seems that in

some respects this should be considered as a form of manual

training. In almost every case where this is reported at more

than one period per week the excess is mechanical drawing.

The first column in the table, marked " Penmanship, spell-

ing and correspondence," is far from complete; and the fig-

ures in the last column, giving the per cent, of the school

taking commercial or manual training subjects, are only ap-

proximate, and do not include drawing, which is generally

taken by 90 per cent, or more of the whole school.

The other columns show the exact time allotment to the sub-

jects specified as at present existing, except that, when a sub-

ject is continued for two or more years with a varying number

of periods per week, the average number for the time is given,

as space does not permit of every detail. The explanatory note

prefixed to Table I. will make it easily intelligible. It may be

said, in this connection, that in regular business or manual

training courses the distinctively business or manual training

subjects occupy from about one third to one half of the pupil's

time.
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An examination of the preceding table reveals a wide di-

vergence in practice among the high schools of the State as

regards the subjects nnder investigation. Freehand drawing,

if separated from mechanical drawing, would show a fair de-

gree of uniformity; that is, as a rule, about 160 periods dur-

ing the whole course. On the other hand, the time given to

bookkeeping, — that is, the whole amount of instruction that

a pupil could have who took the whole course offered— varies

from 50 periods (one school has less than 30) to 600 (olie

school reporting over 1,000) ; stenography, from 100 periods

to 600 ; typewriting, the same ; commercial arithmetic, from 40

to 240; commercial geography, from 40 to 160; commercial

law, practically the same ; and manual training, from about

100 to 1,600. It should be noted, however, that, excepting

commercial arithmetic, geography and law, none of the above

subjects require very much time of the student for individual

study outside of the periods given in the table.

Of the 232 cities and towns reporting, the number whose

high schools offer more or less instruction in each of the sub-

jects under consideration, and those that do not, is as fol-

lows :
—
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12 onlj bookkeeping and drawing; but in nearly all these cases

the amount offered in either subject is small.

The arrangement of the commercial studies is as varied as

their time allotments. Of the 106 schools offering both stenog-

raphy and typewriting, 61 agree in putting them concurrently

in the last two years of the course; in the others they may
occur the first two years, the first three years, the last three

years, the second and third years, the last year, or in any way.

As to the other commercial branches, there seems to be almost

no agreement in the matter of their arrangement. Especially

in those schools that have nothing that can properly be called

a commercial course, but have only adopted one or two of its

most available subjects to appease a popular, and what seems

to many of their teachers an obnoxious, demand, the subjects

taken are put in almost anj'where, as if to fill a chance gap

left by the languages and other aristocratic studies, where they

will do " as little harm " as possible. It is almost pathetic to

note how pupils will seize upon even these Barmecide menus

in the hunger for something practical. Sometimes a third

or a half of a school will elect a course that has a fragment or

two of such subjects promised in it, and this, too, against the

influence of the teachers, whose prejudices are all the other

way, and who do not always conceal their disgust at such

plebeian tastes.

A curious manifestation of this prejudice, with its results,

is shown, too, in some of the schools which offer a more or less

substantial commercial course. There are 92 of these, or, in-

cluding 11 that have only bookkeeping, stenography and type-

writing, 103. Some of these extend the commercial work

through all four years, or through the first three; others begin

it the second year; and others mass all this work in the last

two years. The reason given for this last plan usually is that

the pupil may acquire a good general education before taking

his commercial work. 'Now, it is very easy to show that by

this arrangement the pupil's general education suffers even

more than his commercial; for the former is congested in his

two more immature years, including subjects that require the

greater mental maturity, while the latter, compressed into the

last two years, contains work that is easily within the scope of
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his two earlier years. It will be near the truth to say that in

most cases this arrangement shows an unwillingness on the

part of the one planning the work to honor the commercial

course by giving those who wish to take it full freedom of

choice. These must in some way be discouraged, or, if pos-

sible, switched into another course.

But the effect on attendance is suggestive. In schools that

cram all their commercial work into the last two years, the part

of the school taking it is from one fourth down to one tenth

or one twelfth; while in those that extend the work through all

the years, even though the first year's work is the least tempt-

ing, — as it often is made, — the part of the school taking it

is from one fourth up to one half and over. At first thought

this might seem a good showing for liberal culture in the

former schools; but it is not, because a larger number of their

pupils prefer pure academic studies, but, seeing what seems to

them a desert, through which they must travel for two years

before they can reach the studies they desire, either do not

enter at all, or leave soon after entering. Most of these, if a

sensible commercial course were offered, would enter the high

school and continue in it, taking with their commercial work

much academic work.

To show that this is not merely an opinion, I shall give two

illustrations.

The. first school alluded to in each comparison has a good

commercial course, extending through four years (one has also

a three years' course), which occupies from a fourth to a third

of the pupil's time ; the other two have their commercial courses

massed in the last two years, occupying then practically all the

pupil's time.

One town, with a population of 5,580, has a high school

with 160 pupils, about one half of whom are taking the com-

mercial work in whole or in part; the other, with a popula-

tion of 8,600, has a high school of less than 120, about one

eighth taking commercial studies.

In the other case, the two tov^ns are near together and quite

similar socially and industrially. The first, with a population

of 9,609, has a high school of 280 pupils, more than a third

of whom are taking commercial branches; the second, with a
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population of 11,550, has a high school of 260, of whom one

eighth are taking commercial branches. Other illnstrations

of this same effect could be given from cities as well as to^vns,

and I know of no exceptions.

But this is not all. The worst effect of postponing all com-

mercial work to the last two years is, that as a rule the only

pupils who remain in the school to take it are those who have

worried along through the other two years on the verge of fail-

ure, and come to it handicapped with bad habits as well as

with incompetency. The result is not hard to forecast,— fail-

ure. Somewhat the same result is apparent, but to a much less

degree, when the commercial work is all postponed to the last

three years. It is to be regretted that, out of 103 towns whose

high schools offer substantial commercial courses, not one half

and perhaps not one third offer them freely and cordially, as

they do the college preparatory course or a " Latin-scientific

course," or even that " general course " that usually leaves the

pupil at graduation with nothing definite that he can do either

with his head or his hands.

That a business course, sensibly arranged and properly con-

ducted, increases the attendance in the high school, is the com-

mon experience. One principal writes :
—

Our commercial course was introduced four years ago, and the

interest and attendance has been increased. The school has in-

creased 50 per cent, in that time, in a town of practically stationary

population.

The following statistics will be of interest in this connec-

tion, as showing the growth of commercial and technical train-

ing classes in the Springfield high schools, where the courses

are substantial and respected. This information is furnished

by the kindness of Mr. Carlos B. Ellis, head of the business

department in the Central High School. I would call atten-

tion to the number of pupils of the academic courses, as shown

in Table II., that are taking business branches for electives,

as I shall allude to this later. Since 1904 the commercial

course in this high school begins the first year, but as previously

it was confined to the last three years. Table III., which tells

its own story, includes the three upper classes only.
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Table II.

—

A comparative statement of pupils taking ivork in the

business department of the Springfield High School.
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In a discussion of tlie mental discipline, aside from the

knowledge that business and manual training subjects impart

as compared with each other and with other subjects offered

in high schools, there must be taken into account the interest

and industry with which the pupil applies himself to his work,

and also the method by which he is taught; for no study can

impart its discipline to a pupil who dawdles over it, or whose

efforts are misdirected and wasted by wrong methods. This

is a fact often overlooked by partisans of particular branches,

who, when they have shown what a subject can do for a stu-

dent, are apt to assume that it always does do it. The argu-

ment of extreme classicists always rests on this assumption.

It is an error, however. Pupils may acquire even bad mental

habits while pursuing subjects of the highest disciplinary pos-

sibilities. The advantage that one subject has over another in

this respect is in being likely to arouse in this or that pupil a

purpose and an interest, and hence effort; but even this is

largely a question of the teacher.

The disciplinary effects that I have attempted to study, as-

suming equal effort on the part of pupils, may be grouped

under four heads : power of mental concentration and appli-

cation; training of the judgment; accuracy of work; general

culture.

In cultivating that power of self-control that manifests itself

in mental concentration and application, the business course,

it seems to me, has studies superior to any others offered in the

high school; they are typewriting, stenography, some features

of commercial arithmetic, and to a less degree boolckeeping.

These subjects absolutely demand the closest attention, or a

severe penalty, and they are not so complex as to confuse the

student. Manual training, on the other hand, permits, with-

out fatal consequences, a good deal of mental distraction in the

way of stopping to look over or feel over the work, or in chang-

ing tools and in other interruptions. It seems to me, therefore,

that in this particular manual training is inferior or at most

not superior to several other studies in the high school, as alge-

bra, geometry and languages. Of course pupils can apply

themselves with equal intensity to all subjects; but I am deal-

ing with effects as I observe them, and, as a rule, no classes
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I see show so close application to their work as those in the

business subjects I have named.

In training the judgment (including reasoning) it seems to

me, however, that the business studies as a whole are in-

ferior to manual training and to most other studies, especially

history, civics, and geometry. Typewriting calls for almost no

exercise of judgment; stenography somewhat more, and it is

perhaps on a par in this respect with language in its grammar
stages; bookkeeping still more; and so, too, arithmetic, geog-

raphy and law. Manual training work calls for the exercise

of judgment to a considerable degree, but not to the degree

that is required in history and civics.

In training to accuracy, the business studies and the manual

training work (including, it should be remembered, drawing)

are easily at the head. At every step in the work of either of

these departments, in typewriting and stenography, in book-

keeping and computing, in making drawings, fitting joints,

turning, forging, pattern-making, or what not, the importance

of accuracy is impressed upon the pupils; and it is the difii-

culty of attaining this that discourages more pupils in these

branches than anything else. An approximation that would

be marked high in Latin or history would here be a failure.

Teachers have frequently told me that these studies have a

very beneficial effect on the work of the pupils in other sub-

jects.

As to general culture value, I should place the business

studies as a whole at the foot of the list, and manual train-

ing somewhat higher. But in either case the practice of sup-

plementing these courses with a generous amount of academic

studies is to be commended. A course purely commercial or

purely manual training would give a very narrow and defect-

ive education, and perhaps the same is true of a course purely

academic. The Lowell High School shows how correlation

may sometimes be established between the academic and the

industrial, as will be seen by the following note from Princi-

pal 0. W. Irish :
—

In the second year of our commercial course in Lowell a large

number of pupils select French as their foreign language, and con-

tinue its study for two or three years. The third year commercial
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pupils who are taking their second year of French are not placed

in the general classes, but are kept by themselves during this year.

The basis of this work is similar to the French work in the other

departments.

Inasmuch as French is one of the commercial languages of the

great business corporations of the United States, it seemed wise for

this class of pupils to become rather more familiar with French
commercial phrases. We have accordingly placed a commercial

reader in this course, from which model letters are learned in

French, and at least twenty pages of the history of commerce are

read, partly at sight, partly as prepared work. Fifteen model busi-

ness letters are given as regular work to be translated into French.

Twenty exercises in commercial phrases are memorized in both

French and English, and are then used by the pupils in making
original letters. These letters and phrases are also tj^ewritten by

the pupils.

The result of this work at the end of the year, conservatively

stated, seems to be that the pupils have a fairly good French busi-

ness vocabulary, which can be used in reading, writing and under-

standing simple business letters and commercial transactions in the

French language.

The principals of the high schools that have substantial,

efficient business courses all report that their graduates from

the business course readily find good positions, and that often

they cannot supply the demand. Of a large class that was

graduated from one high school last June, every pupil was

well located before the 1st of October.

It would be, however, a great mistake on the part of

high schools to make the training of office clerks, and even of

bookkeepers, the only aim of their business courses. There are

doubtless many pupils in every high school who will find a

knowledge of bookkeeping a help in their business affairs,

though they will not be professional bookkeepers; many to

whom typewriting or stenography will be useful, though they

are not to be office clerks; hence the practice in many of our

best high schools of allowing pupils of other courses to elect

such business subjects as they wish is a sensible one. In the

Springfield Central High School there are 101 such pupils

(see Table II.) ; and in the Methuen High School 14 of the

college preparatory course elect stenography and typewriting.

It may, indeed, be said that an academic course may be as
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niTicli improved by business subjects as a business course can

be by academic subjects, and that tbis is the best way to enrich

the aimless but prevalent " general course."

In Boston and Springfield and a few other places provi-

sions are made for pupils who wish to shorten their business

course to three years. This is as it should be, and is in re-

freshing contrast to the notion of so many teachers and super-

intendents, that, if a pupil cannot attend a high school four

years, he has no rights that they are bound to respect. In

order to make the business course fill out four years, a for-

eign language is inserted. This is undoubtedly profitable to

some pupils, and then a four years' course is desirable; but if

the language is not taken (and there are always pupils who

do not want it and will not profit by it), the course can well

be reduced to three years. This (without material loss to

many pupils) would greatly relieve, for many a hard-working,

self-sacrificing parent, the burden of educating his children.

To be helpful at home is worth as much in the education of a

boy or girl as the smattering of a language.

It will be seen by Table I. that, while the arrangement of

the subjects varies, the prevailing practice is to put commercial

arithmetic and perhaps geography the first year, begin book-

keeping the second year, have typewriting and stenography

synchronically the third and fourth years, and commercial law

the last year. If, however, the complexity of these subjects

and their relative demands for intellectual maturity be con-

sidered, it seems to me the arrangement would be somewhat

different. It is evident that typewriting is largely a matter

of mechanical practice, calling for close attention, — a disci-

pline that young people greatly need, and easily within the

capacity of even grammar pupils; that stenography comes next

in mental requirement, also calling for a large amount of me-

chanical practice; next in order, calling for greater mental

maturity, is either commercial geography or the first steps in

bookkeeping; next come commercial arithmetic and advanced

bookkeeping; and lastly commercial law and economics.

A course of studies arranged according to this classification

would run somewhat as follows, the numbers denoting periods

per week :
—
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First Year.— Academic subjects, 13 ;
penmanship and corre-

spondence, 2; typewriting, 4.

Second Year.— Academic subjects, 10; stenography, 4; book-

keeping and business forms, 3 ; tj'^pewriting, % period daily.

Third Year.— Academic subjects, 11; stenography, % period

practice daily; bookkeeping and business practice, 3; commercial

geography, 3; typewriting practice.

Fourth Year.— Academic subjects, 11 ; stenography, % period

daily; bookkeeping, 2; commercial arithmetic and commercial law,

4; typewriting practice.

One improvement, as it seems to me, effected by the above

arrangement, would be the separation of the years in which

typewriting and stenography begin, thus avoiding so much
mechanical drill in one year. Many schools, it will be ob-

served, have this separation now.

Objection is likely to be made to putting typewriting into

the first year. I have heard three reasons given against

this :
—

First, that it would cost more for machines than if it were

put later, " where the classes have thinned down."

This would hardly be regarded a valid argument with any

other subject; why with typewriting?

Second, that it should be deferred till the pupils attain

skill in English.

This argument, if it were sound, would be equally so against

learning to write early, for the pen requires English as much
as the typewriter; but it ignores the fact that for teaching

spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and in a measure correct

idiom, the typewriter is a very efficient instrument.

Third, that, if pupils acquire skill in typewriting and stenog-

raphy early, they will find employment and go to work.

A considerable number of pupils leave school now, and if

they can take with them something that will enable them to

earn a living, it ought to be a matter for congratulation. But

I believe that the probability suggested by the objection is

greatly exaggerated.

Most small high schools, that is, schools with four teachers

or less, are reluctant to introduce commercial stu,dies. The

reason usually given is " a lack of time in the curriculum,"

but the real reason, I think, is most frequently a lack of in-
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clination. It is schools of this size, more than any others, that

are open to the charge of sacrificing the many for the sake of

the few. Those who manage these schools are solicitous, for

the reputation of the school, to have college graduates only as

teachers. These are all educated to teach the same things, and

know nothing of practical business affairs, which they almost

always contemn; hence the pupils have to be adjusted to the in-

struction that can be offered, not the instruction to the pupils.

If, in a school of three teachers, one of them were hired be-

cause of fitness to give practical instruction along business

lines, whether a college graduate or not, the difficulty would

be obviated. Certainly the other two ought to be able to do

the traditional work in a small high school.

Manual training is found to a greater or less extent in the

high schools of 13 towns and 16 cities of the State. In the

towns sloyd and carpentry prevail, but wood turning, basket

weaving, burnt work, caning chairs, raffia and other kinds of

woik are found.

In Wellesley the course is peculiar, in having art as its dis-

tinctive aim. It comprises work in wood, metals and leather,

or with raffia, etc., from original designs, at the option of the

pupil.

Of the towns, however, Brookline has by far the most com-

plete equipment, fully equal to the best city equipment (except,

perhaps, three), and permitting all the usual work in wood and

metals for boys, and cooking, sewing, dressmaking and milli-

nery for girls. About one half the school elects this work.

Of the 16 cities that have introduced manual training into

their high schools, half have a complete plant for carpentry,

wood turning, pattern making, engraving, etc., in wood, and

forging, tempering, casting, chipping and filing, polishing and

lathe work in metals. The others have more or less restricted

courses, two years of wood work (four periods per week), as

at Worcester and Maiden, being the minimum.

Three of the cities, Boston, Cambridge and Springfield, have

separate high schools for boys, devoted to this line of work;

but besides their manual training these offer a full line of

academic instruction, ample to fit for higher technical schools,

and even colleges. As these are the three leading and in a way
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rival scliools of the kind in New England, a table comparing

their courses may be valuable. The academic studies are the

same as those found in other high schools, and only the total

number of periods given to them is shown.

Table IV. — Showing outline of courses in manual training work in

Mechanic Arts High School, Boston; Rindge Manual Training

School, Cambridge, and Technical High School, Springfield.

Academic studies are given as a whole.

Mechanic Arts High
School.
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An attempt to determine the relative cost per pupil of

academic, business and manual training courses, when con-

ducted on an equally efficient scale, did not result in any very

definite conclusions. The problem is a very complex one, and

nowhere is the cost of different lines of instruction reported

separately. Careful estimates, as far as I have been able to

procure them, go to show that there is very little difference in

the cost per pupil of academic and business courses. If

the academic course is strongly scientific, and requires well-

equipped laboratories, it may cost slightly more. A manual

training course costs about 20 to 25 per cent, more than either

of the other two, without counting deterioration of machinery

and interest on cost of plant. With room space available, it will

cost approximately $8,000 to $10,000 to equip a high school

with an up-to-date manual training plant to accommodate 100

boys. A manual training subject costs at least 50 per cent,

more than an academic one.

As to the students who take the manual training, it may be

said that most of them make this work a part of their prepara-

tion for higher technical institutions, and very few go from it

into the trades ; hence, for the present at least, we can hardly

look to this work in high schools for any appreciable effect

in increasing the supply of skilled artisans, which we are told

the industries of the State greatly need. In other words, the

manual training given in high schools at present is largely

adding to the education of the boys (that for the girls is

very much more utilitarian) an element that not three out

of ten of them will ever directly use, and hence, along with

Latin, abstract mathematics, etc., must be defended as furnish-

ing a desirable discipline that makes for increase of general

ability. On the other hand, utility largely predominates in

the selection and study of commercial subjects. With princi-

pals and superintendents, therefore, who lay great stress on the

disciplinary purpose of education, manual training courses are

far more popular than commercial, for it seems hard for them

to realize that utility and discipline can go hand in hand, to

the mutual benefit of both.

The expense of manual training will, it seems to me, be a

bar to its rapid extension; and in small country high schools,
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whose boys and girls are still for the most part taught to do

work at home, it would, in my opinion, be of doubtful value.

On the other hand, all men and women, in small towns as well

as in cities, need to know something of business methods ; and

commercial subjects can easily be made a part of their instruc-

tion.

"V^Hiere a substantial course in manual training is introduced,

the length of the daily session becomes a serious problem. An
aicademic study, for each period of recitation, requires one or

more of preparation, mostly out of school hours; but manual

training, to accomplish much, needs two consecutive periods

of school time, both of which require the attention of the

teacher. This is one of the reasons why a manual training sub-

ject is so costly; it takes double the expense per pupil for

instruction. Now, if an academic pupil must spend an hour

out of school preparing one of his lessons, why, when no prep-

aration is required, should not a manual training pupil spend an

hour outside of the five-hour session at his manual work ? And,

it may be asked, would it not be better for all pupils if, by

lengthening the session, an hour of the work now done out of

school could be done in school ? In conversation with many

teachers and superintendents, I found among them a strong

conviction that, with all that is now put into the high school,

— music, military drill, calisthenics, etc., — the present daily

session is too short for the best results.

I cannot close this report better than by quoting the views

of superintendents and principals of high schools on the worth

of business and manual training courses. It will be noted that

the apologetic tone for having practical business subjects in the

high school is not altogether wanting in these opinions.

One principal writes :
—

The commercial course is taken by a comparatively small num-
ber of conscientious students, who derive great benefit from it. Its

influence is at least not bad on the rest of the curriculum.

Another writes :
—

A lady who has recently moved into town came to the school to

enter her daughter, and said, with much indignation, on learning

that we had no commercial course, " I had been told you had a
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decent school." Personally, I agree with her feelings in the

matter.

Another, a principal of long experience, writes :
—

It is difficult to measure the value of drawing and manual train-

ing, as it is of many other subjects of instruction. We have faith

to believe that they are a valuable part of the training we give the

pupils, in that they have moral, intellectual and sesthetic elements,

easily discovered and applied. I can only say that some pupils

appear not to profit by the courses, some others appear to profit by

them in a high degree, and many others to some degree. The real

test of their value, I suppose, cannot be made during the school

period, but comes in the life of these pupils after they have passed

out of school.

We as yet undertake no courses whose main purpose is to pre-

pare pupils for some definite gainful occupation.

A superintendent v^rites :
—

We feel that all the courses (commercial, manual training and

drawing) mentioned have had unquestioned value in a general

way. They have all called for more accurate results both in think-

ing and doing. Bad work in these subjects is more conspicuous

to the pupil, and a greater effort is put forth to get a more perfect

product.

These subjects also give a wider opportunity for a youth to dis-

cover himself, and hold some pupils longer under high school influ-

ence, which, it seems to me, is a worthy end in itself.

A principal of a large city school writes :
—

We have found each of these courses of much disciplinary value

on the intellectual side, and less obviously on the moral side. The

commercial course has proved of practical assistance to the pupils,

but I lay less stress upon this.

Another writes :
—

Commercial courses in high schools are desirable, and have a

place there, but can never be the strong course of the school curric-

ulum. In neither disciplinary nor cultural value are the so-called

commercial branches to be compared with those of the general

or classical courses.

A principal of a tov^a school writes :
-—

We find that the pupils taking the commercial course are among
the most earnest and studious pupils of the school.
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Another :
—

While we do not claim to offer a complete commercial course, I

consider bookkeeping one of the most profitable subjects we teach;

and, though it means a good deal of hard, close work, it is growing
in popularity.

The next is from a principal of a large city high school :
—

"We have not encouraged in this school any very great depar-

ture along so-called commercial lines. We give a splendid year of

bookkeeping, and a year of stenography and typewriting. I would

prefer to have pupils study English, languages, mathematics and

sciences, and let them go to some commercial college after having

had a good high school course.

A superintendent, formerly a high school teacher, writes :
—

The weakness of our school is its lack of offerings on these sub-

jects. The times demand them, the needs of the children demand
them, common sense demands them; and I believe for many of

our youth they can be made, under competent teachers, more edu-

cative than many studies which pupils are obliged to take.

The principal of a high school in one of our largest towns

writes :
—

My opinion of commercial work is that not more than a fifth

of those who elect it ever use it or derive any benefit from it, and

many never intend following it up when they elect it. The high

school work in manual training we consider a valuable course.

Another writes :
—

I believe in the commercial course. If a proper standard of work

is required, all of the studies in the usual commercial course fur-

nish valuable discipline. I know of no study in the high school

curriculum better calculated than bookkeeping to produce in the

pupil the habits of neatness, accuracy and individual responsibility;

nor any study better fitted than stenography to train in quickness

of thought and in the habit of careful attention. The fact that the

commercial studies are intended to be of some immediate and direct

use to the pupil does not condemn them in my eyes.

Another writes :
—

The commercial course is particularly effective in this school in

reaching the element not usually interested in the high school. We
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are able to hold a number of students above the average, and obtain

satisfactory work in this course. Such a course is indispensable in

a school whose pupils are of the character of ours.

A superintendent writes :
—

I believe that manual training possesses great educational value.

Stenography and typewriting are of great practical value, and
drawing is one of the best culture studies.

A principal of a city school writes :
—

-

Personally, I believe strongly in coromercial, manual training

and drawing courses. My experience has convinced me that, when
they are taught by strong teachers, the intellectual and moral re-

sults are very satisfactory.

Another writes :
—

Intellectually, I believe our commercial subjects, with the excep-

tion of typewriting, to be equal to other studies in the high school

courses. They require the same amount of time in recitation and
preparation, and call into play the same faculties as language or

mathematical subjects.

A principal of a town high school writes :
—

Since the introduction of the business course the general attitude

of the pupils towards study has improved.

Another :
—

In my opinion, there is not room in a small high school the size

of ours for a commercial course. We have been uniformly suc-

cessful in inducing parents to send the child to the high school for

three years, finishing at a business college.

A principal of a large city high school writes :
—

Pupils of the commercial course recite in literature, history and
other general studies with those from all the other courses, and, in

the opinion of the teachers, are the best and most earnest students.

A definite aim is helpful to them. Manual training is one of the

most powerful agents for moral training.

From the principal of a town high school of four teachers :
—

•

While I thoroughly believe in the value of commercial and man-
ual training courses, I think the former should be confined to the
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large high schools, where competent instructors and excellent facili-

ties can be afforded. The inserting of the commercial course in

the small high school would mean, I think, a great sacrifice of

foundation subjects.

Another writes thus :
—

Our commercial pupils have to take a good amount of English,

mathematics and modern languages. We require satisfactory work
in these if they are to take the technical subjects, and they will

work hard on their geometry in order to be eligible for the stenog-

raphy, etc.

A principal of a semi-private high school writes :
—

Of the subjects about which you inquire, we have bookkeeping

and mechanical drawing. I have not been accustomed to ascribe

much disciplinary value to bookkeeping, but for the past year or

two I have found it rather effective in the case of 13 or 15 pupils

for whom we were doing not much of anything in other studies.

These pupils, careless, slovenly and inaccurate in everything they

had previously attempted, have certainly been brought to a real-

izing sense of their need, and helped to overcome habits that would

othervase have condemned them to out-and-out failure. ... I

strongly suspect that disciplinary value is to be found only where

the heart and mind accompany one's efforts.

A superintendent writes :
—

Many pupils who would receive great benefit from a high school

course never go beyond the grammar school, for the reason that

they and their parents feel that there is little in the high school

that is worth while. The proposed courses would draw such pupils

in, and, once in, they can be led to see the value of cultural studies

and to take them.

Lastly, the head of a strong commercial department in a

city high school writes :
—

Such commercial subjects as bookkeeping, commercial arith-

metic and typewriting emphasize the importance of absolute ac-

curacy, and the pupil very soon learns that this accuracy cannot be

attained without the closest application on his part. The cultiva-

tion of this habit is of decided advantage in all his other work.

I would say, in closing, that I have talked with many other

teachers who have had experience with commercial studies,
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either having taught them, or as principals having watched

their effect on pupils, and at least six out of seven have

testified strongly to their disciplinary value and their good

effect on their schools. Cases of reported failures in these sub-

jects can usually be traced to the contempt for them entertained

by the teachers of the school.

Respectfully submitted,

J. W. MACDONALD.
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REPOET.

To the State Board of EchicaLioji.

I submit herewith the twenty-seventh annual report of the

agent for the promotion of manual arts.

The following table indicates the extent to which special

teachers of drawing are employed in the State :
—

Number of cities and

Number of these

Number of cities and

Number of these

Number of cities and

Number of these

Number of cities and

Number of these

Number of cities and

Number of these

Number of cities and

Number of these

towns in Massachusetts,

employing special teachers of drawing,

towns with population under 2,000,

employing special teachers of drawing,

towns with population under 1,000,

employing special teachers of drawing,

towns with population over 2,000,

not employing special teachers of drawing

towns with population over 3,000,

not employing special teachers of drawing

towns with population over 4,000,

not employing special teachers of drawing

364

241

182

85

26

87

. 172

19

137

. 109

Tn most small towns having special instruction the employ-

ment of a teacher of drawing is made possible by forming a

district with other towns in the vicinity.

Most of these supervisors received their training in the Mas-

sachusetts Normal Art School, which sends out efficient workers

each year.

CONFEEENCES OF SuPEKVISOKS.

Supervisors throughout the State are engaged primarily upon

the same problems, each in his own town. Outside of large

cities, few receive the benefit of the experience of fellow work-

ers except as opjDortunity comes for occasional visits to other

places.

In many localities notable progress has been made in solv-

ing problems and successfully meeting adverse conditions. A
knowledge of how this has been done would be of general value.
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In order to overcome in part the present isolation, and make

possible a general discussion of some of the questions relating

to public school instruction in drawing, the agent for the

promotion of manual arts planned several conferences in the

nature of informal round-table discussions, to be held at con-

venient centers. Invitations to these meetings, together with

a printed topic for discussion, were sent to special teachers of

drawing. Thus during the year directors of drawing in cities

and supervisors in towns were invited to meet for free ex-

change of ideas and experiences relating to the topic chosen.

The invitations were most cordially received, and a unani-

mous spirit of co-operation was shown. A number of super-

intendents attended, and offered valuable additions to the dis-

cussion.

Conferences were held at the following places :
—

Pittsfield.
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could be taught with abundance of material and time, nor all

that would be desirable to teach under ideal conditions, but

essentials to which more could be added if circumstances per-

mitted, but without which instruction in free-hand drawing

fails of its purpose.

A choice of two ways of discussing a topic presents itself

at such conferences, — a general consideration of theory or an

exchange of definite experiences as to what has worked best

in securing desired ends.

For example, the aim of free-hand drawing might be stated

in terms of what qualities it is best to develop, such as appre-

ciation, power of observation and expression, etc., or in terms

of what ways and means had proved to be most effective in

developing appreciation, power of observation and expression,

etc. Since those present were workers in this particular field,

the latter course was chosen.

This report is largely a summary of notes taken at the meet-

ings.

The Discussions.

Free-hand Drawing in Public Schools.

I. Aim. — The essential aim of free-hand drawing in public

schools was stated thus: ability to show how a thing looks (a)

from the object; (&) from imagination.

The value of power to sketch quickly as well as correctly

was especially emphasized.

Except in considering the work of the first three years in

school, the discussions were concerned mainly with drawing

from objects, and not "with imaginative drawing. Excellent

and important work in the latter line is being done. The

former especially needs consideration at present. This report,

therefore, will deal almost entirely with free-hand drawing

from objects.

The testimony was nearly unanimous that, notwithstanding

regular instruction from the first year in school, this ability

to sketch from objects readily and correctly is not common in

upper gTammar and high schools, and yet is a reasonable re-

quirement, and within easy reach of the majority of children.

The reasons for this were discussed, and were in general

as follows :
—
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Three things are essential to this ability :
—

1. A habit gained during the first years in school of drawing

freely as a common means of expression.

2. A working knowledge of the principles of appearance

drawing; that is, of perspective and light and shade and values,

gained mainly from the fifth year through the high school.

3. A good method of drawing, — that is, a practical knowl-

edge of how to proceed in drawing from objects ; what to do

first in order to place the drawing in good proportions within

a given space; ability to see quickly what lines are dominant,

the lines which, if drawn correctly at the beginning, will prove

strategic points from which to reckon the relative placing of

others, and thus determine at once the proportions and char-

acteristics of the drawing. This will reduce apparent confu-

sion to simplicity, and enable one to deal with details in the

order of their relative importance.

The first requirement is being fairly well met in primary

schools of the Commonwealth. Children are encouraged to

draw freely things in which they are interested, and they de-

velop a remarkable degree of facility in doing this.

Many tests in schools, as well as reports from supervisors,

indicate that a reasonable amount of attention is given to the

second essential, i.e., a knowledge of the principles of perspec-

tive and light and shade. Children in upper grades answer

intelligently questions on the perspective principles of fore-

shortening and convergence, and can illustrate these by sketches

and diagrams.

It is the almost universal testimony, however, that this does

prove upon actual trial to be a working knowledge, though it

is an intellectual one. A pupil may be able to explain all the

principles governing the perspective of a box in various posi-

tions, but he can seldom draw boxes readily so that they appear

to be in these positions. In some places, where much attention

is given to perspective, labored drawings will be made if time is

allowed ; but the rapid, expressive sketch, which tells how the

object looks, and which will be of most value in life, is not

forthcoming.

As to the third point, that of effective methods of drawing,

when the pupil is trying to represent an object actually before
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him, the discussion indicated that it is given much less atten-

tion than it deserves. In some places where it is considered

essential, and the instruction is shaped accordingly, the results

seem to suggest that it is here, and not in more study of per-

spective, that the solution of the problem lies.

Without a good way of drawing, children seize their pen-

cils and begin to draw thoughtlessly, sure of nothing, and at

the end correct lines at random, or await the criticisms of the

instructor.

To designate any method of procedure as the way to draw

would seem dogmatic and mechanical, unless it is a way so

broad as to allow free scope for individuality, and so uni-

versal as to be a general outline of the steps followed by all

who draw to obtain a likeness of the thing before them, — ex-

cepting always the man urged by genius, when " the wind

bloweth where it listeth." Even in public schools provision

should be made for this spirit of genius, but it will generally

find its opportunity in imaginative drawing and in home work,

which should always be encouraged.

In ordinary object drawing the following steps, which have

practically universal commendation, are suggested as a good

method for grades beyond the third or fourth year in school :
—

1. Plan upon the paper what space the drawing is to occupy.

This may be done effectively by placing the fingers on the

paper in such a way as to indicate the general contour of the

object. The pupil is thus compelled to stop and see in im-

agination the drawing already on the paper. Pull attention

can be given to the placing and proportions, as there are no

marks to make or erase. The movement of a finger suffices

to represent an alteration of proportion.

This pause for a definite plan before the drawing is started

will check the hasty, thoughtless beginning, which causes a

large part of the failures in object drawing.

2. Sketch the dominant lines,— those two or three or four

which tell most about the object, its proportions, and how it

stands or grows. Indicate one carefully, and relate the length,

slant and distance of the others to this one. See that these are

correct before proceeding further. See also how much can be

told by these first few lines. Have much practice in making
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rapid sketclies that shall be carried no further than this stage

(Fig. 1).

3. Complete the drawing by adding whatever lines or ac-

cents are necessary to tell more plainly how the object appears,

or to make clear the particular points which the drawing is

designed to illustrate.
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In an upper grade, say seventli, eighth, ninth or high school,

where the effects of previoiTS teaching become apparent, the

results of a lack of some such method are evident, as follows:

if an object is placed before the pupils, and they are asked,

without detailed instructions, to draw it, generally they will

take their pencils and begin with the best of spirit and in-

tention. But a surprisingly large majority will proceed with

no plan as to what space the drawing is to occupy, and little

comparison of proportions and directions of lines, before at-

tempting to complete the sketch. In fact, most will finish as

they go.

In drawing a bottle, for example, the cork will be finished

first, then the neck, and so on. Width and height and the

size of the neck compared with the rest of the bottle will be

ignored. Moreover, a majority of the children will be through

with the drawing after from four to six minutes. If asked

to study the result, and make it as accurate as may be, they

will commence endless corrections, with no single fixed pro-

portion to which each successive change is referred.

That the wrong proportions are not the result of inability

to see, is shown by the fact that, if the children are asked defi-

nite questions, such as whether their drawings are too broad or

too narrow, or whether the neck of the bottle is too large or

too small for the rest, they will readily tell, and make the

needed changes. These alterations in the finished drawing

should be made unnecessary by care at the proper stage.

The fault comes from habits of careless drawing. This is at

the root of a large part of the weakness in instruction in free-

hand drawing from objects. The opinion seemed to be general

in all the conferences, that when drawings were to be made

from objects, it would not be too mechanical to require chil-

dren, at least those above the fourth year in school, to stop and

map out every drawing, first without any marks on the paper

;

second by indicating the most important parts in correct pro-

portions, before allowing them to finish any portion; that they

should not simply be told this, but led to do it always till it

became a habit, and was done as a matter of course. The more

spontaneous ways of working would thus be left to imagina-

tive drawing.
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Such a thoughtful and orderly method will contribute more

than anything else to bring about the essential aim of free-hand

drawing as stated at the beginning, namely, ability to show

how a thing looks.

II. Phases ivliich should receive Emphasis in—
(a) Priniary grades, which include first three years in school.

Three aspects of free-hand drawing in primary grades were

prominent in the discussions :
—

1. General use of draAving as a common means of expres-

sion.

2. Developmental study of a few typical things, such as an

animal, bird, house, etc., for the purpose of enabling the chil-

dren to draw these particular things well, even though the

drawing was largely from memory. Such study would result

in a gradually increasing graphic vocabulary of things the chil-

dren could say with their pencils.

3. Practice with a few geometric elements.

Regarding the first point, there was practical agreement that

the children should use drawing as a common means of ex-

pression; that there should be little criticism and much en-

couragement, in order that drawing might become a matter

of course by the end of the third year in school.

As to the second, — the specific teaching of a few things,

— there was variance of opinion. The arguments presented

against it were :
—

1. That small children tire of repeated lessons on the same

subject.

2. That such detailed instruction as is necessary tends to

make all the children draw alike, and checks spontaneity and

originality.

3. That the careful study of parts influences small children

to make mechanical drawings of details, rather than spirited

sketches of the objects as wholes.

4. That it leads to copying.

In marked contrast to this, those who reported favorably

from experiments along this line gave, as their experience :
—

1. That the interest of children increases with successive les-

sons, if each step presents some new phase. There is familiar

STOund to which to refer the new elements.
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2. That, though at first the children make their drawings

much alike, the later efforts show great variety.

3. That children readily absorb the facts of detail, and use

them in a better expression of the whole.

4. That some copying is not harmful, and the tendency of

small children to imitate is to be encouraged, as the best and

shortest way to later individuality.

In teaching primary children to draw an object, these in-

structors had worked along the following general lines :
—

1. Drawing by the children, generally from memory, of the

object selected. This was usually some living thing, — an ani-

mal or a bird.

2. Examples and illustrations given by the instructor.

3. Study of details.

4. Use in illustrating stories and incidents.

To take a concrete example of these steps more in detail, a

robin was studied, as follows :
—

1. Children drew robins on the board and on paper. The

whole class could see and compare these, and try again. The

results were often not intelligible except to the child who drew

them.

2. The teacher drew with the children on the board and on

paper. The effect of this was better drawing by the children,

though naturally the improvement showed a likeness to the

drawings by the teacher.

3. The children were given pictures or hectograph outlines

of robins; these they colored or cut out or traced. The result

of this step was immediately noticeable in the original draw-

ings which followed in the same lesson. If each child was

given another outline, different from the one he used previ-

ously, his own sketches showed still more variety.

4. Some detail was studied, e.g., the feet. These were ob-

served from nature and in drawings and pictures. The children

saw that the robin did not stand on the tips of his toes, as most

of them had represented him. Drawings were then made in

which the robin stood as he ought. Later, the head, bill and tail

were studied, and what was learned was embodied in drawings.

5. Children drew pictures illustrating some incident, as

robins building nests, singing, feeding little birds, etc.
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Among tlie supervisors who favored such developmental

study, difference of opinion wsis expressed as to the age at

which such teaching should hegin. Some had been successful

in the first year, but more in the second. Few had been able

to accomplish much where the grade teacher did not show a

lively interest in the work. There is need of further experi-

ment along this line, and of reports as to what objects can

be taught and what steps used to secure the best results.

Regarding the third division of primary work, — the study

of geometric elements, — the following brief list was discussed.

Emphasis was placed upon a thorough mastery of the things

mentioned, by practice extending through the whole year, rather

than by using them as the topic of three or four lessons. Their

fewness makes this possible.

First year: Vertical and horizontal lines and circles, these

to be drawn large upon the board, with free, confident strokes.

There is abundant opportunity for varied tests and applica-

tions of these.

Second year: Parallel lines and right angles. Much prac-

tice in drawing lines parallel to given lines drawn at various

slants on the board, and in drawing lines which shall be at

right angles to such given lines. Children at this age can be

interested in such practice, and appreciate correct results.

Third year : Construct squares and equilateral triangles, free-

hand on given lines drawn at different slants.

Other figures and terms that are valuable can be added to

these; but the few mentioned embody fundamental relations

of direction and proportion, a mastery of which is valuable in

free-hand work.

(&) Intermediate grades, including the fourth, fifth and

sixth years in school. The phases emphasized in the discus-

sion were :
—

1. Continued general use of drawing. Regarding this there

was no difference of opinion. All urged more use of drawing

as a common means of expression, — use at the board when

explaining or illustrating before a class, as well as on paper.

2. Attention to good habits of drawing, which, as has been

suggested, will lead children when they draw: (1) to study the

object, and plan its placing on paper; (2) to indicate its pro-
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portions and general appearance by the lines which tell most,

and to compare the drawing at this stage with the object; (3)

to complete the drawing.

This establishment of a good habit of work is by far the most

important factor. Unless children beyond the primary grades

draw in this way, they can never draw accurately and with

confidence. A^Hien pupils of their own accord will plan and

indicate and correct their drawings before attempting to finish

any part, the outlook is encouraging. There is sufficient scope

for off-hand drawing in illustrative and imaginative work.

3. Some instruction in perspective, — that is, in how to rep-

resent objects in various positions and at different distances.

There are two methods of approach in teaching perspective:

the first is by explaining and illustrating principles and apply-

ing these to the drawing of things; the second is by drawing

things in different positions, and from a study of objects and

drawings arriving at a formulation of principles.

The first method is comparatively easy to follow, as it

readily resolves itself into a logical system. The second re-

quires greater skill on the part of the instructor.

Marked difference of opinion was apparent in the discus-

sion of this question. The majority expressed themselves as

theoretically in favor of the second method, but practically

using the first.

An abbreviated statement of the facts emphasized by the

first method of teaching perspective is as follows :
—

1. Appearance of circles at different levels and angles.

Circles may have all appearances, from a full circle through

a series of ellipses of lessening width to a straight line. A
circle held horizontally appears like a straight line on the level

of the eye, and is apparently more like a circle in shape as

it is moved farther from the level of the eye, either above or

below.

As corollaries to this are presented the facts of appearance

of parallel and concentric circles, and the apparent angles made

by the long axis of a cylinder and the long axes of the ellipses

which represent the cylinder ends.

2. The foreshortening of rectilinear surfaces and the ap-

parent convergence of retreating parallel lines.
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The above principles have been reduced to systematic progres-

sion of steps, which can be presented along with an abundance

of concrete illustrations, so as to be apparently understood by

children.

One might presume that the result of such instruction would

be ability to draw correctly hemispherical, cylindrical and rec-

tangular objects ; but, according to almost universal testimony,

this is not the case.

However helpful to adults a scheme of perspective principles

may be, children appear to regard it as a thing apart; and,

while they may be able to explain it in diagram, they rarely

apply it at the time when it is needed. They can be led easily

to reason what will make the drawing in hand look more like

the particular object before them in the position in which it

happens to be at that time, but seem unable to refer the con-

crete problem to a general scheme.

Many experiments with both methods seem to prove that the

inductive way of approach is the more effective; e.g.j in draw-

ing a half apple, most children will gain power to represent

different positions more easily by comparing to see whether a

wider or narrower shape will best represent the half apple be-

fore them in the position in which it happens to be, than by

referring the problem to the general theory of ellipses.

In time there will come from many individual drawings a

generalization which will take its place as a working asset;

but particular problems, not general principles, should be the

starting-point. The first appeal will then be to the question

as to whether the drawing is a satisfactory picture of the ob-

ject in the position it was desired to represent, rather than to

an attempt to reason out what application of previously ex-

plained principles of perspective will produce this effect.

In studying rectangular objects, not only is drawing usually

preceded by general theory, but even the relative importance

of the generalizations presented appears to be inverted.

Unfortunate traditions exist, to the effect that the way to

begin the drawing of rectangular objects is by a study of con-

vergence; that is, the fact that under certain conditions par-

allel lines appear to meet at the level of the eyes, or elsewhere.

ISTow, this is true; and in representing effects involving very
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large objects or long vistas, as in street scenes, sketches of

houses nearby, or of room interiors, convergence plays an im-

portant part; but in the drawing of small objects it is a sec-

ondary consideration, — in fact, almost unnecessary to a fairly

satisfactory representation of the object. Few people even

among those who draw well, can see convergence of lines in

such an object as a book placed at a little distance. It is

surely not the first step for children.

How much of perspective, which is the representation upon

a flat surface of the general ai)pearance of objects, can be

shown without reference to convergence, is seen in figs. 2 and

3. In Fig. 2 the box appears above the level of the eye, and

in Fig. 3 below; yet the lines are exactly parallel, and do not

converge or meet at the level of the eye.

FlG.^

Fi&.a

Of course these drawings are incorrect, but they show the

general appearance quite satisfactorily. To the trained eye

they seem a little larger at the further end than at the nearer.

When this is recognized, and the further ends made smaller

till they look right, the lines will be found to converge.
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Until this can be perceived in the drawing, any attempt to

teach it by reference to vanishing points at the level of the eye

is of doubtful value. There is probably no greater hindrance

to the development of skill in sketching rectangular objects

than the common method of presenting the item of conver-

gence of lines first.

The following is suggested as the order of relative impor-

tance of the elementary facts which concern the perspective

appearance of rectangular solids :
—

1. Decreasing or increasing the space between the nearer

and farther outlines of a surface, — that is, foreshortening it

more or less, — makes it appear to be on a higher or lower

level, or turned at a greater or less angle, and so determines

its apparent position.

2. Fixing the length and direction of three lines, one repre-

senting the height, a second the mdth and a third the length

of the object, practically determines the length and direction

of all the other structural lines. In other words, these are the

key lines of the drawing, and should be sketched accurately

at the beginning (lines 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 4).

Fig.4

3. That parallel lines which extend away from the observer

appear to converge.

A working knowledge of these facts is all the perspective
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that is necessary for such facility in drawing rectangular solids

as can reasonably be expected on the part of public school

pupils.

Experiments which aim towards presenting the drawing of

rectangular solids in the simplest possible manner have been

tried, with good results. The following order of steps may
interest teachers of the subject :

—
1. Try to draw some rectangular object, as a book or box.

Fig. 5

so that it will appear to lie flat. (Such an object upon the

pupil's own desk is too near. It should be at least as far away

as the desk across the aisle from the seat in front of him.
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Boards placed across tlie aisles with the ends resting on the

desks, two in an aisle, are excellent supports for objects.) Com-

pare all the drawings, to see which best represent the position

of the object, especially which show it as lying flat. Select

the best, and discuss why these are most satisfactory, and try

again.

2. Draw the book or box, first placing it upon the level of

the desk as before, then placing it about a foot higher. Try to

represent it in each position, not from previous explanations

as to how it should look, but from observation to see how it

does look. Compare all the sketches, to see which represents

the first position better, and which the second, and why. Such

comparison will readily show that the drawings in which the

top is most narrowed from front to back— that is, foreshort-

ened, — represent best the higher position.

3. Observe that, in pictures of rectangular objects, three

lines, a vertical and a slant to right and to left (1, 2 and 3, in

Fig. 4), furnish the key to the direction of most of the others.

Given these in right proportion, and the general structure of

the box or book may be represented even without further refer-

ence to the object. These govern not only the outline, but such

details as the panel on top of the box, in Fig. 4.

Have pupils experiment with a vertical and two other lines,
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both of which slant either up or down, one to the right and

the other to the left, and complete on these key lines the out-

lines of rectangular solids, drawing the sets of parallel lines

in the general direction of these three key lines (Fig. 5).

This practice in the sequence of lines will tend to lessen the

number of such drawings as Fig. 6.

Later, when some facility in representing rectangular objects

in different positions has been gained, and the eye grows ac-

customed to interpreting drawings, the attempt to make them

look right will be found to result in proper convergence.

(c) Grammar grades. The phases of free-hand drawing in

grammar grades, and also in high schools, which received em-

phasis in the discussions, were as follows :
—

1. Increased facility in expressing ideas with pencil or

brush.

2. Greater power in making rapid, correct and expressive

sketches from objects. This will come in large part when
pupils are trained to select the few key lines and strategic

points which, if rightly placed, represent the general appear-

ance of the object, and determine and make easy the correct

drawing of all details. This is not a matter of artistic talent,

but is as definite and orderly in its progress as the solving of

a mathematical problem, and is capable of proof at each step.

3. Increased understanding of perspective effects, gained

more from a study of drawings which give these effects, and

from experiments in trying to represent them, than from for-

mal explanation of the principles involved; thus using formu-

lated principles as a final induction from drawings made and

studied, rather than as an introduction to drawing.

4. Such accurate drawing of details and structure as is

needed to illustrate the sciences.

III. Results to he reasonably expected from each of these

Divisions. — These have already been sufficiently indicated by

the phases which should receive emphasis in the different divi-

sions, and may therefore be simply summed up as follows :
—

(a) Primary grades. Readiness to draw, resulting from

much drawing, by means of which the children tell what they

wish about things which interest them. Possibly the special

study of a few typical things, in order that these may be drawn
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well. Tliorougli practice in a few fundamental geometric re-

lations and figures, such as vertical, horizontal and parallel

lines, circles, right angles, squares and equilateral triangles.

(6) Intermediate grades. Continued use of descriptive

drawing. A good working method of procedure in drawing

from objects. A knowledge of how to represent objects so they

will appear to be in any position desired.

(c) Grammar grades and high schools. Continued use of

descriptive drawing. Power to draw somewhat complicated

groups, by first planning general dimensions, then selecting the

best points from which to reckon others, and so proceeding to

various details in the order of their importance. Ability to

make fairly accurate drawings and diagrams to illustrate the

sciences.

IV. Effective Lesson Plans. — Effective lessons have a defi-

nite purpose, which the instructor keeps clearly in view, towards

which the activities of the children are directed, and which

is made sufficiently plain to the children, so they know whether

they have succeeded or not. The grade teacher also appre-

ciates it, and apprehends what she is to work for if lessons are

to be given by her before the next visit of the supervisor. The

frequent occurrence of planless lessons, where pupils grope

about and do not concentrate their attention on one or two

definite points, causes great waste of time and material.

The following sort of lesson is common. An object, for ex-

ample, a clover, is presented in a seventh grade. This is dis-

cussed, and the children are asked to draw or paint it. The

instructor then gives criticisms and suggestions here and there,

— to one pupil concerning proportions, to another about the

color, to a third considerations on the foreshortening of leaves,

to a fourth regarding the structure of the flower, and so on till

the allotted time is past, — and then leaves the room. The

grade teacher is asked to give another lesson on the clover, and

the supervisor will try it again at the next visit, or take an-

other flower.

Much good is done in this way, but, as a rule, more effective

work results if some particular thing concerning the clover is

emphasized at each lesson. The following will serve as an

illustration :
—
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1. See how the clover grows. Study the lines of stem and

leaf, and see how they separate. See the shadow silhouette

made by holding the flower behind a sheet of paper in the

sunshine. Show several Avell dra-vvn silhouettes. Have chil-

dren sketch a specimen of clover in silhouette with brush and

ink, making several drawings, and indicating the one they

think is the best representation of how clover grows. Place

these, or a large number of them, where they can be seen by

the whole class. Let them decide which show best the growth

of a clover. Mount a few, and place them on the bulletin

board as an illustration of what the object of the lesson was.

Show again the shadows of a clover, and one or two finely

drawn silhouettes. Let the children tell what they would do

next time to make their drawing better. Both pupils and grade

teachers will thus have a definite idea as to what should be

done at the next attempt. Por a school of forty or less, such

a lesson can be planned so as to be completed without haste in

from thirty-five to forty-five minutes.

2. Show fine examples of botanical drawings of clover.

With not too soft a pencil make careful drawings of parts of

a clover. Show the exact shape of a leaflet, the manner in

which the leaf stem divides into the three stems of the leaf-

lets, the joint of the main stem with that of the leaf, and other

details. Let these be botanically correct. Exhibit some of

these as before, and compare them with the botanical draw-

ings shown at first.

3. Draw parts of the clover, such as leaves and head, in dif-

ferent positions, turned and foreshortened. Again show ex-

amples, and compare and exhibit work.

4. With water color match the colors of the clover, —
flower, stem, upper and under sides of leaves. Make trial

color sketches of leaves and flower. Compare these with each

other and with good examples of such work.

After such a series, a request for a complete sketch of a

clover in pencil or water color follows reasonably.

The steps previously described in drawing a rectangular

solid are also a sample of this sort of teaching, where a defi-

nite phase of the subject is emphasized in each lesson. The

indefinite way of asking children to study and draw a flower
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may be compared without m-uch exaggeration to a request tliat

they study and recite on South America without an indica-

tion as to whether climate, people or productions are to be

described.

These steps are not suggested as in any way an ideal order,

which it would be well for all to follow, but simply as illus-

trating the difference between definite and indefinite methods.

Each problem naturally divides itself into a few general

steps. By skilful management the instructor can take ad-

vantage of these, and so bring the work of the school together

at certain stages of the lesson, thus handling them as a class,

— not simply as a succession of individuals. Much time is

lost by showing a single pupil what fifteen others need to

know at the same time; and by illustrating for eight pupils

in succession, when the eight could be gathered about one

desk, and a single drawing suffice for all.

Y. Criticism of Results. — Well-plaimed lessons simplify

criticism of results. Given a clearly defined thing to be done,

and the criticisms can be confined mainly to that phase, leav-

ing others till their turn for consideration comes. Comments

will not roam from one point to another, attempting to con-

sider everything that might be improved, and pupils will be

surer of what is expected of them.

The following sources of criticism, rightly employed, are

valuable: (1) by the one who made the drawing; (2) by the

class; (3) by the instructor.

Criticism has two important phases : first, jx)iiiting out where

the attempt succeeded; second, pointing out where it failed.

The superintendent who wishes to form a judgment for

himself of work in free-hand drawing from objects, and yet

feels that he is not a sjjecialist in that line, can give a fair yet

vital test of methods by seeing if they conform to ordinary

pedagogical principles, and of results (in upper gradey, where

teaching should bear fruit) by placing any common object

before children, with the simple direction, " Draw that," and

noting how they go to work, and whether the -resulting sketches

represent the object.

There is need of more confidence in the potency of the ques-

tions, " Does it look like that object ? " and " How will you
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make it look more like that ? " Such direct questions awaken

pupils to think with equal directness.

Institute foe Supebvisoes of Drawing.

On Dec. 15, 1905, an institute under the direction of the

State Board of Education and the Alumni Association of the

Massachusetts Normal Art School was held at the Normal Art

School, for supervisors of drawing and all others interested

in public school instruction in industrial drawing. The pro-

gram included the following speakers and subjects :
—

Mr. G. H. Bartlett, principal of the Normal Art School:

Address. Mr. Frank Fuller Murdock, principal of the North

Adams State Normal School :
" Children's Needs and Rights,

as related to Industrial Art." Mr. Walter Sargent, agent of

the State Board of Education :
" Present Needs in Public

School Drawing." Mr. William D. Hartshorne, agent of

the Arlington Mills, Lawrence, Mass. :
" Drawing in Public

Schools, from the Standpoint of a Manufacturer." James P.

Hanej, M.D., director of art and manual training. New York

City, boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx :
" Supervision in

Principle and Practice."

Respectfully submitted,

WALTER SARGENT.
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insteuction in music in the public schools of

Massachusetts.

For several years the State Board of Education has been

interested in the instruction in music given in the schools of

Massachusetts. Some members of the Board have felt that

music was one of the essentials of education. They have recog-

nized that the ability to hear is as universal a gift as the ability

to see, and have noted that, while training is provided in ob-

servation and in reproducing impressions created by observation,

the wisdom of training the kindred sense of hearing is far less

generally admitted. In a Commonwealth so largely dependent

for its material prosperity on manufacturing industries, it was

the plain duty of the State to offer training for the eye and

hand, — a duty fulfilled by the appointment of a supervisor of

drawing in 1871. There are members of the Board of Educa-

tion who believe that the ear has a no less useful office in life

than the eye. Through the spoken word, by the living voice, we

come into the closest possible communion with our fellows ; and

when the common elements of sound existing in the world all

about us are raised and glorified by the art of music, an avenue

of life is open which knows no end. Especially in a material-

istic age does the art of music become of great importance, in

providing food for the growth of that spiritual life without

which a free Commonwealth cannot exist.

Holding such beliefs in the exalted function of music in the

education of the children of the State, several members of the

Board of Education pressed the subject for consideration, and

in February, 1905, a committee was appointed, consisting of

the late President Elmer H. Capen, President Caroline Hazard

and Superintendent George H. Conley, to inquire into the

actual facts reffardina; instruction in music in Massachusetts.
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The lamented death of President Capen soon after the appoint-

ment of the committee deprived it of his valuable service in the

investigation of a subject which for years had engaged his

interest. Questions Avere most carefully framed, with the object

of eliciting exact information, and sent to every town in the

State. From the replies received, the full and instructive report

of the secretary of the Board of Education has been prepared.

It will be seen that in many towns excellent work is going on.

The fact that music is taught in 94.5 per cent, of our schools as

a required subject proves that its importance is generally con-

ceded.

This report of the secretary was unanimously adopted at the

November meeting of the State Board of Education. Although

no recommendation looking toward supervision is made, it is

believed the report will prove of value from its accurate pres-

entation and comparison of methods, and will stimulate interest

in a subject already so widely taught. There has never before

been any authoritative statement of the facts relating to instruc-

tion in music in the vState. In view of these facts, and mindful

of the wisdom of encouraging individual growth, the Board

adopted the following report and ordered it printed.

CAROLINE HAZARD,
Chairman.

November, 1905.
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REPORT.

To the C<^imittee on Music, State Board of Education.

In accordance with a request made in March last by your

committee, through its chairman, Dr. Capen, and following in

the main the plan suggested by him, I have made an extended

inquiry into the teaching of music in the public schools and

submit the following report :
—

The investigation was made by means of a circular of inquiry

sent to each superintendent of schools in the State. Through

the courtesy of these officials a report has been received from

every town and city in the State.

The investigation sought to determine, first, the place held

by music in the work and also in the life of the schools ; second,

the means of instruction ; third, the relative importance of music

in the curriculum, as shown by the time given to it, and by its

weight in determining the class standing of the pupils ; fourth,

the method and scope of the instruction.

The Place of Music iw the Schools.

The returns show that vocal music is taught as a regular

branch of instruction in all the schools of 270 of the 354 towns

and cities. In these towns it is a required study for all the

pupils of the elementary schools and for all the pupils in some

high schools. In most of the high schools it is an elective study,

either throughout the course or after the first year, but it is

chosen by a large number of pupils.

The 270 towns in which music is systematically taught eon-

tain 94.5 per cent, of all the schools in the State and 96.8 per

cent, of all the pupils.

In the 84 towns where music is not a required study it is

taught in a considerable number of schools by teachers who are
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musically inclined, so that the number of children in the

State who are receiving no instruction in music is a very small

fraction of the whole number of children in school.

In most cases no explanation is given of the fact that music

is not required, but the reason is obvious. These to^vns contain

mostly small, scattered, ungraded schools, taught for the most

part by untrained teachers. The towns also are poor, and the

expense of employing a special teacher would seem to be a

hardship.

There is a general disposition to encourage the teachers to

do what they can in these towns. The superintendents all desire

it, and in only a few cases are the committees reported as indif-

ferent. From one town comes the report :
" The committee do

not approve of it." From another :
" The committee do not

think it worth spending money for."

The spirit of the work in general is expressed in a report

from one town :
" The study of music is made a serious and

thoughtful study, and teachers and pupils enter into the study

with much pleasure."

Besides the place which music holds in the regular work of

the schools, it forms a prominent feature of their life. Almost

universally singing is included in the daily opening exercises.

In some schools each day begins and ends with singing, — a

most commendable practice.

The commemorative patriotic exercises held in all schools

in celebration of Washington's Birthday, Patriots' Day and

Memorial Day consist largely of musical performances. Other

anniversaries are being celebrated quite generally in a similar

way, — authors' days. Arbor Day, Bird Day, Flag Day, etc.

The musical training afforded by the schools is often used to

interest and entertain the parents on days especially set apart

as visiting days. Concerts are given by many schools for the

purpose of raising money for the school library, or school ath-

letics, or for schoolhouse decoration. The graduating exercises

of all the schools are made attractive by vocal and instrumental

music, sometimes of a high order.

Contributing largely to the success of these exercises are the

school glee clubs and orchestras, which have come to be a

common feature of most of the large high schools and of many

grammar schools. Glee clubs or orchestras or both are reported
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as existing in 101 towns and cities. The larger schools report

several such organizations.

The orchestra in the English high school in Boston, con-

ducted by Mr. James A. Beatley, has been in existence several

years and has achieved distinguished success.

In Dedham the high school orchestra gave a full Haydn

symphony last year.

In the Chelsea high school there are a mixed chorus glee club

of 24 members, a Carmen Club of 24 boys, a girls' club of 32

members and orchestra of 16 pieces. No pupil is allowed to

belong to more than one glee club.

In Fall River there are a high school orchestra and a high

school ladies' violin club.

In Lynn there are three grammar school orchestras ; also a

boys' glee club and a girls' glee club in each of the two high

schools.

In Easton there is a school brass band.

Lowell reports that clubs of this nature have been discour-

aged, " as leading to requests for entertainments in the high

school hall."

The advantage of such organizations among the pupils seems

to be that they furnish opportunity for the students who have

superior musical talent to carry their study further than is

practicable for the whole school. This increases their interest

and binds them more strongly to the school; at the same time

it gives them an opportunity to use their talent in giving pleasure

to others,— a matter of considerable importance in education.

If the practice should grow up of forming similar groups of

students, based on special aptitude or taste for other school pur-

suits, as for science, or art, or history, or literature, it would

probably be found to give a much needed stimulus to individual

work in these subjects.

These special musical clubs are taught by the supervisor of

music, or by one of the regular teachers, or by hired instructors,

or by one of the pupils.

Special Teachers.

In 254 towns and cities the work in music is under the direc-

tion of a special teacher, who usually combines the functions

of teaching and supervising.
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In the larger cities there is more than, one such person, Boston

employing a director, four assistant directors and four assist-

ants, and the other large cities having each a director or super-

visor and an assistant. In a large number of cases the same

person directs the work in music in two or more towns. Several

groups of towns united for the employment of a superintendent

of schools also employ together a supervisor of music.

These music supervisors usually teach all the music in the

high schools, and direct and inspect the work in the elementary

schools. They determine the order of the work in general,

prescribe the scope of the work week by week and suggest the

methods to be employed. They visit the schools regularly, in-

spect and criticise the work of each class, often illustrate with

the class the methods they wish to be used. They usually

arrange and conduct the musical programs at graduations, man-

age the glee clubs and the concerts, and they usually have large

influence with the committees in determining the text-books

which shall be used in the schools.

In the larger cities, where the regular teachers are better

trained, the teaching of music is left more largely in their

hands than it is in the smaller cities and country towns.

The time given to each school by the supervisor varies greatly

throughout the State. Eighty-four to-wns report a weekly visit

by the supervisors, 36 towns report biweekly visits. In a few

cases the supervisor visits each class room but once in a month.

These supervisors have all made the study of music a specialty,

and most of them have had special training for teaching. Eorty-

two have been graduated from the jSTew England Conservatory

of Music, 11 are graduates of State normal schools, 6 of the

music courses in colleges, 8 have studied abroad, and 150 are

reported as having studied in the summer schools for teachers

maintained by publishers of text-books in music. Many have

received private instruction from leading teachers of music and

from the most distinguished public school directors. Some of

them are organists and choir directors in city churches.

The following are extracts from some of the reports :
—

" Chorus singing since the age of eleven ; at present solo

tenor
;
graduate of Holt's ISTormal Music School ; extensive

courses in voice culture, harmony, counterpoint, music analysis,

etc."
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" The ordinary musical training, supplemented by special

work at several summer schools of music."

" The study of music and teaching it have been the special

work of all the teachers since their youth."

" Training with one of the best teachers of the nineteenth

century; twenty-five years' experience in music teaching."

" In summer school ; as leader of band, orchestra and choir."

" Harmony, counterpoint, composition, orchestration, history

and analysis, pianoforte, pipe organ, voice psychology and

conducting."

" A long and comprehensive musical course and several years'

experience in teaching."

" Special training under leading music teachers of Boston."

" One year of private training under a city supervisor, and

six years of grade teaching previous to taking this special work."

" Three years a pupil in a summer school ; several years a

member of the faculty of the same school ; nine years' experience

as teacher of music in public schools ; organ player and director

of choir in a city church."

" Eight years' experience in regular school teaching (a very

necessary preparation if one is to direct experienced teaching)

and the study of the piano, voice and harmony."

The report from one town says :
" We take no less pains in

getting a competent music teacher than in getting teachers for

other lines of school work."

One superintendent says :
" Every teacher of music ought

at some time to have taught a regular grade school as regular

teacher, in order to understand children and not waste years

in experimenting as a special teacher to the detriment of the

children and the subject."

Of the 100 towns without a special teacher, 17 make music

a required study and depend on the regular teachers to carry

on the work without direction. It is doubtful if satisfactory

work can continue to be done for any great length of time under

these conditions.

One superintendent of rural schools writes :
" I find very

few teachers who can teach music successfully, if at all, without

the help of a special instructor."

This statement throws some light upon the teaching of music

in the 80 or more towns which employ no special instructor.
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Most of the schools in these towns are small and nngraded. The

average membership is 23. The schools are subject to frequent

changes of teachers, and many of the teachers have no special

training for teaching and no special study of music.

Teachers from the State normal schools, finding their way
into these small schools, usually bring with them some knowledge

of music, and use it in an unsystematic way to contribute to the

interest of the school life. They are always encouraged to do

this by the superintendents, some of whom in seeking for teach-

ers endeavor to make the knowledge of music a prerequisite for

employment.

The nature and extent of the work in these towns may be

best shown by extracts from the reports :
—

" Teachers who are fond of the subject use it in the opening

exercises."

One superintendent of four towns says :
" We are trying

to do something in singing without a special teacher, with fair

success."

" In any school wherever we chanced to get a teacher who

was able to teach music in the school, she simply did what she

could along that line. However, there is now a disposition on

the part of the school committee and superintendent to use

every available means to secure supervision the coming year."

" Very little work in music in any of the schools. A few of

the regular teachers do a little."

" Some rote work in connection with public exercises in a

few schools."

" The amount of instruction in music is wholly dependent

on the ability of the regular teacher in this direction."

" Some of the regular teachers do really good work with the

pupils, but a special teacher has, I think, never been employed.

I am hoping to get an appropriation next spring."

" Nearly all of the teachers teach music to some extent. They

follow their own ideas."

" Reform in this town is on the way, and there is some need

of it."

Time given to Music.

In the schools in which music has an established place, an

average of from sixty to ninety minutes a week is assigned to

it. This is divided into daily periods in the elementary schools
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of 204 towns. In other to^vns there is a daily exercise in the

primary schools, and in the grammar schools two or three a

week. In most high schools there is one weekly exercise, in

length from forty-iive to sixty minutes.

The daily lesson in the primary school occupies from fifteen

to twenty minutes. The grammar school period is usually

somewhat longer— from twenty to thirty minutes. There are

some extreme variations from these averages, a few towns hav-

ing but one exercise a week, and one reporting six periods of

thirty minutes each.

Of all the school time devoted to study, leaving out the open-

ing exercises and recesses, music in this State seems to occupy

from one-fifteenth to one-twentieth of the time. Boston gives

sixty minutes a week in the elementary schools and forty-five

minutes in the high schools. The new course of study for the

schools of Greater 'New York allows sixty minutes a week for

music.

Relation" of Music to Class Standing.

Sixty-six towns report that music receives some recognition

in determining class standing. In most cases this means that

the attention and proficiency of the pupils in music is marked

in the teachers' books and on the monthly or bimonthly report

cards sent to the parents of the pupils, and these marks are

included in making up the periodical averages which determine

the final mark in scholarship. But many of the reports state

that, while so much recognition is given to the subject, failure

in music would not act to delay a pupil's promotion or gradua-

tion.

One report says :
" If a pupil is good in music it adds to his

credits ; if jjoor in music it would not hinder his promotion."

Another :
" The pupil is marked as in any subject, but poor

work does not disqualify him for promotion."

A large majority of the towns, in answer to the question,

'' What recognition does proficiency in music receive in deter-

mining the class standing of pupils ? " reply briefly, " JSTone."

One city reports :
" No recognition from grade to grade, but

ninth grade pupils are required to pass a certain test before

they can pursue the study of music in the high school."

It is doubtful if public opinion anywhere would support the

school authorities in refusing promotion or graduation to any
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pupil solely or chiefly because of deficiencies in knowledge of

music or inability to sing.

In some of the high schools where music is elective, credit for

music to the amount of one point is allowed.

Beverly has gone farther than most cities in giving credit

for work in music outside of school. The report says :
" In the

high school music counts one point toward a diploma, the same

as any other subject coming once a week. The harmony counts

three points, the same as anything else. We also allow one

point for each two hours a week for one year of approved study

and practice outside of the school under a private teacher or in

the Conservatory."

In the annual report of the supervisor of music in Hyde Park,

I find a statement that " 100 of the high school pupils are study-

ing the piano, 22 the violin, 4 the voice, and a half dozen more

other instruments. Thus nearly 25 per cent, of our high school

pupils are pursuing musical studies in addition to the regular

course."

There is no reason to suppose that this town is exceptional in

the number of pupils doing outside work in music. In view of

such facts the question of credit becomes an important one.

General Plan and Scope of the Work.

In general it may be said that the work in order of develop-

ment and sequence of steps is practically determined by the

graded text-books in daily use. The supervisors vary in their

dependence upon the books, some using them only for illustra-

tive practice material and some following them quite implicitly.

The blackboard is an indispensable adjunct of the best teach-

ing, even when printed charts are available.

In general the instruction is given in the class rooms of the

different grades. Sometimes several classes of the same grade

are assembled for the work, but the best supervisors have dis-

carded assembly work and insist that the music can only be

taught successfully when it is taught as are other subjects by

the regular teachers in their own rooms. An exception to this

is in those schools in which the departmental plan is in use,

where one of the teaching staff of the school gives the instruc-

tion in music to the classes in turn.
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The disposition to bring the work in music more closely into

line with the other branches of study has led to increasing

emphasis being put upon individual reading and singing.

About 200 towns report that individual instruction is a prom-

inent feature of the work. Some say, " Very prominent."

Some say, " Slightly." Some say it is prominent in the lower

grades but less so in the upper grades. In large numbers of

schools printed slips are used as tests of reading power by indi-

vidual pupils. A few towns report that individual work is

required in reading music but not in singing.

Among some of those which report that individual instruction

is not prominent are some of the largest and oldest school sys-

tems in the State.

Twenty-nine supervisors are reported as having received in-

struction in one summer school which was established expressly

for advancing individual method. Probably many others not

reported have attended the same school.

In one report it is said :
" We are strongly in favor of indi-

vidual sight singing. With us mechanical expertness precedes

aesthetic development. Kot more important, but to be acquired

first."

In the last annual report of Mr. John Laing Gibb, supervisor

of music in Attleborough, I find the following statement :
—

I have turned my attention to another phase of the work, namely,

individual recitation in music. The results so far have been most

gratifying, and it is my hope that, at the end of the grammar
school course, our pupils may attain to that standard of excellency

set by Mr. Frank Damrosch for his schools in New York, namely,

that every pupil should be so equipped musically that he can appre-

ciate and enjoy good music, can sing a number of good songs, sing

at sight any simple melody or a second or a third part in a chorus,

write a melody from hearing, detect impurities of intonation, and

sing with a clear, true, musical voice and correct enunciation.

There has been much discussion as to the proper kind of work

in music in the lower grades. Because of this discussion the

following question was asked :
" What proportion of the time

devoted to music in the primary grades is given to musical nota-

tion and what to rote singing ?
"
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Replies to tliis question were not received from all the towns.

ISTinetj-two report that the time is about equally divided. Many
others report that the work in the first grade is chiefly rote sing-

ing, and that the proportion decreases in the successive grades.

A few seem to emphasize notation work from the start. One

superintendent reports that he considers the work much too

technical. In one city the time assigned to music is given to

technical work, but a special period is set aside every day for

" singing."

One city report says :
" The notation used in the first and

second grades is so simple that it requires but little time. Most

of the time is given to the study of time and tune."

A good summary of what is, perhaps, the most generally

accepted conclusion on this matter is contained in the annual

report of Mr. W. J. Titcomb, supervisor of music in Fall

River :
—

For some years previous to the publication of the modern systems

of public school music, rote singing was made the basis of teaching

not only the scale, but also the reading of music. With the intro-

duction of the modern systems, so much stress was for a time put

upon teaching music in a more logical and reasonable way, by first

learning the scale as a whole, then developing the ability to think

the different problems in tune and time and afterward learning

their representation, that rote song singing received too little atten-

tion, some supervisors wishing to dispense with it altogether; this

extreme has been followed by a reaction (within a very few years) in

favor of the song method, in which the song is the chief factor

in teaching the elements of music. While I believe most heart-

ily in the thought method of teaching music reading, I have always

maintained that rote singing has a legitimate place in the earlier

3'ears of school instruction. There is no reason why both cannot

be used to profit, and I have found no necessity for omitting one

for the other; therefore we have both in our lower grades. Last

year rote singing was extended to the fourth grade because the

average class cannot read the music rapidly enough to make the

songs familiar without loss of time. No less time has been given

to thought work and reading music, but instead of singing over

and over the short songs of the regular grade work until they

become sufficiently familiar to render with ease, somewhat longer

and more difficult songs are given and learned by rote in less time.
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We thus endeavor to maintain the correct relation between rote

singing and note work. Of course a large number of songs is not

taught in one year, but during the four years quite a variety is

given, and most of them possess real merit, although they are simple

enough to be understood in some measure by the average child.

This year I am using additional means in the lower grades to

cultivate a taste for music and develop the musical ear, namely, that

of having the teacher occasionally sing some songs not sung or

known by the children; this bears the same relation to the musical

development of the child as story telling or reading to the develop-

ment of language, and I believe is a step in the right direction.

The effort to make music a substantial study and not a mere

recreation exercise has led to the introduction of individual work

in reading and singing. It has also led to the wide use of

periodical examinations or tests similar to those given in other

studies in the curriculum. About half the towns report the

use of such tests. Wherever the individual method of instruc-

tion is used there is necessarily a daily test of the power to read

music at sight, and in these schools the power to sing is individ-

ually tested frequently.

In most graded schools the pupils are periodically marked in

all the studies of the course. This marking usually includes

music, and is based on oral and written tests given by the reg-

ular teacher.

A considerable number of towns report that the special

teacher of music gives occasional examinations. The differences

in plan are shown by these reports, which happen to follow each

other in alphabetical order of the towns :
—

" Frequent tests." " None." " The supeiwisor gives written

examinations once or twice a year." " A test in writing music

is given once or twice a term." " Monthly tests are given to in-

dividuals." " I give examinations to test knowledge and accu-

racy in reading, tone, recognition-marks of expression, major,

minor and chromatic scales, etc." " Oral tests." " Oral and

written tests by regular and special teachers." " Just as in

other subjects." " Supervisor gives written examination in

the grades once a quarter, covering the mechanical phases of

the subject."

The general scope of the work in the best schools is probably
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described in the annual report of Mr. George F. Wilson, super-

visor of music in Beverly. Mr. Wilson writes as follows :
—

The pupils generally enter the first grades with no tone percep-

tion whatever and unable to raise the pitch of their voices one tone.

After a few months of systematic training they sing the scale cor-

rectly and use the voice properly in speaking. Such results are

very apparent. In the first grade the voice for singing is estab-

lished, the ear trained, and the musical taste developed through rote

songs. The pupils are enabled to exijress themselves in time and

tune. In the second grades the pupils gain familiarity with the

characters which represent tune and time, and practice in reading

music from the blackboard or chart. Their voices are cultivated

and a knowledge of signatures gained. Writing and copying music

are also practised. Good results have been obtained. The third

and fourth grades have accomplished their usual amount of techni-

cal work. Singing exercises and songs in all the keys, including

exercises containing chromatic tones, scales and exercises, have

been written and more difficult problems in rhythm have been intro-

duced, the results being that these grades are better prepared for

the next year's work than formerly. In the fifth and sixth grades,

after a year of thorough work, I find the pupils are prepared to read

at sight almost any song or exercise of medium difficulty in time

or tune. More extended studies in chromatics have been practised,

the relation of each chromatic tone to each tone of the scale is

learned, and every effort that time will permit is used to induce

the pupils to sing individually, so that the class will not depend

upon a few leading voices. In grades seven and eight the pupils

have made excellent progress in all branches of the work. Major

and minor scales and keys, intervals, triads and music in three

and four parts have been studied.

In order to ascertain to what extent the schools were laying a

foundation for the more advanced work recommended for the

high schools, the question was asked :
" Is instruction given in

harmony and history of music ? If so, in what grades ?
"

One hundred and eighty-six towns reix)rt that no instruction

is given. Thirty-one report some work of this kind in grammar

grades. The following are extracts from some reports :

—

" History of music in grades six to nine." " Harmony
specially emphasized in eight and nine." " In grammar grades
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eight and nine, a very little." " To a limited extent the ninth

grade." " Just beginning harmony in the ninth grade and in

the high school." ^' Musical history in the high school." " A
little is given in grades seven, eight and nine." " Introduced

in the seventh grade and continued." " Grade nine, triads, dom-

inant seventh." " In grammar grades the lives of great musi-

cians and history of musical instruments form a part of the

work." " Some work, mostly biographical, is done in the his-

tory of music in the grammar grades."

Reports of this sort as to elementary schools are chiefly from

country to'wns.

The more advanced work in the high schools is concisely

described in the last annual report of the school committee of

Cambridge, where Mr. Frederick E. Chapman is director of

music :
—

Every pupil who is capable of learning to sing is required to give

attention to the subject.

In the Latin, English high and Eindge Manual Training schools,

fortj^-five minutes a week are given to the study of musical form

and expression as found in choruses, quartettes, etc., from the

standard operas and oratorios.

Elementary harmony, counterpoint and composition have been

introduced as elective studies for the second and first classes, and

boys as well as girls having a special aptitude for music naturally

elect these studies, the only requisite being some knowledge of the

pianoforte. Pupils of the fourth year in the English high school

may elect harmony in place of astronomy, and those intending to

go to a normal school are advised to take the course in harmony.

The students are instructed in scale formation, intervals, and in a

logical and comparative view of all true chords in order to give

them the power to construct and resolve these chords for themselves.

The study of harmony is carried well into modulation, and of

counterpoint through four simple orders or species, including both

the major and minor modes. Harvard College has passed a vote

allowing a knowledge of harmony to count in an entrance exami-

nation to both Harvard College and the Lawrence Scientific School.

Two periods of fifty minutes each week are devoted to instruction,

and occasionally the best compositions of the students are sung or

played before the entire school, showing in this way the practical side

of the work, which will prove an important factor in future teaching.
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In the Einclge Manual Training School the 3^oung men are taught

to sustain their parts without accompaniment in compositions of

four-part harmony (first tenor, second tenor, first bass and second

bass), the music being selected and arranged for this purpose.

Much thought is now given in the higher music schools to

the study of music through the ear. The aim here is not per-

formance, which has in the past been considered the only pur-

pose in instruction in music, but appreciation and taste. In

order to ascertain whether this new method has obtained a foot-

hold in the public schools the question was asked :
" What

opportunity is offered in the schools for the pupils to hear clas-

sical music, vocal or instrumental ? " and, " Are there any tests

of the value of such work ?
"

Forty-one towns report some opportunity of this kind. Of

these several say " A little ;
" or " Occasionally ;

" or " Slight."

Many others say that the music studied in the high school is of

a classical character and aids in cultivating musical taste. One

says :
" Much of the music used in the high school is classical,

and occasionally there are solos, both vocal and instrumental,

by members of the chorus." Other reports are as follows :
—

" Frequent performances by members of the school and by

outsiders." " Frequent. Persons volunteer their services to

render such music before the schools." " A graphophone in

one grammar school." " Occasionally in the high school con-

certs and graduations, but not systematic work." " As often as

possible pupils or persons outside of the school sing or play

such music." " Occasional concerts by both vocal and instru-

mental artists." " Singers and players of prominence from

outside the school." " At times professional musicians sing

and play for pupils on Friday afternoons."

Chelsea reports :
" Once each month the music period in

the high school is devoted to the study of some composer, selec-

tions from whose works are played and sung by the pupils and

by the invited musicians. The high school glee clubs are begin-

ning a series of recitals in the grammar school." " A greater

interest in the music is apparent. Several seniors have selected

for their theses topics bearing on this course."

Methuen says: "In the upper grades musicals are held and
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the best of music selected. Quite often the supervisor will give

a talk on the old masters." As a test of the value of such work

it is said :
" Evidence of increasing good taste on the part of

the public."

Northampton says :
" Frequent recitals by artists and study

by the high school pupils of oratorios, etc. Also concerts by

local musicians for the benefit of the upper grades." No tests,

but " evidence of growth of love for and appreciation of better

music."

In Newburyport :
" The high school pupils have an oppor-

tunity to attend the choral union three times annually."

Pittsfield says :
" Course of concerts in high school, which

pupils attend without cost."

In Westlield there is a high school extension course and

recital lectures at the State Normal School. The following

specimen programs have been furnished :
—
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HIGH SCHOOL EXTENSION COURSE.

February 27, 1905.

THE FRENCH SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

Lecture.

MusiCAu Program:

Scholastic.

"Prelude et Choral" (piano), . . CfiSAR A. J. G. Frank.

Operatic.

Aria Camille SAmT-SAENS.

" My heart at thy sweet voice."

From the opera " Samson et Delila."

Idyllic.

Violin solos.

a. " Evening Reverie."

From orcheBtral suite " Alg^rienne."

b. "The Swan" (original for violoncello)

.

From " Le Carnival des Animaux."

Operatic.

Aria, . Charles Gounod.

"Lovely flowers, I pray."
" Flower Song" from tlie opera " Faust."

Devotional.

Sacred song, "Nazareth."
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SENIOK MUSICALE.
Complimentary to the Juniors.

Normal School, Westfield, Mass., Monday Evening, March 6, 1905.

SCHUMAJSTN-SCHUBERT EVEN"IN"G.

SCHUMANN PROGRAM,

The Life of Robert Schumann.

Kinderscenen, Nos. 10, 16, 3, 28.

Double quartet—

Soprano songs—

Bass song—

Oh, welcome, lovely sprmg."

" Widmung."
"StilleThriinen."

"Die Lotosblume."

" The Two Grenadiers."

SCHUBERT PROGRAM.

The Life of Eranz Schubert.

Piano duet—

Soprano songs—

Trio for piano

Double quartet—

" Unfinished " Symphony.

"Ungeduld."

'Standchen."

March in D major.

'
' The Nio-ht."
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This kind of work has been most fully developed in the

Springfield high school, where a two years' course in what is

called " music analysis " is offered as an elective. The purpose

and scope of this work are fully described in a paper by the

teacher, Miss Mary L. Regal, in the sixty-eighth report of the

Board of Education, pages 305-311.

I have asked a few of the supervisors to give me the names

of some of the selections from classical music which have been

studied and rendered in the high schools under their direction.

Mr. Samuel W. Cole, supervisor of music in Brookline and

Dedham, replies as follows :
—

Three years ago the Brookline high school gave Part I. of

Haydn's " Creation

;

" two years ago, the " Building of the Ship,"

by Lahee ; this year, " Ruth," by Alfred R. Gaul. The Dedham
high school has a most creditable record in this line of work;

so far as I have been able to learn it was the first school in this

country to give a complete oratorio by performing the whole of

the "Creation" in Tremont Temple in April, 1890; in 1891 it

gave the same program from the "Messiah" (Handel's) which the

Handel and Haydn Society gave the same yeoi. In the most of

these instances the solo parts were taken by such artists as Myron

W. Whitney, Mrs. E. Humphrey Allen, George J. Parker, Gertrude

Edmands, Jennie Patrick Walker and others, all of whom, in order

to encourage such efforts, made their terms within the limit of

what we could pay. The above list is not nearly all the classical

works the Dedham high school has given, but I will not weary you

with further details. . . . Concerning the emplo3'ment of artists

for the solo parts, I hold that it is worth all the trouble and

more for a body of young people to be associated, for an after-

noon and evening, with such singers as I have named, in the joint

production of such music.

Mr. Frederick E. Chapman, director of music in the Cam-

bridge schools, writes as follows :
—

The following is a partial list of selections from so-called " classi-

cal works " which I have used in my ninth grades and high schools

" on public occasions " during the fifteen years I have been director

of music in the schools of Cambridge :
—
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"The heavens are telling," from oratorio "The Creation," by

Haydn.

"Unfold ye portals," from oratorio "The Redemption," by

Gounod.

Several of the chorales from Johann Sebastian Bach's '
' Passion

Music."

" How lovely are thy messengers," from oratorio " St. Paul," by

Mendelssohn.

"Oh, thou whose power," from oratorio "Moses in Egypt," by

Rossini.

" Be not afraid," from oratorio " Elijah," by Mendelssohn.

" Chorus of Pilgrims," from the opera " Lombardi," by Verdi.

"Damascus triumphal march," from oratorio " Naaman," by

Costa.

"Heaven and the earth display," from " Athalie," by Mendels-

sohn.

" Swiss battle song," from opera "William Tell," by Rossini.

" Gloria in excelsis," from the " Twelfth Mass," by Mozart.

There is a diversity of opinion regarding " what is classical

music," and therefore there are those who may not admit that some

of the ahove selections would come in that category.

It is not necessary, according to my conception, that music to be

" classical " must be old,— written many, many years ago. Even

those composers who are generally considered to have been classical

writers were not without faidt in their writing.

I believe any composer capable of composing and writing music

absolutely without error— producing combinations and progressions

in sound which conform to all the rules of composition— is a

classical composer.

Mr, James M. McLaughlin, director of music in the Boston

schools, gives the following list :
—

"Say, where is He born?" from " Christus," by Mendelssohn.

" The Lord is my shepherd," by Schubert.

<
' Praise thou the Lord," from '

' Hymn of Praise," by Mendelssohn.

" Lift thine eyes," from the oratorio " Elijah," by Mendelssohn,

" Spinning chorus," from the "Flying Dutchman," by Wagner.
" Lovely appear," from oratorio " The Redemption," by Gounod.
" The Lord is great," by Mendelssohn.

" The heavens resound," by Beethoven.

" If with all your hearts " (tenor voices), by Mendelssohn
" O rest in the Lord" (alto voices), by Mendelssohn.

" Hear my prayer" (motet), by Mendelssohn.
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Largo, by Handel.

"0 Lord my God," arrangement from Second Symphony, by

Beethoven.

"And the glory of the Lord," from oratorio " The Messiah," by

Handel.
'

' Who is Sylvia ? " by Schubert.

Choruses from " Orpheus," by Gluck.

" Pilgrims' chorus," from " Tannhauser," by "Wagner.

" Day is breaking," by Mozart.

" The Lord is great," from " Athalie," by Mendelssohn.

" To thee, O country," by Julius Eichberg.

"The heavens are telling," from oratorio "The Creation," by

Haydn.

Mr. James E. Aborn, supervisor of music in Ljun, reports

that the following cantatas have been performed bj his

schools :
—

" Belshazzar,"
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In view of the general practice such legislation does not seem

to be necessary. It could only affect the small to^^ais, most of

which have now the disposition but feel that they lack the means

to have the subject properly taught. The obligation to put it

into the schools would mean practically the obligation to employ

a special teacher. This could only be done by co-operating with

other towns, and would involve a material addition to the ex-

pense of school support. The cost of music teaching under a

supervisor for a town of from three to nine schools is from $100

to $200, or from $1 to $2 per pupil. Now that the State is

doing more than formerly to aid these towns, it is probable

that some of them will be able to add a music teacher to their

school force ; but to require this to be done in all the towns

would mean a reduction of wages of the regular teachers, whose

pay is now pitifully small.

The reports throw no light upon the quality of the work done

in music ; they only serve to show the aim and to give some idea

of the standards. It is probable that not all the pupils who

leave the grammar schools can sing new music at sight cor-

rectly in time and tune. It is possible that but few of them can

do so. But it is also true that not all the pupils can read intelli-

gently or spell correctly or compute accurately. There are evi-

dences that the work in music is improving in quality, and such

an investigation as this is likely to lead to still further improve-

ment.

As a result of the inquiry made by the Board of Education

last year into the work in music in high schools, a large number

of supervisors, in their annual reports, urge upon the school

committees that music be made a more substantial study in the

high schools, and that provision be made to prepare pupils who

desire it for the college examinations in music.

I can see in the returns summarized in this report no evidence

that a State officer is needed to promote the instruction in music.

Respectfully submitted,

GEORGE H. MARTIN,
Secretary.





Appendix F.

INSTITUTE FOR SUPERVISORS OF MUSIC.

Papers read at the Institute held under the Direction of the State Board
OF Education for Supervisors of Music, Dec. 8, 1905, by William Mac-

Donald, Professor of American History in Brown University,
Providence, H. C. Macdougall, Professor of Music in

Wellesley College, Wellesley, Samuel W. Cole,
Supervisor of Music, Brookline, James A.

Beatley, Master English High School,
Boston, James e. Aborn, Super-

visor OF Music, Lynn,





PROGRAMME.
9.45 A.M.

10.00 A.M.

Opening address.

What Return may a Community expect from

its Public School Music, Prof. William MacDonald,

Broivn University.

ll.OOU.M. Teaching to Listen Prof. H. C. Macdougall,

Wellesley College.

Intermission.

1.30 P.M. The Forgotten Side of Music in the Public

Schools, Mr. Samuel W. Cole,

Supervisor of Music, Brookline.

2.15 P.M. School Orchestras (with Music), . Mr. James A. Beatley,

English High School, Boston.

3,00 P.M. School Glee Clubs, Mr. James E. Aborn,

Supervisor of Music, Lynn.





INSTITUTE POE SUPEEVISOES OF MUSIC.

Papers read at the institute held Dec. 8, 1905, under the

direction of the State Board of Education, for the supervisors

of music in the public schools of the State :
—

WHAT RETURN THE PUBLIC MAY EXPECT FROM PUBLIC
SCHOOL MUSIC.

William MacDonald, Professor of History, Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

I might assume, perhaps, to speak on this occasion with some-

thing of authority. For nine years my principal occupation in

life was the study and teaching of music; and, while it was never

my privilege to teach music in a public school, I at least had the

benefit of sound training in the theory of such instruction. I

prefer, however, to speak to you, not from the standpoint of the

trained musician,— if, indeed, it could even be regarded as proper

for me to assume such a standpoint now,— but rather from the

standpoint of a university teacher who looks upon music as he

looks upon all other subjects of instruction, namely, as an element

in the education of young people and in the social elevation of the

community.

I take it that every subject in the school curriculum, if it is to

keep its place permanently, must meet some general and obvious

public need, perform some recognizable public service. It cannot

be denied that the public mind has of late become increasingly

restive over the crowding of the school curriculum, and over the

expense which the multiplication of studies necessarily involves;

and, while the term " need " ought to be, and is, liberally con-

strued, the fact of need must be made apparent beyond perad-

venture.

Judged by this standard, what is the " need " of teaching music

in the schools? What unimpeachable necessity justifies its intro-

duction or compels its retention? The answer is to be found, I

think, in the nature of music itself. Music, in the fullest and
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profoimdest significance of it, is a language, a means or form of

human expression. It is not, to be sure, a language of words;

but it nevertheless has its alphabet, its combinations of sounds ac-

cording to rule, its grammar, its rhetoric, and its rhythm. It does

not lend itself, as everyone knows, to the expression of concrete

ideas; it cannot be used to describe a business transaction, or tell

the time of day, or order a dinner; it is rather the language of

feeling or emotion, of those profounder experiences and apprehen-

sions whose depths no words can sound. Music, like all art, begins

where language fails.

What are the means of expression which music employs? They
are, briefly, two : musical notation and harmony. Notation is the

mathematics of music, and is nothing more than the employment
of a few arbitrar}^ symbols and elementary mathematical relation-

ships to express ideas, from the simplest to the most complex, and
with a vastly greater variety and delicacy than words admit. Har-

mony is the combination of sounds so as to give significance and
place not only to the group as a whole, but also to the separate

sounds of which the combination is composed. No melody is sig-

nificant without its harmony, expressed or implied; no harmony is

significant which does not rest upon the artistic relationship and

sequence of its parts.

Is music the kind of language, however, that any one can learn?

Granted that music is a form of expression, is it not so delicate

and subtle as to be beyond the reach of all save the gifted few?

Oh this point I can speak only from my own experience, and from
observation more limited than that of many of you. I am entirely

convinced, however, from both experience and observation, that the

ability to read vocal or instrumental music at sight, to sing with

correct intonation and rhythm, and to " carry a part " in chorus

or concerted work, is in every way as easy of attainment, and of

prosecution to as liigh a degree of proficiency, as is the case with

mathematics, or reading, or history, or any other subject in the

school curriculum. It is not, happily, a question of special talent

at all, but of proper instruction and of opportunities to hear music

early, frequently, and systematically.

Assmning, then, as I believe we are abundantly justified in

doing, not only that music is a language, a recognized means of

expression of that in us which cannot be expressed by words, but

also that this language is within the grasp of any one who can

master any language at all, let us come back to the question

particularly before us at this time, and inquire what return the

community may expect in case the study of this language is sys-

tematically fostered in the schools.

First of all, we may anticipate a developed sense of rhythm. The
feeling for rh3^hm is, I suppose, largely an acquired sense, at least
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so far as the rhythms most commonly employed in music are con-

cerned. As phases of rhythm we have accent and shading, the

discrimination of strong and weak emphasis, of loud and soft. As

accessory agencies, we have dancing and marching to musical ac-

companiment. Still another development of rhythm, in the sense

of light and shade, appears when chorus or part-singing, ensemble

playing, or the combination of solo and accompaniment, are taken

up, the emphasis here broadening to include not only single notes

or chords, but entire phrases or melodies.

The social results of a developed rhytlimical sense in consider-

able masses of people, as well as in individuals, are far-reaching.

It cultivates a feeling for order and reg-ularity, for emphasis and

contrast, for light and shade. It helps us to distinguish more

quickly and surely between what is important and what is unim-

portant, between Avhat is primary and what is secondary, between

what is fitting or worth while and what is unfitting and not worth

while. It gives, in short, a measure of values. That there is need

of such resource in our American life, few, I fancy, would ques-

tion. With our heterogeneous population, our widespread opposi-

tion of social classes, and the dreadful monotony of living among
the lower classes whom the public schools particularly touch, it

surely is worth our while to cultivate in all classes and in every

kind of social group the feeling for order and symmetry, for the

rhythmical power of the mass, and for the due and orderly asser-

tion of the individual.

In the second place, we may look for a developed sense of har-

mony. Formal harmony and simple counterpoint are not difficult

subjects. Harvard University, as you know, has lately included

them in the list of subjects available for admission to college.

They may, therefore, as properly be studied in school as may sing-

ing or the pla3dng of an instrument. Harmony, of course, is the

principal key to musical appreciation. Further, it is to be noted

that the solo and the chorus— or the single instrument and the

orchestra— represent two kinds of expression. The solo is the

voice of the individual; the chorus is the voice of the many. Psy-

chologists have begun to study the philosophy of the crowd, and I

suppose we have all witnessed the behavior of masses of people

when moved by some great impulse, and have felt the power, the

nervous force, that lay in their united action. There is a voice of

the many which is a wholly different thing from the voice of any
one; and the chorus or orchestra is the musical expression of this

social unit.

If our American life needs a developed > sense of rhythm, cer-

tainly it needs no less a refined sense of harmony. Perhaps no
other feature of American society strikes more forcibly the foreign

observer than the prevalence of discord and the pervading indiffer-
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enee to it. The street noises that assault our ears and exhaust our

nerves; the hideous architecture of our great cities, and the deadly

architectural monotony of our factory towns ; the excesses of public

advertising; and our widespread disregard for the natural beauties

of land, river and sea,— what are these but the inevitable out-

speakings of a people to whom life has not yet become harmonious,

who make as yet but crude comparisons, who have attained as yet

neither intellectual nor moral peace? I do not speak of social life,

with its curious and painful distortions of color, form, arrange-

ment and movement; but you will not be at a loss for illustrations

of what I have been saying from that field also.

A further important gain from instruction in music in the

schools is the more perfect training of the ear, the eye, the hand

and the voice. It has more than once been pointed out that civi-

lized man, in contrast to the savage, tends to lose perceptive power

at these points as civilization advances. We are doubtless all aware

how little we can see, hear or feel in comparison with the skilled

physician, or with any one whose senses have been specially trained.

For the recovery of these long-neglected powers the study of

music may, it seems to me, prove peculiarly serviceable, for the

reason that it involves, at the very foundation of it, clear, accu-

rate and fine distinctions of pitch and rhythm. We may hope, for

instance, for a developed interest in the beauties of nature, and in

the nature sounds of trees, water, wind and animals. To how
many, even in rural commimities, is the book of nature sealed

because the perceptive powers have never been trained ! How many
children have never searched for a perfect flower, or a s}Tiimetri-

cal tree, or clean water! We go blundering along, most of us,

indifferent to all save the coarser distinctions in things, never mak-

ing any comparisons save the most rudimentary, never realizing

any contrasts save the broadest and most obvious.

Particularly do we need to cultivate in this age sensitiveness to

sound, especially harsh sounds. Is it not worth while to try to

do something for the American voice,— that harsh, penetrating,

ungraduated instrument, whose tones strike upon us everj^here

with rasping energy? If so, let us insist upon singing for the

benefit of speaking. We are losing, too, all refinements of pro-

nunciation and enunciation, even in the schoolroom. Such dis-

tinctions in pronunciation as those between " there " and " their,'*

and " are " and " our," have no existence in the school to which

I send my child, and only with great effort will they probably

come to have existence for him. Similarly, in mathematics, read-

ing and speaking, drawing, foreign languages and physical science,

instruction in music contributes a training of the perceptive senses

such as those studies demand, and without which they cannot be

successfully prosecuted. It is the interest of those who teach such
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subjects that music should be widely and thoroughly taught from

kindergarten to college.

Lastly, it must always be one of the chief functions of music

to minister to the social enjoyment, not only of him who prac-

tises it, but of pupils generally, of parents, friends and the public.

We have hardly begun in this country as yet to realize the value,

of pleasure,— the positive social utility of clean and healthy en-

joyment. Within its sphere, nothing that we can teach in the

schools adds more to the joy of living, or contributes more power-

fully to the creation of a refined social atmosphere, than music.

It is an appropriate and enriching element in public secular exer-

cises of a formal sort, in the church service, in the home, in the

gymnasium and on the athletic field. Very important, as pointed

out in the report before you, is its reflex value for the pupil, in

that it gives him something which he can transmit to others,

thereby contributing his share in the field of social service.

We may sum up the matter, then, by saying that the function

of music in the schools is to minister to taste. By cultivating the

sense for what is orderly and harmonious, by directing attention

to the finer distinctions of rhythm, accent, intonation and volume,

by showing the relation of the individual to the chorus or orchestra,

it develops not only sensuous but moral discrimination, while as

a medium for social pleasure it is an unrivalled force. There is

need of such a contribution in our American society. We tend,

by the conditions which surround us, to a social materialism at

once gross, unthinking and monotonous. We have learned how to

work, but not yet how to play. We have all the social problems of

a vast and heterogeneous population, and of a low plane of living

in great areas of our people. I know of no agency which is likely

to contribute more directly to the refinement of taste in the com-

munity as a whole than music; and hence it is that I welcome

every effort to extend and strengthen instruction in music in the

public schools.

TRAINING IN LISTENING.

Hamilton C. Macdougall, Professor of Music in Welleslet College,
Welleslet, Mass.

We may divide the piiblic at large into two classes : those to

whom all music is indifferent; and those who are fond, more or less,

of it. The first class I believe to be not large. The second class

may be broadly thought of as: (1) concert performers of all sorts,

making a portion or all of their living by public performances;
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(2) music teachers; (3) music students, including the yoimger

people, pupils of conservatories, of private teachers and of the pub-

lic and private schools and colleges; (4) concert-goers, those who
have little or no skill as performers, who understand little or noth-

ing about music as an art or science, but who enjoy it, or at any

rate justifj'' Theophile Gautier's characterization of music, namely,

that it is the only noise that people are willing to pay for. It is

evident that these classes overlap; the brilliant, ambitious music

student has always a song or piano piece on tap; the concert per-

former is usually a teacher; the professional musician sometimes

goes to concerts, if he can go as a dead-head; and if the music

teacher is not constantly a music student he is an abomination.

The class of concert-goers is very large; that of music students

much smaller; still smaller, though extremely powerful and influ-

ential, is the class of teachers ; while the class of concert per-

formers is made up of specialists and is relatively very small.

Is training in listening, ear-training, of any value to these four

classes of people? Manifestly, yes. What are the rationale and
method of such a training? Does it pay? These questions are not

easily answered, and if I attempt their answer it is only in the

broadest possible way. I shall assume that a discussion of the

classes of music students and concert-goers will be sufficient, be-

cause out of the ranks of the music students are the teachers and
performers recruited; and, as the concert-going class grows in in-

telligence and numbers, the best art finds increasing support. The
concert-going class, if it receives any instruction at all en masse,

must receive it in listening; the music student, on the other hand,

must turn his attention to the acquisition of a performing tech-

nique, training in listening being, at best, only a part of his work.

What are the characteristics of the art of music? Whatever they

are, it is evident that the business of listening miist concern itself

with those characteristics. Music is usually defined as " The lan-

guage of the emotions." Here are some variations of the defini-

tion :
" The ultimate aim of music is to arouse all the passions

by means of sound and rhythm, rivalling the most eloquent ora-

tion " (Neidhardt). "Music is the art of expressing sensations

and states of mind by means of pleasing sounds. It is superior

to poetry because the latter can only describe emotions which the

intellect apprehends, whereas music expresses vague and indefinable

emotions and sensations" (Pierce). And has not Dryden writ-

ten:—
Thus, long ago,

Ere heaving bellows learn'd to blow,

"While organs yet were mute

;

Timotheus, to his breathing flute,

And sounding lyre,

Could swell the soul to rage, or kindle soft desire.
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That music may have a powerful effect on the nervous system;

that it may often produce states of mind analogous to those of

simple joy or sorrow; that much music is accompanied by a physi-

cal and mental exaltation; that this exaltation may under excep-

tional circumstances become an emotion or even a passion,— all

these are true. But if music be the language of the emotions,

how is a that be3^ond simple exhilaration or depression music has

no direct power? It cannot call forth anger, love, hate, contempt,

derision, care; these are outside music's realm. A large part of

the standard musical literature, particularly the classical and pre-

classical masterpieces, arouses no emotional excitement. On the

contrary, the mind is absorbed by pure contemplation, as if one

were looking at the Parthenon or the west front of Wells or

Lincoln. The composer may not with any truth affirm that he can

at will produce in the listener definite emotive states. Speaking

philosophically, when moods or emotions accompany music, they

seem to be accidental rather than essential. Music is a self-subsist-

ing art, working in its own material and governed by it own laws.

To think of music as a language of the emotions, to think of it as

necessarily inducing in a sensitive mind the same feelings which the

composer had in writing it, to think of music as having an origin

in the expression of feeling, to direct constantly the attention of the

listener to the emotional side of music, is to make the whole sub-

ject entirely unprofitable, uncertain, unstable,— in a word, mushy.
To my mind, the one thing which differentiates music from other

arts is its victory over tremendous obstacles in the struggle for

self-subsistency, for a cohesive life. Gautier was right in speak-

ing of music as a noise. It is a noise. It is more than a noise:

it is a series of noises. It is more than a series of noises : it is a

sequence of noises. It is more than a sequence of noises : it is a

sequence of beautiful sounds, correlated and cohering.

Language is a noise, too. Let us see what the beginnings of

language were. I will quote Andre Lefevre in his " Eace and
Language "

:
* —

" Tlie voice of man," said Diodorus, " being at first confused and
meaningless, he succeeded at length in framing a general system of des-

ignations common to all, by the constant endeavor to pronounce words
articulately, and by agreeing together on vocal signs applying to each

object." t

Vitruvius, who connects the origin of language with the discovery of
fire, . . . shows us a company of men endeavouring, by means of cries

and gestures, to communicate to each other their admiration. " They
uttered," he says, " various sounds, and shaped words by chance ; then,

using frequently the same sounds to indicate certain things, they began
to speak to each other." t

* D. Appleton & Co., "The International Scientific Series," 1894.

t Ibid., page 6. J Ibid., page 8.
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We have said enough to show that the specific cry (the embryo of

speech), somewhat modified by the vocal resources of man, may have

been amply sufficient for the humble vocabulary of the earliest ages, and

that there exists no gmlf, no impassable barrier between the lang-uage of

birds, dog-s, anthropoid apes, and human speech.*

Lefevre sums the whole thing up thus :
—

Animals possess two of the important elements of language— the

spontaneous reflex cry of emotion or need; the voluntary cry of warn-

ing, threat, or summons. From these two sorts of utterance, man,

endowed already with a richer vocal apparatus and a more developed

brain, evolved numerous varieties by means of stress, reduplication,

intonation. The warning or summoning cry ... is the parent of the

names of numbers, sex and distance; the emotional cry . . . prepares

the outlines of the sentence, and already represents the verb and the

names of states or actions. Imitation, direct or symbolical, and necessa-

rily only approximative of the sounds of external nature, i.e., onomato-

poeia, furnished the elements of the attributive roots, from which arise

the names of objects, special verbs and their derivatives. Analogy and

metaphor complete the vocabulary, applying to the objects, discerned

by touch, sight, smell and taste, qualifying adjectives derived from

onomatopoeia. Reason then coming into play, rejects the greater part

of this unmanageable wealth, and adopts a certain number of sounds

which have already been reduced to a vague and generic sense; and by
derivation, composition and affixes, the root sounds produce those endless

families of words, related to each other in every degTee of kindred, from

the closest to the most doubtful, which grammar finally ranges in the

categories known as the parts of speech.^

Language, then, like music, is noise,— noises in succession.

These noises are correlated, they have cohesion, simply because

they convey ideas. Language in this sense is not a self-subsistent

art; music is. The thought in language is like the steel frame

in a building ; without the frame there would be no cohesion,—
the structure would fall. The sounds used in speech are like

the sounds of music, in that they are purely arbitrary, without

any natural, necessary meaning. The sounds of speech, however,

through arbitrary association have gained a meaning; and man,

through their use, may call these associations into play and ex-

press thought. The sounds used in music have never acquired

any meaning.

It is evident, then, that music lacks the cohesion which language

gets through its expression of thought, ideas. We know, however,

that music has cohesion; that the various portions of a musical

composition are welded together firmly; that soundness of con-

struction is as truly a characteristic of a great piece of music as

* D. Appleton & Co., " The International Scientific Series," 1894, page 27.

t Ibid., page 42.
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it is of a machine. We know, too, that the evolution of music

as an art has been along the line of coherence; and we find that

the organum of the ninth and tenth centuries; the gradual addi-

tion of the third to the root and fifth to produce a perfect chord

some few centuries later; the growth of what musicians technically

call an imitation and its perfection by the musicians of the Nether-

land school in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries ; the " golden-

meshed web " of Palestrina's polyphony in the sixteenth century

;

the discovery (if one may use the term) of harmonjr, that is, verti-

cal structure and the growth of tonality, in the seventeenth century

;

the adoption of the principles of tonal relationship and of speed

contrast by the instrumental writers from Merulo to J. S. Bach;

the groping after the thematic principle and its logical develop-

ment by K. P. E. Bach, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven; the at-

tempt to give music a new cohesive force by the adoption of the

representative theme b}'' WagTier; and the equally striking attempts

of Berlioz, Liszt and Eichard Strauss to give music definite asso-

ciations with thought, as in the " Symphonie Fantastique " of

Berlioz, the " Dante Symphony " of Liszt and the " Symphonia Do-
mestica " of Eichard Strauss,— all these are but steps in the long

evolution of structural cohesion, of self-subsistency.

I have thus compared music and language in order that we might

get a clear idea of what the evolution of music has really been,

and understand the enormous difficulties in the way of its becom-

ing a self-subsistent art. Music, too, is often and rightfully spoken

of as a " language

;

" it is well to know just what that means, to

avoid any false reasoning through analogy.

I believe, therefore, that the things distinguishing music as an art,

and therefore the things that should be taught in any system of ear-

training, are the things that give to music its coherency, namely:

the characteristics of musical tones,— pitch, quality, length and

intensity ; their derivatives,— rhythm, harmony, melody ; and the

principles of construction,— plan, form or design.

What has been done for the ear-training of the concert-going

public? Very little, if anything, directly, and a great deal in-

directly. Concert entrepreneurs usually provide for the public

what it wants to hear; yet along with that which is instantly

likable is much else smuggled. As time goes on, public taste

rises, the ear through many repetitions learns discrimination; and,

as the phrase runs, " the public is educated " to like the music

to which it once would not listen. To give the music lovers op-

portunity to hear musical masterpieces, and to hear them time

and time again, is the most practical, direct method of training

the ears of a concert-going public. An institution like the Boston

Symphony is of inestimable value. If we had in Boston a series

of chamber music recitals similar to those of the old Saturday
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and Monday " Pops," and carried on with, the same noble-hearted

generosit}^ that has marked Colonel Higginson's conduct of the

Symphony Orchestra, the conditions would be ideal, so far, at least,

as regards instrumental music. There are two suggestions only

that I wish to make in the direction of the training of the audience

to listen. They are, first, to print the themes of the compositions

in music type on the programme. The programmes could be ready

a week in advance, sold for a small sum, to prevent waste, taken

home, and the little melodies sung, whistled or played (or all

three) until they were in the memory. An ear keen enough to

retain them would find an enjoyment in the concert heretofore

unknown; the mind would more easily grasp the relations and the

symmetries of the various parts; for, just as wit is the sudden

perception of resemblances or analogies, so is beauty in music.

Beauty in music is wit in sound.

A second suggestion is to give frequent hearings to the new and
really important works. Take any of the Eichard Strauss pieces,

say " Ein Heldenleben." Put it at the beginning of a programme,

and repeat it at the end of the same programme; or play it at two

successive concerts. The first plan is the better, for the memory
impressions are the more vivid. Aside from frequent and good

concerts, printing themes in programme books and repeating im-

portant works judiciously, I doubt if there are any direct ways of

training the ears of the average man in the concert room. He
hears much and listens little.

The main interest of this paper, however, must center in the

discussion of ear-training for the music student, the 3''ounger people

generally, the pupils of conservatories, of private teachers, of the

public and private schools and the colleges.

I think every teacher will bear me out in the assertion that we
make our study in music too much a study of the notation of

music. We are agreed that the thing, music, is what we are to

come in contact with, and the notation is a means to that end.

How, then, may we be sure that we are really teaching music, and

not simply notation ? In this way : there are two processes,— re-

ciprocal, complementary. Either alone falls short of supreme ex-

cellence. One process gives sound a notation; the other gives

notation a soimd. These reciprocal processes, then, lie at the basis

of any true education in music; and when I say that, I indict our

whole system of teaching music in the public schools, colleges, and

by private teachers. For we are all working at the second process.

I do not mean to say that there are no teachers of music who give

attention to ear-training, but I do say (and every musician here

will bear me witness) that there is no general, systematic attempt

to train music students in listening to music. Even from this

point of view there are encouraging things to say.
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In England, the Incorporated Society of Musicians— a society

with some 1,500 members, including the most able musicians in

the kingdom, with a few notable omissions— has taken the matter

up within a few years, and has given it importance by putting on
all the examination papers (examinations very popular with the

music teachers) ear tests. I presume most of us know the words
on ear-training by Dr. Shinn and Dr. Sawyer. There are several

works on ear-training by American authors. These facts are indi-

cations that training in listening as a branch of musical training

has some standing, and that its progress in some ten years has been

marked.

Unless one has paid attention to the subject, one will be aston-

ished at the lack of skill in listening shown by all classes of music
students. I presume it is most marked in the instrumentalists

and theory students. I am free to say that the great majority

of piano students cannot repeat at the piano, even after several

trials, a simple phrase of four measures played for them three

times. Girls and boys may be taught to write harmony exercises

correctly, but they have not the faintest notion of the sounds back
of the notes; the whole thing is a game, a sort of draughts, and
consists in moving around the white and black things called notes

up and down the staff without breaking a set of rules. The art

of listening consists in giving a good account of what you hear.

That listening which can give concrete, objective expression to its

results, either by humming, singing, whistling, playing or in musi-
cal notation, is the true, valuable listening.

We are justified in saying, then, that studying the notation of

music in order to translate it into sound is only a part of the

work; it must be complemented by instruction in the process of

translating sound into the notation.

One other general consideration must be touched on before I take

up specific methods of training in listening. If I sound the first

line of "My country! 'tis of thee," and ask a student who has
never heard the tune to give me the notation of the sounds, it is evi-

dent that, unless he has the faculty of absolute pitch, he needs a
starting-point; by telling him the first sound is " Gr,'^ I give him
that starting-point. He now has his concept of the scale and his

memory of the tune to rely on, and these only. He draws on his

memory for constant rehearsals of the tune, accepting or reject-

ing, and finally determining his pitches and the notation. With-
out a retentive memory, little can be done in training to listen.

It seems now in order to inquire what is a good method of ear-

training. I take it that it must, in the first place, be a method
adapted to the ears that are to be trained. It must progress step

by step, from the known to the unknown. It must be inspiring;

i.e., it must be of such a character that the sesthetic beauties of
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miisic^ as well as its formal and constructional ones^, are felt. Every-

man who aims to speak convincingly must speak out of his own
experience. I therefore make no apology for turning your atten-

tion to our work in ear-training at Wellesley College, premising

that we claim for it neither novelty nor unusual excellence.

College students, so far as my experience goes, are more interested

in the appreciative side of the art than in the technical. There is

always a certain number who are taking lessons in playing or sing-

ing; but the typical college girl, if she pays any attention to music,

does so in order that she may gain a knowledge leading to keener

enjoyment. Our first course in musical theory is a course in

foundation ^Drinciples, having three recitations weekly: one de-

voted to ear-training, one to choral practice and one to a lecture.

The choral practice hour is devoted to the vocal realization of

musical notation; this is supplemented by the hour of ear-training,

which gives a notation to themes played on the piano or organ.

The first thing, of course, is to reduce the students to a common
denominator of knowledge. As a class, i.e.^ taken in bulk, our

students give very little evidence of having previously studied

music. Here and there, of course, a student will show a compre-

hension of the fundamentals; this is raTe. Our instrumental

pupils, for instance, have little idea of the rudiments of music or

of playing. The instruction, in fact, whether pupils have been

taught privately or in the public schools, has been instruction

devoted to the performance and not to the comprehension of music.

When we reach our common denominator, therefore, we find it to

be a very humble one; experience has taught us to begin at the

beginning, with the rudiments of music, developing the subject

in college fashi^on, and making the lines as broad as possible.

The ear-training work, then, begins with the demonstration,

naming and notation of the length and pitch of musical sounds,

dealing with quality and intensity later. We at once discover that

ears are of two kinds, the musical and the non-musical. Are we
to admit that the latter is not susceptible of training? I doubt

very much whether any one with experience in music teaching will

care to take the position that there is any considerable number of

peo]3le wdiose ears are so dulled to the distinctions between musical

tones that they cannot be trained. I prefer, therefore, to describe

the musical ear as the quick ear (or, better still, the quick brain),

and the non-musical ear as the slow ear (or the slow brain). The
quick ear will be vastly superior to the slow ear in detecting differ-

ences in pitch or quality, but not so in detecting diiferenees in

length and intensity. Therefore I "begin with dictating monotonic
melodies (if I may be allowed the contradiction), or, if you prefer,

rhythms on a series of sounds of the same pitch. These are played

on the piano with a strong accent, and the manner of their pres-
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entation is governed entirely by the needs of the class. We empha-

size the regularity and evenness of the beat; at first a metronome
is of mnch use to the clasS;, but it is dropped after one or two

recitations.

We develop pitch in this way: we call attention to the major

scale, assuming that it is an entity, and that the class has an in-

ward conception which can be realized any moment, just as if one

had a musical instrumeiSt at command. We call attention to the

fact that, while minute differences of pitch are possible on an

instrument like the violin, our musical system as a whole recog-

nizes the semi-tone as the smallest possible difference in pitch.

We follow the review of the scale, then, by earnest attempts at

auralizing the tone and semi-tone, employing the latter not only

between sounds of the scale, but also out of scale relationship.

We are now prepared to dictate diatonic melodies with simple

rhythms. From the beginning we call attention to the mental

effects of the sounds of the scale, developing them logically where

we can, suggesting them where we must. We aim to associate

everj^hing with living art; the seventh of the scale (ti) has a

tendency towards the tonic; this is a dry fact, but if a passage

from Gounod or Wagner is quoted, and the class made to sing it

in good, dramatic fashion, they realize that they are in contact

with a living, pulsating art life.

For this reason, viz., that a good method must be an inspiring

one, we do not think it wise to invent the themes dictated, nor do

we, care if the themes actually used are presented out of proper

order, pedagogically speaking, provided they are beautiful. A class

hearing an attractively characteristic theme will bound toward it

eagerly, conquering any unprepared difficulties with ease. I be-

lieve our plan in this respect to have a sound psychological basis.

I need not further enlarge on our method, but merely give the

first few themes on our list for this course. No. 1 is the Quarter

Jack Chime from York Minster (doh, soli) ; No. 2, the same from
Wells Cathedral {doTi, mi) ; No. 3, the call to service, Ely Cathe-

dral {doh, ti, la) ; No. 4, the four sounds arranged in five se-

quences, known as the Westminster Chimes; No. 5, the first four

measures of the " Bridal Chorus " from " Lohengrin ;
" No. 6, the

Walhalla theme from " Das Eheingold ; " No. 7, the Siegfried Horn
theme from " Siegfried." We draw on the Beethoven and Tschai-

kowsky symphonies and the Wagner operas for the major part, sup-

plementing here and there with some live melody from a work
with which educated people sire in sympathy. In this way the class

find their memories stored with beautiful quotations.

In teaching the class to discriminate as to quality, we have the

advantage of the use of a beautiful three manual organ, made
possible by the generosity of the class of 1903. Diapason, flute.
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string and reed tones are learned, and their contrasts and com-

binations anralljr discriminated; this furnishes an introduction to

orchestral color. The hour of ear-training in this course is, there-

fore, keenly intensive.

In the theory course, following this, a course in the develop-

ment of the art of music, the ear-training work is continued, but

is of a more general character. I will not detail all the steps, but

content myself with describing what we do in regard to the first-

movement form, i.e., the form of the first movement of the sonata,

symphony, etc. The form is first brought to the attention of the

class through the performance by the teacher of several first move-

ments; the more prominent sections (first and second subjects, for

example) are soon noticed and then named, each student having

the music before her. A thorough analysis of the form is next

made, the various divisions receiving numbers. The movements
already played are now replayed, the music taken away from the

class, and individual students required to point out the appear-

ances of the various sections. The music is not stopped; the

student simply says " ISTow," when her section is beginning, or

gives its number. This takes close listening, and is an invaluable

exercise in concentration. It is also an enjoyable exercise, and
invariably stimulates a class to good work. All the forms are

taught in this manner.

Towards the end of the year we are able to listen to entire pro-

grammes; these are crowded into forty-five minute periods, with

opportunities given between pieces for the student to write com-

ments on the pieces played or sung. These comments are written

on a blank which we furnish her, and which she hands to the

instructor at the close of the period. We cannot expect that the

students in the class, varying, as they must, in temperament,

musical disposition and musical attainment, will do this with equal

excellence; but we do insist that every student shall fill out the

blank to the best of her ability, and that she shall not " cut " the

class. The work makes demands on all the student's musical

knowledge, and renders it impossible for her to hear without listen-

ing.

Lastly, we have a number of symphony tickets to . the Boston

Symphony concerts, which are given to students in the music de-

partment. Reports of the concerts are required, and the writers

are expected to quote themes, rhythms,— in short, everything that

may be characterized as information. Sentimentalizing is not en-

couraged. In all the training in listening, facts are the things

for which we ask the students.
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Department of Music.

Name

Wellesley College.

Audition Blank.

Course 4. .1903.

First Piece. Second Piece.

Rhythm
In general
Tempo
Duple
Triple
Rhythmical figures

Mensural
Effects

Harmony
In general
Chromatic
Major
Minor

Melody
In general
Submerged
Cadence points, plain or evaded

Form
In general ' -

Polyphonic
Movement of development
Monophonic
Old dance tune
Modern dance tune
Fugal

General EFFEex
(Dry, emotional, agreeable, vague,
endurable, unpleasantly discord-

ant, lacking in appealing melody,
etc.)

Write, if possible, any themes or I'hythms heard. Describe the two pieces

so that contrasts or likenesses shall be brought to. notice.

We have other courses that vs^e term " applied courses

;

" these

are really reading courses in musical literature, the reading being

done on the piano by students who can play the piano. In a course

in " Applied Counterpoint/^ for example, one student " recites

"

her work at the piano, while another girl writes it by ear- at the

blackboard. It is then discussed from the notation.

I have said nothing about the work of my colleague. Professor

Hamilton. He, however, has some ingenious developments in ear-

training, which he uses not only in his history and harmony classes
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but also in his piano work. Training in listening is fundamental,

and has important bearings on all branches pf music study.

We have not found it necessary to use the mechanical players

in our work at Wellesley, although we realize that, if discreetly

employed and if -capable of emphasizing the melody, the mechani-

cal player is useful. It has unquestionably been of great service

in stimulating an interest in good music.

In closing this long paper, may I say once more that I believe

heartily in the importance of training in listening to music. Only

by unceasing practice in translating the sound heard into notation

can we neutralize the mischief wrought by the excessive attention

paid to mere performance. Private music teachers, teachers of

music in public schools and colleges,— all must give this matter

serious attention. Is it not time for a radical change in our

methods of teaching music, when college teachers find it necessary

in their classes to begin with the musical ABC ?

THE FORGOTTEN SIDE OF PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.

Samuel W. Cole, Supervisor of Music, Brookline.

Mr. Chairman and fellow teachers: Being the first music super-

visor on the progTamme to-day, I thinlc that it will not be inappro-

priate for me to express your gratitude and mine to the Board of

Education of the State of Massachusetts for a second time calling

us together, thus showing an increasing interest in the glorious

cause for which we stand and for which we labor, I think that

the time has come when supervisors of music must move together

as a body to secure some of the things which were alluded to in

the papers of this morning, and prominent among these is the

point toward which my paper will tend; namely, the recognition

of music as a study,— not as something which is lugged in, but

as an actual study, on the same basis as any other study. If we
do not thus act together, public school music will surely suffer.

When, in 1903, I was invited to read a paper before the National

Educational Association at its meeting in Boston, I took the ground
that the first purpose of teaching music in the public schools, the

ted-roch foundation of the whole business, is to get every child

into the realm of music. I am happy to say that I have faith

to believe that this is getting more and more to be the case, at

least in Massachusetts. I Imow it is so in my own schools ; namely,

that as many children sing correctly and in tune with the others
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as there are children who succeed in reading, writing and arith-

metic. I mean that the monotone has been practically eliminated,

and that in schools where the part-singing is watched with great

strictness, the singing of the soprano an octave lower by some

fellow or fellows on the lower part who ought to be singing alto

is not tolerated for an instant; they are at once taken kindly in

hand, and in one part or another made to sing correctly with the

others. If yon do not believe it, come and see. I once had an

assistant who worked with me for several years, and then was

chosen supervisor in another town forty or fifty miles away, where

music had been taught in the public schools for years. Yet he

told me that he found one hundred monotones whom he must
cure if he would have his singing as good as that in the schools

which he had left. Do you want to know the secret? It is simply

this : start right by beginning with a song on one tone, a song

which even a monotoute can sing, and then be kindly persistent.

This brings me to my theme,— the forgotten side of public

school music,— music as a means of mental development. That

mental development is that purpose of education upon which all

other possibilities rest, is, it seems to me, a self-evident truth; but

up to now we have heard very little of music as one of the factors

in mental development. This is due almost wholly to the prevail-

ing impression that it is only the exceptional individual who can

sing; that the musician is stamped such by nature. It is not so

long ago that the ruling classes said that " only the few are sus-

ceptible of education ;
" indeed, it is very probable that this opinion

still prevails in Eussia, not to mention some portions of our own
fair land. Here again Massachusetts has led the van, and shown

to the world that men from the humblest origins are as capable

of education and culture as those to the manner bom. But the

battle must be fought over again if men are ever to come into

possession of all their rights,— their musical rights ; and it is to

this end that I urge the importance of bringing every boy and

girl into the realm of music. Once this is accomplished,— and

it has been proved that as many children can sing correctly as

cipher correctly,— we are ready to move on the stronghold of

arithmetical superstition.

" But," says some one, " show us where mental development

through singing comes in." That is an easy task. Mental develop-

ment has begun when the individual can, by the power of the will,

focus his mind upon a. given object for even a short space of time.

Now, let us suppose that the child has acquired the ability to sing

a little song, be it ever so simple; that song is to the child a com-

plete mental object, like a cat or a dog or a horse, and is as capa-

ble of representation as any of the objects mentioned. The child,

having acquired the song, is prepared to see the picture or the
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representation of it, and to learn to follow that representation

with the pointer. Hand and brain thus make a new connection;

this is the very lowest stage. By and by he acquires the power to

sing the major scale independently and correctly, and to recognize

it when he sees it or hears it. When this has been accomplished,

the foundation is laid upon which may be raised a superstructure

which is limited alone by his native capacity. Here the study of

sight-singing begins, and the value of music as a means of mental

development becomes increasingly e-sddent with every succeeding

lesson. Here is a process which- takes in brain, eye, ear and voice,

which demands an instantaneous grasp of the meaning of the

symbols, which develops the rhythmical sense and a discriminating

ear, and in the number of faculties employed goes beyond any

other study in the modern curriculum,— one which requires alert-

ness of mind and rapidity of decision. Think of all that must be

recognized at a glance, such as one beat notes, sustained notes,

various keys, varying time units, accidentals, two sounds to the

beat, one and one-half beat notes, four sounds to the beat, three-

quarter beat notes, etc. ! Do not these rhjrfchmical studies develop

the mathematical sense? Do not the changing keys develop quick-

ness of sight? Do not the chromatic tones develop discriminating

ears? Is not all this mental development of the best type?

"But this work does not touch the individual pupil very

closel}^,^^ says one. Very true, indeed; but why not? Because we

do not have time enough. Let us look into the time allotment a

little. I choose the course of study of a city not more than one

hundred miles from Boston; you will know whether or not it is

fairly representative :
—

Subject. Time allotment.

Language,

Mathematics, .

Geography,

Manual training,

Nature study, .

Drawing, .

Music,

Time allotment.

6 1 to 9 hours per week,

2 to 4 hours per week,

2 to 3 hours per week, grade IV. up.

I to 2h hours i^er week,

II to 1^ hours per week,

11 to li hours per week.

1 to 11 hours per week.

Music, you notice, brings up the rear; and why? I say it is be-

cause the vast majority of those in control, being quite out of the

realm of music, do not appreciate its true value ; even those who are

musical think it impracticable. I assure you that it is not so im-

practicable as is a good share of the arithmetic. Let us see what

this course of study says about arithmetic. The course for grades

VII. and VIII. includes insurance, taxes, customs, partial payments,

bank discount, exchange, stocks and bonds, proportion, partnership,

involution, evolution, etc. Do you see anything impracticable about
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that? Ten to one, half of those who manage to swallow all this

conld not tell you on the instant how much a dot adds to a half-

beat note, or, in the domestic science recitation, tell you how much
would be one half of one and three fourths of a cup of molasses.

Give me one half the time spent on such folly as this to devote

to the study of music, and I will show you boys and girls of

better judgment and clearer insight than those possess who are

brought up on so much abstract arithmetic. Forty years ago I

was treated to the same dose of folly, and to very little practical

use, I assure you. How many of you have ever used your partial

payments process outside the schoolroom? Why, even bankers do

not stop to cast the interest on a note,— they haven't the time

;

the}^ refer to their interest chart, instead. How many of the children

now in the schools will ever handle stocks and bonds or calculate

insurance and taxes? It is true that such work may have some
abstract value as a mental discipline, but it comes pretty near be-

ing another case of faith and works. James says, " Shew me thy

faith without thy works, and I will shew thee my faith by my
works ; '' so I say, " Show me your mental discipline without your

works, and I will show you mine by my works." In other words,

mental discipline may have some value in the abstract; it cer-

tainly has a great deal more value when it is applied to some prac-

tical, useful purpose.

There is no danger in my suggestion, but much safety. Such
training in music reading will not turn the children into musi-

cians any more than manual training turns them into carpenters

and blacksmiths. It does better than this, for it gives them access

to a most delightful form of art, not necessarily as a means of

getting money but as a source of relaxation. Said Bishop Brooks,
" Every one should have an avocation as well as a vocation." Said

Secretary Martin of the State Board of Education, in a recent ad-

dress before the Brookline teachers, " Accomplishments have been

too often despised; how many times the one who sings or plays or

another who reads well has held the family together and kept the

children off the street and ou.t of temptation." All my experience

in the conservatory and public schools goes to prove that the use-

fulness of any study to the children, when they are no longer chil-

dren, will be exactly measured by the sense of power in that study

which they acquired during their school life. But what about the

emotional or the sesthetic side of public school music? Well, we
are having an overdose of that, I think, and it is high time for us

to remember that the sesthetic and the technical cannot be sepa-

rated.

Some prominent educator, who can speak seven languages, and
happens to be musical enough to vamp a bass to " Old Hundred,"
tells us that children ought to have nothing to do with notes be-
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fore the}^ are ten j^ears of age; and presto, his dictum is accepted ,

with applause by the whole body of teachers, and the poor super-

visor of music, who happens to differ with him, has a hard time

after that, and possibly has to yield his own convictions for a wliile

until this " counsel without laiowledge " is forgotten. I call upon
you to mark one thing, tliat no musician of note or influence has

ever teen guilty of uttering such nonsense. Of course not, they

know better; and, as a body, the musicians have no patience with

public school music because of such utterances and of the conse-

quent inadequate results. We all know that it is quite possible

for a child to go through the primary and grammar schools and
come out with almost no knowledge of music. We know also that

the tendency is to give to music less and less time in the course

of study, because, although there is much good singing in the

schools, those who are looking for educational results are com-

pelled to admit that the music is little better than a pastime.

Now, what is the right course to pursue? The answer is easy,

— just the course which you take in teaching language or arith-

metic. Begin with rote singing, but use such selections as are

adapted to the needs of those who, apparently, are tone deaf. In

the large majority of cases this apparent tone deafness comes from
the lack of a musical environment in the home. This stage is the

equivalent of those years which preceded the school age, during

which the child iearns language and everything else by imitation.

In music this need not be more than three months at the longest.

By this time he has acquired the power to sing the major scale,

after which all purely rote singing has the distinct tendency to

malce the child mentally lazy. Instead of rote singing, the chil-

dren should read tiny songs as they read their tiny stories, such as,

" I see a dog," " I have a cat," etc.,— not particularly interesting to

grown-ups, but decidedly beneficial to the child. Eight here and

now I enter my protest against the folly of supposing that children,

when left to themselves, are one bit more interested in the most
charming melody that was ever written than they are with one

which is simple enough for them to read; it is not the music alone

that interests them, so much as the music and the words, which,

of course, should be about things within their experience.

It is my firm conviction that many a child is at this moment
being barred out of the realm of music because the songs used in

the first and second years in school are such that none but those

who are instinctively musical can sing. I affirm that, consciously

or unconsciously, there is a conspiracy against these children, and

the conspirators are the publishing house which wants to sell books,

the supervisor -who ought to know better than to use such songs in

these grades, and the regular teacher who is more interested in hav-

ing her ears tickled than she is in developing the musical abilities
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of the children. All such are the actual enemies, not only of the

children, but of the musical interests of the public schools. Do not

misunderstand me. I am not pleading for all technique nor for all

songs, but for an artistic and sensible blending of the two in the

interests of all the children and of the cause of education. The

cause of public school music has suffered much at the hands of its

friends. One set of supervisors has laid particular emphasis on the

technical side to the exclusion of the aesthetic, and vice versa, and

both are wrong. The result is disagreement and a war of words

between the two parties. In my own schools I have sought ear-

nestly to make all the technical work mean music. Technique has

no other right to exist; therefore, my endeavor has been and is to

make all the technical study lead to and end in the song. But what

I am urging to-day is something far beyond this ; something which,

so far as I know, does not exist, and cannot until some community,

under the lead of its superintendent of schools and supported by

the whole body of teachers, shall put the thing to the test; and this

leads me to sum up my argument.

Music is taught under the direction of a special teacher in some-

thing like ninety per cent, of the towns and cities of Massachusetts.

It has come to be pretty generally recognized as the proper thing,

and those communities where music has not been introduced into

the public school system, and a specialist employed to direct and

supervise it, are by common consent pronounced behind the times.

The idea that the teacher of music in the public schools must be

specially trained for the work has also come to be pretty generally

accepted. All this is good, and means progress; nevertheless, it is

not taken very seriously by those in control of the affairs of edu-

cation. Their attitude toward the subject is one of good-natured

toleration. The children themselves rather like it, and their elders

seem to think that music will not harm them, even if it does not

do them much good. All this is degrading, not to say dangerous.

I object to having the best efforts of my life placed upon such a

low plane. I know, and I have tried to prove to jou, that music

has great value as a means of mental development; that if rightly

taught it tends to develop common-sense, reason, imagination and

self-control. I have sho"wn that music applies to as many pupils

as does arithmetic; otherwise, it has no right to retain its posi-

tion in the course of study. For these reasons, then, I claim for

music a better recognition than it now receives. I ask that more
time be given to it, so that by getting down to the individual pupil

we can make it profitable, not only assthetically, but mentally,

morally and physically.

I think I see some of you hold up your hands and exclaim,
" Where is the ' more time ' you ask for coming from ? " 1 have

the audacity to answer that it should be taken from the time now
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devoted to arithmetic. " But/' you exclaim, " the children know
too little of arithmetic now !

" I agree with you, but if my plan

were adopted the}^ would attempt less and learn more. So much
of it stultifies rather than develops. Ask the children of the

fourth or fifth year in school, where they are no longer infants,

some plain, common-sense question, and see what a far-fetched,

illogical answer you will get from the majority. Examine your

arithmetics, and see if they are not very impractical. As I stepped

into one of my classes the other day, I heard the teacher calling

for the answer to a sum which had just been worked out. I lis-

tened, and made a note of it. Here it is :
" One and seven hundred

fifty thousand nine hundred and ninety-six millionths.'^ This was

taken wholly at random, and I said to myself, " No wonder the

poor things think that they must stand on their heads in order to

answer the simplest question.'^ I know as well as you do how
this arithmetical superstition is groimded in public sentiment.

So was the "ft & db" system of teacliing language; but there was

a man and a community good enough, wise enough, and brave

enough to attack and overthrow it.

I heard of a lady supervisor who would start the class on a song,

and then talk with the regular teacher until the song was finished;

then she would wind them up again, and continue her conversa-

tion. Such representatives of our profession have no conception

of its dignity nor of their duty, " Do your children make noise,

or music ? " " Would the singing in your school be called musical

by a musician outside the ranks of public school music teachers ?
"

" Is the part-singing what it ought to be ? " These are the ques-

tions which I am constantly asking myself, and one more :
" Are

you exerting the infiuence you ought to exert, and doing the good

a musical missionary ought to do in the community where you

are employed ? " Do you realize that we supervisors represent the

only public oflBcials of a musical sort which this nation has yet

shown; that we stand in a good deal the same relation to our town
or city that the stadt-conductors of Germany stand to theirs?

If we cannot answer these questions with a strong afl&rmative,

then we are living below our privileges. I warn you against mis-

understanding my position as I have endeavored to state it in this

address. Once again I say, get all the children to singing. That
is our duty, first of all. Then make and keep the work well pro-

portioned,— good, tuneful, expressive singing, done by children

who know what they are doing, who can apply their minds intelli-

gently to the task of reading a new selection. More time we must
have, and more time we shall get if we can prove that the work

we are doing is worth while.
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SCHOOL ORCHESTRAS.

James A. Beatley, Master, English High School, Boston.

Without seeking the derivation from the original Greek, every-

one knows what an orchestra is. No high school of over two hun-

dred pupils should be without one. Many are supplied already.

All ought to be. Some schools may fear that they have not the

requisite number of instruments, and hesitate to start such an or-

ganization. The first opera, about the year 1600, was given with

an orchestra of about half a dozen different instruments.

A newspaper item mentions the organization of a school orches-

tra not a thousand miles from here, and gives the names of the

players. This orchestra, aforesaid, consists of a piano and six

violins.

A school orchestra, to be successful, should be in charge of a

regular teacher or of the special teacher of music. The average

youth is often lacking in respect for his equals, as indeed he is

not always over-abundant with esteem towards his superiors. Some
amateur organizations which are capable of good work have failed

because of the irresponsibility of members and the lack of proper

recognition of the director.

Every player— no matter what his instrument— needs the bene-

fit of ensemble practice. In other words, he needs the inspiration

of playing with a team. At the risk of being unpopular, I prefer

the playing of the orchestra to that of the football team, as the

play is always open, and one can see what each member is doing.

A listener with any kind of an ear can tell which instrument has

the melody. More than that, there is not the slightest danger of

permanent injury to the player.

Aside from the benefit derived by the individual members of a

school orchestra, the public functions of the school are certain to

gain by such an organization. If the standard be high, the mass
of scholars who do not participate will have an opportunity to

hear good music well rendered.

All may read and appreciate Shakespeare without being able to

imitate him. Why not study the great musical writers in the same
spirit? It is unwise to attempt selections which are too difficult.

There are plenty of works by the masters which are within the

range of amateurs. A foreigner who undertakes the study of Eng-
lish does not begin with Burke's Speech or with Browning.

Nothing is to be gained by wasting time on the so-called popular

selections of the day. An average orchestra can play them at
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sight;, and should they be difficult enough to require any drill,

what is there to show after such a composition is learned? Any
music publisher will testify that a popular piece is dead in six

months. It tickles the public at the time, but, like the seed that

fell by the wayside, it soon withers. Whoever hears now of

" M^Ginty " ? He and " Annie Eooney '^ lie buried with " Sweet

Marie " in the depths of oblivion. Above, as sentinels, stand the

"Mulligan Guards."

Various musical selections are received by us during the year

in the same manner that teachers of other subjects receive text-

books. Some of them are very good, and find a place on our pro-

grammes, but too many of them are useless; they are good enough

to play for dances, but tliat is not the province of any school or-

chestra.

In mixed high schools the best musical results are possible.

Choruses from oratorio and opera, or compositions written for

chorus and orchestra, may be given very creditably.

In a high school composed wholly of boys the result in vocal

music must be largely unsatisfactory. A large number of the

boys are in that transition state where they are like Orator Puff,

who had " two tones to his voice.'^ Of the remainder, three fourths

are bass, and the rest are either alto or a very dilute tenor. Noth-

ing like four-part singing can be satisfactory; in my own school

I have seen it tried, and all parts were plainly audible except the

first tenor. Fancy! Therefore, either songs in unison or for two

voices must constitute the repertoire of such a chorus.

For two years I struggled to get tangible results in this direc-

tion; and, while it was considered by those in authority that I ac-

complished as much as possible, I can only say that in my opinion

it was largely a failure.

In mixed high schools the results are very different. Three

divisions of the girls' voices are possible, while the boys can pro-

duce a very acceptable bass; so that a combination with the school

orchestra will produce satisfactory results.

Complaint has often been made that pupils of high school age

are frequently obliged to give up their musical studies in order

to prepare for the higher institutions of learning, the demands of

the college being such that little or no time can be spared for the

fine arts.

Principal Eussell of the Lynn High School, in a paper before

the Association of Classical and High School Teachers some years

ago, deplored this condition of affairs, and argued that proficiency

in music should be counted towards a school diploma, or should

receive proportional recognition at the doors of the higher institu-

tions; that, as it would be difficult to accept certificates of qualifi-

cation from various music teachers, the ability of the pupil to read
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a standard selection at sight would stand in lieu of what might

be called sight translation.

Fortunatel}'', Harvard University has recently added music as

one of the subjects which a candidate may offer for admission.

Harmony and counterpoint are allowed two points each. This is

the direct result of the elective in music at Harvard which was

first offered— in the face of great opposition— in 1871. The
speaker was fortunate enough to belong to this class in harmony,

taught by Prof. J. K. Paine. The freshman may now offer what

the college began to teach a generation ago.

A knowledge of harmony, counterpoint and free composition

has been invaluable to me for a proper understanding of musical

works, and an absolute necessity in arranging orchestral music.

While the ability to arrange is not essential, the director who under-

stands it will surely get better results from his players, and will

add to his repertoire.

Having spoken of school orchestras in general, it may be inter-

esting to give some account of the one present here to-day.

The English High School Orchestra was organized in October,

1887, and has enjoyed a continuous existence. The membership

of twenty-one players at the beginning included twelve violins,

one clarinet, two flutes, two cornets, one trombone, drums and a

piano. Last year it had forty players, and was not obliged to call

for any professional assistance. It has had every instrument to

be found in an orchestra except an oboe. This year it is especially

fortunate in having two horns. It has had single horn players

in the past, but not near enough together to be in sight of each

other; and horns, you know, like the mesenteries of a polyp, should

go in pairs. In place of horns, the English High School Orches-

tra has resorted to cornets with derby hats over the bell, which is

a fairly good substitute,— much better than not having the part

represented.

We have never established the strict eligibility rule that is de-

manded of the college athlete. No candidate or member is asked

if he ever played for money, for many are known to do so regu-

larly. One member, at least, supported himself largely during

the past two years of his course by playing daily ,at one of the

hotels. Two of the teachers have not considered it beneath their

dignity to aid us in the past by supplying the missing instruments

and subjecting themselves to the same leadership as the boys. The
greater the opportunity any player has for outside practice, the

higher his value to the school orchestra.

Our rehearsals have always been held directly after the school

session, and have lasted about an hour. More could have been

accomplished, musically, with evening rehearsals of two hours'

duration; but as the pupils are widely scattered, this would have
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entailed extra expense;, late hours, possibilities of non-attendance

in bad weather, and interference with the preparation of home
lessons.

In onr earlier days no greater number of applicants appeared

than conld be accommodated; but in the fall of 1890 all string

players were examined and only the best retained, others being

put on the waiting list. This policy has been followed to the pres-

ent time, and has extended to other divisions of the orchestra.

For fourteen years attendance at the rehearsals was wholly vol-

untary, but regularity was necessary to retain membership; as a

rule, the boys were so interested that they were seldom absent

except for good reasons. There were a few, naturally, who did not

mean business, but they were soon dropped for the good of the

cause. Our musical efforts in the beginning were not pretentious,

but the pieces were well rendered.

When the new elective system was adopted in the Boston high

schools, one diploma point was allowed to those who practised

vocal music one hour a week. It was not until some six months
later, and then in the face of considerable opposition, that orches-

tral practice in this school was recognized to be of equal value.

It was objected that this department was not open to all pupils.

It is open— like every other department— to those who are quali-

fied to pursue it with profit. At present, therefore, the pupil who
becomes a member has to attend the rehearsals as he would attend

any recitation, and cannot be excused except in the regular way.

A pupil who forgets to bring his instrument, or is unable to play

from physical disability, has to sit and listen to the others just as

if he had mislaid his text-book.

Experience has shown that many a pupil who is capable of

doing good work in languages and literature is wholly at sea in

mathematics; while, on the other hand, an expert only in mathe-

matics, and therefore, as some one puts it, wholly incapable of

associating with his fellows, believes all literary studies a waste.

Were an audience allowed to express its preference between the

public solution of an affected quadratic equation by a lightning cal-

culator and the performance upon the violin of Walther's " Preis-

lied " from the " Meistersinger,^' I fancy the choice would favor

the latter.

I have never considered it wise for a school orchestra to do

much outside playing. This experiment may sometimes be re-

sorted to in case school authorities are unwilling to grant the

necessary financial support. We have had invitations galore to

play at church fairs, temperance conventions and Sunday evening

concerts at the theatres, but have declined with thanks.

A school orchestra can be demoralized in a short time by out-

side engagements. What playing we have done aside from school
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exercises has been almost wholly in the educational line, or con-

sistent therewith. For four years we were invited to furnish

music for the annual prize declamations of our sister school,—
the Latin,— from 1894—97. Since that time the Latin School

has had an orchestra of its own.

Through the kindness of Mr. Edwin D. Mead and the trustees

of the Mary Hemenway fund we have appeared at the Old South
Meeting House, in connection with the educational work, at least

once a year since 1898.

At the New Voters' Festival, held on a Sunday afternoon, usu-

ally in March, in Faneuil Hall, we have furnished the music for

the last two years, and expect to be present at the meeting held

in March, 1906. Our only evening engagements have been with

the closing exercises of the evening drawing school held in this

hall.

The orchestra has increased in numbers and musical power, and,

though members have changed from year to year, such has been

the improvement in the playing of the orchestral instruments that

pieces which in the beginning were well-nigh impossible can now
be rendered with little diflBculty.

The principal numbers on our last graduation programme con-

sisted of Eossini's Overture, " William Tell," Rubinstein's " Melody
in F," " Valse Lento " and " Pizzicati " by Delibes, and a " Span-

ish Dance " by Moszkowski. We have also performed the overtures
" Merry Wives of Windsor," by Nicolai ;

" Rosamunde," by Schu-

bert; several by Suppe, together with a few others which are well

known.

Our library contains over one hundred and fifty selections.

There are works by Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Wagner, Schubert,

Schumann, Weber, Gounod, Suppe, Moszkowski, Scharwenka and
many American composers. In addition, there are some thirty

manuscript arrangements, the private property of the director. The
property of the orchestra might be fairly estimated financially at

three hundred dollars. All of this property has been accumulated

by the boys— in number something over three hundred and fifty

— who have played under my direction.

In October, 1904, the " American High School," a magazine

published in Indianapolis, devoted an illustrated article to our

orchestra. This recognition came through seeing the portrait of

the orchestra at the St. Louis Exposition.

There is a man in this city whose line of business is the manu-
facture of everything connected with drums and traps. He and
his brother would not be in this business to-day if it had not been

for this orchestra, where they received their firist inspiration.

Others are doing professional work for which they have been at

least partially prepared in the English High School.
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ISTow that instrumental music lias been recognized as a regular

study, there is every encouragement for a pupil to keep up practice

in ensemble pla3dng. Pleasure is added to profit. One enjoys

music more when he is a part of it; he experiences a conscious

increase of power which is most exhilarating and healthful.

I have tried to show the modest attainments of one school or-

chestra. I trust there are others who may show even greater re-

sults.

Allow me, in closing, to extend the gratitude of this school

organization for the honor conferred upon it by an invitation to

appear before the highest educational tribunal of the State.

SCHOOL GLEE CLUBS.

James E. Abokn, Supervisor of Music, Lynn.

Mr. President and fellow workers : I regard it as a great honor

to speak to you upon a subject in which I am so deeply interested;

namely, " Glee Clubs in the High Schools." The first glee club

that I was interested in was organized thirty-five years ago, in the

Cobbet School, Lynn. Eight boys who loved to sing used to meet

at each other's homes once a week, and what good times we used

to have! We named the club the K. 0. G. F. I remember how
interested our schoolmates were to find out the meaning of those

four letters, but we kept it a profound secret. We had our ofiicers,

— a president, secretary, treasurer and leader. I was the leader,

and never did a leader have a better club to lead than I had in

those happy boyhood days. There was not much music published

then for boys to sing, but we sang college songs and the " good

old songs" with real enjoyment. We were asked to siiig at the

church events, fairs, social gatherings and the like, and I look

back with much pleasure to those happy days spent Avith this little

club of boys. This club is still in existence. We meet once a

year in the month of January in Boston, and what a pleasant time

we have talking over our school days and those evenings spent in

song ! The meaning of those four letters is, " Knights of Good
Fellowship." A very heavy name for a boys' glee club, but you

laiow boys like to do big things. Who knows, who can tell what

influence this little glee club had on our lives ? Three of the num-
ber have made music a life study, and all eight of the members

have been interested in music. When these yearly meetings come

around, I often tell the pupils at the Cobbet School, when I go

there for the lesson, of our meeting, and what these men said
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about their happy school days at the Cobbet. I think^, yes^ I know
that this little glee club has helped me in many ways.

But now to the subject of the hour, " Glee Clubs in the High
Schools.^' I have divided my topic into three parts : First, " The
glee club,— of what does it consist ? " Second, " Its influence

upon the student body." Third, " The benefit derived by the in-

dividual."

Some of you may ask, " What prompted you to organize a glee

club ? " During the early nineties I noticed an unusual interest

manifested by the boys of the high schools in their music, and was
anxious to encourage and aid them. I was helped to solve the

problem satisfactorily when some of the boys asked me if I thought

they could have a glee club, and if I was willing to take up the

work with them. I was more than willing to do so, seeing in this

a chance to help and interest the boys in making the most of their

voices, and increasing their love for good music. I called a meeting

of all those interested, to see what could be done. Between thirty

and forty boys appeared at the appointed time. After trying their

voices and assigning them their parts, we formed an organization.

Officers were chosen, consisting of a president, secretary, treasurer

and leader. The principals of the schools were very much inter-

ested, and gave me every help in their power. The hour of meet-

ing was 4 o'clock, after the close of school. From the very begin-

ning I found the boys earnest, faithful and studious. They were

allowed to give concerts to pay for their music and other expenses,

but always conferred with the principals and myself before mak-
ing any engagements.

. At these concerts the leader had charge of

the boys, and they were made to feel that they were to be manly
in their deportment on and off the stage, as well as to sing well.

I think it was a great help to the leader and to the boys for each

to feel his individual responsibility. I was as much pleased to

hear the people say of them, " They are a manly company of bo3^s,"

as I was to hear them say, " They sing well." We have been ]Droud

of our boys for these two things,— their good singing and excel-

lent deportment.

These concerts given by the clubs have interested not only the

friends of the boys but the .public generally. One of the first

things the boys wanted to do after they were able to sing well was
to have a concert grand piano. They gave a concert, and were

successful. The pupils who enjoy the tones of our excellent piano

in the high school hall- have the boys to thank for the privilege.

At all school events the club has always been ready to assist, and
their work has always been appreciated by the principals of the

schools, the pupils, and all parties interested. I have always tried

to make good selections for them,— not only good music but good
words. And these have not all been of a sober character. They have
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their joll}^ songs, full of good, sensible fun, the slang always being

eliminated. The boys like to sing marches, such as " March On-
ward," " The March of the Nation," " The Passing Eegiment,"
" The Soldiers' Chorus " from " Faust," and many others of like

character. Quiet songs also interest them. The " Serenade," by

Wilder, was one of the first things we studied, and how the boys

did enjoy the singing of this nmnber ! Patriotic songs always

appeal to the boj^s. They like good music, and there are many
good selections from the light operas that can be arranged for

them. The arrangement of these numbers for the boys and the

interest they have taken in them have afforded me great satisfac-

tion. They enjoy the humorous song, the stirring march, the sweet

serenade and classical music as well. Time and thought spent

in careful selection and arrangement is time well spent.

Why did we start with a boys' glee club? First, because they

desired it; and second, because the boys, after their voices have

changed, are timid about starting in again, being doubtful about

their tones. The four parts, first and second tenor and first and

second bass, give them a good chance to take up the work again.

Those voices of limited range take the baritone; those who have

a few high tones, the second tenor; the large boys, whose voices

have become well settled, take the bass; and the alto tenors take

the first tenor. The effect of these sweet, clear alto voices taking

the first tenor is delightful to the listener. By using the alto tenors

we can make use of any selections written for male voices as far

as high notes are concerned, and the effect is very pleasing, since

the tones are so free and entirely devoid of any harshness or of

evidence of straining so often heard in adult tenors. One should

be careful, in assigning the boj^s their parts, to avoid having them
sing too high or too low. It is easy to get the voices needed to

take up the four parts without any danger in that direction. Care

being taken along this important line develops a free, sweet and

enjoyable tone. I try to have them sing a musical tone, to impress

always upon them that music is what we are trying to make, and

not noise; and they are j)leased when they succeed in making rich

harmony,— and boys can do it. Their sweet, young, fresh voices

blend finely.

There is no jealous feeling ever shown by the boys in the glee

club, the otAj spirit manifested being one of interest. I think

every boy who can sing does his best at every music period, and is

helped by the glee club boys in every way. We give a cantata each

year. The glee club is in shape to take up any parts arranged for

male voices, and by combining it with the girls' glee club all special

choruses are provided for.

Are glee clubs a benefit to the student body ? I answer, " Yes."

They are a great benefit to the regular work of the school. These

thirty or forty young men are an inspiration to all. It is very
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plainly seen that they are trying to show their appreciation of

what is being done for them by earnestly working to help make
the regular mnsie hour in school a great success. The glee club

is popular with the pupils of the school, and they take great pride

in its success. Whenever the boys give a concert, the pupils of

the school are there to cheer them on. From every standpoint

the glee club is a benefit to the student body, and it is not only

in the high schools that this benefit is felt but also in the grammar
grades. The grammar school boys hear the glee club sing, and

say to themselves, " I hope I can be a member of the glee club

when I reach the high school.''^ I often say to them, " How well

you are doing, boys; I shall have some fine singers for my glee

club when you get into the high school." They straighten up their

little backs, and work all the harder. Oh, what a privilege it is

to work with these interesting children ! I know how my own little

boy used to talk about the glee club. His older brother was a

member, and he would go to hear them sing, and his eyes would

rest on his big brother in the glee club, and he would say, " I hope

I can sing in the glee club when I get to be a big boy." Undoubt-

edly other little brothers of members of the glee club say and feel

the same things. In my opinion, the glee club is a benefit to the

entire student body, from the lowest grammar grade to and in-

cluding the high school. After the glee club rehearsal last Mon-
day I went home feeling more pleased than ever with the glee

club work, the boys were so earnest, and sang with so much care

and sweetness.

What benefit is the glee club to the individual ? In the develop-

ment of the individual the glee club shows its greatest worth.

Many of the boys who have been members of glee clubs during

the past thirteen years are now filling positions in our choirs, and

in the musical events of our city it is gratifying to see how these

young men have kept up their interest. I tried recently to place

the boys who have been members of the club, and was more than

gratified to note the large number who have filled and are fill-

ing positions as choir singers and directors. The young man who
first held the position of accompanist was so successful in his

work that he pursued his studies after graduation, and became a

fine church organist. The money he earned was a great help to

him in getting his college education. Another young man who
followed him is now teaching in New York City, and has charge

of a choir in New Jersey. He often sends me his programmes, and

keeps me informed in regard to his work. Four of the accom-

panists, during the last thirteen years, are now making this their

life work. Many of the young men are singing in quartette

choirs and you find them in all the chorus choirs in the city. I

have six of them in my choir.

In connection with the subject, " What has the glee club done
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for the individual," I wish to tell you about a young man who

went through the grammar school, who was able to sing but little.

The quality of his voice was sweet, but he could not keep the

pitch. He was fond of music and wanted to sing, but he was

a very sensitive boy, and did not like to annoy others. I encour-

aged him to listen carefully, study earnestly, learn all he could

about keys and time, then, if his ear became sensitive to pitch,

he would be able to take up the work intelligently. He entered

the high school. When I tried his voice at the beginning of the

fall term he sang in perfect time. I was as much pleased as the

boy. The first question he asked me was, " Do you think I can

get into the glee club?'^ I said, "Your voice is so sweet and

you are such an intelligent boy I think you can. Come and try."

The boys with him on the second tenor part were very helpful to

him. He improved constantly, and was in the glee club during

his four years in the high school. He went to college, and was

selected as one of the second tenors and became their manager.

I mention this to show how much the glee club did for this yoimg

man.

We have a musical association in our city. Mr. Eussell, prin-

cipal of the Classical High School, and myself are members of

the voice committee. We have watched with great interest the

young people who have asked for admittance, and have found

the boys and girls who have been with us in the school work well

able to pass all the requirements, especially those who have been

interested in the glee club and special chorus work of the school.

The sight-reading and ability to place their tones properly has

been especially gratifying.

The glee club is certainly a great help to the individual member.

G-ood music is uplifting, ennobling, and helps to build up a good

character. The supervisor can help the individual member in all

ways, not only in his better understanding of music, but in his

morals as well. The glee club gives him a chance to get near to

the boy, and the boy feels that nearness, and confides in the

teacher. What a privilege it is to start a boy right, to influence

him to love the good in everything ! Music sweetens the life,

makes the heart tender, opens the door of the boy's heart to re-

ceive all the good things you have to give Mm. What a privilege

is ours, fellow-workers! We can help the boys and girls along

every good line, teach them to sing well, to be manly and womanly,
— in short, make ourselves useful along every good and uplifting

line. Let us thank God that we have such a chance to help these

boys and girls to make the most of themselves. Be of good cheer;

you are doing much for the children of the present and the men
and women of the future. Music is to be a greater power for good

in the future than it has been in the past. The glee club gives
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u« a great opporiimity to help the individual, and I know 5^ou are

all anxioiis to make yonr work a great power for good in every

direction.

I have spoken only in regard to boys' glee clubs to-day, not

because I am not interested in the work of the girls,— I am

;

but we all know it has been a problem with many of us how
to interest the boys, and this is one of the ways to interest them,

and a very successful way.

In conclusion, the supervisor is repaid for his time and labor

in many ways,— in the satisfaction he receives from knowing he

has helped many ambitious boys, and in the enjoyment of their

expressions of appreciation while in school and after graduation.

Kindness begets kindness, and when you touch the heart of a boy

and win his love and respect, you have won something well worth

having. The willingness of these same boys to help in the regu-

lar work of the school is very helpful. Then, again, after gradu-

ation, whenever you meet them their warm greeting does you good,

and makes you feel that life is worth living. These bouquets of

kindness are very enjoyable while we live, and I would much
rather have them scattered along my way when I can enjoy their

fragrance, than to have any amount of kind things said after I

am gone. The high school glee clubs give us a great opportunity

for successful work. I hope the day is not far distant when every

high school will have its glee club.
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PAEOCHIAL SCHOOLS.

From the annual report of the Rev. Louis S. Walsh, super-

visor of the Catholic free elementary schools in the Archdiocese

of Boston, it appears that the total registration in the 73 par-

ishes in October, 1905, was 48,192, or about 1,500 more than

at the corresponding period in the previous year. Of these

pupils, 20,889 are boys and 27,303 are girls. The number of

teachers reported is 1,006, of which 869 are sisters.

It appears from complete returns of the whole State that

there are 79,898 children in all the parochial schools in the

State. The following is a complete statistical table of these

schools for the entire State :
—
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GRADUATED TABLES.

In order to show the comparative standing of the towns arid cities (1) in

the taxes which they inopose upon themselves for the support of their pub-

lie schools, (2) in the ratio which these taxes bear to their respective valu-

ations, and (3) in the ratio of the attendance upon the public schools to the

whole number of children between five and fifteen, three graduated tables

have been prepared.

For the sake of brevity as well as convenience of reference these tables

may be named as follows :
—

I. Graduated taxation table.

II. Graduated valuation table.

III. Graduated attendance table.

I. Graduated Taxation Table.

In this table the towns and cities are classified or ranked according to tlie

amounts which they severally raise by local taxation for the school support

of each child in the average membership of the public schools. It is the

average membership that more than any other factor determines the expense

of the schools, and it is the expenditure for each child in the average mem-
bership that more than any other factor determines a town's liberality in

matters of school support. In some places large numbers of children be-

tween five and fifteen ai'e in private schools; the amount raised for the

public schools is correspondingly reduced. Consequently the amounts of

the local tax for each child between five and fifteen in such places are

relatively small. To use such amounts, however, as evidence of the economy
or the parsimony of towns would be illogical and unjust

Advantage is taken of this table to present important data not given in

reports previous to the sixty-sixth. They are the amounts yielded for each

child in the average membership by the local tax plus the State and other

contributions. In the column next to the last, the amounts measure the

local taxation burden for each child in the average membership. That is to

say, the former column shows what the town unaided is doing for the child,

the latter coluinn what the child gets from all sources.

II. Graduated Valuation Table.

This table exhibits for the several towns and cities the ratios which the

sums raised by taxation and expended for the support of the public schools

bear to their respective assessed valuations. For convenience of appre-
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hension the ratio in each case is expressed as so many dollars of tax on a

thousand dollars of valuation.

III. Graduated Attendance Table.

This table exhibits for the several towns and cities the ratio in each case

of the average attendance upon the public schools to the whole number of

children between five and fifteen reported in the school census. If there

are no private schools, the ratio is likely to be high. If there are no pri-

vate schools and at the same time an unusually large proportion of the

children under five and over fifteen are attending school, the ratio may ex-

ceed even a hundred per cent. On the other hand, if children attend pri-

vate schools in any considerable number, the fact is reflected in a lower

ratio.
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II. Graduated Valuation Table.

A graduated table in lohicli all the towns in the State are numerically

arranged according to the -proportion of their taxable property ap-

propriatedfor the support ofpublic schoolsfor the year 1904-1905

.
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III. Graduated Attendance Table.

In ivJiich all the towns in the State are numerically arranged according

to the AVERAGE ATTENDANCE of the children upon the public schools

for the year 1904-1905.
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TOWNS AND
CITIES.

^ a

S =1

s>os

O 03

•A

o2 '«

3^S
-.OB.

Berlin,
Cummington,
Sterling, .

Arlington,
Ludlow, .

Somerset,
Chelmsford,
Gay Head,
Georgetown,
Westminster,
Quincy, .

Pittsfield,

Hancock,
Rutland, .

Russell, .

Eastham,
Maiden, .

Hatfield, .

Methuen,

.

Palmer, .

Northfield,
Sherborn,
Boston, .

Pembroke,
Hampden,
Winchendon,
Brewster,
Newbury,
Chelsea, .

Uxbridge,
Mashpee,

.

Wales,
Dighton, .

Oxford, .

Colrain, .

Petersham,
Agawam,
Taunton,

.

Chesterfield,

Lunenburg,
Watertown,
E. Longm'dow
Hamilton,
Millbury,
Lancaster,
Gill,

.

Sheffield, .

Leominster,
Lynn,
Woburn, .

Halifax, .

Cheshire, .

N. Brookfield,
Haverhill,
Deerfield,

Freetown,
Ipswich, .

Carlisle, .

Lakeville,
Boylston,

174
147
213

1,796
570
468
777
40

315
265

6,059
4,364

69
244
146

87
7,009
237

1,624
1,223
250
226

100,367
197
103

1,123
112

233
6,946
789
55

123
317
587
338
130
465
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